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The Influence of External Audit on Earnings Management Practices in Large
British Firms

Saleh Alagla
Umm Alquraa University
Saudi Arabia
Murya Habbash
King Khalid University
Saudi Arabia
E-mail: murya@hotmail.com

Abstract
Purpose: This study examines whether the external audit as measured by the auditor independence
and audit quality contribute towards constraining earnings management activities.
Methodology: Using a final sample of 492 firm-year observations for large UK-listed firms during 20102013, we apply the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) technique to estimate the model coefficients. We
use two different proxies for auditor independence, two different proxies for audit quality and the
discretionary accruals as a proxy for earnings management practices, once as absolute value in the
basic analysis and once as signed in the additional analysis.
Findings: We document a statistically significant positive correlation between the two proxies for
auditor dependency and earnings management practices, implying that the independence of external
auditors is a crucial factor in restraining earnings management practices, supporting the study’s first
hypothesis. We also document a statistically significant negative correlation between the two proxies
of audit quality and earnings management practices, supporting the study’s second hypothesis that
audit quality decreases earnings management practices.
Originality/value: The study results are important for the governance, accounting, and auditing
regulators and setters, since the results assert the importance of auditor independence towards the
quality of audit process. The results are derived from one of the world largest markets and can provide
important implications for other markets. Furthermore, the results provide further insights on whether
or not the characteristics of external audit as a governance mechanism can curb earnings management
practices.
Keywords
External audit, non-audit fees, audit fees, earnings management practices, United Kingdom
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Introduction
External audit is an external governance mechanism that reviews and evaluates a client’s internal
controls and audits their financial statements in order to prevent material misstatements. Auditors of
higher quality are believed to be both less willing to accept doubtful accounting methods and more
likely to report errors and irregularities revealed during the audit work. Thus, the external auditor is
considered to have an impact on the efficacy of the firm’s monitoring function, and hence the
incidence of earnings management practices. Moreover, earnings management can occur in many
forms, including unusual or complex accounting transactions and the use of discretion in accounting
estimates. To deal adequately with these types of issues, a professional, high-quality auditor is
expected to restrain these practices. Importantly, external auditors are susceptible to market
pressures and incentives in order to maintain their integrity and objectivity because they could lose
their client base if their reputation is undermined. Thus, the economic consequences of reputation loss
provide incentives for auditors to sustain and demonstrate a high level of independence. At least,
auditors should appear independent to the capital market because the independence of mind cannot
be observed (Mautz & Sharaf, 1961).
Therefore, in order for the external auditor to provide satisfactory oversight with regard to reducing
the incidence of earnings management practice, this study posits there are two crucial factors that
affect the functionality of external audit; namely, independence and quality. In this study, external
auditor independence is measured, following the literature, using the magnitude of fees for non-audit
services, and the quality of the external auditor is measured using audit fees. In the UK, auditors are
allowed to provide non-audit services to their clients which, in turn, are required to disclose the
amount of auditor fees in their financial statements. The Companies Act 1989 (Disclosure of
Remuneration for Non-Audit Work) 1991 Regulations in the United Kingdom requires UK companies
(other than small and medium-sized ones) to disclose in a note to their annual accounts, the
remuneration paid to their auditors for non-audit work, separately from the audit fees.
However, the magnitude of non-audit fees could impair auditor independence as the provision of nonaudit services contain drawbacks that threaten auditor’s independence. The first drawback is the selfinterest threat. The auditor may become more reliant on the client in terms of future revenues for
providing non-audit services to that client (Becker et al., 1998). Arguably, auditors may be willing to
ignore clients’ violations and breaches in order to protect their future revenues. Research on this issue
shows diverse results. However, a number of studies document that auditors are less likely to issue a
going-concern modified audit opinion for clients that pay higher non-audit fees (Wines, 1994; Sharma
& Sidhu, 2001). The second drawback is the intimidation threat, represented by the client’s ability to
choose a different auditor in the future. This threat exists in a normal auditor-auditee relationship but
becomes stronger when the auditor can also lose fees from consulting services (Mayhew & Wilkins,
2003). In this context, several studies (e.g. DeAngelo, 1981; Antle, 1984; Simunic, 1984; Acemoglu &
Gietzmann, 1997) argue that non-audit services may reduce independence if auditors view a threat to
future non-audit fees if audit reports are not positive. A third major drawback of non-audit fees is the
self-review threat. Auditors are responsible for evaluating internal control and accounting systems.
Thus, auditors are actually evaluating their own company’s work, and therefore may be unwilling to
criticize the work carried out by their consultancy colleagues, because doing so may lead to the audit
firm loosing lucrative consultancy services (Bartlett, 1991). As a result, auditors may jeopardize their
independence by ignoring errors that could have resulted from advisory services provided by their own
firm.
Accordingly, the main question addressed by this study is, does external audit independence and
quality help restrain earnings management? To examine this question, the study uses two proxies for
auditor independence and a further two proxies for audit quality and runs a Generalized Least Squares
(GLS) model to examine the sample of the UK’s largest listed firms during 2010-2013. The results
10
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confirm the study’s hypotheses that the external auditor independence and audit quality both play a
crucial role in curbing earnings management practices.
This study contributes to the literature in the following ways. First, the study examines the
effectiveness of one of the main external governance mechanisms upon which users of financial
statements depend to validate the disclosed information, external audit. Second, the study period
starts in the first year of the application of the 2010 UK governance code, which may provide insights
into the influence of this code. Third, the study is conducted on one of the world largest economies,
the UK, which could provide important implications for other markets.
The remainder of this study is structured as follows. The next section reviews the literature. The third
section develops the study hypotheses. The fourth section presents the methodology. The fifth section
presents and discusses the results, and is followed by the conclusion.

Literature Review
In this section, the literature is classified into two groups. The first group includes studies that examine
auditor independence, measured by non-audit fees, in the context of earnings management practices.
The second group is concerned with studies that examine the relationship between external audit
quality, measured by audit fees, and earnings management practices.
In relation to the first group, a number of studies have been conducted in the US. Frankel and others
(2002) examine the association between non-audit fees and earnings management practices. Their
sample consists of data collected from 3,074 proxy statements filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) between 5 February 2001 and 15 June 2001. The authors develop three measures
of non-audit fees. Their findings reveal statistically significant positive associations between two of the
three proxies for non-audit fees and the magnitude of absolute discretionary accruals, as well as both
the magnitude of income-increasing and income-decreasing discretionary accruals. Ashbaugh and
others (2003) challenge the findings using the same three sets of empirical tests by exploring if Frankel
and others (2002) results are sensitive to research design choices. They looked at fees for a sample of
3,170 firms from US registrants’ 2000 proxy statements. They measured non-audit fees as the ratio of
non-audit fees to total fees, and audit fees as the audit work fee. They find no association between the
non-audit fee ratio and performance-adjusted income-increasing discretionary accruals. However,
Ashbaugh and others (2003) find two results similar to those of Frankel and others (2002). First, they
find no association between the ratio of fees and the likelihood of firms reporting small earnings
increases. Second, they find a negative association between total fees and the likelihood of firms
reporting small earnings increases. However, unlike Frankel and others (2002), they do not find a
statistically significant relationship between either the non-audit fee ratio or total fees, and firms
meeting analysists’ forecasts. Overall, Ashbaugh and others (2003) findings do not support Frankel and
others (2002) conclusions that auditors’ independence is impaired as a result of clients purchasing
relatively more non-audit services.
Chung and Kallapur (2003) study the association between a client’s importance, in terms of fees, and
earnings management practices. They measured the client’s importance by the ratio of total client fees
to the audit firm’s total revenues, the ratio of non-audit fees from the client to the audit firm’s total
revenues, the ratio of total client fees to revenues of the audit firm’s office through which the audit
was conducted, and the ratio of non-audit fees from the client to revenues of the audit firm’s office
through which the audit was conducted. They used a sample of 1,871 US firms in the year 2000. They
find no statistically significant association between their client importance measures and earnings
management practices. Thus, they find that auditor independence is not impaired by non-audit fees.
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Larcker and Richardson (2004) examine the relationship between both audit fees and non-audit fees
and discretionary accruals. They use 3,424 firms for years 2000 and 2001 and examine non-audit fees
along with a number of corporate governance variables such as institutional ownership, management
ownership and board independence. Consistent with other studies, they find mixed results for the
association between non-audit fees and discretionary accruals. However, they divide their sample into
three clusters based on their corporate governance variables. The cluster that has weak corporate
governance levels exhibits a statistically significant positive association between non-audit fees and
discretionary accruals. These results imply that non-audit fees are a problem only for a small subset of
firms that appear to have weak corporate governance resulting from a lack of management control.
Overall, Larcker and Richardson (2004) argue that the mixed findings from other studies are caused by
neglecting the role of corporate governance and suggest that if auditor independence, measured by
the provision of non-audit fees, is studied in isolation from alternative corporate governance
mechanisms, then the result is a deficient analysis of earnings quality.
Another attempt to explain the conflicting results of various studies is offered by Lim and Tan (2008)
who document that industry specialist auditors are more likely than non-specialists to be concerned
about reputation loss and litigation exposure. They are also likely to benefit from knowledge spill-overs
from the provision of non-audit services, and higher earnings-response increases, with the level of nonaudit services purchased, compared to non-specialist auditors. The authors examined a sample of
9,501 US firm-years observations for fiscal years 2000–2001. They find that earnings management
practice is positively and statistically significantly associated with the natural logarithm of non-audit
fees, but not with the percentile rank of a particular client’s non-audit fees. They also document a
negative association between negative earnings management and non-audit fees.
In the UK context, Gore and others (2001) investigate the relationship between earnings management
and non-audit fees. They use the simple Jones model as a proxy for earnings management. They define
non-audit services as the ratio of non-audit fees to total audit fees. Using a sample of 4,779 UK
companies in the period 1992 to 1998, they document a positive association between non-audit fees
and earnings management for non-Big 5 clients but not for Big 5 clients. Ferguson et al. (2004) use a
sample of 610 UK firms for the period 1996-98 and provide empirical evidence on the relationship
between non-audit fees and three proxies for earnings management. The level of non-audit services
purchased is measured as the ratio of non-audit fees to total auditor fees, the natural logarithm of
non-audit services fees, and the deciles rank of a particular client’s non-audit services fees given all
non-audit services fees received by the audit firm’s practice office. In general, the authors find that all
three measures of earnings management are positively and statistically significantly associated with
the three measures of non-audit services purchased.
A comparison between the UK and the US is conducted by Antle and others (2006) who investigate the
association between earnings management practices and total fees paid to the auditor. They use a
sample of 2,294 UK firms from 1994 to 2000 and 1,570 US firms in the year 2000. They define nonaudit fees as the ratio of non-audit to audit fees and to total fees. They report that non-audit fees
decrease abnormal accruals in both the US and the UK samples.
In New Zealand, Cahan and others (2008) examine the association between the levels of non-audit
fees as client importance measures and earnings management practices. Their sample covers the
period 1995 to 2001 and reveals mixed results. They find client importance is associated with earnings
management in some regressions but not in others. They also report that significant growth in nonaudit fees exhibits lower earnings management practices. However, the Cahan and others (2008) study
suffers from the problem of a small sample size which may be a plausible explanation for their mixed
results and therefore raises questions about the reliability of their results. Their sample ranges from
31 to 64 for most of their ordinary least squares (OLS) models. Another criticism of Cahan and others
(2008) is that they do not control for the effect of foreign firms in their samples. This is an important
12
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issue because foreign firms are subject to different disclosure regulations and legal systems. Their
sample includes large cross-listed foreign companies and their effect on the magnitude of audit fees is
not excluded.
Habib and Islam (2007) examine the relationship between non-audit services and earnings
management practices in Bangladesh. Their sample consists of 530 firm-year observations from 1996
to 1999. They measure earnings management practices using the approach of Kothari and others
(2005) and adopt three measures for non-audit fees, namely the natural logarithm of non-audit fees,
the non-audit fees ratio and the natural logarithm of total audit fees. Their results show that no
relationship between non-audit fees’ measures and discretionary accruals. Their findings further
strengthen the notion that there is a spill-over effect of providing non-audit services. This result of no
relationship between earnings management practices and auditor independence might be due to the
weak corporate governance practice and investor protection in developing countries such as
Bangladesh, compared to the US. Chung and Kallapur (2003) argue this point.
Using a sample of South Korean firms, Choi and others (2009) report evidence of a negative
relationship between non-audit fees (tax services type) and discretionary accruals, suggesting that
auditors’ provision of tax services limits aggressive accounting practices. However, there are a number
of reasons that may explain this result. First, their measure of non-audit fees is only for tax services
fees and not the total amount of non-audit fees. Another possible reason for their result is that South
Korea has different legal and cultural business environments from western countries. One of the
significant differences between South Korea and other countries is the high book-tax conformity in the
country as documented by the study authors.
The second group of studies examines the correlation between audit fees and earnings management.
More specifically, Gul and others (2003) examine the linkages between discretionary accruals and audit
fees. Using 648 Australian firms, the OLS regression results show that there is a positive association
between earnings management practices and audit fees. Bedard and Johnstone (2004) find that
auditors increase effort and billing rates for clients with higher levels of earnings manipulation risk.
Furthermore, they find positive relationships between billing rates and both earnings manipulation
risk and heightened corporate governance risk. These findings suggest that auditors assess situations
involving both an aggressive earnings management policy and inadequate corporate governance and
that there is a relationship between those assessments and auditors’ fees. The authors offered a
number of examples to mitigate this relationship. For example, auditors could use more specific tests
to detect certain entries that could be manipulated to manage earnings in a particular industry.
Moreover, Abbott and others (2006) examine the association between audit fees and earnings
management, hypothesizing that, due to asymmetric litigation effects, audit fees decrease (increase)
with a client’s risk of income-decreasing (increasing) earnings management. They use a sample of 429
public, non-regulated, Big 5 audited companies for the year 2000. The results indicate that downward
earnings management risk (negative discretionary accruals) is associated with lower audit fees and
positive discretionary accruals are associated with higher audit fees. Meanwhile, Stanley and DeZoort
(2007) investigate the relationship between audit firm independence and financial restatements. Audit
fees are used as one of the measures of auditor independence. Using matched-sample logistic
regression and 382 companies with and without financial restatements during 2000–2004, the results
indicate that audit fees are negatively related to the likelihood of restatement. This result is consistent
with concerns about reduced audit quality due to a lack of client-specific knowledge and low audit fees
on new audit engagements.
Overall, it is evident that the research provides mixed results about the influence of auditor
independence and audit quality on earnings management. Furthermore, the empirical evidence in this
research area is still poor, which invites the need for more research.
13
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Hypotheses Development
Watts and Zimmerman (1983) define auditor independence as the probability of an auditor reporting
a discovered breach in the financial reports. This implies that auditor independence is synonymous
with auditor objectivity and the ability to withstand client pressure to assent to substandard reporting.
The auditor is hired by the owners to produce information used in contracting with the manager (Antle,
1984; Watts & Zimmerman, 1986). Thus, the auditor is deemed to be an agent of the owners and is
assumed to behave to maximize the expected value, while taking investigative acts and rendering
reports under conditions of moral hazard. The moral hazard exists because the auditor acquires
information about audit quality that is not observable by the client (Antle, 1984). As a result, the
auditors could, for example, decide to apply less effort in carrying out the audit in order to decrease
audit costs or give up their independence and accept side-payments from management for not
reporting truthfully, as the owners expect. In cases where auditors accept such side-payments, their
independence is impaired. Consulting services that generate non-audit fees could be used to provide
side-payments with a semblance of legitimacy (Antle, 1984).
Jensen and Meckling (1976) posit that managers of companies hire independent auditors in order to
cut agency costs. This view is endorsed by Watts and Zimmerman (1983) who report that about 85%
of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) companies voluntarily hired independent auditors in 1926, several
years before the Securities Acts mandated external auditing. Thus, the appointment of independent
auditors has both theoretical and empirical support as a mechanism for reducing agency costs.
However, when auditors perform non-audit services, they are employed by the management. Hence,
a conflict of interest may arise when the auditor assigned by the owner is employed by the
management of the company to conduct consulting services that generate revenue for the auditor.
Furthermore, auditors that provide consulting services to their audit clients are also actually auditing
information that is influenced by their recommendations. In addition, consulting services may also
provide the management advice on taxes, depreciation and impairment while, simultaneously,
assuring shareholders on the integrity of financial statements.
Regulators are concerned about two effects of non-audit services provided by auditors. First, non-audit
fees can make auditors financially dependent on their clients. Regulators believe that auditors become
financially dependent on their clients if the non-audit fees are higher than the audit fees. Thus, auditors
will perceive that the benefits of sacrificing their independence in order to retain potentially important
revenue opportunities outweigh potential costs, such as a reputation loss and litigation expenses. As
a result of this economic relationship, they are less likely to face management pressure for financial
misreporting (DeAngelo, 1981). The second effect is the consultancy nature of non-audit services,
which places auditors in managerial roles and, thus, potentially threaten their objectivity about the
work they audit (Kida 1980). The relationship between the provision of non-audit services and the
auditor independence, both in appearance and in mind, is well documented in the auditing literature
(e.g. Jenkins & Krawczyk, 2002; Chien & Chen, 2005; Krishnan et al. 2005). Most studies report a
negative effect of non-audit services on perceived independence. Mautz and Sharaf (1961) suggest
that, if auditors are not perceived as independent, financial statements are perceived as less authentic
and thus social costs are incurred. Furthermore, Ashbaugh and others (2003) argue that non-audit
services create financial dependence on the client in terms of the relative value of non-audit fees in
relation to total fees paid to the auditor. Similarly, Frankel et al. (2002) find that the ratio of non-audit
fees to total fees as a measure of auditor independence has a positive relationship with discretionary
accruals. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the ratio of non-audit fees as a proxy for auditor
dependency is likely to be positively correlated with earnings management.
Regarding the external audit quality, it is argued that the level of audit fees is likely to reflect auditing
efforts, which in turn produce better accrual quality. Consequently, a positive association between
audit fees and accrual quality is expected. Empirically, several studies have documented a positive
14
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relation between audit fees and earnings management. Gul and others (2003) examine these linkages
using 648 Australian firms, and their results show that there is a positive association between earnings
management and audit fees. In addition, other empirical studies suggest a positive association
between audit fees and accrual quality (e.g. Frankel et al., 2002; Ashbaugh et al., 2003; Antle et al.,
2006; Srinidhi & Gul., 2007). These studies tend to use two measures of audit fees and non-audit fees,
namely, the natural logarithm of both set of fees and the ratio of both set of fees to total fees (Frankel
et al., 2002; Ashbaugh et al., 2003; Ferguson et al., 2004; Reynolds et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2007).
The Companies Act 1989 (Disclosure of Remuneration for Non-Audit Work) 1991 Regulations requires
UK companies (other than small and medium-sized ones) to disclose, in a note to their annual accounts,
the remuneration paid to their auditors for non-audit work, separately from the audit fees. Therefore,
in this study, non-audit fees and audit fees data are collected directly from firms’ annual reports rather
than from other electronic sources, such as FAME. This ensures the highest accuracy and the highest
consistency with this study’s other corporate governance variables collected from the same annual
reports. It also facilitates a precise judgment on the complex classifications of various types of fees.
Accordingly, this discussion leads to the following two hypotheses:
H1: Higher non-audit fees (auditor dependence) are positively associated with earnings
management practices.
H2: Higher audit fees (audit quality) are negatively associated with earnings management
practices.

Methodology
Sample selection and data collection procedures
The initial sample for this study is the FTSE 350 Index, which is the top 350 UK listed firms by total
market capitalization. Targeting the FTSE 350 firms ensures both statistical power in the tests and
maximum data availability. Furthermore, all FTSE 350 firms implement the corporate governance
mechanisms recommended by the UK Corporate Governance Code (2010) to the same level.
Regulated, financial and mining industries are excluded from the initial sample for a number of
reasons. First, compared to other industries, regulated industries have an incentive to adopt
conservative accounting practices and to defer income recognition because their revenues are set on
fixed accounting rates of return. Therefore, capturing management’s opportunistic manipulations is
difficult. Second, financial companies are omitted because their special accounting practices mean that
the discretionary accruals model does not apply to them, as illustrated in previous empirical studies
(e.g. Peasnell et al., 2000b; Chtourou et al., 2008). Third, companies in the mining industry are excluded
because of their different practice of income recognition and because the market value of mining firms
differs from that of other firms as it includes other major factors, such as the value of any real operating
options (Brennan & Schwartz, 1985).
The study period covers the period November 2010 to December 2013. The reason for this choice is
that the UK Corporate Governance Code (2010) became effective at the start of November 2010.
Accordingly, as shown in Table 1, the study final sample covers 492 firm-year observations during 20102013.
Extreme outliers are dropped from the sample due to their regression sensitivity. However, firms with
extreme values for earnings management are not excluded from the sample as outliers because these
are potentially the observations that represent large negative accruals (e.g., big bath), or large positive
accruals, which may actually represent management discretion. If extreme discretionary accrual
observations were deleted, it could eliminate the firms that practise earnings management, which is
the focus of this study. Thus, following Li and others (2008), the observations in the top and bottom
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0.5% of the distribution of certain variables such as operating income, total assets and cash flow from
operations are deleted to mitigate the effects of outliers.
Table 1: Sample Size and Selection Procedures
Description

2010

2011

2012

2013

Pooled

Initial sample (FTSE 350)
Excluded:
Financial, insurance and investment companies
Mining and regulated companies
Missing annual reports or shorter than 12 months fiscal y
Missing corporate governance data
Missing DataStream information
Industries smaller than 6 firms
Outliers
Missing audit fees data
Final sample for second model

283

350

350

350

1333

(46)
(19)
(28)
(64)
(33)
(31)
(9)
(5)
40

(60)
(21)
(22)
(53)
(25)
(20)
(11)
(4)
122

(64)
(20)
(16)
(45)
(21)
(25)
(9)
(4)
135

(71)
(20)
(9)
(35)
(18)
(19)
(11)
(3)
151

(240)
(80)
(75)
(197)
(98)
(95)
(40)
(16)
492

Table 2 indicates that the firms are normally distributed from an industry perspective. The
Construction and Building Materials, Restaurants, Pubs and Breweries, and Media and Photography
sectors, collectively, account for almost one third of the sample. The other 13 industries each represent
from 4% to 8% of the total sample.
It should be noted that, in order to calculate earnings management accurately, industries that contain
less than six firms are excluded, except in cases where such a sector shares characteristics with another
sector. In those cases, this research combines the two sectors under the name of the larger industry.
For example, the Travel and Leisure sector is combined with the Leisure, Entertainment and Hotels
sector; the Food and Drug Retailers sector is combined with the General Retailers sector.
Table 2: Industry Distribution of Sample
Sector
Aerospace & Defense
Business Support Services
Chemicals
Computer Software & Services
Construction & Building Materials
Distributors
Electronic & Electrical Equipment
Engineering & Machinery
Food Producers & Processors
General Retailers
Health
Leisure, Entertainment & Hotels
Media & Photography
Support Services
Transport
Restaurants, Pubs & Breweries
Total

Number
31
23
19
23
45
27
31
24
24
33
19
37
37
34
18
42
492

Percentage
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.09
100%

The study model
In order to examine the two hypotheses, we formulate the following model that includes non-audit
fees as a proxy for auditor independence and audit fees as a proxy for audit quality. We apply GLS
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regression analysis to estimate the model coefficients. We first run the model of Kothari et al. (2005)
to estimate the discretionary accruals, which are the model residuals, then use these residuals as the
dependent variable of the model.
DACj = γ 0 + γ1 NAF jt + γ 2 AF jt + γ 3 MANGOWN jt + γ 4 SIZE jt +γ 5 LEV jt + γ 6 GROWTH jt + γ 7 CFO
jt + γ 8 ROA jt
DAC

NAF

AF

MANGOWN
SIZE
LEV
GROWTH
CFO
ROA

Absolute value of the discretionary accruals estimated by the Kothari et al.
(2005) model.
External Auditor Factors
The Non-Audit Fees variable is measured once as the natural logarithm of nonaudit fees (NAF1), and once as the ratio of total non-audit fees to total fees paid
to the auditor (NAF2).
The Audit Fees variable is measured once as the natural logarithm of audit fees
(AF1), and once as the ratio of audit fees to total fees paid to the auditor (AF2).
Control Variables
The percentage of total shares held by executive directors divided by the total
number of shares.
The natural logarithm of total assets at year-end.
The ratio of total long-term debts to total assets.
Market-to-book ratio.
Cash flows from operating activities divided by beginning of period total assets.
Net income divided by the total assets at the beginning of the year.

The Study Results
Descriptive statistics
Table 3 highlights the descriptive statistics of all the model variables. The descriptive statistics of DAC
show that the absolute value of DAC in FTSE 350 companies has a small mean value of 0.06, whereas
the minimum value is much closer to 0 (0.0001), the positive value of the DAC implies that the sample
firms tend to report more positive discretionary accruals. Table 3 shows that the mean value of NAF1
is 0.244 while that of AF1 is 0.211 and that NAF1 represent 45% while the AF1 represent 55% of the
total fees paid to the auditor. This implies that the sample firms receive non-audit services closer to
the audit services provided by the auditor. This may be an indication that about half of the sample
auditors are not independent. The mean value of managerial ownership is 0.036, which indicates that
the executive directors, on average, hold less than 5% of the total outstanding shares; however, some
executive directors hold more than 60%, as the maximum value is 67%. The mean value of LEVG is
21.82, indicating a relatively low leverage level of less than half; some firms have a leverage ratio of
127.8% but others have none at all.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics
Variables
DAC
NAF1
AF1
NAF2
AF2
MANGOWN
SIZE
LEVG
GROWTH
CFO
ROA

Mean
0.063
0.244
0.211
0.449
0.551
0.036
6.273
21.82
0.171
-0.137
-0.187

Min
0.000
2.000
2.215
0.000
0.022
0.000
4.962
0.000
-0.988
-0.477
-0.400

Max
0.990
2.749
1.278
0.978
1.000
0.670
8.179
127.8
5.971
0.131
0.388

Median
0.047
0.311
0.254
0.415
0.586
0.000
5.887
22.19
0.079
-0.096
-0.112

SD.
0.081
0.621
0.497
0.226
0.226
0.078
0.434
17.00
0.536
0.085
0.096

Skewness
4.129
0.221
0.087
0.268
-0.271
3.542
0.201
0.941
8.221
-0.696
-0.584

Kurtosis
34.756
2.890
3.337
2.434
2.438
16.127
2.683
4.956
99.643
4.983
5.172

Correlation tests
Table 4 shows the Pearson correlations at the top right and Spearman correlations at the bottom left
of the table. The Pearson correlations show that the highest correlation between the model
independent variables is 0.637 between CFO and ROA while the Spearman test also has the same two
variables as the highest correlation at 0.613; both at 5% significance. These correlations do not
represent a harmful collinearity between the model’s independent variables, since they are all less
than 65%. Indeed, Bryman and Cramer (2001) argue that a correlation of more than 80% between the
independent variables is necessary for it to be considered a serious multicollinearity problem. The
correlations between NAF1 and AF1 are 0.530 and 0.572 at 5% significance for the Pearson and
Spearman tests, respectively, which indicates that there is no collinearity problem when testing the
two study’s independent variables together in one model. The results may also suggest that firms that
pay higher audit fees also purchase large amounts of non-audit services.
Table 4: Pearson and Spearman Correlation Coefficients
NAF1
NAF1
AF1
MANGOWN
SIZE
LEVG
GROWTH
CFO
ROA

0.572*
-0.235*
0.571*
0.195*
-0.166*
0.127*
0.232*

AF1
0.530*
-0.291*
0.537*
0.226*
-0.179*
0.173*
0.280*

MANGOWN
-0.130*
-0.261*
-0.252*
-0.151*
0.098*
-0.174*
-0.094*

SIZE
0.525*
0.482*
-0.259*
0.278*
-0.138*
0.288*
0.282*

LEVG
0.159*
0.136*
-0.158*
0.241*
-0.159*
0.137*
0.187*

GROWTH
0.008
-0.073
-0.007
0.019
-0.097
-0.118*
0.137*

CFO
0.068
0.187*
-0.164*
0.246*
0.088
-0.043

ROA
0.131*
0.180*
-0.084
0.214*
0.089
0.096
0.637*

0.613*

*Significant at 5%

As a further test, this study calculates Variance Inflation Factors (VIF), which also diagnoses
multicollinearity between the independent variables. Table 5 shows the VIF and tolerance coefficients
of each independent variable. Gujarati (2003, p.339) suggests that a VIF value less than 10 is
acceptable. The maximum value is 1.81 for both CFO and ROA.
Table 5: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) Indicators
Variable
VIF
1/VIF

NAF1
1.460
0.684

AF1
1.610
0.621

MANGOWN
1.120
0.891

SIZE
1.120
0.893
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LEVG
1.190
0.844

GROWTH
1.060
0.945

CFO
1.810
0.554

ROA
1.810
0.554
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Regression results
Table 6 displays the GLS regression results. The coefficient on the first measure of non-audit fees
(NAF1) is positive and statistically significant (β=0.019, z=2.56, p<0.01), suggesting that, as the
magnitude of non-audit fees generated by a client increases, the level of discretionary accrual
increases, which implies that firms with less independent auditors practice greater levels of earnings
management. Moreover, the coefficient of the first measure of audit fees (AF1) is negative and
statistically significant (β= - 0.030, z= - 3.19, p<0.01), suggesting that, as the audit fees generated by a
client increase, the level of earnings management practices decreases, which supports the study’s
second hypothesis.
Furthermore, the model was run using a different measurement NAF2 (the proportion of non-audit
fees in the total fees) for the variable non-audit fees and a different measurement AF2 (the proportion
of audit fees in the total fees) for the variable audit fees. However, neither NAF2 nor AF2 are included
in the model as this would introduce a high level of multicollinearity into the analysis. As shown in
Table 6, the results for both variables support the main findings, i.e., non-audit fees have a statistically
significant and positive relationship with earnings management practices (β=0.039, z=2.460, p<0.01),
while audit fees show a negative and statistically significant association with earnings management
practices (β= -0.038, z= -2.450, p<0.01).
Table 6: The GLS Regression Results

NAF1
AF1
NAF2
AF2
MANGOWN
SIZE
LEVG
GROWTH
CFO
ROA
_cons
Adj. R2
Wald Chi2

Non-Audit and Audit Fees as
Natural Logarithms
Coef.
z
P>z
0.019
2.560
***
-0.030
-3.190
***

Non-Audit Fees as Ratio of
Total Fees
Coef.
z
P>z

0.039

-0.021
0.037
0.000
-0.021
-0.271
0.112
-0.092

-0.290
3.910
1.280
-1.640
-4.320
1.900
-1.410
19%
58.47***

***

***
**
*

0.011
0.041
0.000
-0.021
-0.281
0.095
-0.083

2.460

0.241
3.891
1.270
-1.354
-4.560
1.790
-1.460
19%
63.22***

Audit Fees as Ratio of Total
Fees
Coef.
z
P>z

***

***

***
*
*

-0.038

-2.450

0.022
0.036
0.000
-0.022
-0.303
0.102
-0.041

0.492
3.770
0.990
-1.510
-4.810
1.890
-0.700
17%
62.46***

***

***

***
**
*

*** Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, and * Significant at 10%

These client-importance based findings are generally consistent with prior UK evidence, such as that
of Srinidhi and Gul (2007). The auditor impairment results are also consistent with those of Sharma
(2001) and Sharma and Sidhu (2001) who report that auditors are more willing to issue positive audit
opinions to clients that generate higher non-audit fees, and with Dee et al. (2006) who find that higher
proportions of non-audit fees are associated with higher income-increasing accruals, implying lower
quality of earnings.
Furthermore, the negative audit fees result is also consistent with Stanley and DeZoort (2007) who
document an inverse relation between audit fees and the likelihood of financial restatements. It is also
similar to Gul and others (2003) who use a sample of 648 Australian firms; their regression results show
a negative association between earnings management and audit fees. This supports the argument that
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the auditing market is more regulated than the non-audit services’ market (Srinidhi & Gul, 2007). It
also supports the view that audit fees are more likely to reflect auditing efforts, which in turn produce
better accrual quality. Moreover, these results are similar to Gore et al. (2001) who report a positive
association between non-audit fees, measured as the ratio of non-audit fees to total audit fees, and
earnings management practices for non-Big 5 clients, but not for Big 5 clients. In addition, this result is
consistent with the evidence of Antle and others (2006) who find that higher non-audit fees, as
measured by the ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees, increase abnormal accruals while higher audit
fees decrease abnormal accruals. These results are also consistent with prior UK evidence by Ferguson
and others (2004) who document a positive association between non-audit fees and discretionary
accruals.
Our results support the stream of research that argues that non-audit fees can impair auditor
independence in appearance, as argued by Solomon and others (2005), Francis (2006), Lai and Krishnan
(2009) and Quick and Warming-Rasmussen (2009). It also supports the concern of regulatory bodies,
such as the SEC, that non-audit fees may be a threat to auditor independence.
The results of control variables show statistically significant results only for firm size, cash flow from
operations, and return on assets. Consistent with prior studies such as Dimitropoulos and Asteriou
(2010) and with the expectations of agency theory, SIZE is found to have a statistically significant
positive relationship with earnings management practice at a level of p=0.01. Other studies suggest
that large firms place greater pressure on their management to report more predictable earnings
(Pincus & Rajgopal, 2002). Thus, managers are likely to engage in earnings management practices to
achieve this predictability. Moreover, CFO is statistically significant (p-value = 0.01) and negatively
related with the earnings management indicator. This finding is consistent with the notion that CFO
influences the magnitude of the discretionary accruals. It is also consistent with studies that find that
firms with a strong CFO performance are less likely to manage discretionary accruals because they are
already performing well (Becker et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 2008).

Additional analysis
Following Ashbaugh and others (2003) and Gul and others (2006), this research divides the earnings
management sample into firms with positive (income-increasing) discretionary accruals and firms with
negative (income-decreasing) discretionary accruals, as the incentives to manage earnings could be
different for the two directions. This partition provides evidence on whether or not there is a different
relationship between the external auditor variables with discretionary accruals and whether they are
conditional on income-increasing or income-decreasing accruals.
Table 7 reports the GLS estimates of both income-increasing and income-decreasing discretionary
accruals. The adjusted R2 obtained is fairly comparable with that of similar studies; for example, those
of Frankel and others (2002), Ashbaugh and others (2003) and Dimitropoulos and Asteriou (2010). The
constant is negative and highly statistically significant at p<0.01.
In the income-decreasing discretionary accruals sample, the coefficient on NAF is positive and
statistically significant, suggesting that when a client provides a relatively higher proportion of nonaudit fees, the level of negative discretionary accruals increases. Moreover, the coefficient on AF is
negative and statistically significant (β=.032, z=-2.06, p<0.05). This suggests that when a client pays a
relatively higher proportion of audit fees, compared to non-audit fees, the level of negative
discretionary accruals decreases.
In the income-increasing discretionary accruals sample, the coefficient on NAF is positive and
statistically significant (β=0.030, z=2.18, p<0.05), suggesting that as the non-audit fees generated by a
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client relative to other clients increases the level of positive discretionary accruals also increases.
Furthermore, the coefficient on AF is negative and statistically significant, suggesting that when the
audit fees are a relatively higher proportion of the total fees, the level of positive discretionary accruals
decreases. This is in line with recent evidence (e.g. Dee et al., 2006) that the higher proportions of nonaudit fees are associated with higher income-increasing accruals, implying a lower quality of earnings.
Furthermore, this result is in line with findings of Nelson and others (2003) who use a field-based
questionnaire in which 253 auditors from big audit firms described 515 specific experiences they had
with clients who they believed were attempting to manage earnings. The authors find that when
managers manage earnings to increase current-year income, auditors require managers to adjust their
attempts. However, when managers manage earnings to decrease current-year income, auditors
require managers to adjust their attempts only if they identify them as material or if the attempts are
committed by small clients. Additionally, Becker and others (1998) find that clients of brand name
auditors are associated with income-decreasing discretionary accruals.
Table 7: The GLS Regression Results of Signed Discretionary Accruals

NAF
AF
MANGOWN
SIZE
LEVG
GROWTH
CFO
ROA
_cons
Adj. R2
Wald Chi2

Negative Earnings Management
(Decreasing)
Coef.
z
P>z
0.031
2.550
***
-0.033
-2.062
**
-0.057
-0.027
0.000
-0.016
-0.143
0.065
0.367

-0.793
-1.810
-0.450
-1.260
-1.560
0.813
3.688
17%
64.55***

*

*
***

Positive Earnings Management (Increasing)
Coef.
0.033
-0.035
-0.041
-0.023
0.000
-0.018
-0.136
0.074
0.358

z
2.183
-1.866
-0.622
-1.650
-0.250
-0.790
-1.290
0.950
2.696
14%
76.129***

P>z
**
**

*

***

*** Significant at 1%, ** Significant at 5%, and * Significant at 10%

Overall, the main and additional test results imply that when a client generates relatively higher levels
of non-audit fees compared to the fees received from the other clients of the audit firm, the level of
earnings management increases. The results also suggest that, for clients who are a significant source
of revenues for the audit firm, particularly fees from non-audit services, there appears to be greater
discretion over financial reporting by the auditor. This is consistent with the regulatory concern that
non-audit fees impair auditor independence. These results provide important insights for accounting
and auditing standards setters regarding the independence of auditors and the quality of the audit
process and how the provision of non-audit services by auditors can affect the audit quality.

Conclusion
This study provides insights into the effectiveness of the external audit process by investigating
whether auditor independence and the quality of the audit process can help restrain earnings
management practices based on a sample of UK listed firms during 2010-2013. This follows the
introduction of the UK governance code in 2010. The study measures independence of auditors using
two different proxies, the natural logarithm of non-audit fees and the ratio of audit fees to total fees
and measures audit quality using the natural logarithm of audit fees and the ratio of audit fees to total
fees. In the main analysis, we used the absolute value of discretionary accruals as a proxy for earnings
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management and used the signed discretionary accruals and two sub-samples in the additional
analysis.
By running a GLS model, we find a statistically significant positive correlation between the two proxies
of auditor dependence and the absolute value of discretionary accruals, indicating that auditor
independence has a statistically significant negative correlation with earnings management practices,
which confirms the study’s first hypothesis. While the results of audit quality show a statistically
significant negative correlation between the two measures of audit quality and the earnings
management proxy; this confirms the study’s second hypothesis. Furthermore, the additional analysis
results confirm these results.
The study results provide a number of important implications. First, the characteristics of the auditor
play a significant role in restraining earnings management practices. Furthermore, employing an
auditor that provides other non-audit services to the client is liable to result in the deterioration of the
quality of external audit process, since the independence of auditor becomes compromised. Second,
the quality of the external audit process measured by audit fees is important in restraining earnings
management practices; however, not all clients can afford the higher audit fees to ensure the external
audit quality. Accordingly, the auditing and governance regulators should take these results into
consideration by asserting the importance of auditor independence and trying to separate the
provision of audit services from that of non-audit services provided by the same auditor.
However, this study suffers a number of limitations. First, the model examines only one characteristic
of the external auditor, although there are other characteristics that could affect the possibility of
managers of practicing earnings management, such as expertise. Second, the external audit
measurements are focused on the fees paid to the auditors, ignoring other effective measurements.
Indeed, there is debate about whether or not external audit variables such as non-audit fees and audit
fees indicate auditor independence and audit quality. However, the existing literature offers no better
measures and they are used extensively in auditing research. Third, although the study starts in the
year of the introduction of the 2010 UK governance code, no further explanatory or no governance
variables are included in the study model.
Finally, the study results and limitations provide opportunities for future research. Researchers can
examine how the different characteristics of the external auditor, such as reputation and expertise,
and different characteristics of audit quality can affect earnings management. In addition, a question
for further research is if the board characteristics, ownership structure or audit committee can affect
the relationship between the external audit process and earnings management. The different variables
of these governance mechanisms can be added to this study model as interaction terms. Finally, as this
study covers large firms and excludes certain industries, an opportunity arises for further research into
the impact of both corporate governance and the external audit on earnings management in smaller
companies or in companies in the regulated, mining and financial sectors.
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Abstract
The financial auditing system in Poland has undergone significant changes in recent years, which
largely result from the need to include solutions contained in European Directives. The article analizes
the control function of statutory audits.
The main objective of this study is the analysis of all kinds of statutory auditor opinions and reports
disclosed by companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange and the determination of the relevant
information contained in the opinions and reports disclosed by the listed companies. Thus defined, the
main goal allows identification of the specific purposes, which include:
1) percentage rating of the types of opinions by experts examining the financial statements of
listed companies in the years 2005-2017,
2) identifying areas that the explanations and qualifications (objections) concern the most in
the analyzed sample,
3) identification of those reports in which the auditor gives quantitative results of the threat
to continuing operations (e.g. Altman’s or Hołda’s method),
In order to achieve the main objective and the specific purposes, opinions and reports of expert
auditors for 28 of listed companies in the years 2005-2017 will be analyzed. The results obtained
suggest that the majority of opinions are unqualified opinions, which can also contain additional
explanations.
Keywords
Statutory audit, auditor’s opinion, Warsaw Stock Exchange
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1. Introduction
The financial auditing system in Poland has undergone significant changes in recent years, which
largely result from the need to include solutions contained in Directive of the European Parliament and
the Council 2013/34/EU of 26 June 2013 on the annual financial statements, consolidated financial
statements and related reports of certain types of undertakings, amending Directive 2006/43/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Council Directives 78/660/EEC and
83/349/EEC in our legislation. As a result of these changes, on 11 May, 2017, Statutory Auditors, Audit
Firms and Public Oversight was adopted by our Parliament - further referred to as the law on statutory
auditors.
It should be noted that the auditing system in Poland was, so far, well constructed, as many aspects
introduced by Directive 2006/43/EC already functioned in our country. This applies above all to the
functioning of the mechanisms of financial auditing of listed companies. The new solutions introduced
in May 2017 should strengthen the independence and objectivity of statutory auditors and audit firms.
They may also contribute to improving the quality of statutory audits and strengthening public
oversight through independence from the auditors' environment. On the other hand, limiting the
competitive advantage of large network companies and opening up opportunities to market for other
entities will affect the deconcentration of the statutory audit market of public interest entities.
Financial auditing, through the implementation of its procedures, methods and techniques, performs
the following functions (cf. eg Gabrusewicz, 2010; Hołda & Pociecha, 2005; Krzywda, 2005):
1) control,
2) information,
3) authentication.
The control and information functions are in line with the functions of modern accounting. It should
be emphasized that the audit of financial statements in itself is the realization of the control function
in accounting. On the other hand, the control function of the financial auditing system consists
primarily of the examination of compliance and reliability by means of either full or random methods.
However, irregularities noted in the course of the investigation are taken into account by financial and
accounting authorities of the enterprise if possible, and this can often make an impression that the
control function of auditing is implemented to a small extent. The subject of this study will be the
extent of the statutory auditors’ investigations of the financial statements of public interest entities
along with providing information on the financial audit products on the effects of the control function.
The main objective of this study is the analysis of all kinds of statutory auditor opinions and reports
disclosed by companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange and the determination of the relevant
information contained in the opinions and reports disclosed by the listed companies. Thus defined, the
main goal allows identification of the specific purposes, which include:
1) percentage rating of the types of opinions by experts examining the financial statements of
listed companies in the years 2005-2017,
2) identifying areas that the explanations and qualifications (objections) concern the most in
the analyzed sample,
3) identification of those reports in which the auditor gives quantitative results of the threat
to continuing operations (e.g. Altman’s or Hołda’s method),
In order to achieve the main objective and the specific purposes, opinions and reports of expert
auditors for 28 of listed companies in the years 2005-2017 will be analyzed.
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2. Types of Opinion and the Scope of Information Disclosed in the Report of the Statutory Auditor
The purpose of a financial statement audit (Micherda, 2010) is the issue of a written opinion and a
report on whether the audited financial statement:
o was prepared on the basis of correctly kept accounting records, and in compliance with the
Accounting Act,
o complies as to form and content with the laws, statute and agreements that apply to the
entity,
o shows, clearly and fairly, all information relevant to the assessment of the entity.
Although the Accounting Act provides for only three types of opinions, an unqualified opinion with
explanations and a qualified opinion with addition explanations can also be identified. It should be
noted that sometimes you can have doubts about whether the statements contained in an opinion are
reservations or explanations. Only the appropriate phrases, such as “without raising objections”, allow
an appropriate classification of this type of opinion in such cases.
The opinion should additionally inform about a possible failure until the date of due notification on the
requirements in the relevant court register and the announcement of a financial statement, which
should not take place in the case of listed companies, due to the greater rigor of information
obligations in this respect. Moreover, the statutory auditor’s opinion must inform about a possible
threat to the entity's going concern. Explanations included in opinions also involve information that
the report for the previous year has not been studied or that it was negative. Pfaff (2007) mentions
cases when an unqualified opinion is issued which contains additional explanations. This is applicable
when:
o a justified derogation from one of the accounting rules took place, due to which the financial
statement is not misleading – in this case, the opinion should include a fragment explaining
the need for derogation from the rules of accounting.
o significant uncertainty does not allow to assess some of the information contained in the
financial report – in this case, it is necessary to consider an explanatory passage on this subject,
due to the external addressees of the survey results,
o a significant change in the accounting principles used (change in the valuation principles,
correction of an error resulting from the acquisition of an incorrect valuation principle)
resulted in the fact that some of the statements for the financial year and the preceding year
are not comparable – the explanatory excerpt is also included in the opinion,
o the statutory auditor wants to emphasize certain issues associated with the evaluated
statement or they have not examined the opening balance (this information is included in the
explanation),
o mistakes which have not been removed are not significant,
o the going concern of the entity is not compromised, and the entity has concluded such a
statement in the introduction to the financial statement.
Information about any existing threat to the continuation of the operations should be included in any
opinion, regardless whether it is a qualified or an unqualified opinion. Unqualified opinions with
explanations are treated as positive feedback.
The qualified opinion is the position of the auditor, in which she or he is not able to clearly assess the
audited financial statements positively. It is not, however, a negative opinion. The content and method
of formulating reservations are a significant issue in the case of these opinions. The reservations may
relate to such situations in which:
o a limit to the scope or methods of research emerged as through the entity’s fault,
o there are differences of opinion in the assessment of individual items of the financial
statement between the entity’s management and the auditor,
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o
o

significant violations or deviations from the accounting principles and standards took place in
the audited entity,
the going concern risks in the financial statements were concealed or there was no accurate
information on this subject.

If the inconsistencies with the facts or gaps in the financial statements distort, in a significant way, the
actual situation in which the entity is, then the auditor should issue a negative opinion. In a negative
assessment, the auditor should also take into account that the audited financial statement may
mislead the reader. If, therefore, the auditor, examining a statement prepared on the assumption of
continuation of operations, has obtained information that in his or her judgment there are no premises
for such – then the auditor should issue a negative opinion. The auditor may refuse to issue an opinion.
This situation can occur if:
o the expert is not able to obtain the relevant audit evidence needed for a meaningful
assessment of the financial statement, which is most often due to the limitation of the scope
and method of the audit,
o the limitation of the scope and methods of the audit are so significant that the auditor has
significant uncertainty as to the actual state presented in the audited financial statements.
o if the degree of the auditor’s uncertainty about the survival of the audited entity, which
indicated a going concern threat in the financial statements, does not allow the auditor to give
a reliable opinion.
The issuance of a qualified opinion, a negative one or refusal to issue an opinion should indicate the
reasons for such a position, with an indication of the extent and magnitude of the phenomena that
have formed the basis for the inability to issue an unqualified opinion. Issuing a negative opinion does
not relieve the expert auditor from their duty to prepare a report for the audit. In the case of
withdrawal from expressing an opinion, the expert auditor does not prepare a report from the
investigation” (Andrzejewski, 2012).
Article 65 of the Accounting Act says that the report of the statutory auditor should represent, in
companies other than banks and insurance or reinsurance companies, in particular:
1. general characteristics of the entity,
2. a statement of obtaining the requested information, explanations and declarations from the
entity,
3. assessment of correctness of the used accounting system,
4. characteristics of the item or group of items in the financial statement if the expert auditor
believes that they require discussion,
5. presentation of the financial and material position of the financial outcome of the entity.
The opinion and report of the statutory auditor should be prepared on the same day, on the basis of
the audit documentation collected during the investigation.

3. Methods of Auditing and Presentation of Results
In order to achieve the main objective and the specific objectives of this study, a test sample was
formed from opinions and reports concerning 28 companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in
the years 2005-2017. In the selection of this sample, out of approximately 473 companies listed now
in our stock exchange, those which are not banks and insurance companies or other financial
institutions were selected. In addition, companies that have not been listed in any of the years studied
(2005-2017) were discarded. Also data of the companies whose fiscal year ended on another date than
December 31 were not included. Therefore, an effort was made to include manufacturers, commercial
entities or service providers. A sample consisting of 349 opinions and reports from 28 companies from
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2005-2017 was created using targeted selection. Prior to the analysis, the companies are divided into
5 groups according to the industries they operate in. Thus, the following has been distinguished:
1. 6 electrical machines and metallurgical companies: 1
2. 5 light industry, wood and paper companies:2
3. 9 services, IT and media companies:3
4. 2 whole and retail sales companies: 4
5. 6 construction, construction materials and developer companies.5
In general terms, analyzing the opinions on all the companies in total for the years 2005-2017 it should
be noted that no negative opinion was issued.
Table 1: Types of opinions in percentage from 2005 to 2017
Type of opinion

2005-2017

Disclaimer

0,3%

Qualified opinions

23,2%

Unqualified opinions

43,8%

Qualified opinions with explanations

32,7%

Source: authors

There was only one case of withdrawal from opinion. This is presented in Table 1 and Graph 1.
Graph 1: The number of different types of opinions on selected listed companies from the sectors
studied in 2005-2017

153
81

267
114

1
Disclaimer

Qualified opinions

Unqualified opinions

Unqualified opinions with explanations

Source: authors

It is worth noting that in the test population, 76.5% of the opinions were clear opinions (unqualified
opinions and unqualified opinions with explanations). The obtained results are a bit less optimistic to
those obtained by J. Pfaff and published in the study entitled Wpływ rewizji finansowej na
wiarygodność sprawozdań finansowych [The impact of financial audit on the reliability of financial
statements]. In his research, Pfaff decided, having studied 223 companies, that in 89% of the cases,
auditors issued an unqualified opinion. Our research additionally analyzed the structure of opinions
and the share of unqualified opinions with explanations in the generic structure of the opinions. There
were 114 opinions like that out of all reviewed opinions for the period 2005-2017. The results achieved
1

Metallurgy: Amica, Boryszew, Hutmen, Impexmetal, Odlewnie Polskie, Rafako
Wood and paper industry: Paged light industry: Lubawa, Sanwil, Skotan, Wistil.
3 IT: Asseco Poland, ATM, Betacom, COMP, Simple, media: Lark.pl, PMPG Polskie Media, services: Atlantis, Pekaes.
4 wholesales: Atlanta Poland, FH Jago
5 construction: Budopol, Mostostal Warszawa, Mostostal Zabrze, Polimex – Mostostal, construction materials Śnieżka,
development: Polnord.
2
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by Andrzejewski and Mazurczak (2011), which were based on 660 opinions and audit reports in 132
listed companies, showed that in the total sample 88,5% of all the opinions were unqualified ones. The
summary of opinions for companies selected in the article is shown in the Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of opinions for selected companies from 2005 to 2017
Company
Budopol
Mostostal
Warszawa
Mostostal
Zabrze
Polimex
Mostostal
Śnieżka
POLNORD
Atlanta Poland

Sector

Construction

Construction
materials
Development

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

QO

UO*

UO

UO

UO

2010 2011 2012
UO

UO

UO

2013
B

2014 2015 2016
B

QO

UO*

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

QO

QO

QO

UO

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO

QO

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

UO

UO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO*

UO*

2017

B

B

B

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO**

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

QO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO*

Wholesale

FH Jago

UO

UO

UO

UO

QO

QO

n.a

B

B

B

B

B

B

Asseco Poland

UO

UO*

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

ATM

UO*

QO

UO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

Betacom

IT

QO

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

Simple

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

LARK.pl S.A.

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

O

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

QO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

QO

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

COMP

Media
PointGroup
(PMPG Polskie
Media
AtlantisS.A.)
Services
Pekaes
Paged
Lubawa

Wood and
paper

UO

UO

UO

UO*

QO

QO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO

Skotan

UO

UO*

UO*

QO

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO

UO

UO*

QO

QO

Wistil

UO

UO

QO

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

Amica

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO

Boryszew

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

QO

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

UO*

UO

UO

UO

Impexmetal

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO

Hutmen

UO*

UO*

QO

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

E

Rafako

QO

UO*

UO*

UO

UO

UO

UO*

QO

QO

QO

QO

UO*

QO

Sanwil

Odlewnie
Polskie

Light industry

Metallurgy

Source: own work based on opinions and reports prepared by statutory auditors;
Description: QO – Qualified Opinion; UO – Unqualified Opinion; UO* – Unqualified Opinion with explanations; O – Opinion
not granted; n.a. – opinion was not published; B – bankruptcy; E – excluded from trade on GPW

4. Analysis of Information Disclosed in the Unqualified Opinions with Explanations
Statements of statutory auditors regarding the audited financial statements of selected companies
usually contained explanations regarding the following issues:
o accordance of the full financial statement with IAS/IFRS for the first time
o an indication that the financial statement is individual and should primarily serve statutory
purposes; the parent company’s activity cannot be considered in isolation from the situation
of the capital group;
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o

o

o
o

obligation arising from Article 397 of the Code of Commercial Companies to immediately
convene the General Meeting of Shareholders in a situation where the financial loss in the
current period and the sum of uncovered losses from previous years has exceeded the sum of
supplementary and reserve capital, and one third of the share capital; at the time of the
occurrence of the above event, the General Meeting of Shareholders should adopt a resolution
regarding the continued existence of the Company
conditions that should be met by the company to be able to recognize that the entity will
resolve its going concern issues with unlimited significant scope (e.g. the implementation of
the arrangement with creditors, timely repayment of loans and credits, increase of share
capital by way of issue of shares)
changes in accounting policy starting from the first day of the audited year together with a
discussion of the scope of the change, determining its impact on the items of the statement
application (based on the content of §17 of IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements”) by
the company solutions being a derogation from the principles that are in force in other
standards, resulting from the belief that the adopted solutions better reflect the reality and
specificity of the business.

Often, as a clarification, there are also comments regarding significant organizational changes in the
entity under examination, in particular changes in the scope and scale of operations that occurred in
companies in the audited period or which are planned for subsequent years, for example:
o restructuring declared by the management board related to the change of the business profile
along with an indication of the source of financing of the plan,
o making a non-cash contribution in the form of an organized part of the enterprise to a
subsidiary in exchange for taking up shares,
o planned mergers with other entities (including subsidiaries),
o increasing share capital through the issuance of new shares,
o implementation of a development strategy in the coming years to improve the property and
financial situation of the company and activities undertaken so far (e.g. conclusion of a
significant commercial contract)
o taking up shares in the capital of another entity by the company along with information on
how to cover their value and their presentation in the financial statements,
o submitting an application or announcing a court’s decision on the bankruptcy of the company
with the possibility of concluding an arrangement.
In the explanatory notes, the statutory auditor also stresses significant notes and additional
explanations included in the financial statement, discussing their impact on the financial result of the
audited period.
As a clarification, there were also descriptions of existing real threats to going concern along with the
conditions specified in the notes necessary to adopt the assumption of continuing operations. They
concerned, for example, pending court proceedings regarding the approval and implementation of an
arrangement with creditors and the company’s talks aimed at extending the repayment date of loans,
the results of which were not known until the date of the opinion.

5. Results of Qualitative Analysis of Qualified Opinions
The auditors issue a qualified opinion with explanations, especially in a situation when they have
recognized a serious threat to business continuity. The examined companies usually informed about
them in the notes to the financial statements. These threats, according to the opinions and reports
analyzed, may be related with negative equity for several years, loss of balance for the audited year or
years, high level of indebtedness, negative value of the working capital and the presence of payment
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tensions in the company. also financing of the company only through overdue liabilities and overdue
bank loans is an unfavorable phenomenon. Statutory auditors pointed to corrective actions taken or
planned by the company to improve the situation (such as the intention to obtain an investor), or
possibly to describe pending court proceedings to result in a court decision on the company’s
bankruptcy.
In many cases, the auditor issued a qualified opinion in a situation where the valuation made by the
management was unreliable in his or her opinion due to the lack of relevant information. For example,
one of the surveyed companies reported assets due to deferred tax, while incurring significant balance
sheet and tax losses. The company’s management board had no financial projections for subsequent
years showing taxable income that would ensure the implementation of the above asset and did not
submit an analysis presenting the possibility of using the deferred tax asset. In the above situation, the
auditor was not able to assess the degree of realizability of the deferred tax asset and, accordingly,
comment on the balance indicated by the company.
Lack of relevant information from the management board or difficulties in assessing the likelihood of
implementation of assumptions adopted by the management prevent the auditor from making a
comment on the impact of the given transaction on the report, for example, the settlement of
construction contracts based on the principles of IAS 11. The requirements of the standard indicate
the obligation to estimate the progress of the contract at each balance sheet date and determine the
estimate of income and expenses. In a situation where, in the opinion of the management board, the
probability of making the expected revenue on contracts depends on the results of negotiations with
trading partners, it is difficult to estimate and determine the impact on the report. With respect to
contracts performed by another company, the auditor indicated that as a result of receiving a synthetic
cost estimate from the company, which did not contain detailed information on the division of costs
into individual titles and areas of work, it was not possible to verify the progress of work and confirm
the amount of profits from the contract included in the audited period.
The reservations also apply when the auditor had a different position regarding the presentation and
measurement of individual operations in the company’s statements. An opinion indicates correct
(according to the auditor) inclusion of a given economic event together with a discussion of the impact
on the attached report. Few times, the expert auditors’ reservations pointed to the appropriateness
of creating or dissolving revaluation of assets, e.g. in their opinion, if the company holds shares in a
subsidiary covered by a revaluation write-down, it should solve part of the write-off in the case of the
related entity achieving positive financial results and showing profit in the budget for the following
year; the above operation would reduce the net loss for the period considered by the value of the
reduced write-off. Another company, as of the balance sheet date, showed an investment in shares in
a subsidiary listed on a regulated market in the position of financial assets, whose market value as of
the balance sheet date was lower than the carrying value of this investment reported by the company.
The company did not make a write-down for the investment and therefore the auditor was unable to
refer to its value in the financial statement.
With respect to another company being a party to long-term contracts expressed in foreign currencies,
from which embedded financial instruments were separated and separately valued – in the auditor’s
opinion, the expected sales revenues should be estimated according to the forward rate as at the date
of execution of contractual cash flows and not according to the spot rate from the date of the contract
(as the company priced it). In another company, the method of valuation of the “Employee share
option plan” does not meet all the requirements of IFRS 2 Share-based payments, therefore, the
valuation of the program value made by the statutory auditor is definitely higher than that made by
the management board, and its inclusion would result in a lower financial result.
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A frequent reason for issuing a qualified opinion is also an incorrect presentation of reporting items,
which causes an overestimation of their value and balance sheet total. For example, one can point to
an incorrect recognition of the amount of bank credit lines not used as of the balance sheet date in the
balance sheet under cash and short-term liabilities due to loans and advances. Another company
incorrectly presented exchange differences on the balance sheet valuation of liabilities under leasing
contracts: the company recognized them in accrued expenses, and not as indicated by the auditor in
the financial costs of the current period (the net profit was inflated, among others).
Summing up the results of empirical research, it can be noted that the most problems are created for
companies applying the requirements of IAS 12 Deferred tax, IAS 19 Employee benefits, IAS 36
Impairment of assets, IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, and IAS 38
Intangible assets. The most problematic areas for the analyzed companies were:
o inproper valuation and presentation of reserves in the statement – for example, in the scope
of deferred tax provisions, the auditors pointed to the incompleteness and non-disclosure by
companies of all differences between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities of the entity
and their tax value; another problem is the failure to create reserves in a situation where, in
the auditor’s opinion, this was justified (for example, provisions for overdue employee
holidays) – the opinion indicates how the financial result of the audited year and previous years
would change in the situation they were created;
o deferred tax assets – the statutory auditors indicated in particular significant uncertainty
related to the company’s ability to realize expected cash flows;
o lack of creation of a write-off re-valuating assets to sale prices possible to be obtained as at
the balance sheet date; lack of write-downs updating the value of overdue receivables
o problems with a correct estimation of impairment write-downs – the auditors pointed out that
the impairment tests based on the discounted cash flow analysis due to a number of
assumptions regarding the future constitute uncertainty regarding their realization and
valuation of assets.
In the analyzed period, among the companies belonging to the research sample, the auditor only
refused to express an opinion on the company’s financial statement once. As previously indicated in
the table summarizing the types of opinions on selected entities, this concerned Lark.pl SA from the
media industry. During the audit, the auditor did not gain access to the restructuring documentation
of Lark Europe. The value of this asset in the financial statements was 15 155 thousand PLN, which
constitutes 39% of the value of assets. Such a situation constitutes a vast and significant limitation of
the audit and makes it impossible to verify the actual balance sheet value of the position. Moreover,
as a result of the settlement of investment sales, the Company shows in its accounting books the
amount of PLN 16 606 thousand PLN of other receivables, which accounts for 40% of the value of all
assets of the company. During the audit, the auditor did not gain access to audit documents that would
allow sufficient credibility of the reported amount (confirmation of balances, collateral, repayment
after the balance sheet date, access to reliable financial information of the debtor) According to the
auditor, this is a significant and extensive limitation of the audit financial statements.
The above problems gave rise to the difficulty of the auditor’s assessment of the appropriateness of
the statement, assuming continuation of operations, and caused a refusal to express an opinion.

6. Selected Problems Disclosed in the Opinions of Statutory Auditors Examining Public Interest
Entities
In addition to the noticeable problem groups, which usually become visible during the analysis of
opinions and reports of the statutory auditors, one can also point to some interesting isolated cases of
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this type of event. To this end, selected problems are described below, which deserve attention due
to the purpose of this study.
Problem 1. The rotation of statutory auditors
Among the companies that received more than one qualification in the studied period of 2005-2017,
it was checked whether there was a tendency to change the statutory auditors. Polimex, PEKAES, Wistil
and Amica, despite receiving qualified opinions, did not change the auditor who examined their
statements. The analysis allows us to conclude that we cannot determine a large correlation between
the issuance of a qualified opinion and a change of the auditor.
Problem 2. Financial analysis in the reports of auditors – Hołda, Altman
In the audit report, the auditor presents the property and financial situation using methods and
techniques in the field of financial analysis. It should be emphasized, however, that the applied
financial analysis tools can be seen as basic ones, with simultaneous limited requests from the
statutory auditor. This may raise the question about the usefulness of this type of simple financial
analysis for the potential reader of the report. Most often, after this analysis, statutory auditors refer
to the problems of failure to comply with the principle of going concern. It seems that the report could
present the results of bankruptcy prediction by applying appropriate quantitative methods, such as,
for example, the Altman or Hołda models.
The financial analyzes of the reports very often end with calculations of selected indicators
supplemented with a verbal description of trends in particular years. Much less frequently, the
obtained index value is related to specific events of the entity’s activity in the audited year. Some
expert auditors include a brief theoretical summary regarding the interpretation of individual financial
and economic indicators in the report.
One can indicate reports containing an extended analysis of the going concern based on the models
proposed by Hołda (2001) and Altman. The above models recognize the symptoms of the threat of
payment capacity and the risk of bankruptcy, indicating the links between equity and foreign capital
and the assets of the entity. Among all 660 reports examined by Andrzejewski and Mazurczak (2011),
only a few analyzes of these types were found (in the reports of ZPUE SA for 2007, WISTIL SA for 2009,
Fasing SA for 2008, and Ampli SA for 2009).
Problem 3. Lack of clear classification of opinions
In some opinions and reports, the auditor did not clearly indicate the type of opinion issued, e.g. in the
opinion concerning COMP SA for 2005 it was not clearly stated whether the notes in the opinion
constitute an explanation or a reservation (qualification). With reference to the first company, the
opinion included the following statement “during the audit, the following was found”: in the process
of adjusting the accounting principles to IAS, the company prepared the opening balance, as of the
date of transition to IAS, based on the valuation of intangible assets. The adjustment reduced the
depreciation amounts for previous years referred to operating expenses and decreased the
undistributed result from previous years. The company’s financial results include sales transactions
dated as at the balance sheet date, and the auditor was not provided with unambiguous and consistent
documents confirming that the sale of these goods relates to the audited period, and the company has
not received any confirmation of the balances of receivables as of the balance sheet date resulting
from the transaction. Receivables were not settled by the recipients before the end of the audit. Lack
of repayment of receivables was explained by the management of the company by a delay of the
receipt of aid funds from the EU to contractors, which is the source of purchase financing. Next, the
expert auditor uses the phrase “taking into account the random circumstances”, so the reader of such
an opinion can have doubts whether such a comment is a qualification or just an explanation.
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7. Summary
As part of the control function of the audit, the auditor states the correctness, reliability and clarity of
the information contained in the audited financial statements and issues an audit opinion and report.
In 76,5% of the analyzed cases, the opinion was unqualified, and in this situation the opinion does not
provide interesting information, because each potential reader has knowledge about the information
contained therein. They result from the Accounting Act, International Financial Reporting Standards
and the National Standards on Auditing. From the point of view of the purpose of this study, the cases
of issuing an unqualified opinion with explanations and a qualified opinion are of interest.
It is worth emphasizing that opinions with explanations constituted around 33% of the total number
of opinions in the audited group of companies, while in total, in the years 2005-2017, the statutory
auditors issued 114 such opinions within the selected sample. The most frequent explanations
concerned formal issues such as: preparation of the first financial statements by the company in
accordance with IAS/IFRS, an indication that the audited report is individual and the company’s
situation cannot be considered in isolation from the entire capital group and a failure to report for the
previous year in Monitor Polski B or the National Court Register.
Qualified opinions were found in a dozen or so percent of cases, depending on the group of companies
under review and the year. Most often, as was already shown in the results of the research by J. Pfaff
(2007) the reservations concerned different positions regarding the valuation and presentation of
individual reporting items between the management and the auditor; the auditor’s findings of
significant violations or deviations from the rules applicable to the given entity and the concealment
or inaccurate reporting in the financial statements concerning serious threats to the principle of going
concern.
Finally, it should be emphasized that in some opinions there is no clear indication of its type, and
sometimes it is difficult whether the opinion is unqualified with explanations or qualified. However,
the reports use oversimplifying tools for financial analysis and there are no quantitative methods to
examine the fulfillment of the company’s going concern principle. A disturbing, but rare phenomenon
among public interest entities is the lack of publishing opinions or reports on the websites of
companies.
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Abstract
To ensure the growth of sustainable consumption, it is important to know the factors that determine
sustainable consumer behavior. Healthy lifestyle, which is becoming predominantly popular, has
received limited attention from researchers of consumer behavior, i.e. only in terms of the elements
of healthy nutrition and physical activity. There is a lack of research that would analyze health lifestyle
including the elements that reflect its perception as well-being. The literature analysis reveals the
scarcity of research findings substantiating the impact of healthy lifestyle on food consumption
behavior. The article poses the following problem questions: What elements constitute healthy
lifestyle? How is this reflected in sustainable consumer behavior when choosing food? The article aims
at substantiating healthy lifestyle as a determinant of sustainable consumption behavior when
choosing food. After the constructs of healthy lifestyle and food consumption behavior had been
conceptualized, quantitative questionnaire survey was performed. The sample included 384
Lithuanian respondents above 18. The results of factor analysis revealed that the element “health
responsibility” was not identified in the construct of healthy lifestyle. It can be stated that the healthy
lifestyle construct of food consumers comprises five elements: physical activity, healthy nutrition,
internal harmony, relaxation, and stress management. The results confirmed that healthy lifestyle has
statistically significant influence on buying scenario and food quality evaluation. However, they
revealed that food preparation scenario, being a variable of sustainable consumption behavior, does
not depend on healthy lifestyle choice.
Keywords
Healthy lifestyle, sustainable consumption behavior, food choice
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1. Introduction
Achieving sustainable consumption at a global level is an imperative task that requires joining all
entities - public authorities, businesses, and consumers. While sustainability is a priority for policy
makers and forms a part of various strategies (e.g., Europe 2020), the most important actor in the
context of sustainable consumption is an individual consumer. Due to this reason, and to ensure the
growth of sustainable consumption, research into the determinants of sustainable consumption
behavior becomes crucial. Research literature review shows that personal factors, such as values or
moral standards, mostly receive researchers’ attention. What is more, the authors seek complex
constructs to ensure comprehensive behavior analysis. One of such constructs is consumer lifestyle.
Its research results confirm that consumer groups that differ not only in demographic characteristics
but also in their activities, attitudes, and interests tend to acquire the same products (Sathish &
Rajamohan, 2012). This allows us to claim that lifestyle studies revealing the limitations of
demographic research and implying the creation of a more thorough consumer profile are relevant
and timely.
Global consumption trends indicate that modern consumers increasingly emphasize the benefit of
healthy lifestyle to personal health and are determined to allocate more and more time and income
to quality and healthy food (Divine & Lepisto, 2004). According to Goetzke and Spiller (2014), healthy
lifestyle has become a long-term and continuous process in the lives of a considerable share of
consumers.
Healthy lifestyle, which has become predominantly popular in the recent years (Rao, Shariff, Shafi &
Hasim, 2014), has received limited attention from researchers of consumer behavior, i.e. only in terms
of the elements of healthy nutrition and physical activity (Divine & Lepisto, 2004). There is a lack of
research that would analyze healthy lifestyle including the elements, such as internal harmony,
relaxation, and the absence of stress, that reflect its perception as well-being (Goetzke & Spiller, 2014).
Changing lifestyle leads to changing behavior of sustainable consumption. Although especially
significant changes are observed in consumer behavior when choosing food products, the literature
analysis has revealed the scarcity of research findings substantiating the impact of healthy lifestyle on
food consumption behavior. The article poses the following problem questions: What elements
constitute healthy lifestyle? How is this reflected in sustainable consumer behavior when choosing
food? The article aims at substantiating healthy lifestyle as a determinant of sustainable consumption
behavior when choosing food.
The study adds value to the body of sustainable consumption behavior literature and provides
empirical evidence from the market of growing Baltic state, Lithuania. From an academic perspective,
the findings of this study will expand a limited base of research into healthy lifestyle as a determinant
of sustainable consumption behavior when choosing food and will provide new insights for future
researchers when choosing determinants and other variables in sustainable consumption behavior
studies.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. The growing role of healthy lifestyle in consumer behavior
Results of various research (e.g., Azzura & Paola, 2009; Goetzke & Spiller, 2014; Divine & Lepisto, 2004;
Lesakova, 2014) confirm the growing role of healthy lifestyle in nowadays society and its importance
for food consumer behavior. The spread of this lifestyle has gained momentum after the changes in
healthcare system were incorporated. Starting from the end of the 20th century the individual has been
treated as a person who is personally responsible for their health and its strengthening. The
understanding of the health has changed as well. Now it is not enough to strictly follow various
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prescriptions of physicians anymore. The emphasis has shifted to the necessity to change one’s lifestyle
accordingly, i.e. eat healthier food, exercise more, know how to deal with every day stress, etc.
(Goetzke & Spiller, 2014).
Changes in lifestyles bring changes in consumer behavior, especially in food products category. The
changes occur due to several reasons. First, appropriate nutrition is being perceived as one of the main
aspects of healthy lifestyle; however, buying food still requires the major share of all personal
expenditures. Second, the patterns of food purchasing and consuming are changing by moving towards
healthier food products such as vegetables and fish, as well as moving from fast to slow food and its
preparation. Those changes in food consumer behavior should be explored in more detail before
promoting sustainable consumption.
Trying to reveal how healthy lifestyle tendencies are reflected in sustainable consumption behavior
while choosing food products, the conceptual framework has been created (see Figure 1). The
framework contains elements of healthy life style and three main areas of sustainable consumption of
food products.
Figure 1: Conceptual framework
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ELEMENTS

SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION
BEHAVIOR

Physical activity
Food purchasing scenario

Internal harmony
Relaxation

Food quality evaluation
Stress management
Healthy nutrition

Food preparation scenario

Health responsibility

2.2. The elements of healthy lifestyle
The elements of healthy lifestyle are indicated according to the results of the studies performed by
Goetzke and Spiller (2014), and Taymorri and others (2012). Healthy lifestyle in this model is being
treated as a multidimensional construct.
Previous research on healthy lifestyle and its impact on consumer behavior was carried out with a
focus on some particular healthy lifestyle’s element. For example, Yap and Othman (2009) focused on
the tendencies of physical activity, Shim et al. (2001), as well as Azzura and Paola (2009) stressed the
importance of nutrition. Bolton and others (2007) analyzed the importance of food supplements for
healthy lifestyle, while Goetzke and Spiller (2014) explored the behavior of consumers of organic and
functional food, emphasizing that healthy lifestyle represents not only good physical, but also good
spiritual well-being (inner harmony, enough rest, and managed stress). Four of the six elements of
healthy lifestyle, proposed by the latter authors, were included in the conceptual framwork: 1) Physical
activity and well-being (which describes the frequency of physical exercises, i.e., walking, jogging,
sports; adequate perception and satisfaction with body weight and understanding of the importance
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of physical activity); 2) Internal harmony (which includes rest, harmony between the body and spirit,
and perceived responsibility for personal health); 3) Relaxation (such kind of activities as bathing, going
to SPA, practicing yoga, etc.); 4) Stress management (a person's ability to manage stress, adequate
time management).
Other two elements of healthy lifestyle that were proposed by Goetzke and Spiller (2014), i.e., beauty
and appearance, and healthcare and prevention of diseases, were not included in the model. The
element ‘beauty and appearance’ was eliminated because of its similarity to internal harmony and
relaxation aspects. It was replaced with a ‘healthy nutrition’ element proposed by Taymorri and others
(2012). The importance of healthy nutrition has been also emphasized by Shim and others (2001),
Azzura and Paola (2009). In the paper healthy nutrition is being treated as individuals’ willingness to
take care of the quality of food, freshness, nutritional value of food products, eating habits following
the basic principles of a healthy diet.
Another element proposed by Goetzke and Spiller (2014), which was eliminated from the conceptual
framework, is ‘healthcare and disease prevention’. The name of this element has been modified to
‘health responsibility’ on the basis of Taymorri et al. (2012) research results. Health responsibility
covers an individual's concern regarding changes in their body, interest in a variety of topics about
health, and active contribution to addressing health issues.
2.3. Areas of sustainable food consumption behavior
Conceptualization of the construct of sustainable consumption behavior was based on the insights of
Grunert and others (1993), Steptoe, Pollard and Wardle (1995), Verain and others (2015), Vermeir and
Verbeke (2006). Steptoe and others (1995) developed Food Choice Questionnaire, in which they
included such elements as health, mood, convenience, sensory appeal, natural content, price, weight
control, familiarity and ethical concern. Later the questionnaire was widely explored and tested in
different countries by various researchers. Markovina and others (2015) tested it across nine European
countries, confirming that the importance and expressions of various elements differ across the
countries. Acknowledging that the sustainable consumption is a complex phenomenon, in this
research the construct of sustainable consumption behavior in the case of food choice mostly is based
on the insights of Grunert and others (1993). Authors proposed that food consumer behavior could be
evaluated through the analysis of buying scenarios, perceived food quality, meal preparation
scenarios, eating habits and gained value. Meanwhile, Verain and others (2015) emphasized the
importance to analyze sustainable food consumption from the following two perspectives, i.e. there
can be distinguished the choice of food products, concerning how product was produced, what its
nutrition value is (whether it is organic, healthy, etc.) and reduction of the quantity of consumed food
within particular categories. Taking the aforementioned into account and referring to Grunert and
others (1993) research findings and Verain and others (2015) insights, in this paper three main
constructs for evaluation of sustainable consumption behavior in the case of food choice are identified:
purchasing scenario, evaluation of food quality, and food preparation scenario.
Purchasing scenario covers the consumer behavior when choosing from alternatives before buying and
during the buying process. In the case of sustainable consumption advanced shopping list, buying in
organic food stores or ecological products markets, ingredients of food are some of the most important
aspects.
Another important area of sustainable food consumption behavior is the evaluation of food quality. A
healthy lifestyle poses higher requirements for the quality of food (nutrition, freshness, novelty,
naturalness). This construct was extended according to Steptoe et al. (1995) by including the role of
the country of origin when making food purchasing decisions.
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Food preparation scenario is related to cooking, it’s planning, choosing sustainable ways of cooking. It
reflects the consumer attitude towards cooking, their willingness to prepare meal at home, to avoid
frozen food and fast food or to avoid microwave ovens, etc.

3. Methodology
In order to test empirically the elements that constitute healthy lifestyle and to determine the
relationship between the healthy lifestyle and sustainable consumption behavior in the case of food
choice, the quantitative research method (survey) has been chosen. The survey was performed
employing nonprobability sampling. The survey was placed on the platform www.apklausa.lt and the
link to it was shared on Facebook with particular groups that promote healthy living standards, as well
as with friends, etc; also invitations to participate in the survey were sent via emails (the research was
performed before 25th of May, 2018), etc. In order to increase the number of older respondents, direct
personal survey was performed as well. Survey geography was limited to Lithuania only. 396
respondents took part in the survey, feedback of 384 respondents were taken for further analysis. 218
(56.8 %) women and 166 (43.2 %) men took part in the survey. The majority of all the respondents
represent the younger age group: 31 % belongs to the age group of 18 – 29 years; 27.1 % - 30-39 years
old. Others 41.9 % of respondents were older than 40 years, i.e. 23.4 % age between 40 and 49 years;
accordingly, 13.8 % - between 50-59; and 4.7 % were older than 60 years.
Besides demographical data, the employed questionnaire consists of two parts: the first one is related
to six elements of healthy lifestyle (i.e. physical activity, healthy nutrition, internal harmony, relaxation,
stress management, health responsibility), while the second one comprises items related to the three
areas of sustainable food consumption behavior.
A scale for physical activity, internal harmony, and relaxation were adapted from Goetzke and Spiller
(2014) using 3 items for each variable. A scale for healthy nutrition, stress management, and health
responsibility were adapted from both Taymorri and others (2012) and Goetzke and Spiller (2014),
again using 3 items for each of the elements. In total 18 items were used to measure healthy lifestyle
elements. Two constructs from the sustainable consumption behavior block, i.e. buying scenario and
food preparation scenario, were measured according to the recommendations of Grunert and others
(1993), using 8 items for each construct. Food quality evaluation construct were measured adapting
scales from Grunert and others (1993) and Steptoe and others (1995) and using 11 items. The items of
all the constructs were measured employing five point Likert scales, with 1 – “completely disagree”
and 5 – “completely agree”.
The statistical data analysis using SPSS 22.0 were performed for data analysis; factor and regression
analysis were employed. Cronbach alpha coefficients were considered as acceptable for all the scales
and subscales (0.811 for scale of healthy lifestyle elements; 0.768 for subscales of buying scenario;
0.823 for food quality evaluation, and 0.746 for food preparation scenario).

4. Results
In order to reveal elements that constitutes healthy lifestyle, first of all an exploratory factor analysis
was undertaken to confirm the elements of the theoretically developed construct. The analysis let to
confirm five instead of six elements of the construct of healthy lifestyle (all except 2 items had factor
loadings higher than 0.5, none of them was lower than 0.4; KMO=0.820, Barlett’s test<0.000). Factor
‘health responsibility’ was not confirmed as a separate element, because items of this theoretically
identified element scattered over other elements of healthy lifestyle. An item ‘I choose natural
remedies and treatments to solve health issues’ felt under the ‘stress management’ element;
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accordingly, item ‘I observe changes in my body’ – under ‘internal harmony’ element. Moreover, an
item ‘I regularly read articles about health’ surprisingly went under the ‘relaxation’ element. An item
from the ‘stress management’ element, named as ‘I rarely feel stress in my daily life’ felt under
‘physical activity’. The final elements of healthy lifestyle and the most important items of those
elements identified by the respondents could be found in Table 1.
Table 1: Elements of healthy lifestyle and expression of their items
Factors and variables
Physical activity
I regularly do sports
It is important for me to be fit
I usually spend my leisure time actively
I rarely feel stress in my daily life
Healthy nutrition
I have breakfast every day
I avoid food containing sugar
I eat fruits and vegetables every day
Internal harmony
To feel good, I need to have enough rest.
I think freedom to put one’s ideas into practice is important in life.
Well-being refers not only to healthy body, but also to healthy spirit.
I observe changes in my body.
Relaxation
I regularly visit various beauty practitioners.
To relax, I do yoga or similar activity.
I regularly visit SPA centers to relax.
I regularly read articles about health.
Stress management
I choose natural remedies and treatments to solve health issues.
I go to sleep at the same time every night.
When I start feeling stressed out, I take action to reduce stress

Moda

Mean

SD

3
4
4
3

3.30
3.72
3.42
3.26

1.216
0.917
0.924
1.076

5
3
4

3.93
2.83
3.76

1.266
1.150
1.053

5
5
5
4

4.21
4.23
4.37
3.66

0.844
0.860
0.866
0.999

3
2
1
3

2.54
2.18
1.93
2.81

1.121
1.089
0.963
1.149

3
3
4

3.13
2.82
3.49

1.020
1.151
0.858

In order to determine the influence of healthy lifestyle on the sustainable consumption behavior when
choosing food, the various regression models were created.
The multiply regression analysis was performed with elements of healthy life style as predictors and
different areas of sustainable food consumption behavior as dependent variable. It was found that
‘relaxation’ has significant impact on ‘purchasing scenario’ (β = 0.525, p<0.001), lower but also
significant impact on this scenario has ‘stress management’ (β = 0.328, p<0.01) and ‘healthy nutrition’
(β = 0.255, p<0.05), while others two elements have no significant impact on the food purchasing
scenario.
Similar the multiply regression analysis was performed with elements of healthy life style as predictors
and ‘food quality evaluation’ as dependent variable. It was determined that all the elements of healthy
lifestyle have although quite low (β range between 0.126 and 199), but significant (p<0.001) impact on
‘food quality evaluation’ when purchasing food products. However, the impact of healthy lifestyle on
‘food preparation scenario’ was not confirmed. This could be explained that in nowadays society
cooking is treated as too much time consuming activity even for those individuals, who express positive
attitude towards healthy lifestyle. It could be stated that even those individuals who strive to live
healthy do not avoid fast food, because of certain circumstances. However, more detail research in
this field is necessary.
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5. Conclusions
Research let us state that the healthy lifestyle construct of food consumers consists of five elements:
physical activity, healthy nutrition, internal harmony, relaxation, and stress management. The research
results confirmed that healthy lifestyle has statistically significant influence on buying scenario and
food quality evaluation. However, they revealed that food preparation scenario, being a variable of
sustainable consumption behavior, does not depend on healthy lifestyle choice.
The research findings support the concerns expressed in the previous research (e.g. Leary et al., 2014;
Vermeir & Verbeke, 2006; Geels, McMeekin, Mylan & Southerton, 2015) regarding the existing gap
between the expressed attitudes towards the sustainable consumption and the real consumer
behavior. However, the results of the recent study confirm the necessity to consider healthy lifestyle
as a determinant of sustainable consumption behavior when choosing food. This should be taken into
account when seeking for sustainable consumption behavior promoting decisions.
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Abstract
We argue that diverging trends in global trade and market integration and the associated strategic
orientation of MNCs have important repercussions for the drivers of divestment decisions. In globally
integrated industries, divestment decisions are more strongly driven by high labor costs, under
mounting cost and efficiency pressure. In contrast, in fragmented industries with a less pronounced
trade integration path and remaining market differences, local market conditions are the prime driver
of affiliate divestment decisions. We also posit that global trade integration is associated with the
adoption by MNCs of a strategic orientation towards efficiency. MNCs that have aligned their strategic
orientation to the integrated global industry environment will show the most pronounced pattern of
divestment behavior in terms of a responsiveness to labor costs rather than local demand. We find
general support for these predictions examining the divestment hazards of 3’418 Japanese
manufacturing subsidiaries operating in 56 countries during the period 1990-2004.
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Abstract
This paper based on systems - theoretic approach to the definition of a country's GDP as not directly
observable characteristic of system state. Leontief dynamic model is generalized to take into account
the stimulating effect of consumption on GDP growth. In consumption, apart from final consumption,
terms are considered: balance of foreign trade, fictitious investments and hidden costs. The Kalman
filter uses Rosstat's gross output (for system output) and final consumption (for system control) data
from 1995 to 2015.
It is concluded that if in the years 2014, 2015 it was possible to increase consumption by 5% by, say,
price cuts or some increase in money supply, then GDP would be greater by about 2.5%. GDP actual
values in recent years are most likely greater than official values. Fictitious investments and hidden
costs are found in the amount of up to third the value of final consumption. The accuracy of one-year
forecasts of true GDP by the methodology of this article is approximately 1.5%.
Keywords
Gross domestic product, Leontief dynamic model, investments in production capital, Kalman filter
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1. Introduction
At present, various mathematical methods are used in macroeconomic researches. For example, the
Bayesian parameters estimation, when a posteriori distribution is determined through the simulation
of the appropriate Markov chain (see, for example, (Kreptsev & Seleznev, 2016). Alternatively, a
dynamic factor model, where factor estimation is performed using the Kalman smoother (see, for
example, (Porshakov, 2016)). In the last mentioned work, without revealing the mechanism of
country's economy functioning, using the published numerous macroeconomic indicators, a forecast
is made of the value of GDP, which will soon be announced by Rosstat (based on the same indicators).
To the author's opinion, the most suitable for the study of the dynamics and goals of forecasting is
systems - theoretic approach, when the output and the control variables are assigned, comprehensive
model of the dynamics of the system in the state space is constructed and its parameters, the evolution
of the state and output variables, including forecasts, are being estimated by the Kalman filter (KF).
Borodachev (2018) presented this approach to the definition of a country's GDP as not directly
observable characteristic of system state. It was assumed that the gross output y t breaks up into
intermediate consumption and the final product (national income, GDP) x t
yt  At yt  xt ,

(1)

the final product x t is used for investment i t and final consumption ct
x t  i t  ct .

(2)

Investments provide the commissioning of new production funds iw t , which in turn give an increase
in gross output yt  (yt 1  yt ) by the next year iwt  Bt y t . The estimation of such GDP by the KF
according to available data on ct (controls) and y t (outputs) turned out to be (especially in recent
years) significantly different from the official GDP.
In this paper, it is proposed to improve this approach in two ways. The first improvement: it is known
that there are large expenditures claimed as investments, but those that are not (fictitious
investments) as well as balance of foreign trade and hidden costs. We denote them in the sum as z t .
They are taken from GDP along with investments that really increase output and final consumption.
Therefore, instead of (2), we must write
x t  i t  zt  ct .
(3)
It is difficult to acquire z t . A simple way to account for them is to increase (scale) the data on final
consumption. That is, in (3) to replace zt  ct  ct  ut and consider u t as controls in the system. The
factor ω is estimated together with other parameters of the model by the method of minimizing the
root-mean-square prediction error (RMSE) by the KF of gross output (see, for example, Borodachev,
2017a, 2017c).
Second improvement: it is believed that stimulating (growing) consumption causes GDP growth and
vice versa. The last example is the crisis of 2008-2009, when the fallen consumption caused stagnation
in production. However, in the simple dynamic Leontief model used in (Borodachev, 2018), even with
the adjustment of ω, an increase in final consumption can only reduce the funds spent on investment
and, therefore, cannot increase GDP.
For example, if we estimate the model parameters for all observations except the last two, and then
estimate GDP for the last two years with actual consumption data and with an increase of 5%, then in
the second case, GDP will be less. Therefore, it is necessary to include a development term in the model
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that allows, with increasing consumption, to improve the structure of intermediate consumption, for
example, to reduce it by reducing unreleased product stack, which we assume will not go outside
production and could not be involved in investment and final consumption. In the formula (1) we
replace At yt  A1t yt  A2t ut 1 . That is, last year's consumption reduces the intermediate
consumption of the current year. The first term in the right hand part can be regarded as purely direct
costs. Finally, instead of (1), we have
yt  A1t yt  A2t ut 1  i t  ut .
(4)

2. Calculation Results and Interpretation
Carrying out the transformations similarly to (Borodachev, 2018), we obtain the equations of the
system for the state vector X t   x t

x t 1

u t 1

ut 2  . We will consider the parameters of the model
T

A1, A2, B,  as being independent of time within the window used for their estimation by the RMSE

minimum method. The initial data on gross output y t and final consumption ct are the same as in
(Borodachev, 2018).
If you evaluate the parameters for all available data from 1995 to 2015, then the best value of RMSE =
4.35 trillion ₽ is obtained at ̂ = 1.5, A1 = 0.547, A2 = 0.366, B̂ = 0.258, ̂ = 0.116. Without a
development term (at A2 = 0), RMSE = 4.46 trillion ₽ was the best, and if in addition ω = 1 (Borodachev,
2018), RMSE = 4.53 trillion ₽ was the best. Thus, in the overall model, the situation is as follows.
Coefficient of direct costs 0.547, capital costs 0.258 (actual investments are effective); small ̂ = 0.116
indicates the rapid incorporation of investment (≈ 1 year). A2 = 0.366 means that about a third of
consumption is returned by an increase in output after a year. The estimated real GDP is somewhat
more than the official one, see Fig. 1,
Figure 1: KF estimate of GDP xˆt|t (point curve) and Rosstat data at time t (solid curve), at current prices;
trillion ₽.

but it leaks a lot into fictitious investments and hidden costs (together about 34% of the value of final
consumption). The structure of real GDP expenditures (except for final consumption): actual (worked)
investments xˆt|t  uˆt , balance of foreign trade + fictitious (unworked) investments + hidden costs
zˆt  (ˆ  1)c t .
If
you
subtract
the
balance
of
foreign
trade
data
(http://www.cbr.ru/statistics/credit_statistics/trade/trade.xls) recalculated in rubles from the last
values, then you can find fictitious investments + hidden costs. If further to the claimed (official)
investments to take the information the same as in (Borodachev, 2018) and consider that they consist
of actual and fictitious, then you can find fictitious investments, and then hidden costs. See Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Actual investments (solid curve), fictitious investments (point curve) and hidden costs (dotted
curve); trillion ₽

If we now estimate the parameters of the model for all observations except the last two, and then
calculate the GDP for the last two years with actual consumption and with an increase of 5%, then GDP
in the second case will be greater by approximately 2.5%. This means that if in the year 2014, 2015, it
was possible to stimulate consumption by, say, price cuts or some increase in the money supply, it
would facilitate the accelerated development of the economy.
If we consider the official GDP data as sufficiently reliable and independent (for example, from the
declared investments), then we can choose ω = 1.3 (RMSE = 4.37), when the estimated GDP practically
coincides with the official GDP in all years from 1995 to 2015. In doing so, compared to the Fig. 2, the
hidden costs will mainly change. They will be approximately equal to zero. Thus, in this case, the main
conclusion will be the growth of fictitious investments in the structure of claimed one from 60% before
the crisis of 2008-2009 to 80% in 2011-2014, with an improvement to 50% in 2015.
Forecasts of gross output and GDP for the year ahead are made using information (the gross output
and final consumption) up to the current year inclusive. For the purposes of forecasting, it is better to
use the adaptive version of the KF (Borodachev, 2017b, 2017c), when the system parameters are
estimated in the window immediately preceding the forecasting moment. We fix ω = 1.3, A2 = 0.366,
B = 0.258. A1 and λ are estimated in a moving window 14 years wide. For the forecasts of output (gross
output) for the years 2011 to 2015, the average error of forecasts according to information for a year
ago (RMSEA) was = 3.43 trillion ₽. A1 and ̂ in these years slightly changed around 0.6 and 0,
respectively. Estimates of GDP for 2011-2015, GDP forecast (according to information for a year ago)
x̂2016|2015 and Rosstat's data, see in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: Rosstat data (solid curve), GDP estimates (point curve) for 2011-2015 and GDP forecast for
information a year ago x̂2016|2015 (asterisk) at current prices; trillion ₽

In (Borodachev, 2017b) without the two improvements of this article the same RMSEA was 5.32 trillion
₽. Given the relationship between GDP and gross output (4), one can estimate the forecasting error
of true GDP in Fig. 3 equal to ≈ (1-A1) * (output forecast error) = 1.37 trillion ₽ (1.5%).

3. Conclusion
Compared with the author's previous analysis (Borodachev, 2018), when additional mechanisms are
included in the consideration, the emphasis in explaining the functioning of the Russian economy shifts
from the slow incorporation of investments to the presence of large fictitious investments and hidden
costs. Speaking about GDP, this means that its actual values in recent years are most likely greater than
official values. The accuracy of forecasts of true GDP by the methodology of this article is
approximately 1.5%.
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Abstract
Recent literature contends that Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) enhance the flows of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI). The majority of these findings explore whether bilateral or regional agreements have
a differential impact on FDI and thus whether FDI is a complement or a substitute for exports when
the tariff level has a significant impact on export costs. This paper explores the reverse question and
empirically examines the predictive value of FDI with respect to RTAs. Using a data set covering the
years 1980-2010, we apply discrete analysis to evaluate whether FDI flows are predictive of RTA
development. We find that the predictive value of FDI flows is tempered by both political and
institutional variation.
Keywords
Trade, foreign direct investment, regional trade agreements, discrete methods
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Abstract
In the last four decades, the industry has changed significantly. While there has been a reduction in
the life cycles of both products and technologies, the complexity inherent in industrial production has
grown. The process of globalization brings many new challenges. Especially the entire automotive
industry is dominated by a few but very large system suppliers. Small and medium-sized suppliers are
under pressure to change. Basic strategy changes and new organizational models are required. One
possibility is the network-like collaboration of various companies as a virtual system supplier
(hereinafter called "VISYSUP").
The success of these corporate networks depends on many factors. First, the theoretical basis for the
research project must be laid. For this, success factors must be determined. To do this, theories and
theoretical approaches were used and literature reviews were carried out to identify possible success
factors. Transferable success factors from similar forms of organization were considered. The therefore
used procedure was basically based on a hermeneutic method. Potential success factors could be
determined. With the “VISYSUP’s House of Success” a descriptive and memorable presentation was
chosen. In this model, the success factors are systematized according to the life phases of the VISYSUP.
In order to describe the phenomenon of the VISYSUP and its success factors in a real environment and
to obtain insights for further empirical investigations, a company - the BRINK GmbH - was examined
more closely in the course of a case study.
Initially, four factors were selected for this case study: (1) “Size and image of the partners”; (2)
“Building trust”; (3) “Geographically congruently positioned partners”; (4) “Low cultural distance”.
BRINK GmbH has been successful with the business model VISYSUP. Similar company sizes are having
a positive effect on the success. The “trust” of the network partners to each other also seems to have
a positive influence on the success of the network. It can be assumed that the influence of the
remaining factors (3) and (4) is rather low.
This work presents a novel approach to the development and implementation and assessment of
success factors of virtual system suppliers. From this point of view, these are very important factors
for the author to undertake further research in this interesting direction.
Keywords
Success factors, virtual system supplier, virtual corporation, organizational model, small and mediumsized suppliers
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Abstract
The success in business is always a priority in every nation, because the companies are the basis of the
economic life, the GDP producers. The fluctuation is very high, there are appearing and disappearing
very frequently. But there are some, who can function for a long time, producing profit and
contributing to the local, regional or even national development. What is the ‘secret formula’ which
makes them successful? What could be behind the numbers, tables, diagrams?
Our research tries to look behind the scene to find this formula, building on the human factor. We are
asking Hungarian managers and entrepreneurs to show us how they started and which factors made
them successful. How they then grow and develop, what core values created and how can they assure
the sustainability of the company.
The results of the research will give us the opportunity to draw a “success thinking map”, which will
contain those directives, managerial company philosophy describer thoughts, managerial habits and
technics, which raise or could raise in the front line the most successful companies.
Our main finding is that the successful Hungarian managers and entrepreneurs are very enthusiastic,
committed to the company’s goals, conscious and persistents. They have vision and they can lead their
teams to realize it.
Keywords
Management, strategy, company philosophy, leadership, success
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1. Introduction
Our main goal is the cognition of the micro-, small- and medium sized companies and startups
managerial and marketing practices with special focus on some parts of the managerial success
thinking - like emotional intelligence, management culture, personality types -, on the control of the
strategical key processes – like innovation, branding – and on the focal point of the marketing strategy.
Recently Karda (2009) examined the strategical nature of the managerial actvities and Szabó and
others (2012) the sectors connected to innovation. Varga (2015) in his study drew attention to the
contradictions experienced in the SMEs, in the business culture, the lack of informatical knowledge
and the cause of untrained managers. The question of managerial success thinking was only
tangentially researched from the other part.
Similarly, new and exciting opportunities projects the result from the comparizon of the SMEs and
startups successes with the corporations/multinational companies results. We are investigating in both
databasis, hopfuly can detect some eventual similarities and differences.
The results of the research give the opportunity to draw a “success thinking map”, which will contain
those directives, managerial company philosophy describer thoughts, managerial habits and technics,
which raise and could raise in the front line the most successful companies.
In the present paper we summarize the results of the pre-research based on Hungarian focus group
interviews, highlighting the theme of strategy and company core values. It is a pilot-research with
double goal: pretesting the large-scale research questionnaire, as well as assessing the problems
appeared in the examined theme among leaders which expects solutions (Berke, 2017). This project
was supported by EFOP-3.6.1-16-2016-00007 „Intelligens szakosodási program a Kaposvári
Egyetemen” at the Kaposvár University.

2. Material and Methods
We organized 5 focus group interviews in different locations, mixed with entrepreneurs and leaders.
This way we have a sample of 20 subjects, which presents the base of this report.
1st group – Kaposvár: 4 persons, a farm leader, a freelancer trainer (who worked for 20 years at a
multinational company); the leader of an environmental sustainer company; the executive of an urban
development company in project- and financial management and a sales and acquisition manager from
a milk producing company, economist, former commercial manager;
2nd group – Budapest: 3 persons, a master hairdresser, who is a successful entrepreneur in the world
of fashion and film; a risk manager from a bank with previous multinational experience and an IT
entrepreneur came from the bank sphere, now leading his company with 20 employees;
3rd group – Budapest: 2 persons, one of them leads a multinational business in the wellness sector, a
logistical center in Hungary and Romania and an executive, the owner and CEO of a telemarketing
company with almost 100 employees;
4th group – Zalaegerszeg: 5 persons, a former consultant of an organizational development company,
now freelancer entrepreneur in training, business coaching and consulting; a former HR consultant
entrepreneur, now HR manager at a multinational company; a sales manager at a furniture producer
multinational company; a finance manager at a job outsourcing medium sized company and a middle
manager from a mutual savings bank. It is important to note that all of them are business coaches;
5th group – Kaposvár: 6 persons, a leader of a civil organization, who affirms that he is an amateur
leader, because has no qualification in the field; an assurance entrepreneur came from the wholesale
trading to the financial area; a leader of a newly registered company; an accountant entrepreneur; a
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project designer company executive, also entrepreneur and an university teacher, who is also an
entrepreneur, a trainer.

3. Results and Evaluations
3.1. The definition of the successful company
First of all, we checked the answers from the international practice, to see at which level corresponds
with the answers given by our executives. According to Cole (2017) and other authors (Bakacsi et al.,
2008; Szabó-Szentgróti et al., 2017; Berke-Kőműves, 2016; Cs, 2017), the success is not only an
accomplishment. More, based on his statement, usually the most successful executives instead of
focusing on the final product, the revenue, they look at the process, which produces the result. The
efficiency and the good habits are equally significants, if the good habits are not more important (Cole,
2017). Based on the interviews made by the author on four successful managers, the next four pillars
were highlighted: The first pillar is “Cash is King”, affirmed by Aaron Weber the CEO of MadisonWall.
He said that it is not possible to run a business on the promise of cash or future payment, only on
physical cash. Among the cash-flow, it is very important the cash management habit, because without
it, there are not much chances to survive. The second pillar is “The leadership can’t be ego driven”.
This statement was made by Andy Frisella, the CEO of 1st Phorm International. He said that "If you truly
want to build a loyal team, you have to realize that it's not all about you. Especially as the CEO, your
job isn't to be the center of attention. Your job is to make everyone else's lives easier, and give them
the opportunity to do great work. You're the facilitator, the coach, not necessarily the star player,"
(Cole, 2017). The third pillar “Productivity can't be chained to a cubicle” was affirmed by John Kwik,
the founder and CEO of Kwik Learning. He thinks that flexible worktime increases the efficiency against
the straight 8 hours worktime. The fourth and last pillar is the customer service, which has to function
efficiently in any circumstances (Cole, 2017).
Craig (2018) in the Forbes wrote about five qualities of the successful leaders, which promotes the
improvement of customer experiences. These are the empathy, the focus on core products and
strengths, the focus on efficiency, the sense of global citizenship and the respect for technology. The
global citizenship means, that most of the people, customers pays attention on the values and mission
behind the company, becoming this way conscious customers, on which they have to pay attention.
Behind the respect for technology is the conscious and indispensable use of informational technologies
(Craig, 2018).
Three of the interviewed persons affirmed that the profit is the trait of the successful company, one
the money, which fits to the international findings, as well as was mentioned the flawless strategy,
sustainability, partner orientation, things mentioned on the above summary. These all were
measurable factors, but the subjects, among this ones, listed also non measurable “good habits” too,
like quality of life, safety, survival, development, love, fairness, life goal and one mentioned the
happy employee.
Summarizing, the subjects of our research mentioned similar things, like the managers from all around
the world.
3.2. The definition of successful manager
Pratel (2017), also in the Forbes journal summarizes the concept of successful manager in the following
way: “Successful leaders are the power and intellect behind their organizations. They are the visionaires
charged with steering their brand about pitfalls. They must now when to seize opportunities and how
to rally employees to work hard toward their company’s goals.
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Effective leaders transcend the title of ‘Manager’ or ‘Boss’. They have find a way to achieve the right
combination of charisma, enthusiasm and self-assurance, probably with a healthy dose of luck and
timing.
It may seem like some people are just gifted with these skills, but the truth is most leadership traits can
be learned and sharpened with time and practice. You can begin building your success by developing
these 11 must-have traits of a powerful and successful leader: self-managing, acting strategically,
being an effective communicator, setting clear goals and persisting in achieving them, having a
vision for the future, managing complexity, fostering creativity and innovation, team building and
promoting network, creating lasting relationships and learning agility”.
Collecting the received answers, here we can find more subjective, no- measurable traits, like these:
o loving his work;
o expert in what he does;
o has a successful team;
o who can make his team committed to achieve goals;
o serves;
o solve the problems and looking for answers;
o who’s approved from up and down, too;
o professional;
o having people behind;
o self-achieved, but in the same time having an equilibrated family and business life;
o 51% human success – 49% professional success;
o humanely effective;
o team;
o can also enjoy the success;
o protective;
o having self-knowledge;
o empathic;
o teamwork.
We would like to highlight the teamwork and team traits, which were given by more responders and
which means, that one of the key traits of the successful leader is the team behind. The next is the
empathy, which arrives in more forms, like: accepted, human success, human, protective, having selfknowledge and empathic.
Comparing the answers with the research of the Management Research and Developer Institute made
in 2012, in which were questioned 87 Hungarian executives, we experienced that the empathy and
strategical thinking is common, as well as the professionalism and teambuilding, team player traits,
too. But in their research there are more, like openness and adaptability, acceptance, firmness,
leading by example, tendentiousness, decisiveness and results orientation (Jobbágy, Bodor, &
Csanádi, 2012).
3.3. Pre-start thoughts, decisions, strategies
These complex questions brought up a lot of colorful answers. First of all, we have to separate the
answers given by executives from the ones given by entrepreneurs. There are some commons, too,
these are the commitment and the willingness to grow and proceed. The focus on results instead of
obstacles.
Major part of the answers given by entrepreneurs was about the fact, that the beginning was based
on intuition, ideas, thoughts, divinations, which influenced the startup: “The sixth sense works in about
80%...this is a great risk, but thanks God, I can say, that regarding the past 9 years, my intuition was
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good”; “Absolute divination. The truth is that someone talked me about the training business and I hit
it in a second, without thinking about it, it was absolute intuition. Then, if you have the task, you have
to think about it thoroughly, examining from each sides, in an absolutely proactive way. And I also
think, that the planning is very important”; “if one’s intention is good, knows what he wants to do, then
it is much more easy to rely on the intuition”.
But, among the intuition, it is need for many other ingredients, presented on the table below:
Table 1: The ingredients of strategy and planning based on affirmations
Ingredients at the time
of making strategies
happiness

passion

faith
desire for freedom

self-confidence

Affirmations made by managers
“I was led by happiness. The happy entrepreneur is, who has the strategy, that I
know what I want to achieve, but the way, how it is built was unknown, just tried to
find the right answers”;
“in that time, it was all led mostly by passion, how can we do what we like and
because this passion was so intense and I was younger, it was enough to be
successful even without conscious decisions, so that time we don’t used any kind of
planning, the high level of passion was enough”; “it is not possible without feelings”;
“I would connect the time to the passion, I do things while I like them to do. When
became a repeating mechanism, I’m starting to squirm and probably would like to
change or find something new. Can’t say now how long would be, probably 2-3
years”;
“for me started at an accounting class, the first one, when I fell in love with the
accountancy”;
“the adventurousness is the main motivation”;
“to put our name on something which is our labor of love”;
“I believed in, otherwise wouldn’t start”;
“Was focused on this “freer way”, because you can feel security or freedom. Usually
people like two things, security and freedom, but these two things don’t work
together. Till now I earned good money in security for a long time, now I started to
feel more and more the lack of freedom and less miss of money, because I already
have it. So, I can now choose the freedom, because I worked for money before”;
“Was self-confident, I believed in myself that I can do it, so why do not build a team,
which is capable too”.

The answers given by executives were a bit different, it was the starting without consciousness, it was
the ‘fixing it’, but it was incentive the element, the fact that partly was building on previous experience,
partly on the personal and business relationships and best practices. The initial uncertainty was
common: “In the meantime, had to face the reality after the ‘pink dreams’ projected by the owner. Had
to maneuver in between in a way to survive…this still lasts”; “It was already regulated where do we
have to arrive in 5-6 years and no one knew what and how we should do for it, but we succeeded”.
Regarding the planning, also the instinctive action came to the fore: “I know that I was planning, but
not in the way in which we now know, how should we do it or how it is write in the literature. Previously
I didn’t know about these things, but I think that a person who became entrepreneur, feels is”, “it is
always to anticipate and plan, and the planning became conscious, when I already knew something”.
Nevertheless, the answers regarding the planning must be divided in two parts and distinguishing the
steps made at the beginning, without awareness to the later designing, when almost all the processes
were planned, are planned. It was integrated the awareness, targeting in their life and they were
building on it. Although the reason was different at the beginning, the development is visible also at
the companies, also at the executives. It is interesting the answer of former entrepreneur, now
executive: “before I was a full time entrepreneur, had the ownership approach already in my blood and
I started to set up the HR department in a company where it wasn’t before, with the same vehemence,
dynamism, fire”. Another leader highlighted the experience: “even with the market-builder work,
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having already experience in the industry, I knew what are the possibilities, which has to be done and
according to where were the company then. Realized what a potential of growing would be and also
the opportunity to do what wasn’t done before: To create something new. It was the exploitation of
novelty and potential”.
3.4. Simon Sinek’s model: Why? How? What?
Simon Sinek British-American success researcher and motivational trainer wrote a book in 2009, “Start
with Why” in which he turned over the conception about the definition of success in business. Instead
of accepting the traditional from outside to inside What-Why-How succession about the definition of
business success. He started from the simple mathematician formula, the “golden ratio” and he
created the definition of “golden circle”, which, like the golden ratio shows order in the seemingly
disordered environment, proportion is disproportion in nature and ranking and predictability in the
human behavior (Sinek, 2009). The golden circle is the alternative perspective of how some leaders
and organizations reached so much influence.
First of all, needs to be explained the traditional from outside to inside ranking: every leader in the
world can answer to the question WHAT, can explain what are producing or selling. Not all of them
could answer to the question HOW, how are they producing what they are producing and it is also a
seemingly less significant detail, the very important WHY. Very few of them can answer to this
question, because the answer is not earning money, that’s only a result, but what is their goal, what is
the reason of doing what they are doing, or what is their conviction. According to Sinek, major part of
the managers shares what they are doing and how, but extremely few of them mentions why. But the
inspired leaders and companies no. All of them starts every step from inside to outside apart from the
size, location or industry (Sinek, 2009).
The participants on our focuses answered in different ways: there was no one, who chose the
traditional from outside to inside What-How-Why questions, but nine of them selected the very close
What-Why-How, which is interesting, because the Why came in front of the How, so, although the
focus is on the What, they are watching for the Why. Relatively few of them explained the ranking, but
it is one, which we would like to highlight: “The What because we have to choose the project…the Why
– because there are projects which are prescribed from the city, to take part on it and there are projects,
which is chosen because I would like to do them…the What-How question is different, first of all we are
saying OK, we will do it, then we are sitting down and discussing how we could do it. Basically we have
a standard function model”.
Six chose the Why-What-How order. Here appears, that the main focus is on the goal, so they started
from inside: “Mainly the Why is the joy of creation or the captivity, or dependence. But the fact that
someone wants to undertake business from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. the What and How are just details”; “In
the first place we ask why would be done anything to be better? Then What to do and How”; “the
absolute primary is the Why. Basically this influences our operations, if we know the Why. The second
is obvious the What, because in our case needs technology and know-how. And after that to meet
those expectations, which we have to satisfy and the third is the How. We also try to add a bit knowhow to the What. The What and How came always together, but in the first place is the Why”.
The ranking given by Sinek Why-How-What was chosen by three persons, from which were one, who
already knew the model, read Sinek’s book and saw his show in TED1, which brought him world success.
On outstanding explanation is: “The Why we build up a company is also a Why and What altogether.
But is we say, that we have a vision, then anything we do, what we do, had to be connect to the Why
and then comes the How. Then, if we are at the How, the next level defines the What. Otherwise I call
1

TED is a non-profit devoted to spreading ideas in the form of short powerful talks
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this strategy. This strategy at another level will be a goal and then lower again, so at all levels are Hows but the Why is always connected to the higher goal. Must create, must build and must leave a mark”;
“For me came as the question, what can I add to the world. The How, the way how I want to add and
then this will crystalize in one or more products”.
We also had an interesting ranking, too, the How-Why-What “I think that the How is the real question
and which I can shape, form. The Why have to be formulated by me for the people around. It is a real
challenge at a multinational company that there is no passion in people. They are coming to work, to
earn money, but this passion has to evolve in them in a way that we can’t influence and this is a real
challenge”. Here, to highlight the How we got another interesting comment, even if the subject did
not chose this ranking, thinks that the How could be a key question: “I experienced that many people
know what they should do, but the How is not made properly. So, it is very important, especially in some
situations, there are cases when is relatively obvious, clear the How and there are cases when don’t,
for example when we prepared the strategy for big companies, we planned for many years forward.
Many times the How is the key”.
It's interesting to mention, that it was a leader who affirmed that the ranking depends on situations.
Resuming the answers, we can say that most of the leaders and entrepreneurs do not know about this
model, but they are acting accordingly, seeming that the right succession is something internal, which
is possessed by most of the successful managers.
3.5. Companies core values. The ten commandments
The question is about the core values in a company, which are connected to the strategy and both,
managers and employees knows and acts accordingly. Its goal is, that all the internal stakeholders to
feel as being part of the institution, to be able to embrace the strategical goals and to contribute in the
implementation, to bring success to the institution and themselves, too.
Christian (2018), marketing expert at NR Media Group formulated this in the following way: “If the
company’s vision is the terminus, then the way to it are the core values. Without core values the
employees don’t know what is expected from them, they will follow their own ways, which probable
is not too efficient. The core values help to manage the activities and attitudes. Without, the team will
not understand where are the limits, what is right and what is not and what are the company’s
expectations regarding their communication. The lack of core values can hind the management to
make good decisions. The formulation of the ten commandments in the preliminary phase of a
developing company can assure the recruiting and keeping of the right team. Without core values an
organization could also have problems on formulating of what kind of customers would they need.
Many companies are making decision based on budget, when they are looking for customers, but it
would be significant to find the right partners. If the value system doesn’t resonate with a potential
partner, or a future employee, it is good chance that the team will not cooperate. People with similar
thinking will work better altogether, because they have similar values (Christian, 2018).
The answers of our subjects were influenced by the type of company or organization. At the
multinational companies and budgetary institutions, or companies with state property it is prescribed
the existence of the “ten commandments” as part of the quality assurance system, but there are not
popular, excepts of the authors not much people knows about its content, “it is written in the ISO’s
quality assurance plan, but I don’t know who is reading it”.
There are companies where it is written and it is applicable, too.
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Table 2: The core values, their importance and application
Affirmations regarding the core values
(1)
“At our company this works controlled. Two years ago we got so far – because we are working with 160-170
employees – to clarify the leading values and to define, how can we commonly describe what kind of values
are we carrying, and not ten but four commandments came out. These are communicated to the employees
from the hiring and we are continuously paying attention beside the daily concerns, problems to be always in
focus. There are: diligence, honesty, care and innovation”.
(2)
“We try to pass these to the employees continuously, but because the fluctuation is high, it is hard to teach
them and a big part of the employees is not sure, that can identify with, so our goal is, that proportionally more
and more employee embraces these values”.
(3)
“We have. We defined them consciously altogether, the team. We are a company with 20 employees, so was
not so hard, we sit down with the goal to define the reason of our being and the goal of the company. We
formulated a mission statement and posted it on the wall, so anyone enters could see it. Besides, we have
principles, which we defined at the start, 7, for example: continuous development and we defined it nicely,
that we believe in continuous personal development …and now will not explain it in details, but we refer to
them daily. No one liked then to dedicate two days to formulate them, but in long term worth it”; “Our core
values are how we behave with our colleagues, I think that the company’s basic values are OK”.
(4)
“We have not written, but I always tell them, that we are providers, not serves, but being providers we always
have to serve our customers”
(5)
“We don’t have this kind of written things…I rather think, that the personal values are more important and
here comes what we learned from our grandparents in the first place, that ‘the fish is stinking from the head
and it is cleaned from the tail’, so it is true that an organization is like it’s leader…and I’m trying to pass this
kind of thinking by standing in the middle and talking to them as much as possible…I’m trying to formulate,
that at the end of each project, somewhere is a person or a company, and I can help them, so this kind of
provider attitude we have it anyway”
(6)
“the values are not formulated but there are visible, anyone can see what are our values, and also, that we are
successful”
(7)
“Yes, we have ten commandments. Can formulate it in two phrases, one is, that anything we do, we should do
in the way as doing for us, the second is, that the boss assumes 100% warranty for any act, namely, he takes
responsibility in front of the customer”
(8)
“We have core values. The main value is, How we want do the What. The innovation for us is also a ‘must
have’, if we don’t have an attraction or an engaging game, we can’t expect that the guest will come back. And
regarding to what to develop, the most important is to produce the energy or to use renewable energy, so
nothing which can consume and we can’t produce it. This is the environmental sustainability value, and the
other, the customer focusing value. This is an element of survival as much, that it is not anymore a value, is a
‘mantra’, that the money comes in at the door, not from our pockets, so all values have every day
manifestations. For example, one of my favorites: if someone is not working, it is not on the payment list. This
leads in the direction of responsibility.”
(9)
“Another one, that no one can say, I don’t know only with the supplement of how, to feel the desire to learn. I
tell vain to be proactive and take responsibility if I don’t act accordingly. For example, we give tickets for waste,
namely, a part of the ticket can be payed with waste. How congruent would be if we would throw out the
cigarette stubs, or not sorting the garbage? This is also a mantra for us, that the garbage has to be sorted by
all. The other one is, that is something is good for me would be good for you too, so the honor and courage
must be altogether face the customer or colleague, too”
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4. Conclusions
We presented in this paper the first part of the results obtained from the interviews focused on the
startup, the preliminary thoughts, decisions which became in time strategies and the development of
the core values. As we can see, it is specific to Hungarian managers, entrepreneurs to start based on
intuition, without much experience, based on personal values and a lot of courage and devotion. The
initial elan seems didn’t diminished, a lot of dynamism came out from the answers. To this it is added
the willingness to learn, to develop and to grow. What seemed at the beginning as acting based on
intuitions now became conscious mature steps which leads them to success.
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Abstract
In today's competitive environment for donations, a nonprofit must answer the charge to demonstrate
its long-term impact to the community and other stakeholders. Although economic impact studies
have been performed for nonprofit organizations involving the arts and higher education, related
research for most nonprofit sectors has been limited to nonexistent. This paper quantifies a
recommended approach to measure a nonprofit's direct, indirect, and induced economic effects on a
region using industry-specific multipliers, local purchase coefficients, income-to-output ratios, and
other factors. Employing 2010 - 2015 data collected from The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals' (SPCA Florida), results reveal a total regional economic impact of $69.8 million over the sixyear study. This method may be used as the foundation for more nonprofit research and impact
studies, as well as assist organizations attempting to communicate their economic value to potential
donors, legislators, and other key stakeholders.
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Abstract
The impact of trade openness on environment is not easy to be figured out. The scale and technique
effect of trade are tended to have the opposite effect, while the composition effect is depended on
the comparative advantage of a country. One of the way to avoid the world emission level is the
ratification of Kyoto protocol in 1997. This study aims to analyze the impact of trade openness and
Kyoto protocol on the CO2 emission level. This research employs macroeconomics data in G20
countries from 1996 to 2008 with OLS analysis using gravity model of G20 countries trade flow as
instrument variable. The estimator results show that trade openness has positive and significant effect
on CO2 emission level. Meanwhile, Kyoto protocol has insignificant effect on CO2 emission level
indicating the ineffectiveness of the protocol implementation.
Keywords
Trade openness, Kyoto protocol, CO2 emission
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Introduction
Trade liberalization and environmental issues are becoming interrelated issues in the current era of
globalization. Increasing the volume of trade in international markets can lead to an increase in the
income of a country that generally changes the level of people's welfare. This is usually accompanied
by an increasing demand for eco-friendly goods (Hanley et al., 2001). In addition, people in highincome countries generally have more options to pay attention to the environmental aspects, making
it easier for the government to establish regulations or taxes related to environmental aspects because
of the willingness to pay for larger environments (Kahuthu, 2006).
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change or IPCC (2007) global surface
temperatures have increased by 0.76o C over the past 150 years which has caused the climate to be
increasingly unstable. This has serious consequences for the growth and development of the global
economy. Based on greenhouse gas emissions calculations in the period 1850 to 2010, industrialized
countries accounted for about 52% of greenhouse gas emissions causing global warming and climate
crisis, while developing countries accounted for the remaining 48%. In the group of industrialized
countries, the United States is the largest emitter of greenhouse gases with a contribution of 18.6%.
Countries united in the European Union (as many as 27 countries) occupied the second position with
a contribution of 17.1%. The third position is occupied by the Russian Federation with a contribution
of 7.2%. While Japan, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, Ukraine and other European countries
respectively accounted for 2.8%, 1.9%, 1.7%, 1.5% and 1.1%.
Based on the Asian Development Bank report (ADB, 2010), there are several environmental indicators
that are directly related to global warming and climate change. In 2007, Indonesia recorded air
pollution of 39.2 million tons of CO, 1.9 million tons of NOx, 0.1 million tons of SOx, 3.4 million tons of
hydrocarbons, and 0.2 million tons of suspended particles. For the forestry sector, the reduction of
deforestation in Indonesia from 2000-2005 was recorded at 5.45 million hectares, resulting in the
average lost forest area reaching 1.089 million hectares per year. Deforestation in Indonesia also has
a very serious impact on the accumulation of CO2 emissions nationally. Indonesia is the world's topthree emitter, outside the EU country, if land use and deforestation are included in the emissioncausing component (World Bank, 2007). Comparison of greenhouse gases emissions including forestry
sectors in several countries including Indonesia can be seen in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Several Countries (MtCO 2 -eq)
Emission
Sources
Energy
Forestry
Agriculture
Waste
Total

United States
of America
5.752
442
(403)
213
6:00

China

Indonesia

Brazil

Russia

India

3.720
1.171
(47)
174
5,017

275
141
2,563
35
3,014

303
598
1.372
43
2.316

1,572
118
54
46
1.745

1,051
442
(40)
124
1.577

Source: The World Bank, 2007

Within the scope of the Group of 20 most important Industrial and New Industrial Countries (G-20),
Indonesia is one of the three countries with the fastest growth rates. The Kyoto Protocol aims to keep
GHG concentrations at a level that does not endanger the climatic conditions on Earth. In achieving
this objective, the Kyoto Protocol regulates the implementation of emission reductions from
industrialized countries by 5% below 1990 levels of emissions in the 2008-2012 period through Joint
Implementation, Emission Trading and Clean Development Mechanism). The Kyoto Protocol consists
of 28 articles and is furnished with Annex A containing Greenhouse Gas and sector / source sectors
and Annex B containing the defined emission reduction obligations for industrialized and developing
countries. The Protocol also regulates the procedure for reducing GHG emissions simultaneously. The
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amount of GHG emissions to be lowered can alleviate high emission countries, while countries with
low emissions or even under certain circumstances emit no emissions can alleviate the burden of high
emission country groups.
Several studies that have been done before provide a diverse conclusion about the relationship
between trade openness and environmental quality. Lucas and others (1992) studied the effects of
trade openness towards the addition rate of toxic production output and found that among developing
countries the increased trade openness could reduce the amount of output with toxic materials. In
contrast, Gale and Mendez (1998) who analyzed the relationship between trade, revenue growth and
the environment, concluded that increased income through increased trade volume had an adverse
impact on the environment.
Grossman and Krueger (1995) state that environmental impacts due to international trade may vary
depending on the policies adopted in a country. Shahbaz, Lean and Shabbir (2012) argue that trade
openness allows each country to have access to international trade that can increase market share
between countries. This will help to increase the competitiveness of each country in order to improve
efficiency and utilize existing resources using cleaner technology (Runge, 1994).
While on the other hand some parties who counter to trade liberalization argue that if production
technology does not change then the quality of the environment will decrease with the increased scale
of economic activity. Given the imbalance of income distribution between countries in the world, then
trade liberalization will enable pollution-intensive industries to have more prospects in developing
countries. Machado (2000) indicates a positive relationship between foreign trade and CO2 emissions
in Brazil. In line with the results of the study, Mongelli and others (2006) also concluded the existence
of pollution haven hypothesis in Italy. Another study conducted by Halicioglu (2009) adds a factor of
trade openness in studying the relationship between economic growth, CO2 emissions and energy
consumption in Turkey. The results show that trade openness is one of the main factors driving
economic growth while income levels can spur CO2 emissions. Other studies also show that trade
openness can disrupt environmental quality in India (Tiwari et al., 2013).
The relationship between trade openness and environmental degradation was also expressed in a
study conducted by Frankel and Rose (2005). An openness of a country can allow technological and
managerial innovations from foreign companies operating into the country. The diffusion process of
this technology can introduce new, more efficient and cleaner production techniques. On the other
hand, the economic growth of a country will also affect the environment, so there is a common thread
connecting trade and the environment, namely through income per capita (Chebbie, Olarreaga &
Zitouna, 2010).

Theoretical Review
The relationship between trade openness and environmental degradation is also expressed in a study
conducted by Frankel and Rose (2005). A country's openness can allow entry of technological and
managerial innovations from foreign companies operating in the country. The diffusion process of this
technology can introduce new, more efficient and cleaner production techniques. Thus, trade
openness is expected to positively affect per capita income. The flow of foreign investment funds is
also expected to stimulate economic growth. On the other side, the economic growth of a country will
also affect the environment, so there is a common thread connecting trade and the environment,
through income per capita (Chebbie, Olarreaga & Zitouna, 2010)
Grossman and Krueger (1993) recorded an inverted U-shaped relationship between income and
environmental quality. Economic growth can have a negative impact on the environment, especially in
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the early phase of development and in the next stage when development is more established,
environmental conditions changed for the better. The relationship in the form of inverted U shaped is
then known as Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC). The EKC curve reflects the changing demand for
environmental quality as income increases. At a low-income level, the development process is directly
proportional to pollution because the need for consumption is more important than the need for
environmental quality. With increasing income, public awareness of the importance of a clean
environment is also increasing while the need for consumption is not much increased.
In a subsequent study, Grossman and Krueger (1993) and Copeland and Taylor (1994) clarified the
impact of trade on the environment and distinguished the impact as a scale effect, composition effect
and technique effect. The Scale Effect showed an increase in GHG emissions resulting from economic
activity. According to Copeland and Taylor (2004), scale effect can be defined as an increase in the
value of production (measured in world prices) compared to the value of production before the
occurrence of trade. Since most countries are still dependent on fossil-based fuels as primary energy,
the scale effect will trigger GHG emission levels. In addition, increased trade intensity requires more
interstate transportation services, which will further increase GHG emissions.
Composition effect can explain how international trade can change the contribution of each sector to
the production structure of a country in response to changes in relative prices, which will result in
some sectors expanding and others experiencing economic contraction. The resulting environmental
consequences, whether increasing or decreasing the level of GHG emissions depending on whether
the emission intensive sector is experiencing contraction or expansion. Changes in the production
structure of a country involved in free trade will depend on the "comparative advantage" of each
country. Technique effect refers to the development of methods used in producing goods and services,
where the use of more efficient and environmentally friendly production technologies can reduce the
amount of CO2 emissions. According to Grossman and Krueger (1993), this GHG emission reduction
mechanism can occur in two ways. First, the opening of trade will increase the availability of climate
friendly goods and services with a more affordable price. The technology used to produce eco-friendly
goods and services will certainly reduce the energy needed to reduce the level of GHG emissions.
Second, rising income levels due to trade openness will increase demand for a cleaner environment.
The clean environment will become a "normal good" whose demand increases as the income
increases.
Based on the above explanation, the scale effect and technique effect tend to have opposite directions,
while the composition effect depends on the "comparative advantage" of a country as well as the
pollution haven hypothesis, so that the overall trade impact on GHG emissions can not be easily
determined.
This research was conducted to answer research questions about how the effect of trade openness
and the impact of Kyoto protocol implementation on environmental quality. The existence of interstate trade allows the decline of environmental quality due to increased production and transportation
activities. Chebbie, Olarreaga and Zitouna (2010) stated the role of a country's income level that
influences the relationship between trade and environment openness. Baek and others (2009),
suggested that the relationship between several important variables of income variables is expressed
as a function of trade openness (TrOpen) and other exogenous variables (EX1), as in the following
equation:
Income = f (TrOpen, EX1)

(1)

Where 𝜕𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒⁄𝜕𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 > 0. Studies conducted by Noguer and Siscart (2005) suggested that there
is a positive correlation between trade volume and per capita income. The existence of trade openness
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that can positively affect income, enabling many countries to engage in bilateral, regional and
multilateral trade relations. Environmental impacts that occur can be defined as a function of income
and other exogenous factors such as the existence of production technology (EX2), as stated in the
following equation:
Emission = f (Income, EX2)

(2)

Where 𝜕𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄𝜕𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 > 0, Until a country's income reaches a certain level where the level of
environmental pollution actually decreases with increasing income (𝜕𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄𝜕𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 < 0). As
stated in the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis, economic growth can have a negative
impact on the environment especially in the early phase of development and in the later stages when
development is more established, environmental conditions change for the better (Grossman and
Krueger, 1993). equations 1 and 2 can be formulated in equations showing the relationship between
trade openness and emission levels as follows:
Emission = f (TrOpen, EX1, EX2)

(3)

The effect of trade openness on the environment depends on equations 1 and 2. For example, trade
openness can lead to an increase in real income in a country that is positively correlated with
environmental damage in the early stages of economic growth (𝜕𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄𝜕𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 > 0 )
Furthermore, when a country's income continues to increase, the need for the environment will also
increase in line with the increasing public awareness of the importance of a clean environment
(𝜕𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄𝜕𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 < 0 ).

Research Methods
The equation to be reordered in this paper is the Environmental equation (Model 1). The model of
influence of trade openness and other variables on the level of CO 2 emissions is adapted from the
model used by Frankel and Rose (2005) and Managi (2008), namely:
𝐿𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 (𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜)𝑖𝑡
𝑅&𝐷
𝐹𝐷𝐼
+ 𝛽5 (
) + 𝛽6 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽7 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽8 (
) + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
(4)
Where 𝐿𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the CO2 emissions, 𝐿𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the income per capita income, 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 is
tradeopenness = (exports + imports) / GDP, TrOpen*kyoto is the interaction of variables
tradeopenness*kyoto, kyoto as a dummy variable D = 1; The period after the ratification of the kyoto
protocol, D = 0; the period prior to the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, R&D / GDP as the ratio of
R&D to GDP, 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 as an index of the quality of regulation, ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛, as an interaction variable income
*TrOpen, FDI/GDP as the ratio of FDI to GDP. Parameter 𝛼𝑖 menunjukkan individual effect diterapkan
pada model (4).
Endogenous issues between trade openness and per capita income are often reviewed in some
empirical literature (Frankel & Rose, 2005). Endogenous issues between trade and income openness
are common in many empirical literature (Noguer & Siscart, 2005). To overcome this, the data is
estimated using the instrumental strategy variable. To overcome this endogenous problem is used
instrumental technique variable (IV). The model of gravity in trade is a good enough IV to represent
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trade openness because it is exogenous and correlates closely with tradeopenness variables. This
gravity model is used in making the trade openness model as follows:
𝐿𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 𝐿𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾2 𝐿𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑡 𝑃𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾3 𝐿𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑗 + 𝜀3𝑖𝑡

(5)

As stated in a study conducted by Frankel and Rose (2005), the gravity model of bilateral trade between
countries can serve as an instrument for the variables of trade openness, given that the gravity model
is highly exogenous and closely related to the level of trade openness. The equation with the gravity
model above was first made in the early stages of regression. Next is calculated exponentially from the
fitted value of the variable

tradeopennessijt

representing the bilateral trade between country i and

country j at time t in the scope of G20 state, then summed up the number of partners in bilateral trade
with the following calculation:
𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 = ∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑡 ]

(6)

The resulting value is then fed into the environmental equation (Model 1). The purpose of the
Threshold application is to allow the estimator to generate parameters appropriate for a particular
situation. The linear regression model generates parameters that apply to all different situations. In
accordance with Managi (2008), the threshold model was introduced as a model that can divide the
sample into smaller groups. The key difference between TAR and Markov switching models is that
under the former, the state variable is assumed known and observable, while it is latent under the
latter. The economic model proposed in this paper is Emission model that is influenced by several
factors such as Income, trade openness, fdi_gdp ratio, and GDP R & D ratio. The income of each
developing country is different according to population development and population productivity.
McCormic (2002) menjelaskan adanya hubungan antara Net Carbon Emission and Income. The
consumption of high amounts of energy that accompanies the rapid growth of economy worldwide,
results in huge amounts of pollutants. According to the Stern Review (2007) the cost of climate change
internationally would have the same significance as 5% reduction in the global GDP each year forever
with a possibility of reaching 20%. At the same time, appropriate action towards mitigating greenhouse
gas emissions would cost only 1% of the global GDP per year. If no promptly action is taken, the temperature would rise over 20C with significant catastrophic results around the world. On the contrary, if
the carbon dioxide equivalent can be stabilized between 450 and 550 ppm, the worst impacts of
climate change could be avoided.
In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol was introduced to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) as an international environmental agreement against climate change. It entered into
force in 2005 and had as an objective the reduction of greenhouse gases to an average of 5% lower
than the 1990 levels, between 2008 and 2012. Although highly criticized because of the lack of
obligatory targets for the developing countries, it was one of the first and most significant attempts
against pollu-tion for the preservation of the environment and economic sustainability.
The main advantage of the threshold regression panel model is that we can obtain the best threshold
value by minimizing the sum of squared residual (SSR). By doing this step, the threshold model can
determine the grouping based on the threshold value compared to the clustering using the dummy
variable (Ekananda & Parlinggoman, 2017). The second advantage is that we can calculate the
significance of relationships between different regimes compared to using interaction forms between
variables. The third advantage is that the estimation parameters differ according to the particular
group according to the specified threshold value compared with the linear method that yields fixed
parameters for various conditions. In accordance with the purpose of this study, the threshold
regression panel can be applied to panel data to determine the change of equations by a certain
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threshold value. For each balanced panel of data, panel threshold regression with individual specific
effects is given by the following equation:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝛽 ′ 𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝛾) + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,
(7)
𝑥 𝕀(𝑞 ≤ 𝛾)
𝑥𝑖𝑡 (𝛾) = ( 𝑖𝑡 𝑡
) and 𝛽 = (𝛽1′ 𝛽2′ )′
𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝕀(𝑞𝑡 > 𝛾)

(7)

Where 𝕀(∙) is an indicator function, 𝑞𝑡 is the threshold variable and 𝛾 is the optimal threshold value.
Subscripts t and i denote time and individual dimensions. Residual 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is assumed to be independent
and identically distributed (iid) with a mean of zero and variance 𝜎 2 .
Observation is divided into two regimes depending on the value of whether the threshold variable 𝑞𝑡 is
lower or higher than the threshold 𝛾. The regime is generated by comparing slopes, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 . For the
identification of 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 , it is necessary that the elements 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑞𝑡 are not time invariant. Following
Hansen (1999), we use the difference between Eq. (8) and the intermediate averages for estimations
of 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 . The average equation is given in the following equation
𝑦̅𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝛽 ′ 𝑥̅𝑖 (𝛾) + 𝜀̅,
𝑖
(8)
𝑦̅𝑖 =

1 𝑇
∑ 𝑦 , 𝜀̅
𝑇 𝑡=1 𝑖𝑡 𝑖

=

1 𝑇
∑ 𝜀 ,
𝑇 𝑡=1 𝑖𝑡

and 𝑥̅𝑖 (𝛾) =

1 𝑇
∑ 𝑥 𝕀(𝑞𝑖𝑡
𝑇 𝑡=1 𝑖𝑡
(1
∑𝑇 𝑥 𝕀(𝑞𝑖𝑡
𝑇 𝑡=1 𝑖𝑡

≤ 𝛾)
> 𝛾)

)

(8)

Hansen (1999) proposed a least squares method for endogenously estimating the threshold value of
γ. Applied this method minimizes sum of squared errors 𝑆𝑆𝐸1 (𝛾). Based on this framework and using
threshold regression method, the empirical model is given by the following equation.
𝐿𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖
+ (𝛽11 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽12 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽13 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽14 (𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜)𝑖𝑡
𝑅&𝐷
𝐹𝐷𝐼
+ 𝛽15 (
) + 𝛽16 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽17 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽18 (
) ) 𝕀(𝑘𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
≤ 𝑘̃ )
+ (𝛽21 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽22 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽23 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽24 (𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜)𝑖𝑡
𝑅&𝐷
𝐹𝐷𝐼
+ 𝛽25 (
) + 𝛽26 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽27 𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽28 (
) ) 𝕀(𝑚𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
>𝑚
̃ ) + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
(9)
The selection procedure is based on the smallest residual sum square values compared to other
variables. The purpose of applying the threshold because of changes in impacts may occur in certain
economic situations. In simple regression, the impact of independent variables on independent
variables is considered fixed for various economic situations. Some methods to clarify the impact of
two different situations, using a dummy variable. Factors predicted to change the elasticity of the
model are Income, Trade Openess (TrOpen), FDI to GDP ratio and R & D to GDP ratio. The 𝛼𝑖 parameter
shows the individual effect applied to model (12).
Ekananda (2017) explains that various thresholds can be applied in the model, but the more thresholds
will result in less degree of freedom and less sensitive impact of independent variables in various
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regimes. This study uses 2 regimes to show high and low regime levels. The impact evaluation is divided
into 2 regimes to produce a clearer difference.
This study uses panel data derived from macroeconomic data of 19 countries from G20. The period of
time studied in this study was between 1996-2008, with the consideration that the median over time
was a momentum in which most of the G20 countries ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2002. The Kyoto
Protocol variable is a dummy variable used to see the effect of ratification of the treaty international
environment on emissions levels in G20 countries. Data on trade openness, research and development
expenditure (R & D), FDI ratios on GDP, and population data are drawn from the World Development
Index (2014). The CO2 emissions data are taken from the British Petroleum Statistics Review 2014.
Meanwhile, data on per capita income, the labor-capital ratio and the school time period data are
taken from the Penn World Table. Other additional data on regulatory / government / regulatory
quality indexes and distance data between centers are taken from the Worlwide Governance
Indicators (2014) and CEPII (Center for International Prospective Studies).
Variable
LnEmission

Description
Natura logarithm of CO2 emission

Sources
British Petroleum Statistics
Review 2014

LnIncome

Natura logarithm of Per Capita Income (PPP , konstan
2005 US$)
Trade openness, which is the total trade (ekspor +
impor)/GDP (harga konstan 2005 US$)

Penn World Table 7.1

R&D/GDP

R & D expenditure relative to GDP (% of GDP)

FDI/GDP

The ratio of net inflow of FDI to GDP (% GDP)

World Development Index,
2014
World Development Index,
2014

Kyoto

Dummy Variable protokol kyoto, D= 1; the period after
the ratification of the kyoto protocol
D= 0; the period before the ratification of the kyoto
protocol
Interaction variable between income and trade openness
Regulatory quality index. Valued -2,5 (very weak) s/d 2,5
(very strong).

TrOpen

haven
Regqual

World Development Index,
2014

Worlwide Governance
Indicators, 2014

Data on CO2 emissions, income (GDP per capita), Openness, R & D ratio of GDP (R & D / GDP),
regulatory quality (Regqual), FDI to GDP ratio (FDI / GDP), as well as the Kyoto protocol dummy
variables (Kyoto), at total of 168 observations over the period 1996 to 2008. Average values, standard
deviations, maximum values and minimum values can be seen in the descriptive statistics table below.

Results and Discussions
Based on the descriptive statistics table above, the average per capita carbon emissions for G20
countries is 8.409 metric tons, with a minimum carbon dioxide emission level of 1,029 metric tons and
a maximum emission rate of 20.249 metric tons. G20 countries also have a diversity of income levels
ranging from 1638.49 to 43511.6 US $ per person based on constant prices in 2005. Meanwhile, the
average rate of trade openness in the G20 countries is 47.373%, with the minimum and maximum
values respectively 19.947% and 93.605%. Large data ranges indicate the diversity between countries
both because of the characteristics of each country as well as the endowment factors of different
countries. The ratio of R & D to GDP shows the level of expenditure for research and development with
an average value of 1.465% of GDP.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics
Variable
CO 2 emissions per capita (metric tons per capita)
GDP per capita
Openness of trade / Openness (%)
R&D / GDP (%)
Regulatory quality (Regqual)
FDI / GDP (%)
Kyoto protocol

Average
8,409
19.072.2
47,373
1,465
0.600
2,397
0.538

StDev
5,517
12,738.9
16,771
0.902
0.774
2,223
0.499

Min
1.029
1,638.49
19.947
0.04
-0.94
-3,62
0

Max
20,249
43,511.6
93,605
3.47
2.02
10.789
1

The quality of regulators reflects a perception of the government's ability to formulate and implement
policies and regulations that provide space for development in the private sector. The value of
regulatory quality variables ranges from -2.5 for countries with the weakest regulatory quality up to
2.5 for the strongest regulator quality. For G20 countries the average value of regulator quality is in
the range of 0.6, with the lowest value of -0.94 and the highest value of 2.02. The FDI to GDP ratio
shows the value of incoming investment in the G20 countries on average by 2.397% of GDP value. The
Kyoto Protocol is a dummy variable of 0 for the period prior to ratification and 1 for the period
following ratification.
LM test or Langrange multiplier test is to choose between the pooled least square models and random
effect. To decide which of the better models can be seen from the prob > chi2. If the value prob> chi2 is
smaller than the level of significance, the better random effect models. H0 for LM test showed the
same intercept coefficient for each individual or group i, that is based on the estimation results we can
reject H0 and continue using random effects models (Ekananda, 2016).
To determine the best model of random effects or fixed effect, then Hausman test is done. To decide
which model can best be seen from the prob> chi2. If the value prob> chi2 is smaller than the level of
significance, the fixed effect model is better, but if it is contras, random effect is better model. Based
on the estimation results can be seen that the value prob> chi2 is greater than the level of significance,
so that the random effect models more appropriate to use. Model random effect is considered more
appropriate in representing the research model for their individual effects and effects between the
time the G20 economic data that are random. This variability may occur because of differences in the
specific characteristics of each country, differences in factor endowment and capabilities of each of
the different countries in the efforts to decrease emissions levels. All of these variations can be
accommodated in the error term contained in the research model.
After the test is done regression model selection using fixed effects models. The result of the regression
shown is the result of the processing of environmental equation (4) and equation (9). The result below
is equation 4 without any threshold in the model. As mentioned above, the linear regression model
should be compared with the threshold model to ensure that the threshold model is better. Year data
as much as 13 years came from 19 countries.
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Tabel 3: Linear Regression Estimation
Variable
Variable
Kyoto
LnIncome
TrOpen
Fdi_Gdp
Haven = Inc*TrOpen
Openkyoto = Kyoto*TrOpen
Rnd_Gdp
Regqual
C
Fstat
SSR

Expectation
(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)

Coef
-0.110
0.410
-0.001
-0.004
0.188
0.001
-0.012
-0.049
-4.536
1476.17
0.96

Pooled
t value
-3.510
3.865
-1.140
-2.267
2.417
1.832
-0.664
-2.470
-5.723

***
***
*
***
***
**
***
***

Individual Effect
Coef
t value
-0.060
-5.036
0.370
5.843
-0.001
-1.143
-0.001
-0.605
0.196
3.918
0.001
3.281
-0.074
-3.776
-0.040
-1.977
-4.223
-5.606
4495.260
0.886

***
***
*
***
***
***
***
***

***, significant at α = 1% *, significant at α = 10%

Table 3 shows the regression results without considering the economic changes in the Income, Trade
Openess, FDI / GDP and R & D / GDP ratios. In the left table the regression results do not consider the
heterogeneity of the emissions of each country. The regression method uses a pooled effect model
with OLS estimators, combining all data without dividing by country data. The right table considers the
heterogeneity of each country's emissions. Regression method using fixed effect model with FGLS
estimator. The purpose of displaying both model models is to show the best models and estimators
that can capture data behavior. The test results using Wald test show that the fixed effect model is
better than the pooled effect model. The SSR value of 0.886 in fixed effect is smaller than the pooled
effect model.
The results of both models show consistent direction of impact. The estimation results show that the
implementation of the Kyoto protocol reduces CO2 emissions, as well as increased trade openness
(TrOpen), Income increase will reduce CO2 emissions. Consistently increasing FDI (FDI / GDP), Research
and Development Expenditure (RnD / Gdp) and regulatory quality index (Regqual) will increase CO2
emissions, in both models.
𝐿𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 0.41𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 − 0.01𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 − 0.11𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑡
𝑅&𝐷
+ 0.001(𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜)𝑖𝑡 − 0.012 (
) − 0.049𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
𝐹𝐷𝐼
− 0.188𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 − 0.004 (
) + 𝜀1𝑖𝑡
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝑖𝑡
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.41 − 0.188𝑇𝑟𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡
(10)
The interaction variable between income and trade openness (Haven) is negative. In accordance with
the focus of income research as the main variable and variable trade openness as a moderator variable.
The 𝛼1 and 𝛼4 parameters describe the change in income elasticity of emissions at different trade
openness levels. In other words, the increased trade openness will reduce the impact of income on
emissions. The positive impact of income on emissions is smaller if the level of trade openness is higher.
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = − 0.01 + 0.001𝑘𝑦𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑡 − 0.188𝐿𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡

(11)

Interaction variable between application of kyoto protocol with trade openness is negative. Variable
dummy Kyoto to show changes in the impact of trade openness on emissions at the time of the Kyoto
protocol implementation. Following the adoption of the Kyoto protocol, the impact of trade openness
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was smaller on emissions. Taking into account the diversity of country emissions (Individual Effects),
the regression results in Table 3 show the same.
Structural changes occur if income increases due to public awareness of environmental quality.
Similarly, people's awareness of environmental quality changes simultaneously by increasing R & D
expenditure and increasing FDI. Further estimation results for model equation (12). The threshold
model allows 2 or more number of thresholds to be formed. Model by considering threshold to get
robust model. The threshold model is expected to reveal actual data behavior. Note the sum square
values of Residual (SSR) and Fstat linear models on various models are given in Table 4. The results
show more threshold, more robust models. The SSR value in the threshold model is smaller than the
linear model.
Tabel 4: The Value of Sum Square Residual and F-stat

F-stat
SSR

Linear
Common
Fixed
1476.17 4495.26
0.96
0.886

Inc
98.71
0.69

One Threshold
TO
FDI/GDP RD/GDP
45.01
39.10
95.27
0.79
0.85
0.70

Inc
121.67
0.45

Two Threshold
TO
FDI/GDP
87.89
37.32
0.59
0.73

RD/GDP
117.56
0.46

The lowest SSR value is achieved in the Income model, followed by trade openness as threshold.
However, we do not intend to choose the best model among the threshold model, because we can not
determine the restricted or unrestricted model. This is to prove that the threshold model produces
models with lower SSR. Table 5 shows the model with the Income variable as threshold. The threshold
income value of 9.7751 (in the value of natural logarithm), or 17,590.25 US $ at constant price 2005.
Countries with Income above the threshold value are Canada, Australia, Netherlands, France,
Germany, Italy, JEpang, South Korea, Saudia Arabia and the United States.
Table 5: Estimation Results with one threshold. Threshold on Income and Trade Openess

Kyoto
LnIncome
TrOpen
Fdi_Gdp
Haven = Inc*TrOpen
Openkyoto = Kyoto*TrOpen
Rnd_Gdp
Regqual
Fstat
SSR

(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)

Threshold on Income
Lower
Upper
<9.775
>9.775
-0.218 *** -0.050 ***
0.446 *** 0.118
*
-0.005
-0.004 ***
-0.002
-0.003
*
-0.047
0.224 ***
0.0048 *** 0.001
0.179 *** 0.027
-0.081 *** 0.001
98.705 ***
0.694

Threshold on Trade Openess
Lower
Upper
<63.293
>63.293
-0.024
**
-0.645
**
0.582
***
0.632
***
-0.001
-0.008
-0.006 ***
0.001
-0.001 *** -0.001 ***
0.001
0.011
**
0.125
***
0.079
**
-0.033
**
-0.124
**
45.012 ***
0.792

Note: ***, **, * significance at 1%, 5%, 10 % respectively.

Table 5 shows the model with the Trade Openess variable as a threshold. Trade Openess threshold
value obtained value 63.292. The impact of independent variables on emissions is consistent in the
upper and lower trade openness regimes. The direction of impact matches expectations of theoretical
impact. The magnitude of both regimes is quite large, especially in Kyoto variables, R & D GDP ratios
and regulatory quality (regqual). Countries with trade openness levels above the threshold value are
Canada, Indonesia, South Korea, China, Netherlands and Saudi Arabia. In these countries, the
implementation of the Kyoto protocol resulted in greater impact change compared to countries with
low trade openness levels. Increased trade openess will improve the effectiveness of Kyoto protocol
implementation.
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Table 6 shows the model with the Trade Openess variable as a threshold. The threshold value of FDI /
GDP ratio is 4.6. The impact of independent variables on emissions is consistent in the upper and lower
FDI / GDP ratio. The direction of impact matches expectations of theoretical impact. The magnitude of
both regimes is quite large, especially in Kyoto variables, R & D GDP ratios and regulatory quality
(regqual). Countries with FDI / GDP ratios above the threshold value are Australia, Brazil, Argentina,
Indonesia, Canada, China, Germany, and Saudi Arabia. The countries that receive investments are quite
high compared to the value of GDP. In these countries, the implementation of the Kyoto protocol
resulted in greater impact change compared to countries with low FDI levels. Increased FDI will
improve the effectiveness of Kyoto protocol implementation.
Table 6: Estimation for one threshold. Threshold on FDI/GDP and R&D / GDP ratio

Kyoto
LnIncome
TrOpen
Fdi_Gdp
Haven = Inc*TrOpen
Openkyoto = Kyoto*TrOpen
Rnd_Gdp
Regqual
Fstat
SSR

(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)

Threshold on FDI/GDP
Lower
Upper
<4.600
>4.600
-0.075 *** -0.459 ***
0.401 *** 0.373 ***
-0.002 ** -0.004 **
-0.009 ** -0.006
0.167
**
0.191
**
0.001
**
0.008 ***
-0.009
0.104 ***
-0.041 *** -0.130 ***
39.105 ***
0.849

Threshold on R&D / GDP ratio
Lower
Upper
<1.290
>1.290
-0.185 *** -3.704 ***
0.502 *** -0.035
-0.001
**
-1.206
**
-0.005
*
-2.522 ***
-0.014
3.637 ***
0.004 *** 0.231
-0.076
0.301
-0.067 *** -0.275
95.270 ***
0.702

Note: ***, **, * significance at 1%, 5%, 10 % respectively.

Table 6 shows the model with R & D budget variables as threshold. The threshold value of the R & D
ratio is reached at 1.29. The impact of independent variables on emissions is consistent in the upper
and lower FDI / GDP ratio. The direction of impact matches expectations of theoretical impact. The
magnitude of the two regimes is quite large, especially in the variables of Kyoto, Income, R & D GDP
ratio and regulatory quality (regqual). Countries with an R & D / GDP ratio above the threshold value
are Australia, Canada, China, Netherlands, France, Germany, Japan, South Korea and the United States.
Countries that spend research and development are quite high compared to other countries. In these
countries, the implementation of the Kyoto protocol resulted in smaller impact changes compared to
countries with low R & D spending (Aldy & Stavins, 2008). Research and development expenditure
requires a large amount of energy to produce high emissions.
Analysis of changes in the impact of income on the trade open rate provides different empirical results
for each threshold level. The linear regression results show consistency between the empirical results
with theoretical conjecture. However, models with FDI / GDP thresholds do not show consistent results
compared to other models. Observations of models with 2 thresholds are shown in Table 7 and Table
8. The economic regime is divided by Lower, Midle and Upper. The following empirical results are
expected to result in a clearer behavior compared to a single threshold model.
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Table 7: Estimation for two thresholds. Threshold on Income and Trade Openess

Kyoto
LnIncome
TrOpen
Fdi_Gdp
Haven = Inc*TrOpen
Openkyoto = Kyoto*TrOpen
Rnd_Gdp
Regqual
Fstat
SSR

(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)

Threshold on Income
Lower
Upper
<8.678
>9.818
-0.0425 *** -0.3577
0.0149
1.2546
-0.0049 *** -0.0032
-0.0023
-0.0032
0.1775 *** -0.684
0.0003
0.0118
0.084
*** -0.1637
0.0032
0.1571
121.668 ***
0.453

***
***
***
***

Threshold on Trade Openess
Lower
Upper
<49.702
>72.738
1.8543 *** -0.1172 ***
0.8109 *** 0.4045 ***
0.0109
** -0.0005
0.0011
-0.0015
-0.3418 *** 0.0172
-0.0191 *** 0.0031 ***
0.0642
** -0.0089
-0.3406 *** -0.0333 ***
87.890 ***
0.588

Note: ***, **, * significance at 1%, 5%, 10 % respectively.

Table 7 shows the regression results that are similar to equations with 1 threshold described above.
Both models use fixed effects to capture the heterogeneity of emissions produced by each country.
The threshold income value for lower 8,678, lower than 9.775 on the one threshold model. Similarly,
the threshold value for upper 9.818 is higher than 9.775 on the one threshold model. The same thing
happens in the threshold trade openness. The SSR value of Table 7 model is lower than the one
threshold model. Significant differences in the parameters of Haven and OpenKyoto. The second
parameter of the variable is not consistent in upper and lower regime. Other independent variables
have direction as expected, however the FDI / GDP ratio variable shows no effect in both models.
The estimation results for the FDI / GDP and R & D / GDP thresholds also yield similar results. Both
models use fixed effects to capture the heterogeneity of emissions produced by each country. FDI /
GDP threshold value for lower 1.780, lower than 4.6 on one threshold model. Similarly, the threshold
value for upper 4.69 is higher than 4.6 on the one threshold model. The same thing happens to the R
& D / GDP threshold. The impact of independent variables is consistent for all regimes, except for the
impact of the haven and openkyoto variables.
Table 8: Estimation for two thresholds. Threshold on FDI/GDP and R&D / GDP

Kyoto
LnIncome
TrOpen
Fdi_Gdp
Haven = Inc*TrOpen
Openkyoto = Kyoto*TrOpen
Rnd_Gdp
Regqual
Fstat
SSR

(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)

Threshold on FDI/GDP
Lower
Upper
<1.780
>4.690
-0.501 *** -0.031
0.312 *** 0.412 ***
-0.004 *** -0.001
-0.007
-0.001
0.241 *** 0.161 ***
0.008 *** -0.001
0.116 *** -0.001
-0.145 *** -0.057 ***
37.321 ***
0.730

Threshold on R&D / GDP
Lower
Upper
<.0.420
>1.320
-0.067 *** -0.173 ***
0.095
0.559 ***
-0.004 *** -0.002 ***
-0.005 *** -0.009 ***
0.244
*** -0.102 ***
0.001
0.005 ***
0.046
** -0.894 ***
0.025
0.021
117.555 ***
0.463

Note: ***, **, * significance at 1%, 5%, 10 % respectively.

Other independent variables have direction in accordance with estimates. The difference in the
significance status of the independent variables for various thresholds indicates that each independent
variable depends on the variable threshold used. When the country data involved in the study
considers the threshold status to divide the economic situation, there is a difference in impact. If the
model only considers the heterogeneity of emissions as a fixed effect, then in general, the impact of
the independent variable is in the desired direction. However, if the model considers the status of the
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threshold, there appears to be a change in the level of significance, although the direction of impact is
as expected. This indicates that the linear model with fixed effect captures the general impact on
various economic conditions. When viewed from the smallest SSR value achieved in the model with
income threshold. In one threshold and two threshold models, the income threshold model has the
smallest SSR value. With the threshold income, the model calculates the impact according to the state
income level. The results showed that in high income countries, the impact of income, trade openness
and FDI / GDP was significant. Generally, from all models made, the impact of income, trade openess,
R & D and implementation of the Kyoto protocol have a significant impact.
This suggests that the increase in income and expenditure for the field of research &
development contributed to the increase in CO2 emissions per capita. On the other hand, trade
disclosure variables have negative and insignificant coefficients. Increased trade openness by 1% can
reduce the level of CO2 emissions per capita by 0.2%. However, the relationship between income
variable and trade openness can lead to a biased interpretation of the research results.
Frankel and Rose (2005) has considered the possibility of endogeneity between variables income and
trade openness, where trade openness variables can affect environmental quality (level of
CO2 emissions) as well as play a role in increased revenue. In their study, Frankel and Rose anticipating
the endogeneity issue by using the technique of instrumental variables. This technique utilizes the
gravity model on bilateral trade and endogenous growth models. In this study approach using three
equations, namely the environmental equation to see the effect of some of the main variables such as
trade openness and multilateral environmental regulation as well as other control variables on the
level of emissions of CO 2 per capita. Another equation used is the equation of income based on
endogenous growth theory, to see the impact of trade openness to variable income. The third equation
is an equation that reflects the gravity of bilateral trade among member countries of the G20 economic
group. The gravity model is used to obtain the exogenous variables so as to eliminate bias in the
estimation of the environmental equation.
Based on the hypothesis of "pollution haven" of production are pollution intensive will move from
developed to developing countries. Developing countries in general will loosen environmental
standards in order to attract foreign investment, which the multinational companies will take
advantage of lax environmental standards. Multinational companies will tend to relocate a factory /
heavy industry in order to avoid the costs of pollution abatement are usually applied in developed
countries that have a high environmental standard. But in this research hypothesis “pollution haven”
represented by haven variable showed no significant effect, in addition, the amount is very small,
which means that the relocation of heavy industry from developed countries to developing countries
within the scope of the G20 countries do not have a significant effect. This is consistent with the results
of Copeland and Gulati (2006) which states that the differences in the policy environment does not
necessarily determine the direction of international trade as described in the hypothesis of "pollution
haven".This is consistent with the results of Copeland and Gulati (2006) which states that the
differences in the policy environment does not necessarily determine the direction of international
trade as described in the hypothesis of " pollution haven ".This is consistent with the results of
Copeland and Gulati (2006) which states that the differences in the policy environment does not
necessarily determine the direction of international trade as described in the hypothesis of " pollution
haven ".
The estimation results of the model in this study revealed a number of significant variables in addition
to the hypothesis " pollution haven ", like a variable ratio of R&D to GDP, regulatory quality and
dummy variables Kyoto protocol which is used as an indicator of the influence of multilateral
environmental regulation. The ratio of R&D to GDP reflect a country's level of spending for the field of
research & development. Developed countries generally allocate more funds for R&D so as to produce
a technology that is more environmentally friendly production. Variable R&D / GDP indicates the effect
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of trading techniques to environmental quality. In contrast to the scale effect increasing with the
development of the production sector, the effects of these techniques can actually reduce the level of
emissions of CO 2 per capita. It can be seen from the coefficient R&D / GDP is negative, although not
significant. This implies that the scope of the G20 countries to scale effects were more dominant than
the effect of the technique.
As well as R&D variable ratio to GDP, variable regulatory quality is also not significant enough to affect
the level of emissions of CO2. Regulatory quality is a measure of the ability of the government to
formulate and implement policies to facilitate major development in the private sector. The size of the
variable regulatory quality in the form of a scale that ranges from -2.5 to countries with the weakest
quality regulators up to a value of 2.5 for the quality of the most powerful regulator. Based on the
descriptive statistical data the average values for the parameters regulatory quality in the G20
countries stood at approximately 0.6, it indicates that the quality of regulation in the G20 countries is
still not strong enough, especially for the developing countries. The regression results in the research
model also implies a matching case where the parameters of regulatory quality do not have a
significant effect on the level of emissions of CO2 per capita.
No significant impact of the Kyoto protocol, indicating a lack of effectiveness in the implementation of
this agreement. One of the weaknesses of the Kyoto Protocol is a commitment period are considered
to be too short. After the Kyoto protocol is applicable evaluation period agreed for the first
commitment lasted from 2008 to 2012. Development of technologies such as the development of new
energy sources cannot be completed in a short time period, on the other hand the government is also
less flexibility in designing a long-term strategy and more focus on short-term targets. Another possible
reason the lack of effective implementation of this agreement is the lack of involvement emitter of
CO2 World like the United States in the implementation of the Kyoto protocol.

Summary
This study attempts to look at the relationship between trade openness and the strength of
multilateral environmental legislation on the level of emissions of CO2 within the G-20 countries. The
results of this study can be summarized as follows:
The results are consistent with the results Managi (2009) who found that an increase in revenues for
the country may increase emissions of CO 2 per capita. This indicates the dominance of the scale effect
on G20 countries. The higher the income of a country, usually these countries tend to allocate income
to development in the production sector are indirectly causing the utilization of fuel is generally a
fossil-based fuels. Major industrialized countries such as the United States accounts for emissions of
CO 2 per capita is quite large, as well as the economy continues to grow as China and India. Other
developing countries also have potential in increased emissions of CO2.
Trade openness variables showed a positive and significant impact on the quality of the environment,
which, after the application of the Kyoto protocol increasing trade openness level of 1% may increase
emissions of CO2 per capita of 21.2% - 0.9% of the level of trade openness.
After the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol, trade openness tends to reduce the level of emissions of
CO2 so that the Kyoto Protocol has the potential to be a driving force for the trading activity that is
more environmentally sound. The current international trade agreements also have included a clause
on the environment.
Kyoto protocol variables showed a positive effect but not significant to the level of emissions of CO2 per
capita. This indicates a lack of effectiveness of the Kyoto Protocol to reducing the level of emissions of
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CO2 globally. Emission reduction targets can be achieved through the implementation of the Kyoto
Protocol only covers less than a third of global emissions, is achieved by applying limit CO emissions
reduction 2 specifically by 37 Annex I during 2008 to 2012. The implementation of the Kyoto Protocol
is deemed to be more effective if it involves state the main emitters of CO2, both developed and
developing countries.
The Kyoto Protocol is one of the variables to measure the impact of environmental regulations on an
international level. This variable coefficient value of the expected negative sign in accordance with the
expectations which the international commitment in addressing environmental problems may
contribute to the reduction of emissions of CO2. However, in this study the value of the coefficients for
the variables precisely the Kyoto protocol is positive and not significant. The estimation results show
that after the implementation of the Kyoto protocol emission level of CO 2 per capita has increased by
21.2%. This is in line with the results of research from Nielsen (2014), which shows that by using the
techniques IV at a fixed effect model of the level of emissions of CO2 increased by 18% after a period
of ratification.
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Abstract
One of the many challenges of international management is the recognition of the difference in factors
which may impact work outcomes in multiple countries, as well as the personnel development of those
factors. This study examines the relationship between emotional intelligence’s (EI) four dimensions
(self-emotional appraisal; others’ emotional appraisal; regulation of emotion; use of emotion) and inrole and extra-role job performances, as well as job satisfaction in 799 employees and managers from
a wide range of industries in India, Eastern Germany, and the United States. With these three country
samples representing societies with significantly different levels of collectivism, and EI playing a
mediating role, the results suggest the collectivism cultural dimension has a significant positive impact
on the level of EI, while the EI dimensions have differing impacts by society on each of the three work
outcomes measured. Control variables for this study included age, gender, education, work experience
and work role.
The theoretical and practical issues raised by this research include the questions: If a given culture
seems to focus on EI factors such as others’, and not self-awareness and/or regulation of emotion,
while another culture focuses on regulation of self-emotion, and not others’ emotional awareness,
should methodology and content of training programs be adjusted by country to maximize learning?
Should a “base-line” assessment be used routinely to measure these relationships prior to intervention
in order to determine the most efficient and effective development strategy?
Keywords
Work performance, job satisfaction, emotional intelligence, culture
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Abstract
Ambient scent is an effective way to influence consumer behavior. Previous research found that a
scented atmosphere induces a more pleasurable environment where customers spend more time and
are willing to pay more. However, the relationship between odor and emotions is still underresearched. Geared by the purpose of analyzing the relationship between odor, emotions and
customer’s post-consumption attitudes in a real-life setting, a quasi-experimental was implemented in
the context of a public bus service. The research was conducted in two moments, before and after the
aromatization of a bus. Two questionnaires were applied to a sample of 623 bus passengers to measure
nine constructs: emotions, experience, memory, corporate image, satisfaction, repurchase intention,
word-of-mouth and price perception. An additional scale to measure ‘odor’ was implemented in the
second moment. Findings show that emotions influence positively experience, memory and corporate
image. Satisfaction is positively influenced by experience and corporate image and influences
positively repurchase intention, intensification of use, word-of-mouth and price perception. When a
bus is aromatized, the experience, memory and image of the company are more positively evaluated;
the satisfaction of the bus users and their intensification of use and recommendation of a service are
higher; and the price perception is lower. Additionally, the research concluded that odor could serve
as a moderating variable between emotions and experience, emotions and memory, experience and
satisfaction, corporate image and satisfaction, satisfaction and intensification of use and satisfaction
and word-of-mouth. The research offers evidence that scent is an effective marketing tool, adding
value to the consumer experience with positive effects for the companies.
Keywords
Consumers’ perception, emotions, odor, sensory marketing, public transport
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Abstract
Problem and Overview
The need for organization’s to focus on innovation is increasingly accepted in management thinking.
This growth in a perceived need for innovation has resulted in an explosion of innovation and
entrepreneurial units, in management courses at Universities throughout the world. However,
research undertaken as to the efficacy of these programs has been limited and the findings
inconclusive.
This research explores the workplace impact of an Innovation Suite of courses developed at the
University of New England (UNE) Australia. These courses were uniquely designed, marketed and
contextualized for specific industries and businesses outside of the traditional Faculty and School
system. This has provided an opportunity to assess not only the workplace impact on the organizations
who took up the course, but also, the cultural impact of developing these units on the University itself.
Methodology
A qualitative, multi-case study approach, using in-depth, semi-structured interviewing supported by
researcher observation has been used to investigate the impact on workplace practice as a result of
undertaking the Innovation Suite of courses. Thematic content analysis of the data is currently being
completed.
Expected Results and Contribution
This is a work in progress research project. The on-going research targets specific work teams that have
commenced and/or completed the Innovation Suite through the UNE. Preliminary findings suggest an
increase in workplace innovation as a result of undertaking the Innovation Suite of courses.
Furthermore, an interesting by-product of the development process of these courses has been the
growth of interest in innovation in certain parts of the University.
Final data analysis will be reported at the 9th Global Business Conference in September 2018, as data
is continuing to be gathered and reviewed.
Keywords
Leadership, innovation, organizational culture, learning
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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a significant surge of investment from emerging markets into Europe. An
important and interesting question is how these firms have undergone issues of negative corporate
image from local stakeholders that can further motivate or de-motivate their investment into Europe.
Mainstream international business theories, such as internationalization theory, the OLI paradigm, the
resource-based view, and institutional theory only provide segmented or broad explanations. Theories
developed for emerging markets such as the ownership advantage logic and the springboard
perspective provide some context-rich descriptions. However, these approaches are unable to
underpin emerging-market firms’ internationalization experience, given their complexity. This project
seeks to uncover antecedents of emerging-market firms’ corporate image in Europe. Drawing on
cognitive psychology theory, we will develop a conceptual model to reveal the mechanism of how the
individual experience and image transfer impact foreign firms’ corporate image. We propose
individuals’ experience influences the image formation, and the images can be transferred from
towards a country and/or its products to towards its firms. We plan to test our hypotheses with survey
data. The findings can provide both important theoretical and practical implications to the audience of
academics, managers and policy makers.
Keywords
Corporate image, emerging-market multinational enterprises, country image, country product image,
individual experience
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Middle of Organizational Change
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Abstract
In knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) creativity is seen as an essential source of competitive
advantage. Creativity, however, does not necessarily mean a modus operandi without any kind of
routines and stability. In this paper, we present a qualitative case study of two KIBS companies that
are intentionally increasing their operation routines in order to achieve more innovative and creative
business solutions for their customers. The companies are in the middle of organizational change,
which also touches their interorganizational relationships with suppliers and customers as well as
internal communications. Through the qualitative case study we aim to increase understanding on the
creativity vs. routines dilemma from the viewpoint of KIBS companies and organizational relationships.
Keywords
Knowledge intensive business services, organizational change, business relationships, stability,
creativity
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Motivation and Purpose of the Study
Knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) are often described as the business of independent,
competent and creative people (Bettencourt, Ostrom, Brown & Roundtree, 2002; Løwendahl, 2005;
Stumpf, Doh & Clark, 2002). Especially, in innovation oriented business sectors, like high-technology
companies or advertising agencies, the need for creativity is evident (Davies, 2009). Usually
institutionalization and routinization are seen as the opposites for creativity (Davies, 2009) and in fact,
in more radical thinking they can even be labeled as the creativity killers (Amabile, 1998).In discussions
with several KIBS company managers and employees we have, however, come across of an alternative
point of view – creativity needs stability and certain amount of routines. Thus, the common belief of
seeing routines as contrary to creativity may not be the only truth.
To further elaborate this interesting viewpoint presented by the practitioners, we have carried out a
qualitative case study. In our study setting, we have two case companies which both are examples of
KIBS. The company A operates in the software service business, i.e. it belongs to the high-technology
sector, and the company B operates in advertising business. Both of these companies have recently
started organizational change process in order to find more sustainable ways to operate, which would
lead towards more creative and innovative customer solutions in an effective manner. In both
companies’ change processes the influence of organizational relationships is evident. Through analysis
we aim to find out:
1. Why routines and stabilization is seen as the way to ensure creativity and innovativeness in a KIBS
company?
2. What is the role of organizational relationships in the change process?
This paper contributes especially to literature on KIBS by studying the contradiction between routines
and creativity, and furthermore, the impact of KIBS’s interorganizational relationships to KIBS creativity
capabilities. As the amount of KIBS literature is still rather scarce and young and the amount of
empirical studies rather restricted, this study also contributes to the body of KIBS knowledge through
a rich empirical research data.

Theoretical Framework
What is special in KIBS?
KIBS is described as organization of independent, competent and creative people (Bettencourt et al.,
2002; Løwendahl, 2005; Stumpf et al., 2002) offering services to other companies (Muller, 2001).
Furthermore, KIBS can be defined as firms producing services containing high intellectual value (e.g.
Corrocher, Cusmano & Morrison, 2009; Miles, 2003; Tether & Hipp, 2002). Miles (2005) suggests as an
essential KIBS characteristic the high professionalism of the knowledge used in the services creation.
Furthermore, according to Tether and Hipp (2002) KIBS are characterized by their ability to collect
information and knowledge from external sources and combine them with internal knowledge into
services. Often these kinds of services are leading to close customer relationships as they are highly
customized according to the specific customer demands.
Special characteristics of KIBS are:
o The role of planning, analysis and research in the work is essential
o Aim is to develop new or essentially redefined solutions
o Requires special expertise
o Networks are important
o Teamwork skills are needed
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These special characteristics have an effect both on the creativity of a KIBS company and on the way
organizational changes should be carried out in a KIBS company.

Organizational Change – How to Manage it?
There are two opposite modes of organizational change; evolutionary and revolutionary developments
(Burke, 2002). The first one addresses change from Darwinian principles, ie. change happens slowly
and gradually. Thus the change may sometimes be hard to detect if the observer is within the
organization, whilst for the outside observer the change is more obvious. However, this Darwinian
thinking has been challenged in the last couple of decades by the thinking model of punctuated
equilibrium, according to which the situation remains relatively same for some time only to be changed
in, again relatively, short period of time as the new(-er) dominant design arises (Gould, 1977). This
revolutionary change may be observed to be equally plausible when set into the business environment.
These theories originate from natural sciences, but they fit nicely into the business thinking as well.
The ways of working evolve gradually within a business enterprise locally and if they are seen fit then
perhaps on even a larger scale. This may be observed to be evolutionary change within a business
enterprise. When a time of crises reaches a business enterprise, one way of dealing with it is to change
the executives. In these situations it is expected from the helmsman to take on a new course. A widely
used phrase is that a new way of executing business is implemented or a radical change is introduced.
In such developments the change is upon the organization and it happens rather quickly, thus it is
fitting to call it a revolutionary change. How to effectively implement these changes in each case is yet
another matter.
Christensen, Marx and Stevenson (2006) created a model for recognizing the present state in an
organization. It may also be used in finding the best ways to motivate the employees to adapt to the
change and implement the change.
In the situation where the personnel are unanimous on what is being sought after but there are still
some disputes on the methods being used to find it, the most suitable aids for this situation are the
leadership tools (Christensen et al., 2006). These tools emphasize the managers’ character and the
model of action the manager gives. Clarification of the vision becomes an additional centric action, and
when the goal is clear the means become less relevant. Power tools are applicable when there are
disagreements in both of the previously mentioned areas (Christensen et al., 2006). This means that if
consensus cannot be reached by any other means it must be achieved by force using the means
necessary, i.e. power.
Management tools are for cases where there is an agreement on what are the best ways to achieve
something but the actual goals and objectives are disputable (Christensen et al., 2006). Different
persons in the organization have different facts behind their motivation but they agree on plan of
action. It remains essential that the management assures that the organizational objectives are
achieved by this plan of action. If the personnel agree on both accounts, culture tools present an
appropriate managerial tool (Christensen et al., 2006). Culture guides the actions on attitudinal level
and by affecting them, it is possible to alter the general direction. However, it is advisable to remember
that it is quite time consuming, and sometimes even nigh impossible, to alter the organizational
culture.
Motivating and monitoring are important when commencing the action but there is no reason to stop
them immediately after the first experiences. The new way of action must be supported in its early
stages for it to become established. It has been stated that the difficulties in the early stages and their
handling may affect the following period when the new way of action is becoming the old way (Argenti,
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1976; Gaskill, Beck, Brüderl & Woywode, 2008; Van De Ven & Poole, 1995; Van Auken & Manning,
1993). The same, at least provisional introduction applies for rewarding system to boost the
implementation of the change.
How do organizational relationships affect the situation?
There are different angles to analyze organizational relationships. Popular is to look relationships e.g.
through different kinds of development phases or by the level of closeness of the relationship parties.
In this study, we are especially interested in the closeness of the relationship parties, as it has a
significant impact on the organizational change process under study.
The level of closeness and co-operation can be used as a basis for defining different types of
relationships. Webster (1992) has presented a model of the relationship continuum, illustrating
interactions in which organizations may be involved. In this model, not all business relationships are
depicted as close and long-term oriented; relationships vary along a continuum from pure market
transactions to fully integrated hierarchical firms. In the middle are so-called partner relationships
characterized by close co-operation.
Möller (1994) has studied both transactional and partner relationships. He uses the term ‘relational
exchange’ to refer to partnership relationships that are characterized by economic, social, legal,
technical, informal, and procedural bonds. Discrete transactions, on the other hand, are described as
predominately governed by market forces. In these so-called transactional relationships, buyers and
sellers are seen interacting only on the basis of selfish considerations, aiming at finalizing the single
transaction at hand. Future co-operation is not actively considered and the seller is usually appreciated
according to its current products and prices.
Several other researchers have come to a similar conclusion regarding the differences between
transactional and partner relationships (e.g. Dwyer, Schurr & Oh, 1987; Hanan, 1986; Heide & John,
1990; Spekman, 1988). According to these researchers partner relationships require open information
sharing based on both person-to-person and electronic communication. The relationship involves a
high level of trust and commitment over time, joint conflict resolution, and the sharing of risks and
rewards. Such collaboration affords many of the benefits of vertical integration without a loss of
strategic flexibility. In contrast, sourcing from multiple suppliers, the use of competitive bidding,
developed bidding specifications, and short-term contracts to achieve low purchase prices characterize
transactional buyer/supplier relationships.
Evidently, the parties may also have differing views as to the kind of relationship in which they wish to
engage with the other party. In the industrial marketing and purchasing research, the portfolio view
has been used to illustrate both the buyer’s purchasing strategy and the seller’s marketing strategies,
as well as what results from the different strategies from the relationship point of view (e.g. Campbell,
1997). This analysis of interorganizational relationships increases our understanding about the nature
of the relationships of KIBS. This angle on the closeness of the relationship parties is further used in
our empirical study in analyzing the effects of the undergoing organizational change on the KIBS’s
relationships and the ability to enhance the creative processes.

Routines and Stability - Are They Creativity Killers?
The changing demands of external environment often forces KIBS’ to seek more innovative and
efficient ways to work in order to stay competitive and to stay in business. Routines and stability are
often connected to efficiency. Much of organizational behavior is structured by routines and those are
also seen as a major source of organizational competence (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). The idea of
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routines and stability is to provide coordination to provide solutions to a wide variety of problems
(Garapin & Hollard, 1999). Routines also remove ambiguity (e.g. Gilson, Mathieu, Shalley & Ruddy,
2005). The aim in routinization is reliability, lesser use of resources and faster production (Cohen &
Bacdayan, 1994; Garapin & Hollard, 1999). The typical advantage of routines is that they decrease the
effort spent on decision making and implementation (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). Cohen and Bacdayan
(1994) have made a reasonable definition of organizational routines as patterned sequences of learned
behavior involving multiple actors who are linked by relations of communication and/or authority. They
quote four features of routinized behaviors; reliability, speed, repeated action sequence and
occasional suboptimality (Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994). Egidi and Narduzzo (1997) relate also
“automaticity” and rigid following of the same set of rules to routines. They add that routinized actions
require reduced mental effort. Routinized behaviors mean a fixed set of conditional rules that are
automatically triggered. Thus no further mental exploration of the problems involved needs to be
conducted. (Egidi & Narduzzo, 1997) According to Cohen and Bacdayan (1994) routines need not to be
explicitly formulated and have normative standing. Routines create structures for collective action.
The effect of routines is that organizational experience can be quickly transferred to new situations.
(Cohen & Bacdayan, 1994)
As there should be control and routines to “pull the strings” (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995: 160-162) there
should be ability to create new ideas and products. Creativity and ability to innovate have been stated
to be valued abilities of KIBS. Typical features and components that have been connected to creativity
are novelty, value (Ford, 1996), imaginativeness, flexibility, expertise, and motivation (Amabile, 1998).
One description of creativity is means to ensure flexibility of organization and ability to successfully
handle the changing competition, markets, and technological requirements (Gilson et al., 2005).
Torrance’s (1988) definition of creativity is quite opposite to routinization: When a person has no
learned or practiced solution to a problem, some degree of creativity is required. Creativity cannot
come from untaught, creative solutions are imaginative new combinations of old elements to new
configurations. (e.g. Amabile, 1998; Torrance, 1988) Amabile (1998) points out that compared to
creativity in arts, in business life creativity has to have also features of influence and appropriateness
(Amabile, 1998).
Salojärvi and others (2005) suggests that a central challenge for a company is maintaining flexibility
and innovativeness while introducing systematic processes. Routines may be to the detriment of
individual creativity (e.g. Choi, Anderson & Veillette, 2009; Ford & Gioia, 2000). There are also studies
that have found that creativity and routinization can be complementary phenomena to increase both
performance and customer satisfaction and have a positive effect to team effectiveness. Thus both
creative and routinized work practices should be encouraged. (e.g. Gilson et al., 2005; Ohly, Sonnentag
& Pluntke, 2006). In creativity there has been emphasized enhancement of variation to optimize the
fit between team activities and outcomes. Whereas in routines, the aim is to ensure consistent
operations by minimizing variance. These two should be united to get the benefits from both. (Gilson
et al., 2005) There are implications that routinization can be positively correlated to creativity and
innovation (e.g. Ohly et al., 2006). Also Gilson, Mathieu, Shalley and Ruddy (2005) have shown that
creative and standard practices can complement each other to reap both better performance and
customer satisfaction.
Ohly, Sonnentag and Pluntke (2006) states that routinization spares time and cognitive resources. This
is a direct benefit to creative activities, as both time and cognitive resources could be allocated to
creative thinking. There are indications that effective teams would be the ones that are sensitive to
changing circumstances, and altering their modes of operation to more routinized or more creative as
needed (Gilson et al., 2005). Thus teams should not be “clear cut” to either routinized or creative ones.
This might lead to situation where teams would miss their ability to read the circumstances and to
react accordingly. (Gilson et al., 2005) Besides creativity routinization and stability positively predicts
also innovation and personal initiatives. All this indicates that routinization can enable new idea
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creation and implementation. It is important to distinguish different forms of routinization, as for
example if there is too much routinization in job content it usually leads to boredom, but for example
in specific tasks it might lead to positive outcomes. (Ohly et al., 2006)
Summary of the theoretical discussion
Based on the theoretical discussion about organizational change, organizational relationships and
routines vs. creativity, we conclude that the objective pursued through the increase of routines and
stability in the KIBS context are 1) better possibilities for both internal and external actors to participate
in the operations of the organization, and 2) increase in creativity within the organization. Partly the
objective number 1 influences on the objective number 2, as it can be argued that through the
increased actor involvement, the possibility to get innovative ideas and more creative solutions, can
be more easily achieved. These objectives of the whole change process are illustrated in Figure 1 in the
outmost circle.
The center in Figure 1 illustrates the organizational relationships, both external relationships, i.e.
interorganizational relationships, and internal relationships, e.g. relationships between various
organizational entities. The innermost circle in Figure 1 illustrates the importance of level of consensus
between different actor groups about the objective of the organizational change and the methods
used in the change process, as proposed by Christensen and others (2006). The middle circle
represents the acceptance of chosen routines, i.e. through and by which routines the organization
strives for the desired outcome.
Figure 1: Theoretical framework of the study

In the following, this theoretical framework is utilized when analyzing the empirical case study. With
the help of the framework, we aim to better grasp the essential features of the organizational change
undergoing within the case companies to achieve creativeness and innovativeness through increase of
routines in the organization’s operations.

Research Setting and Methodology
Data gathering and analysis methods
As the empirical research plays a major role in our study, we have pursued a rich and versatile data.
Our data is consisted of two case studies, as already mentioned. As a method for data gathering
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interviews were an obvious solution. In case study A, altogether 44 interviews were carried out, and in
case B altogether 32 interviews were conducted, see Tables 1 and 2.
The interviews took place on various hierarchical levels of both of the organizations in order to get the
most reliable picture of the situation and happenings regarding the organizational change. The
interviewees were assured their anonymity to further strengthen the reliability of the answers. In
addition, in case A two internal workshops of the organization were observed and documented, and
in case B three internal workshops were observed and documented. All of these observed workshops
were related with the organization change process at hand within the organization. In both of the
cases, also internal documents of the organizations were collected to complement the interview and
the observation data.
Table 1: Summary of the interview data from the case A
Employee groups and sites
1st round of interviews, winter 2005-2006
n=34
Planning and
Production
Management
co-ordination
and support
Site
Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

n=1
7
3
3
4
1
3
1
2
2

Site
Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

n=7

1
3
3

Employee groups and sites
2nd round of interviews, fall 2006 n=10
Planning and
co-ordination

Production

Site

Site

n=8

Site

Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

1
3

Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

1
1
1
1

n=5

2
1

Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

n=2

1
1

Management
and support
Site
Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
Site E
Site F
Site G
Site H

n=
5
1
1

2
1

In the case company A the operation is geographically dispersed onto multiple sites. The 44 interviews
were conducted on various sites according to the table below. First group to be interviewed was what
the organization called an architect team, i.e. the change agents, a group of individuals responsible for
making the change happen. This team was also operative on different sites from one another. After
the first group the interviews were agreed upon and arranged on various hierarchical levels according
to the individual schedules. The first round interviews were carried out in the beginning of the
organizational change, the second round interviews were “follow-up” interviews carried out after the
busiest change period was over.
Contrary to Case A, in Case B the interview data focuses on one site. Furthermore, the interviews took
place in two phases. In first phase 27 semi-structured interviews were conducted covering all
employees of the main office in fall 2008. Typically, advertising agencies divide their personnel to
creative workers, production workers and others who usually represent administrative personnel and
management. All these groups were well presented in the interview data (Table 2). During the first
phase of interviews, the focus of research was not on organizational routines and change as such but
operational issues were broadly discussed. Interview themes included interviewees’ personal
background, company’s overall business, knowledge and training, typical day at work, networks and
co-operation, and future plans. In the second phase, the objective was to obtain more comprehensive
understanding of project work and specifically of organizational routines related to project work. For
this purpose, management appointed four different customer projects with the respective project
managers in summer 2009. Respondents were asked to tell in their own words how was the project
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conducted, for example who was involved, what was the role of respondent, what phases could be
named, possible surprises that affected the planned timetable, how was the creative work conducted.
Table 2: Summary of interview data from Case B
Employee groups and job titles
1st round of interviews, fall 2008, n=27
Creative Planning
Job title
Art Director

n=12
4

Copywriter

3

Senior graphic
designer
Graphic
Designer
Senior
Copywriter,
Concept
Designer
Strategic
Director
Strategic
Planner

1
1

Production
Job title
Production Art
Director
Trainee

n=6
2

Project
Assistant
AD Assistant

1

1

2

1

1

Management and
support
Job title
n=9
Management
1
Assistant
Manager, ICT
1
Development
Accounting
1
Manager
Project
4
Manager
Contacts
1
Director

Managing
Director

Employee groups and job
titles, 2nd round, summer
2009, n=4
Management
Job title
Project
Manager

n=4
4

1

1

Both empirical data sets were analyzed by using methods of content analysis. The analysis process
included following phases: key word identification, thematization and grouping (see Eskola & Suoranta,
1998).

Introduction of the Case Companies
Case A
The case company A is a large software company operating in business-to-business market. It provides
large and complex ICT systems and solutions for organizational customers. The company has grown
rapidly in the last years, mostly through acquisitions, thus the company has become quite dispersed.
Typically the companies that have been bought have continued to work as separate teams within the
mother company. Also the mother company’s original operations are based on working in teams.
The teams differ in many ways. They have different organizational backgrounds, different technologies
in use, different products and customers and also different compositions. Teams are responsible for
their own software development, production and sales. There is also often physical distance between
teams. The teams are making their software from scratch fairly often. This leads to a problem that too
often the teams do overlapping programming and software development work. This overlap in the
software development process naturally causes extra costs for the company. The toughening
competitive pressure of external environment is forcing the company to renew its software
development and production process to a more efficient and productive way of working. The aim is to
root out redundancies, improve productivity and increase the level of innovativeness in order to create
better solutions.
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The organization tries to tackle the aforementioned problems by switching to centralized component
based software engineering. By this strategic decision the organization aims to increase routines in the
production phase. With this they also aim to release more resources to the development of new
innovative ideas. Component based software engineering means that in addition to doing their dayto-day tasks as before the teams must try to identify potential components, i.e. products, subparts or
features that could also be used in other teams and environments. After being approved as a
component the component should be entered into the component library to be available for the others
in the organization.
Case B
Case B is an advertising agency with offices in two locations. The company has specialized in
international business-to-business advertising, especially of complex products and services in hightech sector. Advertising business has changed dramatically in past ten years, mainly due to
digitalization and more recently social media. Furthermore, economic downturn in 2008 lead to
dramatic cuts in companies advertising budgets, which put further pressure on advertising agencies.
To avoid financial problems advertising agencies were striving for ways to cut costs and make their
operations more efficient.
Work in case organization is organized under teams, typically consisting of project manager, art
director, copywriter and AD Assistant. In bigger projects involving rethinking customer’s advertising,
strategic planner is also present. Earlier, teams consisted of same members meaning that same people
were always working together. Especially in the case of a large customer, team considered the work
rather monotonous, since it consisted mainly of producing prospects according to pre-determined
graphic instructions. In present, teams can vary depending on customer needs and timetables,
however some customers prefer to work with same people over time. In some cases, a team member,
for instance AD Assistant, can be the source of customer loyalty. This has led to a situation that some
employees are overbooked and some have too little work to do.
The case organization was at the time of first-round of interviews, August 2008, looking for ways to
make their operations more efficient. During Spring 2009 the organization of work and the role of
routines was selected as one of the central elements in achieving the targets. Since advertising industry
can be labeled as creative, the word routine is easily interpreted as an opposite of creativity. Therefore,
management wanted to specify where routines can be applied and where they can harm the creativity.

Research Findings
The following Table 3 presents the summary of the findings. The columns represent different angles
which were analyzed. The first two columns present the level of consensus of the objectives and the
methods used in the organizational change. The third column shows how high the level of acceptance
of the routines was in the relationships. The last two columns represent the objectives of the change
process: the level of involvement of the different actor groups and the level of creativity achieved.
These last two outcome measures are far from exact, as it is hard to develop exact measurements for
such complex issues. However, they are able to show the direction the organization is going in
creativity and innovativeness after the change process.
In the table, each of the angles presented in the columns are looked from the viewpoints of the
different internal relationships, i.e. different teams in the organization, and interorganizational
relationships, such as supplier and customer relationships.
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Table 3: Summary of the empirical findings
Consensus on
objectives

Consensus on
methods

Acceptance of
routines

Level of
involvement

Level of
creativity

Case A
Internal
Interorganizational

High
High

Average
Average

Average
High

Increasing
Increasing

Increasing
Increasing

Case B
Internal
Interorganizational

Average
Average/ High

Increasing
Average

Average
Average

Increasing
Average

Increasing
Increasing

In both cases internal relationships consist of relationships within the organization, between individual
organizational members and between teams. Interorganizational relationships in case A include
customers and suppliers. In case B interorganizational relationships include customers and cooperative partners. In both cases the objective was to improve efficiency and productivity without
losing creativity, to release resources and time to create more innovative solutions. To apply more
routinized ways to work was a “tool” through which the companies were striving to aforementioned
objectives.
In case A routines were applied through presenting a componentization as a way to work. It was
assumed that while creating products to customers the use of component library would be an
“automatic” way to work to ease the software production process. Objective of this change was more
effective and productive way to work. In case A, the key methods to support this change were the
decision to choose only one coding language that the whole organization would use and to implement
centralized componentization. The componentization was the way to get the software production
more routinized. The aim of all this was to increase the level of involvement of all parties to the
software production as well as to increase the level of creativity. In case B routines were applied
especially through developing organization’s processes. A huge amount of work was at first done by
identifying the current procedures within the company and after that, by developing them further to
effective production processes.
Internal relationships in case A
In internal relationships, consensus on objectives can be labeled as high. All internal parties agreed
that there was a need to get the software production more efficient and productive. There existed a
common understanding that there were a lot of resources inside the organization that were not
optimally allocated throughout the organization, between different teams. Thus the change towards
more efficient and productive ways to work was welcomed.
Consensus on methods was not so clear. The decision to choose only one coding language that the
whole organization would use got some skeptic opinion as the chosen language was new to the most
teams. There was also some skepticism that this decision would deteriorate competitiveness of the
organization as they would lean only to one language. There were also some doubts about the decision
to implement centralized componentization. Some thought that this would be too clumsy and slow
way to do componentization. So there were some doubts about the methods to implement the change,
but still there were also some positive expectations towards the methods, as the chosen technology
were seen in some teams as a sustainable choice. In some teams it was also seen as a decision that
would bring the teams closer to each other, as there would be a common language to all the teams.
Acceptance of routines within the internal relationships can be labeled as average, since mostly the
idea of componentization was found good. Still there were some doubts whether it would become a
real practice and custom throughout the organization, and would it make the internal relationships
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deeper. Besides the common belief that componentization would be a good way to make software
production more routinized, there were some skeptics that had their doubts that componentization
would not happen because for example there would be persons that were not willing to share their
own code. Also some were suspicious of the quality of the code written by others. In addition, there
were some fears that the componentization would not be accepted throughout the organization. Thus
the loose intraorganizational relationships diminished the acceptance of routines.
The level of involvement is labeled in Table 3 as increasing. There was some raising positivism towards
the idea as pilot projects of componentization were introduced and the members of the organization
started to realize through the example of these pilot projects that componentization could be a better
way to participate in and contribute to the operations of the whole organization. There were also some
signs that the level of creativity was increasing as the componentization was gaining ground as an
organizational routine, and was clearly releasing time and cognitive capacity of the teams from
“reinventing the wheel” to creation of new interesting and innovative ideas. So the idea of making the
internal relationships tighter was getting a positive force.
Interorganizational relationships in case A
In interorganizational relationships, consensus on objectives is labeled as high. Customers benefit if
software production is more efficient and productive. If the resources inside the organization were
optimally allocated, it could lead to shorter delivery times as well as to lower prices.
The decision to choose only one code language that the whole organization would use would be
beneficial especially for suppliers, as they would not need to do so many variations with different
languages. The decision of implementing centralized componentization can also be seen welcomed by
suppliers. The centralized way to do componentization can diminish the number of contact persons of
focal company, and this of course would ease the work of suppliers. From customers point of view one
language can make it easier to participate to software development, but again one language may limit
different options available. As a summary, it can be said that while considering interorganizational
relationships the level of consensus on methods can be seen average.
Acceptance of routines can also be labeled as high from interorganizational perspective, as the
routinized way to work in the focal company gives a trustful image of the company’s operations to the
customers and also enables the customers to more easily participate in the planning and production
phases. In addition, the chosen technology by the focal company was a general one opening new
possibilities for suppliers to participate in the value chain.
The level of involvement is labeled as increasing. There may be skepticism towards componentization
among suppliers and customers as it is a new and unknown way to work. At the same time there can
be expected an increase in the level of involvement as the way to work gets more routinized and as
the possible benefits are positive and encouraging. Level of involvement can also be seen increasing
as through componentization the relationships between the focal company and both customers and
suppliers can be fostered. The strengthening relationships can lead to increase in the level of creativity
as through stronger relationships it is easier for customers and suppliers to participate software
development and production. Also through the effective use of the knowledge bases of focal company,
customers and suppliers it can be expected that more innovative new ideas will occur compared to
working with only single knowledge base. Thus the level of creativity can be assumed to increase.
Internal relationships in case B
In internal relationships, consensus on objectives can be labeled as average. At the beginning of
research project routinization was not identified as an objective but it was set during the process. Some
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members of organization had a positive attitude towards routinization, while others were skeptical
about the benefits. Reasons for skepticism were the fear of losing flexibility in operations and the fear
of killing creativity. Surprisingly, it was not the creative people (i.e. art designers, copywriters) who
feared routines but some members in management.
Consensus on methods is labeled as increasing, since management decided on introducing “a project
handbook”, which was not immediately greeted as the best solution for introducing routines. At the
beginning it was feared that the complexity and variance of projects are not taken into account in the
project handbook. However, when the handbook was there, organizational members considered the
project division according to level of creative output good. Management assigned a development
group from within the organization to further develop the project handbook.
Acceptance of routines is average. It was recognized during first round of interviews that different
groups in the organization recognized the need for routines. However, many were skeptic about the
possibility of introducing routines in advertising agency. Additionally, the word “routine” is understood
in different ways and had an effect on the attitude towards routines. When the first draft of project
handbook was presented in the organization, meaning of routines was discussed and consensus on
how routines are understood in the organization was better reached.
Level of involvement is labeled as average. Some employees had a long history in the organization and
said that many change processes have been started in past but they have been forgot in the making.
Many feared the same will happen with routines and therefore had some doubts. The level of creativity
can be stated as increasing, since the main objective of introducing routines was to free time for the
projects and part of projects where creativity was really needed.
Interorganizational relationships in case B
In interorganizational relationships the consensus on purpose has to be divided in average and high in
the case B. Partners were unanimous that routines are needed for organizing the future co-operation
between three companies. It was decided to utilize the “project handbook” of case B organization also
at some extent in partner co-operation. Customers were not informed about the introduction of
routines but their role and reactions were discussed during interviews and in workshops. Case
organization had to deal often with customers’ unrealistic demands on scheduling projects. Project
handbook was hoped to bring better arguments to scheduling negotiations, therefore it can be
expected that customers’ response is not only positive. Customers are expected to agree on the need
to free time for creativity in projects and to understand the need of routines from that perspective.
Consensus on methods can be stated as average. Co-operative partners discussed the utilization of
project handbook but many details were unresolved at the time of interviews. With customers the
project handbook can help to clarify the work that takes place in different projects. Acceptance of
routines can be stated as average.
Level of involvement is labeled as average. Partner co-operation begun during the research project.
Each partner has their own way of operating and none of the partners was at the outset eager to
abandon their own way of operating. All agreed that they need to pilot a few customer projects and
then further develop their way of co-operating. Customers’ involvement cannot be analyzed, since
they were not yet aware of the “project handbook” and introduction of routines. As discussed above,
they may have mixed feelings towards routines. Level of creativity can be stated as increasing, because
in partner co-operation freeing resources to creative work can be anticipated to have positive effect
on overall creativity.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Based on the results of our research, routinization and stability are important to ensure creativity and
innovativeness for several reasons. First of all, when some parts of the production process are
routinized, they are quicker to implement and resources are freed towards tasks where creative
thinking is really needed. In addition, creativity needs some boundaries and routines can provide safe
boundaries for creative people to be creative. For instance, in advertising agency a project starts
always with brainstorming where ideas are shared freely among the project team members.
In addition, competition is harder and customers knowledgeable about pricing and therefore project
budgets do not have any slack, tight time schedules can harm creativity and by routinization resources
are freed towards tasks where creativity is needed.
Furthermore, stabilization and routines are seen as a way to ensure creative and innovative solutions
for the customers as it enables both the suppliers and the customers to be involved in the creation
process more easily. A certain amount of routines, e.g. as the componentization in the case company
A, ensures that professionals in the company do not need to make same things again and again, instead
they get more time to focus on the innovative things when they can better utilize the routine work
done already by others in the organization.
However, in KIBS companies where the level of professionalism is relatively high, it is not an easy task
to carry out an organizational change aiming towards increase of routines. Thus as a starting point for
the change process it is very important that there is enough of consensus both within the internal and
interorganizational relationships about the objective and the methods of the change process. Based
on our empirical data, the consensus is more important to achieve within partnership type of
relationships as it is in more transactionally oriented relationships. It is almost as important to get the
partners to believe the benefits of the routinization as it is with the company’s own personnel.
The limitations of this study are especially related to the special type of organizations of our empirical
study; KIBS companies. As KIBS are generally expected to be innovators in their field, their search for
creativity excellence is more important than it is for more traditional companies. Moreover, within the
KIBS companies professionalism and expertise are highly valued and usually experts do not satisfy to
do routine work. Thus, the confrontation between routines and creativity is more incisive highly likely
in the KIBS context than it would be in other business contexts. This needs to be taken into account
when considering the generalizability of the results of this research.
It would be very interesting to study this phenomenon of routines vs. creativity within a more
traditional kind of business. In future research, we aim to broaden our empirical analysis to other
business sectors and compare the results to this KIBS oriented study.
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Abstract
The paper has focused on financial management of medium-sized hotels and travel agencies in eight
selected Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries. According to a business finance theory there
should be inverse relation between liquidity and profitability of companies. In general, if managers
decrease firm's liquidity through investing into the fixed assets they should increase firm's profitability,
which is caused by possible higher earnings from those investments. The aim of the study is to estimate
how is profitability of those profitable tourism companies affected by selected financial variables, and
decide whether the business finance theory is valid also within tourism industry among selected CEE
countries. Annual data from Amadeus, the international statistical database are obtained from 1,957
hotels and 785 travel agencies from Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia and Slovenia. General Methods of Moments (GMM) with panel data is used as the main
estimation method for period from 2006 to 2015. However, results of the paper have shown that the
business finance theory is not valid either within both types of tourism companies nor among all
selected CEE countries. Furthermore, it is obvious that a conflict between managers of tourism
companies and their owners should have been paid more attention. A creating of retained earnings
within the owner's equity when owners had reinvested the earnings back to the business had particular
significance for tourism companies' profitability within the period affected by the global financial crisis,
even in the case of those profitable companies.
Keywords
CEE countries, tourism, financial management, cash conversion cycle, retained earnings
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The Impossible We Do Right Away, Miracles Take a Little Longer: Managing a
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Abstract
The “2018 Global Study on occupational Fraud and Abuse” of the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners show alarming results: 2,690 real cases of occupational fraud from 125 countries in 23
industry categories are analyzed. The results: $7 billion+ in total losses, $130,000 median loss per case,
and 22% of cases caused losses of $1 million+. Corruption was the most common scheme in every
global region. Also other similar studies in the field of economic crime highlight that occupational fraud
continues to escalate.
One opportunity for organizations is to build up a comprehensive fraud risk management program
following diverse steps: the establishment of a related policy (1), a comprehensive fraud risk
assessment (2), the selection, development and deployment of preventive and detective fraud control
activities (3), followed by adequate information and communication by establishing a fraud reporting
process and coordinated approach due to investigation and corrective action (4), followed by adequate
monitoring activities (5).
First, the presentation will show how occupational fraud is committed, detected, who is perpetrator,
and how organizations can prevent fraud and abuse. Second, especially the mentioned five steps of a
corporate fraud risk management program will be introduced (referring to ACFE-COSO). All in all, the
huge security challenge for organizations to deal with occupational fraud will be highlighted.
Nevertheless, beside all efforts in risk preventing and detecting corporate activities we have to be
aware, that there’s no shortcut: manifold issues trigger potential threat as well as practical counter
measures.
Keywords
Economic crime, occupational fraud, corporate fraud risk management
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Abstract
An important issue for global businesses today is leading people with autism in the workplace. It is
estimated that 24.8 billion people globally have autism (GBD, 2015). In the United States it is predicted
that over the next decade, close to half a million people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) will
reach adulthood (CDC, 2015). If they are not able to be employed and live independently, the services
they will require will place a financial toll on society. Supporting an individual with ASD may exceed
two million dollars over the course of their lifetime (Buescher et al., 2014). The total cost of autism
support services in the U.S. currently exceeds $236 billion dollars annually (Buescher, et al., 2014). This
number is expected to rise to one trillion dollars by 2025 (Baldwin, Costly & Warren, 2014). The
unemployment rate for individuals with autism is estimated at 85% (National Autistic Society, 2016).
Some companies have recognized the value added to their corporation by hiring people with autism.
SAP, a software company, started their Autism at Work program in 2013 and Microsoft started their
Autism Hiring Program in 2015 in the United States and Great Britain. Relatively little is known about
the work and career experiences of individuals with ASD including how ASD may impact the
development of effective working relationships. This paper will explore Leader Member Exchange
Theory (LMX) (Scandura, 2015) and its role in creating effective working relationships between leaders
and their employees with ASD.
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1. Introduction
One of the most challenging issues confronting organizations in the 21st century is how diversity may
impact the development of effective working relationships. Having a diverse workforce was predicted
to be one of the top workplace trends organizations focused on in 2016 according to a survey by the
Society of Industrial and Organizational Psychologists (SIOP). SIOP is working with businesses to
develop strategies that will result in a more diverse workforce and reward individuals who are able to
develop effective working relationships with diverse teams (Brooks, 2016).
It is predicted that over the next decade, close to half a million people with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) will reach adulthood (CDC, 2015). Relatively little is known about the work and career
experiences of individuals with ASD, including how ASD may impact the development of effective
working relationships. It is imperative to research the issues associated with the transition of
individuals with ASD into the world of work (Taylor, & Seltzer, 2011), and to gain a better
understanding of their career and work experiences (Griffiths, Giannantonio, Hurley-Hanson &
Cardinal, 2016). Adults with disabilities may have career experiences that differ from the mainstream
populations that have been commonly studied in the management literature (Heslin, Bell & Fletcher,
2012; Zikic & Hall, 2009). Similarly, it is important to understand the work experiences of individuals
with disabilities and the relationships between leaders and employees with ASD. Leader Member
Exchange Theory (LMX) with its focus on leader-member relationships (Scandura, 2015) may
contribute greatly to creating effective working relationships between leaders and employees with
ASD. Examining the relationships between leaders and employees with ASD has the potential to
contribute to research on LMX and to improve workplace diversity and inclusion initiatives.

2. Autism and Employment
According to Autism Speaks (2016), Autism Spectrum Disorder and Autism are both general terms for
a group of complex disorders of brain development. These disorders are characterized, in varying
degrees, by difficulties in social interaction, verbal and nonverbal communication, and repetitive
behaviors. The World Health Organization refers to ASD as “neurodevelopmental impairments in
communication and social interaction and unusual ways of perceiving and processing information”
(2013: 7). Individuals with ASD often have difficulty understanding the thoughts, intentions, and
emotions of others (Bruggink, Goei & Koot, 2016) and they often have difficulty regulating their own
emotions (Samson, Huber & Gross, 2012).
Autism statistics from the CDC (2015) are startling and the statistics have implications for organizations
and the changing workforce. It is estimated that 1 in 68 children are on the autism spectrum, with
autism four to five times more common in boys (1 in 42) than in girls (1 in 189). The number of people
affected by ASD is estimated to be in the tens of millions worldwide, with 3.5 million in the United
States (Autism Speaks, 2016). Japan has 161 cases of autism per 10,000 people. Canada has 64 cases
and Great Britain 94. India has 1 in 250 people and the United States has 1 in 88 people. There are few
reliable statistics on the number of individuals with ASD who are currently working or planning to enter
the workforce. Given that occupational choices are one way in which individuals define themselves,
finding and maintaining employment is critical for adults with ASD to become engaged and active
citizens who experience a positive quality of life and feelings of dignity and self-worth. The experience
of working and developing a work identity - the process of defining who one is in relation to work - is
a psychological process that is a key part of the experience of adulthood (Dutton, Roberts & Bednar,
2010; Gini, 1998; Kira & Balkin, 2014; Saayman & Crafford, 2011; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003).
Working should ideally provide adults with an environment where they can have a sense of
accomplishment and connection with other people (Krieger, Kinebanian, Prodinger & Heigl, 2012;
Saayman & Crafford, 2011; Scott, Falkmer, Girdler & Falkmer, 2015).
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There is anecdotal evidence that individuals with autism can be fully integrated and engaged in work
organizations. Recently, several high-profile companies have announced efforts to hire individuals with
autism as part of their diversity initiatives. SAP and Specialisterne are two well-known firms developing
programs to hire people with ASD (Holland, 2016). However, research has found that many employers
are concerned that prospective employees with ASD are not qualified for jobs at their firms and that
the costs of hiring and training them may reduce profitability (Bruyère, 2000; Dixon, Kruse & Van Horn,
2003; Domzal, Houtenville, & Sharma, 2008). Although not specific to ASD, research has also found
that negative stereotypes of employees with disabilities had affected corporate hiring and promotion
decisions (Stone & Colella, 1996; Ren, Paetzold & Colella, 2008).
It is important that research on autism in the workplace is included in diversity and inclusion research
(Shore et al., 2011). However, following high school, many people with ASD struggle to find
employment, to complete academic courses, and to live independently. Finding meaningful
employment is particularly difficult for these young adults. For example, the U.S. Department of Labor
reports that the unemployment rate for people with disabilities is over 40% higher than that of the
general population.
Organizations that act responsibly by providing meaningful employment for individuals with ASD can
contribute to the greater good of society. Research showing the value that individuals with ASD can
contribute to an organization will help to create employment opportunities for this underemployed
yet growing segment of the labor market. Employers are increasingly including disability in their
definitions of diversity (Shore et al., 2006) and some employers pride themselves on their inclusion of
adults with disabilities in their workforce (Gerber & Price, 2003; Dwertmann & Boehm, 2016;
Boekhorst, 2015; Donnelly, 2015; Brite, Nunes & Souza, 2015). It has been found that larger companies
have better track records for ADA accommodations than smaller firms (Gerber & Price, 2003).
Identifying companies with strong inclusion and accommodation practices may help adults with ASD
to self-select into these potential workplaces.
The leaders of Winston Capital Management believe the highly developed analytical skills of some
people with autism can give their organization a valuable competitive advantage. Similarly, Goldman
Sachs has been actively recruiting individuals with ASD for internships since 2003, which has resulted
in permanent employment contracts for some (Tickle, 2009). In 2015, Microsoft created a pilot
program to focus on hiring individuals with autism. According to Mary Ellen Smith, Vice President of
Worldwide Operations, “People with autism bring strengths that we need at Microsoft, each individual
is different, some have an amazing ability to retain information, think at a level of detail and depth, or
excel in math or code. It’s a talent pool that we want to continue to bring to Microsoft!” (Autism
Speaks, n.d.). Similarly, Walgreens has championed autistic employees, exemplified by their South
Carolina distribution center that employs several employees with disabilities such as autism (Autism
Speaks, n.d.).

3. The Costs of Autism
Research suggests that the work and life outcomes for young adults with ASD are poor when compared
with the general population. For example, research suggests that 70% of these young adults will be
unable to live independently. In fact, 85% of young adults with ASD still live with their parents, siblings
or other relatives (Buescher, Cidav, Knapp & Mandell, 2014). If they are not able to be employed and
live independently, the services they will require will place a financial toll on society. Supporting an
individual with ASD may exceed two million dollars over the course of their lifetime (Buescher et al.
2014). The cost of autism support services in the U.S. exceeds $236 billion dollars annually (Buescher
et al., 2014). This number is expected to rise to one trillion dollars by 2025 (Leigh & Du, 2015). There
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are additional costs which are difficult to measure such as lost income for both the individual with
autism and their parents and caregivers. The unemployment rate for individuals with autism is
estimated at 85% (National Autistic Society, 2016). Previous research suggests that thirty-five percent
of young adults with autism have never held a job, been members of the labor force, nor attended
educational programs after high school (Shattuck et al., 2012; Cidav, Marcus & Mandell, 2012). Even
among those individuals who have secured employment, their career path may involve multiple
movements in and out of the labor market. The cost of these adults not working contributes to the
financial toll on their families as well as society.
There is relatively little research on the work experiences of young adults with ASD. It is very difficult
to track individuals with ASD once they leave high school. There is little coordination among the
agencies providing transition services to assist young adults and their families with career planning,
job search, and placement activities (Pellicano, Dinsmore & Charman, 2014). For young adults with
ASD, the transition period from high school to the world of work, with myriad new tasks and
experiences, can be particularly difficult. Over the next decade, about half a million people with ASD
will reach adulthood. Many of these young adults will be exiting their school districts and losing the
services they have been provided in the past. While some young adults with ASD will enroll in postsecondary education programs, others will be searching for jobs and looking to enter the work force.
Most will continue to need some type of support to reach their educational and occupational goals
(Griffiths, Giannantonio, Hurley-Hanson & Cardinal, 2016).

4. Leadership and Autism
There is little research that has examined the challenges and opportunities of leading, managing, and
working with individuals with ASD. Since individuals with ASD may display highly variable levels of
intellectual abilities and emotional capabilities, the types of jobs that they will be able to obtain over
their careers will be influenced by their skill levels and need for support (Nicholas, Attridge,
Zwaigenbaum & Clark, 2014). Moreover, these varying levels of intellectual and emotional skills would
seem to be important variables that will have profound influences on the types of relationships
individuals with ASD will form with their managers, supervisors, and coworkers.
There are some unique challenges that employees with ASD may present at work. Organizations will
need to be proactive and prepared to deal with these challenges in order to benefit from the
contributions employees with ASD can make in the workplace. Employers should be aware that some
of the obstacles employees with ASD may face at work include difficulties in communication, balancing
multiple demands, adapting to change, and heightened sensitivity to sensory stimuli (Baldwin, Costley
& Warren, 2014; Higgins, Koch, Boughfman & Vierstra, 2008; Hendricks, 2010; Hurlbutt & Chalmers,
2004; Mynatt, Gibbons, & Hughes, 2014).
As organizations prepare for the wave of people with ASD who are about to enter the workforce,
researchers must ask whether current theories of leadership are broad enough to be applicable to the
work experiences of individuals with ASD. It is hypothesized that managers will not be able to develop
relationships with subordinates with ASD in the same way that they form relationships with their
employees without ASD. Impairments in social interactions and communications may require
managers to develop even more individualized ways of communicating and forming relationships with
employees with ASD. Given the social nature of most jobs, many of the difficulties with career
attainment and success for adults with ASD are related to social concerns, rather than to actual job
performance (Higgins et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2015).
Some of these challenges may be reduced with workplace accommodations, but access to
accommodations depends on whether the individual discloses their condition (Santuzzi, Waltz, Rupp
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& Finkelstein, 2014). ASD has been called an “invisible disability” because in some cases it cannot be
readily observed by others (Richards, 2012). Adults with invisible disabilities have the option to reveal
or to conceal their disability from others (Clair, Beatty & MacLean, 2005). There are both positive and
negative consequences with revealing invisible disabilities in the workplace (Chaudoir & Fisher, 2010;
DeJordy, 2008; Ragins, 2008). Disclosure has the potential to help with acceptance at work and may
make it easier for supervisors and peers to separate the work from the person (Davidson & Henderson,
2010; Gerber & Price, 2003; Meister, Jehn & Thatcher, 2014). Disclosure may also pave the way for
training supervisors and peers about the needs of employees with ASD (Wilczynski, Trammell & Clarke,
2013). Adults with ASD need to weigh the potential pitfalls of disclosing their diagnosis against the
potential gains. High functioning adults with ASD may not be perceived as having a disability by their
co-workers. Atypical behaviors may be incorrectly attributed to personality quirks rather than to
neurological differences (Patton, 2009).
Certain aspects of the workplace have been cited repeatedly for fostering positive reception of
disclosure. A supportive organization that enforces strong anti-discrimination policies can encourage
disclosure (Clair et al., 2005; Chaudoir & Fischer, 2010; Ragins, 2008). A company culture that actively
promotes diversity may also be important (Gerber & Price, 2003). Having a positive, trusting
relationship with a manager or having a manager that is known to have the same disorder could also
impact an employee's decision to disclose (Clair et al., 2005; Chaudoir & Fischer, 2010; Ragins, 2008).
The presence of coworkers that are known to have ASD and that have been accepted could also signal
that a workplace is safe for disclosure (Clair et al., 2005; Ragins, 2008).
There have been a limited number of empirical studies on the most effective ways of managing and
building relationships with individuals with ASD in the workplace. In part, this may be explained by the
fact that individuals with ASD may need highly variable levels of support in order to succeed in the
workplace. Several leadership theories may offer insights into managing and building effective
relationships between a leader/manager and his or her subordinates with ASD. Building on Parr and
Hunter’s (2014) examination of three leadership theories to investigate which leadership behaviors
would produce the best outcomes for employees with ASD, this chapter examines five leadership
theories to investigate which leadership behaviors would result in developing effective working
relationships with employees with ASD.

5. LMX and Autism
Leader-Member Exchange Theory (LMX) may be one of the most useful leadership theories for
understanding the individualized relationships that a leader creates with their subordinates. It has long
been recognized that leaders do not treat all employees equally (Dansereau, Graen & Haga, 1975).
LMX theory explicitly examines the relationships that develop between leaders and their followers.
LMX theory posits that leaders have different exchanges with their followers and that they form
relationships characterized by trust and respect with some, but not all, members of a team. Research
on LMX has shown that leader-member relationships can be seen as a continuum from low to high
quality relationships between leaders and their employees (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Loi, Mao & Ngo,
2009). High quality LMX relationships involve mutual trust and respect based on employees performing
additional tasks assigned by their supervisors. In contrast, in low-quality LMX relationships employees
perform only the work they are required to do (Loi, Chan & Lam (2014). Over time, employees in high
quality LMX relationships become members of the in-group, while employees in low quality
relationships become members of the out-group. Since not all employees will be part of the in-group
with high level LMX relationships (Gran & Uhl-Bien, 1995), it is important to understand how LMX
relationships develop and the implications for employees with ASD. There are three steps in LMX
relationship development (Graen & Scandura, 1987). These steps are role taking, role making, and role
routinization. While LMX shows great potential for managing employees with ASD, it is important to
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examine how employees with ASD may respond in each step of the LMX relationship development
model.
In the first step, role taking, leaders offer their employees extra work as a way to assess their
commitment to the leader. Employees need to interpret the offer of extra work as a test and positively
indicate their willingness to take on the extra work, thus being assessed favorably by the leader.
Leaders will evaluate a worker’s commitment based on their responses to extra assignments (Loi, Chan
& Lam, 2014). The number of tests given by the leader will vary. Research has found that the more
testing episodes that occur, the more likely it is that supervisors and subordinates will share the same
evaluation of their relationship quality (Loi, Chan & Lam, 2014).
Employees with ASD may not perceive the offer of extra work as a “test” and understand the
implications of saying no to taking on extra tasks. While this may be true for employees in general,
especially newer, naive employees, this step may be particularly challenging for employees with ASD,
as this step requires them to pick up subtle cues and hidden messages from their bosses and managers.
Leaders may need diversity and inclusion training to help them understand that employees with ASD
may have trouble understanding the importance of the offer of extra work and the implications of
turning down such a request. Additionally, employees with ASD, who may prefer clear and
unambiguous work directions, may become stressed and anxious if their work routine is changed
through the addition of tasks outside the scope of their job description.
Moreover, because the leader’s test leads to the important decision of who is part of the in-group and
who is part of the out-group, employees with ASD may be unfairly classified into the out-group if they
do not go beyond their job descriptions and take on extra work. Over time, this may contribute to the
leader’s decision to keep them in the out-group and not allow them to move into the in-group, which
has been shown to increase productivity and satisfaction. In this step of LMX relationship development,
it becomes important for leaders to explain that they are offering the employee the opportunity to
learn new skills that will help them in the future, or that taking on this assignment may lead to future
career success.
In the second step, role making, leaders and subordinates achieve mutual expectations of each other's
roles. The follower role becomes more transparent. Employees will expect and trust that they will be
rewarded for the tasks they are completing (Sin, Nahrgang & Morgeson, 2009). This second step of
LMX theory may work effectively with employees with ASD. Employees will see that the duties
requested by their supervisor are part of their job requirements. Once the reciprocal relationship is
achieved, employees with ASD are expected to appreciate the stability of knowing what to expect from
their leader if they perform the requested duties. However, any changes from the expectations by the
leader may cause an employee with ASD to lose trust in the leader, and the LMX relationship will fail
to motivate the employee.
The third step in LMX role development is role routinization. In this step the roles of the leader and
the member have become stable (Graen & Scandura, 1987). The two parties develop patterns of
behavior which are now routine, and the parties know what to expect from the relationship. This is an
important step in LMX for employees with ASD, as they need to feel that their leader understands their
needs. In this final step, leaders will have achieved the goal of employees bypassing their own selfinterests and becoming committed to the mission of the organization (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1991). This
may be a step towards transformational leadership.
Employees with ASD could have high level relationships with their leaders if the leaders understand
how the three steps of the LMX process may need to be modified to accommodate employees with
ASD. It may be important to educate employees with ASD about the three steps of relationship
development in LMX. Employees should be concerned with managing the relationship by
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demonstrating that they are dependable. Leaders should be concerned with managing the relationship
by demonstrating their trustworthiness.
Research on the quality of LMX relationships has found that leaders and members often do not view
the quality of the relationship equally (Graen & Schiemann, 1978). Agreement has been shown to be
higher the longer the relationship exists (Sin, Nahrgang & Morgeson, 2009). Essentially, when the role
taking step is longer, leaders and followers tend to agree more on the quality of their relationship. This
may be problematic for employees with ASD as the consistent testing of their commitment by
additional assignments may lead some employees with ASD to view the relationship poorly and to
experience anxiety. For LMX to work with autism it is important that leaders consistently obtain
feedback about their followers’ perceptions of the relationship. Leaders may need to be trained on
how to create high quality relationships with employees with ASD since LMX may lead to some of the
most important outcomes for employees with ASD. For example, employees with high LMX
relationships have been found to have improved career development within their organizations
(Tangirala, Green & Ramanuja, 2007). Little research has focused on understanding how a more diverse
workforce may affect the development of leader-member exchanges and associated outcomes
(Mourino-Ruiz, 2010). This could be an important component of diversity and inclusion training for
organizations that are committed to creating positive work relationships for their employees.

6. Considerations and Recommendations for Organizations and Leaders
One of the most challenging issues confronting organizations in the 21st century is how diversity may
impact the development of effective working relationships. Organizations and leaders that are
committed to developing effective working relationships with their employees with ASD are
encouraged to consider the following recommendations. These include developing diversity and
inclusion training for coworkers, managers, and supervisors; understanding the costs of
accommodating employees with ASD as well as the benefits; encouraging leaders to develop empathy;
developing mentoring programs for employees with ASD; and examining all of the company’s Human
Resource programs and policies. A 2014 study of firms hiring employees with disabilities found nine
practices that were implemented by a majority of the firms (Erikson, von Schrader, Bruyere & Von
Looy, 2014). These 9 practices were 1) requiring subcontractors to adhere to disability
nondiscrimination requirements, 2) providing training on disability awareness and nondiscrimination,
3) including people with disabilities in the diversity and inclusion plan, 4) allowing extended leave as
an accommodation, 5) having relationships with community organizations, 6) having a return to
work/disability management program, 7) designating a specific person or office for accommodations,
8) establishing a grievance procedure for reasonable accommodations, and 9) offering flexible work
arrangements. The study also found three practices that received very high ratings of effectiveness,
but which were only implemented by a few organizations. These three practices were formalizing the
decision-making process for the case-by-case provision of accommodations, establishing a disabilityfocused network (employee resource/affinity group), and creating a fund for accommodations.
One of the key issues that organizations will need to consider if they wish to hire and retain employees
with ASD is the need to develop diversity and inclusion training for coworkers, managers, and
supervisors. Accommodation efforts should include training for all members of the organization to
encourage more awareness and sensitivity around issues of disability in the workplace (Neely &
Hunter, 2014). These efforts should include an emphasis on understanding the specific needs of
employees with ASD, e.g. the need for more frequent and more explicit feedback than managers are
used to providing their subordinates. In general, adults with ASD tend to prefer work environments
where the instructions and expectations are clearly defined (Lorenz, Frischling, Caudros & Heinitz.,
2016, Wilczynski et al., 2013). Putting performance expectations, work assignments and deadlines in
writing may be helpful. The freedom to focus on one task at a time, rather than multi-tasking, may also
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be helpful for employees with ASD (Lorenz et al., 2016). Being placed in a job that is a good fit and in a
structured environment contributes to job satisfaction and positive outcomes at work for adults with
ASD (Scott et al., 2015; Wilczynski et al., 2013).
Additionally, organizations that wish to initiate or expand programs to hire more individuals with ASD
will need to have a realistic understanding of both the costs and the benefits of accommodating
individuals with ASD. Research suggests that adults with ASD may be highly skilled at visual and
technical tasks (Baldwin, Costley, & Warren, 2014) and have positive qualities like “honesty, efficiency,
precision, consistency, low absenteeism, and a disinterest in ‘office politics” (Baldwin et al., 2014:
2440; Richards, 2012). Companies must balance these benefits with the costs of accommodation.
Leaders who wish to develop effective relationships with their followers will also need to become more
empathetic. Empathetic leaders may be able to develop more effective individualized relationships
with their employees with ASD. Traditional leadership research has often included the need for leaders
to empathize with their employees. Empathy is defined as a person’s “ability to comprehend another’s
feelings” (Salovey & Mayer, 1990: 194). Wolff, Pescosolido and Druskat (2002) found that higher levels
of empathy predicted better performance for leaders. For those managing employees with ASD,
empathy would seem to be an important component of effective leadership, allowing leaders to
understand and see problems from the perspective of an employee with ASD. In a recent study, 66%
of respondents with ASD said that they would like to have more support in the workplace, including
more understanding and respect (Baldwin et al., 2014).
Many organizations that have successfully employed those with ASD stress the importance of
providing a mentor, champion, or job coach for that employee (Autism Speaks, n.d.). A mentor could
provide both career support and psychosocial support (Kram, 1988). Adults with ASD may find mentors
inside the workplace through formal mentoring programs or develop informal mentoring relationships
with a supervisor or co-worker. Mentors and job coaches may be available through autism-specific
support agencies and organizations. At SAP, individuals with ASD are given mentors and team buddies.
Team buddies are current SAP employees who are willing to team up with a new hire with ASD. SAP
also takes advantage of outside agencies which provide job and/or life skill coaches for the individual
(Holland, 2016).
Finally, it is recommended that organizations examine all of their company’s Human Resource
programs and policies. For example, in order to attract, select, and retain qualified applicants with ASD,
companies must examine their recruitment and selection processes, policies, and practices. It is
important to be precise in writing job descriptions because applicants with ASD likely will interpret
words and phrases literally. In addition, organizations must question the emphasis that is put on
communication skills to determine the required level of competency for various jobs. During the
interview, managers must be aware that individuals with ASD may not demonstrate the types of
nonverbal behaviors (e.g. eye contact and body language) that are traditionally recommended to job
candidates to create a positive impression in the interview. Employees with ASD may struggle with the
informal, “small talk” portion of an interview and interviewers may need training to recognize
differences in candidates’ verbal response patterns. SAP, a company well-known for hiring people with
ASD, has an innovative interview process for applicants with ASD. They have the applicants come to
their office and work on LEGO Mindstorm projects that increase in difficulty as the day progresses. The
second half of the day they participate in team projects. Once hired, employees participate in a fiveweek training program. The training program was developed by Specialisterne, one of the premiere
organizations that hires individuals with ASD (Holland, 2016).
Once hired, managers must be very clear about job tasks, expected performance standards, and the
deadlines for completing them. This has implications for the performance appraisal and management
process. Performance feedback is important for all employees. With employees with ASD, how the
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performance feedback is delivered becomes important. It has been found that immediate feedback
was important and effective for individuals with disabilities (Barbetta, Heward, Bradley & Miller, 1994).
An interesting stream of research has begun examining the effectiveness of delivering feedback to
individuals with ASD covertly through earbud speakers. This way of delivering feedback is called covert
audio coaching. A study by Bennett and others (2010) found that covert audio coaching produced
improvements in the participant’s job skills and that the skills were maintained over time. Covert audio
coaching has many similarities to side-by-side job coaching but may offer long term advantages. One
difficulty with side-by-side job coaching is how and when to reduce the presence of the coach from
the workplace. Covert audio coaching has an advantage here in that as an employee performs better
there are less verbal prompts from the coach. It may also be advantageous to have a process where
employees with ASD start out with a side-by-side coach and eventually move to a covert audio
coaching situation. One limitation of covert audio coaching is that it is only possible with individuals
who have excellent attention and receptive language skills (Bennett, Ramasamy & Honsberger, 2013).
In addition, training and development may help employees with ASD understand their current job and
what is required for advancement in the organization. Managers also should be willing to make minor
adjustments for qualified employees who may be over-sensitive to workplace stimuli (e.g., bright
lights, background noise, etc.). Finally, managers should not force employees with ASD into
unnecessary teamwork or social gatherings without their consent (Tickle, 2009). In addition, coworkers
of employees with ASD should receive training. At SAP, there is a large effort to train current employees
on the benefits of working with individuals with ASD and how they can help make the program a
success (Holland, 2016).

7. Conclusion
Considering the fact that that over the next decade, close to half a million people with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) will reach adulthood (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015), organizations
can expect a large increase in the number of potential employees with ASD. In the future, organizations
may choose to include individuals with ASD in their workforce for a number of reasons. Some of these
may be altruistic reasons. They will also have to respond to legal pressures such as non-discrimination
laws and community pressure from ASD support agencies. However, organizations have to also
recognize the benefits that may accrue to them from hiring people with ASD. There is research showing
that employees with disabilities have lower absentee rates and lower turnover rates than employees
without disabilities. Some individuals with autism enjoy repetitive tasks and look forward to jobs where
they can do the same task over and over. This may help reduce the need for job enrichment and job
enlargement efforts necessary for organizations to motivate employees in routine jobs. There are also
federal tax breaks and various state tax breaks for organizations that hire individuals with ASD. Finally,
there are positive reputational effects that may occur for organizations that hire employees with ASD.
Organizations that act responsibly by providing meaningful employment for individuals with ASD can
contribute to the greater good of society.
While this chapter focused on leaders and managers building relationships with their subordinates
with ASD, it should also be recognized that very little is known about the leadership behaviors of
managers with ASD. This relationship would call for training for both employees and leaders. Leaders
with ASD would need to become aware of how their behaviors may affect their followers. Employees
would need to be trained on understanding why the leader acts or speaks in a certain manner. In this
situation, the power differential may be reversed with employees having to learn how to manage the
relationship with a leader with ASD. LMX with its focus on leader-member relationships (Scandura,
2015) may contribute greatly to understanding the benefits and challenges of leader-member
relationships when both individuals have ASD.
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Abstract
The article is based on the results of the previous questionnaire survey, which deals with the
remuneration of senior managers in selected businesses.
One of the concepts of value approach is the indicator of economic added value (EVA). This approach
focuses primarily on the wealth of its owners, but management cannot be subject to just one goal and
other stakeholders have to be taken into account. The essence is the maximization of value for the
owners, which consequently closely relates the growth of the benefit to other stakeholders (even
managers).
Managers' evaluation is a very specific part of the overall remuneration system, as their performance
cannot always be optimally linked to measurable indicators. The consequences of their decisions can
often be seen only after a few years, and therefore the determination of optimal scales is more than
important. If managers were to be ranked solely on the basis of the company's business results, how
can it be that the external factors that affect not only the business itself but also the entire segment
or industry can be reflected in the amount of the reward? Effective rewarding managers is therefore a
specific issue for the entire economy.
This article presents possible ways of evaluating managers and linking the amount of their
remuneration to measurable indicators in an enterprise.
Keywords
Compensation, manager, wage, EVA (economic value added), remuneration
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1. Introduction
In the current world, almost every relationship is contracted. How should a two-party contract be
concluded so that the best possible solution is offered to both parties? Nor is it otherwise in the
business where the principal-agent relationship is established. As a principal, we imagine the
shareholder or the owner of the company, and as an agent of the company's manager. How to set up
business governance rules so that all stakeholders behave effectively?
Remuneration of employees and the use of principal-agent relationship is now a hot topic. How to set
the amount of remuneration for key employees of the company, to ensure their loyalty and quality of
their decision-making? The manager should maximize the benefit of the business, not just their own.
In theory, therefore, the individual ways of linking a manager's reward to the results of a business are
described.
Methodology/methods
This paper analyses in particular the ways of compensating the work of top managers in large
enterprises and at the same time presents the positive and negative aspects of the individual ways of
compensation. The article uses general scientific methods - analysis, comparison and deduction.
Secondary research used in the article is based on structured data collection, including literature
review and analysis of studies published in the area. In the theoretical part of the article, the author
refers to the economic value added (EVA) indicator. The methods for calculating this indicator are
several and the table shows the ways that are typical for the Czech environment.
Table 1: Selected ways of calculating EVA for Czech companies
Used variables
ROE, re, E
ROA, WACC, D, EBIT, t

Basic formula
(ROE - re) * E
(ROA – WACC) * D

NOPAT, WACC, D, EBIT, t

NOPAT – WACC * D

Modified formula
EAT - re * E
𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇 ∗ (1 − 𝑡)
[
− 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶] ∗ 𝐷
𝐷
EBIT * (1 – t) – WACC * D

Source: Horváthová, Mokrišová, & Suhányiová, 2013

The correct calculation of the EVA indicator is crucial if it is to be used by the company to reward
employees. Therefore, it is necessary to define those variables that affect it most. According to Zalai
et al. (2013) are the key quantities given in EVA decomposition in the figure:
Figure 1: Decomposition Economic Value Added (EVA)

Source: Kislingerová, 2001
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2. Theoretical Approach
Remuneration management in an enterprise deals with the strategies, policies, and processes needed
to ensure that employees receive wages for their work, which may take the form of both money and
non-cash. The main objectives of remuneration management are to link remuneration practices with
enterprise objectives; reward fairly and correctly; maintain highly qualified staff; motivate employees
and create a culture of high performance (Armstrong, 2009).
In the Czech Republic, entrepreneurs focus on evaluating the performance of their companies in
traditional ways, through financial analysis indicators. The most commonly used indicators include
profitability, liquidity, activity and indebtedness. These indicators express the level of performance,
but only from the point of view of the managerial. Therefore, they do not consider the risks that
investors face when depositing funds into an enterprise. Traditional classic indicators of the company's
financial performance are criticized primarily for their conceptual barriers between the market
valuation of a given entity when the market values performance and performance measured based on
accounting data (Svobodová, 2015).
Based on the above-mentioned critique of classical indicators, new approaches to business
performance measurement have emerged in corporate practice. And these new measurement
approaches can be tied to managers' rewards to determine the amount of their rewards based on
results that will, among other things, increase the value of the business.
2.1. Theory of contracts
With emerging equity companies, small investors (shareholders) have lost their ability to effectively
decide on day-to-day management issues due to high transaction costs. For this reason, there was a
phenomenon of ownership and control of joint stock companies. This phenomenon was described by
Berle and Means at the beginning of the 20th century in his book The Modern Corporation and Private
Property, which he published for the first time in 1932.
The main idea and question of the authors Berle and Means (1932) has also become the foundation of
the whole system of corporate governance: „Have we any justification for assumption that those in
control of a modern corporation will also choose to operate it in the interests of the owners?“ This idea
was further elaborated, and this conflict within the joint-stock company began to be referred to as an
agency problem or a principal-agent problem.
Among the most prominent representatives of economic science dealing with the problem of
empowerment are Jensen and Meckling (1990), who published their ideas in the article „Theory of the
Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure.“ The problem of empowerment
arises when one entity - principal (principal) hires another entity - an agent (agent) to whom he
delegates certain powers to carry out certain tasks for him. Economic theories are based on the basic
effort of each subject to maximize their personal benefit. This is precisely the inconsistency between
the interests of these entities. While the principal will want to make the most of his investment, the
agent will try to maintain a certain income and be averse to risk.
In practice, therefore, management (agent) may not always act to maximize the benefit of the
company's owner (the shareholder), but to maximize its own benefit. This deviation from the
principal's interests is called "agency cost". The reconciliation of the interests of these two parties is
used in the labour-law relationship of unit rates vs. commission, profit share, efficiency gains,
shareholdings in the company, etc. (Bebchuk & Fried, 2004).
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Figure 2: Principal (P) – agent (A) model

Source: www.performancemagazine.org

2.2. Remuneration of managers
The basic paradigm of remuneration is the interest of the company's owners to minimize the costs of
representation by aligning the interests of shareholders and managers of the company. Motivational
tools therefore act as "sugar and whip" in the form of sanctioning tools. If a manager is involved in the
company's profitability, then it is highly likely that by his behavior and decision-making he will
contribute to the development of the company, which will increase the reward for his efforts. The
manager's remuneration should therefore always reflect the true quality of his / her performance and
his / her contribution to the company's goals. Both short-term and long-term (pay for performance)
(Easterbrook & Fischel, 1998).
Opinions on creating the best contract for manager remuneration are very different in practice. It is
possible to define two main groups of opinions that differ fundamentally. The first group relies on a
capital market perspective and emphasizes that for companies entering the capital market, managers
can be rewarded for stock price development and the indicator is the market price of the event and
the earnings per share. The second opinion group relies on traditional internal performance measures,
which are based on the accounting magnitude of economic results, profits and EVA (Holečková, 2006).
According to Merhebi and others (2006) international evidence confirms the significant link between
company size and the top manager's reward. The largest companies are supposed to hire the best and
most powerful managers to maximize company productivity. Empirical evidence supports this theory
(Oetomo & Swan, 2003), which means that the size of the firm partly determines the required
managerial skills.
The research by Merhebi (2006) shows that managerial rewards significantly correlate with industry
and market developments when the market and the economy are in a growing part of the business
cycle. As the economy gets into a recession, such a strong correlation does not occur, and managers'
rewards either remain the same or fall slightly.
One way of rewarding managers is to tie their variable remuneration to the development of the market
value of the shares, respectively with the amount of dividends. The objectives of shareholders and
other stakeholders are often opposed. The aim of the shareholders is above all to increase the value
of shares and hence their profits. A very important interest group in the company is managers who try
to combine the interests of the individual stakeholders and give everyone the opportunity to
participate in the economic result (Wöhe, 2007).
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The conflict of interests between owners and managers leads to agency costs, including (Režňáková,
2012):
o The cost of monitoring managers.
o The costs of providing guarantees that agents do not take decisions that could harm the owner.
o Residual losses resulting from the inability to fully reconcile the interests of managers and
owners.
Economic theories are based on the basic effort of each subject to maximize their personal benefit.
This is precisely the inconsistency between the interests of these entities. While the principal will want
to maximize his investment, the agent will, on the contrary, seek to maintain a certain income and be
averse to risk (Jensen & Meckling, 1976).
According to Klein, Coffee (2007), tying pay to the Company is financial results on a global scale
evaluated positively. As with any reward, this form of remuneration will also positively influence the
performance of the manager if performance criteria are set in advance and fulfils the promised
rewards once they have been met.
Unfortunately, the use of this form of rewards is not without risk from the point of view of the
company. In both international companies and companies in the Czech Republic, a problem with
hidden dividends has been revealed, especially for private (non-listed) companies. Mr Bachmann
(2014) is a situation where the majority shareholder is at the same time a member of the body for the
amount of the remuneration, and it will enforce the royalties (royalties), which are in fact a secret
payment of the company's profits.
A similar way of rewarding managers is the use of option and equity programs. This is a more modern
way of motivating rewards. For the first time, this form of reward has been used in the United States,
thanks to the developed capital markets that are necessary for the operation of this form of reward.
Yermack (1995) dealt with this form of remuneration in 1995 and examined this form of remuneration
for 792 companies. The general economic assumption was that equity programs reduce agency costs
as stock programs can reconcile the interests of the management and the owners of the company.
Unfortunately, their main advantage was suppressed, as Yermack (1995) found, due to the
inappropriate setting of these rewards in selected companies.
Option programs are built on the principle of a financial option. It is a financial market instrument on
an option contract (for example, a contract for the purchase of a security). One party to this contract
(redeemed) has the right to exercise the option or purchase the share of the other party (the company)
within a predetermined period. The Company is then required to sell shares to the redeemed
(manager) once the option is exercised. When the option contract is concluded, the purchase price of
the shares is negotiated. Therefore, if the market price of the shares is appreciated over the period,
then this appreciation is the bonus paid to the manager (Rejnuš, 2016).
The main positive aspect of this form of remuneration is the linking of management's interests with
the interests of the owners and the reduction of agency costs. However, as has been shown in honor,
this form of remuneration can also be misused. Author Coffee (2005) describes in his article Theory of
Corporate Scandals: Why the U.S. and Europe Differ the negative effects of opt-outs where this form
of remuneration has influenced the financial statements in order to appreciate the share price. At the
same time, the market value of the share reflects many other factors the manager cannot influence,
such as the company's ownership structure, interest rate movements, technological progress, market
fluctuations, economic cycle and GDP growth, and many others. These external factors will then affect
the market value of the shares, depending on which management is paid a generous reward, but the
management has not deserved the full value of the stock appreciation.
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Negative is also the revaluation of stocks, unfortunately known from practice. If the manager has
acquired the option and consequently the value of the company and therefore the market value of the
share has dropped considerably, then the premium described above would be negative and the
incentive component of that remuneration would work. Instead, however, the exercise price of the
option was reduced in practice so that the premium was again positive. The main idea of motivation
through opt-outs was thus totally denied (Avinash & Hueylian, 2004).
Several large US companies, such as Enron, WorldCom, Xerox, Sunbeam, and others listed on stock
exchanges, have been exposed to financial fraud and machinations. The main purpose of these
machinations was to increase top management rewards as these companies used very popular stock
options and other bonuses that were tied to short-term measures at the time. Efforts to achieve great
results in the short term to increase their remuneration distorted and reduced motivation to strategic
management, a long-term management of the company. Top management usually has a strong
influence on the board of directors or other decision-making body that decides on rewards, so the
managers actually decide on the amount of rewards. Thus, accounting with financial statements
artificially increased the economic result, which in turn affected investors, because as we know, the
investor is in the information asymmetry with respect to the management of the company. However,
not only investors, but also the market value of the stock that has risen sharply. At that point, the
managers applied their option programs and their bonuses reached multiple values compared to a real
appreciation of the business (Fried & Shilon, 2011).
As a result of the above, several recommendations from the OECD (2009) have been written:
1. Remuneration must be determined by objectively independent persons without the influence
of the remunerated.
2. Management and management bonuses should be linked to long-term performance.
3. Remuneration should be clear, clear, comprehensible and transparent, and its ex-post
evaluation (taking into account externalities such as market developments, tax legislation,
etc.).
4. Regular and repeated submission of remuneration policy to shareholders.
As demonstrated above, royalties and action programs are not the most appropriate way of
compensating top managers. Top management must focus on strategic decision-making. That is, in
long time horizons. Variable rewards should therefore reflect this fact. Another possible way of
rewarding managers is to tie the variable reward to the EVA.
Currently, it seems to be the best way to identify success with value creation. The only criterion for
evaluating the success of an enterprise is whether it is a value for the owners or not. The everincreasing pressure in a globalized economy leads the economist to try to express more effectively and
evaluate the economic benefits and success of business activities. For an enterprise, it should not be
crucial to generate a certain amount of profit, but it should always be true that the return on equity of
the invested capital is greater than the alternative cost of capital. It is therefore a distinction between
accounting profit and so-called economic gain that arises when not only current costs but also costs of
capital are paid (Holečková, 2006). Therefore, normal performance indicators that are calculated based
on the values in the financial statements are not sufficient to look for other measurement and
performance alternatives to their valuation and to build indicators of material involvement of
managers. One of these is the Economic Value Added (EVA) indicator produced by the Stewart & Co.
consulting firm (Holečková, 2006).
The basic concept of the calculation of economic value added is the concretization of the general
calculation of economic profit. Value-Added Value is the difference between Net Operating Profit After
Taxes (NOPAT) and Net Asset Value (NOA) Net Cost Profit After Taxes (NOPAT) and Capital Expenses
weighted average cost of capital (WACC), or (Wagner, 2009):
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EVA = NOPAT – NOA * WACC

(1)

NOA = C = asset-linked capital, then the formula for the calculation of the economic value added can
be transformed into a form (WAGNER, 2009):
EVA = NOPAT – C * WACC
(2)
Capital costs generally depend on several factors that make it difficult to determine the value of the
business. Capital costs therefore depend on the availability of capital resources, the availability and
price of funds in the financial markets, the development of the securities market, the level of business
risk, the expectations of investors and their expected return on investment, market risk and
macroeconomic variables. Capital costs are therefore determined as the weighted average WACC
capital cost, which considers the structure of capital and its costs (Sabol, 2017).
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is expressed in interest rate or discount rate (Wagner, 2009).
WACC = rd * (1 – t) * D / C + re * E / C
(3)
where:
rd = cost of foreign capital (interest) was the required return on foreign resources,
t = income tax rate,
D = volume of foreign capital, debts,
C = total long-term capital invested,
re = the cost of equity, or the required return on equity, is often the same as the discount used, for
example, to calculate the net present value,
E = volume of equity
The indicator of economic value added differs from other traditional performance measurement
instruments because they (i) do not include different methods of accounting depreciation and
valuation, (ii) do not consider commercial and financial risk, (iii) disregard the accrual principle of
accounting, which means that revenues and costs (iv) ignore the company's dividend policy, (v) ignore
the time value of the money (Sabol, 2017).
According to Stern (2014), EVA remuneration is most appropriate, not only for the top management
level, but this form of remuneration is appropriate for the whole organization and must be passed on.
If we could filter out the economy, which represents about 50% of the company's performance and
the influence of industry, which is another 25%, we would achieve the level of management's
achievement. It follows that 75% of the company's shares affect factors that have nothing to do with
the management of the company.
Stern (2014), in his article A Look Back at the Beginnings of EVA and Value-Based Management, also
points out that EVA-based remuneration can be rewarded by management rewards even during the
recession, which increases their motivation. When analyzing the situation in the company where it
introduced this remuneration system, it found that, even in the case of a very unfavorable market
situation and challenging industry conditions, the managers' performance was very high. The main
point is therefore to filter out the economy and industry development with rewards.
Basic amount of the bonuses of managers is often derived from their annual salary. In top
management, bonuses may be up to 100% of their annual fixed salary. The percentage of bonuses
decreases with the decreasing level of the management line, while the line management may have a
bonus of around 10%. If the management works well and the value of the company grows, then the
bonuses are growing, which can exceed the multiple pay plans (Janeček, 2010).
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EVA-based benchmarking aims to ensure that all employees are involved in creating value for business.
No matter what level they are in the business. At the same time, if the company is divided into several
units, then the reward can be divided into two parts. The first part of the reward is based on the value
of the unit in which the employee is directly located. The second part of the bonus (the bonus bank) is
tied to the performance of the other units, and the pay-out of this part is retained for the next period
so that the company reduces the risk of managers leaving (Stern, 2014).
Remuneration linked to the EVA indicator seeks to maintain long-term managerial thinking and
decision-making. For this reason, the target bonus is paid out after a third - for example, one-third of
the bonuses in the bank are retained when goals are exceeded. If in the following years the EVA value
of the business is not increased and management has negative results, then this third party is deducted
from the bank. These managers still risk part of their income, which motivates them to act that does
not artificially increase the results of the year at the expense of the future (Janeček, 2010).
The second type of bonus banks forces managers to even more effectively lead the company to
increase EVA. In this model, all bonuses are deposited in the bank and paid, for example, one-third. If
the pointer shows negative values, then it will remove the bonuses from the bank. So the manager is
at high risk because he may lose his entire bonus. If the goals are met in the first year, then the manager
earns a one-third pay. If the pointer grows in the next year, then the manager gets another third of the
bonus, but this third is "higher" because its value is also determined from the previous year's retained
bonus or from previous successful years (Janeček, 2010).
With this "retention" of bonuses, owners try to simulate business risk in management. If the value of
the EVA pointer decreases, it does not just destroy the property of the owners, but bonuses previously
accumulated are also removed from managers. Management is thus forced to behave in a perspective
and take decisions with respect to their long-term consequences (Stern, 2001). The benefit of this
remuneration system is also in keeping key decision makers in the company. If the manager decides to
leave the business, then the accumulated bonuses come. It is, therefore, a fine for the fact that the
information obtained and the acquired experience wants to be applied to another enterprise (Stewart,
2002).
The threat to this remuneration system may be the effort of management to save capital and for this
reason investments in innovation in an enterprise can be suspended or reduced. Which, however, is
not true. For Top Managers, it is a great incentive to rationalize the fact that any EVA improvement
that is permanent will capitalize on the value of the actions. Joint stock companies are part of the top
management incentive program for stock option programs (Janeček, 2010). For the correct functioning
of this remuneration system, clear criteria must be set for determining the amount of bonuses and
their payment. Therefore, owners must determine:
o the basic amount of bonuses for individual management posts, as follows:
 the absolute amount or
 a percentage of the annual salary to be paid if the firm reaches the planned EVA
increment,
o planned EVA increment for a given year as an absolute amount,
o Sensitivity interval - a number that defines the sensitivity level of an increase or decrease of
the target premium depending on the increase or decrease of the target EVA gain,
o algorithm of bonus bank operations (Janeček, 2010).

3. Discussion
If we want to evaluate the success of the business sphere, we must first define the concept and way
of evaluating success. Currently, it seems to be the best way to identify success with value creation.
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The only criterion for evaluating the success of an enterprise is whether it is a value for the owners or
not. The ever-increasing pressure in a globalized economy leads the economist to try to express more
effectively and evaluate the economic benefits and success of business activities. For an enterprise, it
should not be crucial to generate a certain amount of profit, but it should always be true that the
return on equity of the invested capital is greater than the alternative cost of capital. It is therefore a
distinction between accounting profit and so-called economic gain that arises when not only current
costs but also costs of capital are paid. (Holečková, 2006).
It is precisely the development of the value of the company and the success of the management, which,
by its behavior and decision-making, influences the development of the market value of the company.
Remuneration and compensation of their work is today the issue of the whole economy and many
companies are struggling to effectively link the rewards to the results. This article describes several
possible approaches to help determine the optimal reward for high-paying managers. The author of
the article agrees with linking the manager's remuneration with the economic added value of the
business. Based on empirical research (Garvey, 2000), it was found that the EVA is appropriate for
rewarding managers. The advocates of this way of remuneration argue that this measure of
performance better reflects the contribution of managers to the value of the enterprise (Holečková,
2006).
The author of the article agrees with linking the manager's remuneration with the economic added
value of the business. If the remuneration is linked to the EVA, it is partly guaranteed that the manager
will primarily seek strategic management of the business and will deal with just this level of
management with a future outlook. While management remuneration linked to the company's
dividend policy appears to be short-sighted, as its manager will influence the current situation (the
period in question) in the company, including the improvement of the current performance. Moreover,
in the Czech Republic there is not a sufficiently developed capital market and there is not enough basis
for firms that could use this remuneration approach.
In our opinion, this performance measure better reflects the manager's added value in generating
business value. While rewarding through the capital market and stock price developments is not
appropriate, as many external factors are influenced by the development of market value of shares,
which the manager cannot influence by his behavior and decision-making.

4. Conclusion
Economic added value appears to be a proven, excellent performance measure that leads to
motivation of management and employees in each company due to their highest correlation with
market value added. Research is ongoing at companies in the Czech Republic. Companies selected for
research are specified by European Union directives as large enterprises that meet the following
conditions: i) the number of employees is more than 250; ii) the turnover of the company in the
previous financial year was more than EUR 50 million. The research is conducted through an online
questionnaire and its task is to define the current ways of compensating the work of top managers in
the Czech environment. The questionnaire will then be evaluated using statistical methods and a
dependency between the remuneration and motivation of the worker will be determined.
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Abstract
The cornerstone of research in international and cross cultural management was the work of Geert
Hofstede (2001). Further researches in this field were largely based on the dimensions of national
cultures identified by Hofstede as well as on the positions of individual national cultures on those
dimensions that he identified. This paper presents the results of empirical investigation of the validity
of Hofstede’s measurements of national culture in Serbia, France, the Netherlands, and Denmark in
the present time. In one multinational company the employees have taken part in the questionnaire
the purpose of which was to investigate whether the relative relations between positions of the
observed national cultures stayed the same when compared according to each of the four national
culture dimensions as Hofstede had originally described. In addition, it has been also explored whether
a national culture could, through its power distance dimension, be a relevant factor in the choice of
leadership style in organizations. The results of the research have demonstrated that the positions of
four national cultures and their relative relations have remained the same as Hofstede outlined them
through his indexes in three out of four dimensions. The only deviation from Hofstede’s results is
concentrated around the masculinity-femininity dimension which was explained by the lack of
research methodology. The research has also shown that in the national cultures with high power
distance, the employees prefer Likert’s autocratic leadership styles, whereas in the cultures with low
power distance they tend to choose democratic leadership styles.
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National culture, dimensions of national culture, leadership
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Abstract
Culture plays a crucial role in agile management. Yet, literature remains vague in terms of key
characteristics supporting a successful agile culture. Based on an extensive literature review, this
article follows the question of what’s the right agile culture and derives specific traits in respect to agile
requirements. For this purpose, a theoretical model is provided to analyze agile drivers according to
different organizational circumstances and environmental conditions to be used for finding the right
cultural fit. To structure and simplify the intangible cloud of culture, several established culture models
have been discussed in respect to agility. As a result, this article suggests to foster specific cultural
attributes in respect to the focus orientation of operational or strategic agility. In addition, a ‘culture
cocktail’ of key traits is derived to be applied generally to increase agility.
Keywords
Agile culture, agile management, self-organization
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1. Introduction
‘Dynaxity’ is the terminus techniques for simultaneous occurrence of dynamics and complexity (Gora
& Bauer, 2001) and constitutes the aggregated driver for business agility (Kordic & Lazinica, 2006). It’s
a major challenge for both managers to find new heuristic and employees to adapt to these upcoming
requirements (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014; Lewkowicz & West-Leuer, 2016; Kotter, 2014). In order to
enhance organizational agility, the cultural aspect is considered to be extremely important, in a way
that agility has to be alive in people and teams beyond organizational structures and processes (Harraf,
Wanasika, Tate & Talbott, 2015; Borgert, 2017; Arell, Coldewey, Gatt & Hesselberg, 2012; Sahota,
2012). However, literature remains vague about the distinct characteristics of agile culture and thus
leave it to executives and their management intuition. On the other side, every single attribute or
principle defining agility can be linked to a cultural trait what leads to long-list of bullet points for agile
culture. In this case it won’t be realistic to implement all of them and managers will likely struggle with
the numerous demands. In turn, two urgent questions are posed: (a) how does the ‘right’ agile culture
look like, and (b) what are features to be preferred most?
These questions are relevant due to the long-lasting changes of culture. (Grubendorfer, 2016; Aghina,
De Smet, Murarka & Collins, 2015; Sahota, 2012), which should to taken into account when conducting
pro-active action to design a culture of continuous change (Kruse, 2015) In order to be able to focus
management on the vital few factors of a culture that fosters agile performance, a differentiated
analysis is needed. For this purpose, this article aims to unfold the intangible ‘cloud’ of agile culture
and offers a theoretical model for cultural management starting with asking why and thus comes from
its ends – the agile requirements and goals.
The theoretical considerations of this article are based on an extensive literature review exploring the
relevant aspects of agility and culture. First, chapter 0 provides some important backgrounds to the
paper’s topic. In chapter 0, a differentiated analysis reveals major requirements of agility to be used
as a foundation for discussing the cultural fit, highlighted in chapter 0. Finally, chapter 0 concludes with
a summary and an outlook on further research proposals.

2. Background to Culture and Agility
This chapter introduces some cultural aspects in context of management to provide a basic
understanding for further discussion.
2.1. Definitions and characteristics of agility and culture
To unfold the aspects of agile culture and to assign them to the chief requirements of agility it’s
important to define a baseline, namely for the global terms of agility and culture, since both leave a
wide scope for interpretation. Though, agility is a multi-faceted and intangible concept that makes a
universally accepted definition challenging (Harraf & Tate, 2014; Forrest, Leggatt & Kelly, 2012) a
common sense of its meaning can be stated when aggregating several definitions used in literature.
The following comprehensive definition that includes the most common attributes is proposed to be
used for this paper: Related to an organization or its individual entities agility is both a characteristic,
as well as an on-going endeavor to enhance robustness, resilience and vitality that is related to the
ability of a pro-active behavior and fast adaptation, including high-performance traits to cope with
complex and dynamic environments and to achieve or maintain sustainable success.
Regarding the meaning of culture, Schneider (2000) gives a very casual definition stating that
"organizational culture may be defined as the way we do things around here in order to succeed.”
Other authors refer to the roots of culture that occurs from the collective history of an organization
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that yield pattern of basic assumptions built on assumed beliefs and norms and that govern behaviors.
(Crocitto & Youssef, 2003; Kautz, Pedersen & Monrad, 2009; Holbeche, 2015) This form of
organizational learning is rather based on experiences which are typically not reflected and thus
constitute a tacit knowledge (Plath, 2002).
To conclude, in every social system a certain culture prevails in form of unwritten rules. This invisible
frame strongly controls the individual behavior in social systems. Simultaneously, the set of cultural
rules is influenced and adapted by the interactions of its agents. Hence, a culture is not just given or
adopted – it is developed and thus can be considered as an inherent characteristic of a social system.
When talking about culture in this paper it assumes that culture is a set of unwritten social rules and
norms which strongly govern behavior of the people belonging to the social system.
2.2. Culture and management
The importance of culture in terms of agility can be justified like follows: Depending from the
perspective it can either function as an enabler or as a disabler for agility (Arnold, 2016; Holbeche,
2015) Focusing on the inhibitive aspect, a problem with culture arises, if there is a gap between the
current emergent state and a preferred culture that is needed in terms of ‘dynaxity’. By asking, if
established behavioral patterns are appropriate, beneficial or inhibiting, both sides of the equation
must be analyzed: first, the meaning and emergence of culture is to be clarified, since it’s important in
terms of how to manage culture. And second, an answer is to be found, what is an appropriate agile
culture, addressing requirements and distinct cultural attributes. (Grubendorfer, 2016)
In order to explain the functional link between agility and culture, Stacey (2011) points out the close
relationship between organizational dynamics and group dynamics – their respect patterns of change
are based on interactions of people and their environment. Thus, the social (agile) characteristics of
both a group and an organization result from the circular reference of people’s behavior and the
cultural frame of an organization. Simply spoken, culture shapes people and vice versa. (Schneider,
2000) This recreational and self-regulating processes of agents which permanently adapt behavior
according to their environment is subject of the theory of structuration respectively synergetics.
(Giddens, 1984; Cohen, 1989; Dürr, 2001; Schallnus, 2005) Hence, these theories constitute the basic
theoretical foundations of both building culture and explaining self-organization.
Pfläging (2015) argues that culture is an image of organizational circumstances and the effect of
success or failure. Therefore, it's like a shadow that can be observed but not be controlled. This is
supported by Simon (2015) giving also an answer why culture might show undesired traits. He points
out that each individual is part of different social systems which determine its identity. Hence, an
individual is socialized by different memberships what influences its mindset. However, this
relationship is bi-directional, what means, when a person is entering a new system, a ‘default’ cultural
setting is imported with an immanent potential of influence. As a consequence, cultural patterns
emerge from interexchange of individual behaviors and converge to an equilibrium (Schneider 2000).
Moreover, when operating in a dynamic environment, it’s likely that conditions change faster than
organizational culture can adapt. For that reason, the cultural gap has been increased significantly in
many companies and constitutes a serious problem what only can be resolved by establishing a culture
of continuous change. (Kruse, 2015; Simon, 2015)
2.3. Merging agility and culture
A model developed by Rosing, Scheer and Scheel (2015) provides a better understanding of the
concept of business agility and is well-suited to derive the meaning of culture. It shows the relationship
of agile elements on different levels illustrated in a pyramid. The top application level of agile practices
represents the ‘visible’ layer of structures and processes where methods and tools can be applied.
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Those practices are based on agile principles – universal guidelines that in turn refer to agile values.
The latter two elements have their origin notably in the agile manifesto that was postulated to address
the increasing demands in software development. (Beck et al., 2001; Medinilla, 2012) Finally, at its
core, agile characteristics constitute the major goals and refer to requirements of agility.
Beyond this model, organizational culture is also considered as an agility component (Amirnejad &
Milad, 2015) and proposed to be assigned to a social dimension. (Grubendorfer, 2016) Since cultural
aspects can be related to all agility levels mentioned above, it is suggested to extend the presented
model by an additional dimension of agile culture that interacts with all levels (see Figure 1).
Additionally, environmental factors affecting agility (Komus, 2017) are adopted to the model, as well.
Figure 1: Dimensions and Factors of Agility

Source: Extended by the Authors acc. to Rosing et al. (2015)

To sum up, agile culture is (a) an enabler or disabler for agility and it’s both (b) governance and result
of organizational behavior and thus can be used as (c) an indicator of agile performance.

3. Agile Culture and its Requirements
This chapter deals with the requirements of agility to be able to derive the respective demands on agile
culture. The first step is to examine the foundation of the pyramid in Figure 1 that leads to the desired
or needed characteristics of agility. Förster and Wendler (2012) provided a comprehensive list of agile
attributes contributed by diverse authors. Yet, considering all of these ‘requirements’ with the same
attention would be a ‘mission impossible’ for management and thus, it’s necessary to probe a little bit
deeper.
3.1. General requirements on an agile culture
A hint for general requirements emerge by recalling the definition of agility, given at the beginning of
this paper, where high-performance is named as a crucial characteristic of agility and implies to exceed
the average of competitive groups. (Worley, Williams & Lawler, 2014) Therefore, agility is often
associated with Darwin’s theory of the ‘survival of the fittest’ that postulates that only the most
responsive species will survive. (Atkinson & Moffat, 2007; Holbeche, 2015; Stacey, 1995; Gray &
Vander Wal, 2012) High-performance patterns are considered as prior and universal goal and concern
all sectors of an organization that strive for agility. (Tsourveloudis & Valavanis, 2002; Gloger & Rösner,
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2014; Harraf & Tate, 2014; Worley et al., 2014; Glenn, 2009) Hence, this characteristic can, or rather
must, be disaggregated on social systems including culture, as well.
In this context, Gloger and Rösner (2014) define a high-performance team as a group of people that
enclose high competency, shows a clear focus on goals and demonstrates an intense cooperation, and
hence achieves – or at least tries to achieve – the best results. Quader and Quader (2008) mention
three features of a high performing team: (a) serving customers by meeting or exceeding the standards
of quantity, quality, and the timeliness, (b) continuous improvement by increasing the joint
performance and (c) the ability of generating social conditions that serve performance and individual
needs. The aggregation of these two literature sources propose that the relevant mindset comprises
an attitude of productivity, accuracy, determination, ambition and mastery, as well as the social ability
of creating a cohesive entity for collective learning and individual self-actualization.
Innovation is a further characteristic of high-performance that is imperatively linked to business agility.
Companies need ongoing innovations on all fields to survive in a competitive environment that is
accelerated by rapid technological progress. (Eckert, 2017; Holsapple & Li, 2008) Since innovation
cannot be forced, more and more organizations try to foster creativity by an innovation culture.
(Hofert, 2016; Appelo, 2011) Appelo (2011) identifies information as a chief factor for creating
innovation and highlights the importance of networking. Harraf and others (2015) emphasize that the
behavior of opportunity-seeking and the openness to new experiences in all areas is more important
than innovation itself. Underlying this understanding of innovation, the general requirements could be
summed up with the attributes of being ambitious, self-critical, exploring, open-minded, as well as
courageous, pro-active and energy-driven.
Though the terms innovation and high-performance might not be associated with each other at the
first glance, a common ground is given by Quader and Quader (2008) suggesting that “high performing
is exchangeable with the term effective.” The overarching feature of effectiveness for highperformance and innovation draws the attention to the (cultural) characteristics of effective teams.
Wolff, Druskat, Koman and Messer (2006) investigated the link between group emotional competence
and group effectiveness by making a meta-analysis of diverse research studies. As a result, trust and a
corresponding sense of safety are crucial elements for achieving group effectiveness. The attribute of
trust is also mentioned in many contexts of agility, for example in terms of principles, effective teams,
leadership or enablers. (Beck et al., 2001; Dyer, 1995; Kühl, Schnelle & Tillmann, 2005; Leitl, 2016)
Deriving the findings of neuroscience suggest, that meaningful goals and a common ground (work
approach) build a foundation of engagement, cohesion and trust what in turn leads to high team
performance. (Bauer, 2014) This conclusion is confirmed by Metz-Göckel (2002) stating that a high
cohesion leads to group formation but assumes a similarity of attitudes. Moreover, high cohesion does
only show positive effects in performance, if task orientation is high. In contrast, if cohesion is achieved
only to meet “individuals’ needs for social interaction and belonging” (Moorhead, Neck & West, 1998),
it might lead to groupthink and anti-agile behavior.
3.2. Task requirements on an agile culture
In order to reveal requirements that are specific for each organization, Gloger and Rösner (2014) give
a hint by calling an agile culture a success culture what can be interpreted as a culture that provides
success for organizations operating in complex and dynamic conditions. Yet, all organizations and even
their sub-entities, are faced different demands and thus requirements are likely to be different, too.
An extensive research conducted by the Fraunhofer institute (IAO) related to future ways of
manufacturing revealed three major different challenges: (a) coping with complexity, (b) the capability
of innovation and (c) flexibility (Spath, 2013). Moreover, Sharifi and Zhang (1999) classify agility into
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two main sectors: (a) an appropriate responding to change and (b) exploiting changes and taking
advantages of opportunities. Other sources support to distinguish between two major categories of
agility, namely speed and responsiveness on the one hand and innovation on the other hand (Harraf
et al., 2015; Macias-Lizaso & Thiel, 2006). In this context, Kotter (2014) points out the different prior
functions of day-to-day management and strategic acceleration highlighting the contrast between
“reliability and efficiency (meet today’s numbers) [and] agility and speed (leaping into the future).”
Analyzing the mentioned drivers and categories of agility, there can be stated a difference between a
pro-active part and a rather re-active behavior. According to the cited authors, agility is rather
associated with future opportunities and a strategic dimension, while speed is related to the capability
of implementation regardless whether it’s on the operational or strategic level. These perspectives can
be merged in a model determined by two dimensions, like illustrated in Figure 2. The first axis
represents the perspective of time and scope and divides the strategic, future-oriented view from the
operational, present-oriented view. The second axis shows the conceptual dimension of agility that
follows either creativity or efficiency. Regarding the practical meaning in terms of the varieties within
the two dimensions, there can be stated a stronger affinity of the operational side to efficiency,
respectively the strategic side to creativity. Hence, two zones yield from combining the two dimensions
– operational agility and strategic agility, what can be seen as two sides of one coin building overall
agility, or to pick up the metaphor used by Koestler (1967), it’s the ‘Janus-face’ of agility.
Figure 2: Operational and Strategic Dimension – The Janus-Face of Agility

Source: Developed by the Authors

Apparently, the attributes of operational and strategic agility show very different requirements and
lead to the conclusion to separate the different tasks and to foster respective sub-cultures in terms of
how things are done to succeed.
3.3. Requirements in terms of agile intensity
Different requirements emerge not only from agile drivers and tasks but also relate to agile intensity,
since agility is not a digital state. (Sharifi & Zhang, 1999; Quader & Quader, 2008; Botti & Giret, 2008)
Rather, an organization or any sub-entity shows a current degree of agility and aims a preferred level
of agility that in turn should be matched to the requirements according to system complexity and
environmental dynamics. (Qumer & Henderson-Sellers, 2006; Fischer & Häusling, 2016; ACE Allied
Consultants Europe 2010; Klein & Pierce 2001) Depending on the aimed degree and the size of the
agility gap the questions about the appropriate approach arises.
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On the example of continuous improvement as a crucial factor of a learning organization, two opposite
approaches can be stated. While Häusling and Rutz (2017) mention this principle in respect to apply
agile methods or tools, Kruse (2015) uses this attribute in a more general way in the sense of
continuous adaptation respectively continuous change and recommends to distinguish between
functional optimization and changing patterns. Other authors make a similar disambiguation, like
Sahota (2012) who calls agile adoption a form of ‘agile doing’ by implementing agile tools in contrast
to agile transformation, described as ‘agile being’ that goes beyond applying methods and aims to
include the whole spectrum of relevant aspects by following a systemic approach embedded in a
strategy (Yusuf, Sarhadi & Gunasekaran, 1999; Mollbach & Bergstein, 2015; Appelbaum, Calla,
Desautels & Hasan, 2017).
In respect to self-organization Bea and Göbel (2010) differentiate between self-management or
autonomous self-organization, expressing a planned or artificial organizational order that occurs by
participative decision-making of all team members, and autogenous self-organization what means the
emergence of an unplanned, unpredicted organizational order influenced by human behavior but not
due to human intentions. The latter kind of self-organization is defined by Fuchs (2007) as “a process
where a system reproduces itself with the help of its own logic and components” and implies the selfstabilizing process of (social) systems. (Schallnus, 2005) This is directly linked to the notion emergence
in the science of synergetics what describes attributes of a system that the individual agents do not
have but only emerge by interaction of those agents. (Greve & Schnabel, 2011) In other words,
emergence is a completely new quality of a system on a higher level that cannot be explained by the
properties of its individual elements (Schallnus, 2005; Haken, 2007).
As the term autonomous self-organization already implies, self-management is directly linked to
autonomy (Eckoldt, 2011). In respect to the goals of those self-governing teams, regardless whether
aiming a planned system, a new emergent order or any shade of grey in between, the degree of
autonomy is first a key factor for management, since objects and their respective level of autonomy
must be determined according to the aimed goals (Reichwald & Möslein, 2000; Kamp, 1999). And
second, it has a significant impact on the requirements of people concerned: Next to a broad range of
skills and competencies that are needed to cope with the practical tasks, a sense of responsibility,
notably the ability of self-responsibility and thus personal self-management is required (Herzog, 2010;
Gloger & Rösner, 2014). Wooldridge (1999) supplements the feature of social ability that is required in
an autonomous setting for negotiation and cooperating successfully with other agents.
Converging the aspects discussed above in a classification of an agile approach, it’s suggested to extend
the ‘Janus-face’ model of agility by a third dimension that represents the application mode of agility,
shown in Figure 3. The first approach points to optimization of current patterns (1st order of agility)
aiming a controlled organizational design and continuous adaptation according to the upcoming
changes and requirements. The second diametrical opposed approach aims a new paradigm by
emergence of new patterns and a new order (2nd order of agility).
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Figure 3: Agility Application Mode – 1st and 2nd Order Agility

Source: Developed by the Authors

Concluding, the size of the gap between the actual state of agility on the one side, including the
people’s mindset and the social behavior, and the preferred goals on the other side determine the
approach for achieving agility and the handling with culture. The higher the maturity of optimization
and the higher the goals that are sought to be achieved, the more a change in process pattern is
required. This in turn implies emergence by autogenous self-organization.

4. Cultural Fit and Implications for Agile Management
The previous chapter has shown that there are many different perspectives and requirements in terms
of agility that additionally correspond with different circumstances and goals. Since a long-list of
cultural traits is not eligible to guide managers in the question of an agile culture, established culture
models might help to find the appropriate cultural fit according to the agile requirements.
4.1. Cultural models and agility
In terms of scrum, Maximini (2015) examined and compared four different culture models that each
operate with four quadrants but distinguish from their focus, namely processes, decision-making, kind
of decisions, the way of thinking and values. In a further study dealing with agile culture, Kautzand
others (2009) analyzed the model of core cultures developed by Schneider (2000) and provided a table
that highlights different attributes and characteristics for each type of culture. Both research
contributions are merged and presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Culture Models – Comparison and Characteristics

Source: Adapted by the Authors acc. to Kautz et al. (2009) and Maximini (2015)

Referring to Schneider’s model, a survey on agile culture was conducted by Spayd (2010), covering the
three big methods: scrum, XP, and lean-kanban. Thereby, it turned out that the strongest correlations
occur with the core cultures of collaboration (47%) and cultivation (41%). The results qualitatively
match with a later research conducted by Maximini (2015) exploring the cultural characteristics of
scrum teams. As he decided to apply the culture model according to Cameron and Quinn, the highest
preferences were set on the quadrant clan (collaboration), followed by adhocracy (create) which are
assigned to respect quadrants of Schneider’s model (Table 1).
Though the cultural preferences of both studies were set on clan/collaboration and on
adhocracy/cultivation, Maximini (2015) concludes that “the criteria of success were described as being
quite balanced” between all of the quadrants what might be a result of the diverse requirements of
the scrum framework, notably named responsibility, quality and efficiency (Maximini, 2015). The
findings of Kautz et al. (2009) support this conclusion after which agile development can thrive in
different cultures. The authors justify the high cultural tolerance with the dominant structure that is
given by agile methods. This argument suggests, if agility is aimed in a wider context beyond agile
frameworks, the cultural influence is expected to be much stronger.
4.2. Cultural fit for agility
The research activities highlighted in the previous section only cover the cultural preferences in terms
of agile methods. A rather global view on the cultural fit with agility can be achieved by applying the
core cultures of Schneider’s model (Table 1Error! Reference source not found.) on the twodimensional ‘Janus-face’ model of agility (Figure 2Error! Reference source not found.) with its two
zones of operational agility and strategic agility. Deriving the cultural preferences based on logical
consequences, operational agility has an affinity to collaboration and control due to the focus on
present needs, objectives and reliability, as well as to competence, because of its performance
requirements and competitive orientation. Instead, strategic agility is future-oriented, boosted by new
ideas and thus requires a cultivation and competence culture.
In this context, a scientific experiment supports the assumption that there is no one-dimensional
answer on the right agile culture, as Yauch and Wright (2007) proved that individuals in a competitive
setting responded in a better manner to unpredictable events than in a cooperation mode. The
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theoretical discourse in this paper also suggests that competition can foster agility in operational tasks,
while cohesion is supporting creative tasks.
Finally addressing specific types of groups, the growing part of people in business belonging to the
generation Y raises the demand on self-realization and thus suggests a preference on a cultivation
culture.
4.3. Discussion
The section above assumed specific and diverse (sub-)cultures to be most effective to support agility.
Yet, the question arises, if there can be stated at least some chief traits with universal validity to be
used as a ‘lighthouse’ for management. Assuming, that agility is generally related to high complexity
and dynamics, these characteristics give an indication:
Complexity necessarily leads to division of labor what in turn raises the demand for a systemic view
for not be trapped in isolated ‘silos’. This requires a culture of collaboration that allows a naturally
connectivity and networking within the organization at any time. (Kruse 2015) This ‘network culture’
implies on the one side a focus on the own entity’s function and success, and on the other side an
open-minded attitude for collective exchange. The latter aspect could be named a ‘we-culture’
characterized by collaboration, cooperation and supportive behavior that relates to the core cultures
of collaboration and cultivation, as strongly supported by the findings in this paper. The former aspect
addresses a high-performance attitude that finds its expression in ambition, determination and a keen
sense for effectiveness and efficiency. Searching for a word that aggregates all those attributes, the
term ‘want’-culture seems to suit well and might be allocated at a first glance to the core culture of
competence. Without doubt, large parts of such a culture are desperately needed according to the
definition of agility. Yet, the ambiguous results discussed in the sections 0 and 0 are not sufficiently
resolved. According to Schneider (2000), leaders of a competence culture tend to be unsatisfied, show
exaggerated ambition and transfer their high expectation on others. Regardless that these patterns
can be assigned not only to leaders but to any team member, it points out the negative extremes like
egoism, perfectionism or excessive competition that might disable agile performance. Thus, it’s
reasonable to state that it’s the dose that leads to success, supplementing that a high-performance
culture rather should emphasize pragmatism and collectivism expressed in an ‘yes-we-can-attitude’,
like it can be observed in an ambitioned sports teams. If this inherent conflict between we and me,
respectively collectivism and competition can be bridged and channeled in a ‘we-want’, the full
potential of both aspects can be exploited.
Addressing environmental dynamics, a common cultural attribute that is frequently demanded is
called embracing change. (Conboy, 2009; Beck et al., 2001) This feature, however, doesn’t really fit
into the pattern of the culture models (Table 1), since it addresses all types. Competition (competence)
is a driver for being creative (cultivation) and bridging the gap means to take into account the today’s
‘reality’ and work hard collectively on the required objectives (control and collaboration). So, it’s a
challenge for both the management to balance the social system between the needed stability and
instability (Kruse 2015) and the team to cope with the duality of operating in a reliable social setting
that guarantees psychological and performance stability, but also frequently torn out of this reliability
to maintain high alertness, flexibility and readiness for adaptation. This constitutes the counterbalance
to an exaggerated performance-centricity and unhealthy perfectionism, since continuous adaptation
implies pragmatism. Avoiding the opposite extreme of just following any change without reflecting, it
is suggested to use the term ‘develop-culture’ that shifts the focus from blind adaptation towards a
permanent but controlled development and making a virtue of necessity by seeking advantages out of
environmental changes in a pro-active manner.
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Assembled, the three aspects result in a ‘we-want-develop culture’ that covers the demands of
complexity and dynamics linked to the element of high-performance. This type of culture is most likely
to constitute an archetype of agile culture.
5. Conclusion
The considerations of this paper have supported the importance of culture in terms of agility due to
its high influence on performance. Culture is like a pharmaceutical: in its extreme form it can function
like a drug – it’s very powerful and able to offset a lack of ‘true’ strengths. In context of agility it means
that it might cover a poor organization. Usually, culture rather has catalyst properties (Hamman &
Spayd, 2015) and hence can be compared with medicine – if well-coordinated, it’s a like doping and
can leverage the effects of structures and processes. Opposed, if the active ingredients don’t fit to the
system, the negative effects are predominant and weaken the potentials of a strong foundation.
Numerous individual agile attributes have to be proven to be relevant for agile culture. Yet, such a
long-list rather leads to confusion for management and distracts from the specific demands. In this
context, the ‘Janus-face’ model with its two fundamental orientations – operational agility and
strategic agility – was suggested to address the different requirements in terms of tasks and culture.
As well, existing culture models, notably the models of Schneider and Cameron and Quinn, have turned
out to be a helpful instrument to match agile requirements with cultural attributes.
The numerous circumstances, organizational specifics, individual maturities, goals and requirements
in terms of agility, assume to aim specific and diverse agile (sub-)cultures. To answer on first research
question, there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ culture fostering agility the same way. The further posed
question whether there are some cultural attributes of higher importance can be answered with the
overarching and universal aspects of cultural traits of a ‘we-can-develop’ culture.
Since these findings were derived from theory, a deeper and empirical research is suggested for
validation and deeper insights.
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The Current Transfer System is Harmful to European Football
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Abstract
After the abolition of the existing transfer system by the famous Bosman verdict of the ECJ in 1995,
football players are free to move at the end of their contract, which created a more or less competitive
player labor markets in any other industry. After 1995, the number of transfer deals, as well as the
total amount of money paid on transfer fees for in-contract players has gone up dramatically, with the
recent transfer of Neymar from Barcelona to PSG for the wild and insane amount of 222 million euros.
The mere existence of the transfer market has caused all kind of abuses such as the exploitation and
unfair payments of players, child trade, TPO, money laundering, tax fraud and corruption. In the words
of Lionel Messi: “The transfer system has fostered commercial abuse that endangers the integrity of
football”.
In this paper, I show, based on basic economic theory, how the transfer market affects European
football, concentrating on competitive balance, player mobility, average player salary level and salary
distribution. I also present an alternative for the transfer system to improve competitive balance, and
to guarantee the compensation of youth training.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the analysis of the role played by market potential in the spatial income structure
observed in Colombia over the period 1990-2015. Based on the geographical economics theory we
derive the so called nominal wage equation which establishes a relationship between nominal wages
and a distance weighted sum of the volume of economic activities in surrounding locations which is
usually known as market potential. The estimation of this equation using Colombian departmental
data over the period 1990-2015 reveals that market potential plays a crucial role in explanation of the
spatial distribution of per capita income. Moreover, the results also show that access to markets
became more important over the course of the period under analysis which is pointing to a process of
spatial concentration of economic activities in Colombia where the agglomeration forces are more
important than the dispersion ones. Finally, two important channels that might be affecting the
shaping of the spatial distribution of income were devised, physical and human capital.
Keywords
Regional disparities, spatial structure of wages, market potential
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Abstract
The business world is rapidly changing and the ways human capital is formed and managed by is also
transforming. In a global context there is increasing interconnectedness and interdependence of
knowledge, technology and capital. Global markets landscape is constantly changing. In recent years
the major trend was the gradual, sustainable shift of economic power from West to East. Over next
decades demographic changes together with the reallocation of economic forces will further transform
international business landscape. New growth centers will emerge. Western multinational
corporations are already hardly competing with new and dynamic multinationals from emerging
economies including those from Africa and Latin America. The next decade will continue to test to their
limit. These socioeconomic processes contribute to the intensification of global staff mobility which is
expected to grow exponentially to 2020.
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Prerequisites for the Development of Global Staff Mobility
A combination of demographic changes and the evolution of global organizations forms prerequisites
for fundamental changes in how and where business today is conducted. It resulted in sharp increase
in international mobility. Companies are working to ensure that right people are at right place at right
time. Demographic transformations such as workforce ageing and soon retirement of baby boom
generation pose serious problems for most developed countries and even some emerging markets.
For example, in 2015 the age one third of China's population will be over 50 years, and the annual
growth of labor force will not exceed 5%. On the contrary, in India more than half of the population
will be older than 30 years. Investments in education in Asian and African countries make local gifted
young people highly-demanded in their own countries and abroad. At the same time the population
of Europe is steadily declining. These aspects need to be considered by multinational organizations if
they want to succeed in future.
As expected world urban population will increase by 72% from 3.6 billion in 2011 year to 6.3 billion in
2050. By mid-century urban population is likely to be the same size as that of the total population in
the world in 2002 year. Almost entire world's population growth will occur in cities of less developed
regions which population is expected to increase from 2.7 billion. In 2011 to 5.1 billion 2050. In more
developed regions urban population will rise modestly from 1 billion in 2011 to 1.1 billion in 2050.
Demographic dynamics will have strong impact on where to concentrate business in future coming
decades. A big part of the population growth over next 30 years will concentrate in cities of emerging
countries. These countries are now reflecting developed economies like a mirror. Today in developed
countries, for example, 75 percent of population live in urban area, and this figure will rise to 84% by
2030. In less developed regions only 40 percent live in urban area but this figure will increase to 56
percent by 2030. Today key global factors that affect shaping labor force trends are (Deloitte, 2013):
o Economic climate;
o Demographic transition;
o Technology development;
o The gap between demand and supply of staff in the world.
Changes in the economic climate of the post-crisis period give a new meaning to globalization.
Emerging markets are becoming the engine of growth. New labor markets and new markets of demand
are formed as a result of demographic transformations. In developed countries we witness birth rate
decline and ageing of population while in emerging markets in contrast we see increase in birth rate,
life expectancy and quality of life. The speed of development and usage of high technologies especially
in communication is growing rapidly. The gap between demand and supply of personnel is determined
by staffing issues in different parts of the world. An acute shortage of experts in specific markets and
in certain areas makes the topic of mobility one of the main topics of the agenda. But this mobility
should not be understood as it previously was; it is contemporary manifestations of mobility relevant
to challenges of new time.
The explosive growth in emerging markets creates a tangible increase in the number of professionals
working outside their home country. Skilled specialists in emerging markets are increasingly in demand
in their countries and abroad. New, previously unattractive locations now appear on staff global
mobility maps.

Modern Staff Mobility
Staff mobility evolves from simple communication of skills to a much more complex phenomenon that
responds to a number of diverse business needs:
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o
o
o
o

realization that your organization can benefit from the two-way communication of knowledge,
skills and expertise, that each market is fertile soil for new ideas;
the necessity to offer career opportunities to attract and retain workers in the face of
increasing competition for talent;
need to develop well-rounded future leaders to work in a real international environment;
recognition that in the context of growing international business where regional context often
plays key role and where relocation of employees in other countries is relatively painless, the
notion of “home” country is becoming less relevant. There is the conceptual transition from
“home” business to global one.

Organizations implement innovations in their approaches to staff global mobility, based on the need
to adapt to changing requirements of the business world and to the preferences of different
generations of workers. The need of companies to strengthen skills in specific areas, to acquire
competence in certain regions and projects, gives impetus to significant changes in international
mobility. Previously the main characteristic of mobility was duration: for example, working abroad for
three-five years and then return to headquarter or local office. Now assignment is based on specific
task or project.
The main priority for organizations is to find staff with required skills in right place at right time that
determines the strategic need to optimize investments in mobility programs. The main reasons for
attracting foreign managers to work in foreign units of international companies are the following:
o the need for control over the work of foreign branch,
o the lack of skilled labor in local labor market,
o the need to develop international work experience of managers.
Many solutions are being developed to bring mobility programs in line with the realities of tomorrow’s
business:
o Project-oriented assignments. Organizations combine selected specialists from different
divisions to work together on a specific project requiring temporary relocation or frequent
trips throughout its realization.
o Short-term relocations of personnel for a period of one year or less are becoming increasingly
popular. Short-term assignments tend to be more attractive for younger workers who want to
expand their experience than for older ones with families and aspiring for stability.
o Extended business trips allow you to work anywhere in the world without having to move city
or country. It has become an acceptable alternative for workers with families.
o In-country mobility is developing in line with the desire of organizations to maximize their
investments in mobility.
o Employee rotation programs are often used in development of staff with high potential in
specific areas and are becoming more international.
o One can select the category “global nomads”. Regional leaders often find that their role
requires frequent business trips, thus they are constantly in motion. In addition, some
commentators so quickly move from one international project to another, that in some sense
their work is alien to the concept of “home” country.
o Unilateral relocation. Organizations are relocating their regional or global headquarters closer
to the fastest-growing markets of their business interests. This involves constant movement
of key managers and members of their families.
o “Contracted” work is increasingly being used by organizations to meet short-term demand for
certain specialists.
o Virtual mobility is a technological innovation that allows employers to combine best people
wherever they are to work and train together.
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Some candidates for overseas mobility may not be willing to change their place of residence. In such
cases alternative to traditional mobility becomes valid, for example, virtual meetings and short trips.

Managing Global Staff Mobility
Mobility is evolving in many new forms and manifestations. However, there is significant increase in
the complexity of managing global mobility programs which may include a diverse set of approaches
when organizations need in a short time to select talents, monitor risks, check out compliance, analyze
costs and return on investment.
Increasingly employers leave each employee the choice of where to live. This presents certain
difficulties for HR divisions which should ensure that immigration, tax and social obligations are met.
Multinational team management should bear in mind the golden rule (Myasoyedov, 2008) that it is
guest professionals who must adapt to local conditions, rules and traditions. The task of recipient (local
staff and managers) is to help foreign professionals to adapt to new conditions. They mostly provide
vocational, cultural, communicative, psychophysiological and organizational adaptation.
The specificity of social technologies of knowledge management in multinational organizations related
to management on different levels of organization. Given that social technology of knowledge
management includes creating collective base of knowledge, creating new knowledge, applying
knowledge in practice, communicating knowledge (training staff); each of these levels requires
selection of appropriate characteristics. The process of implementing social technology knowledge
management in multinational organization requires taking into account the specificities of collective
organization, to identify positive and negative features of social knowledge management technology,
its advantages and disadvantages.
Opportunities for international mobility are now recognized as a key element in the attraction,
retention, engagement and talent development in the practice of human resources management.
Preferences and expectations of staff mobility deserve much attention of management in next decade.
Figure 1: Staff mobility management
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Pressure on HR services as for the part of mobility management program in relation to anticipate this
need and justification of expenses will increase in the future, and this means the necessity to develop
forecast thinking in combination with analytical methods that support it.
Figure 2: The structure of staff mobility management processes
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Technology will play a key role in global systematization of staff mobility and help maintain compliance
obligations. However, development and widespread use of new technology would not undermine the
need for people involved “on the ground”.
Companies should address the question of how to work in this new environment. What specialists will
be needed to compete for talent and protect the company's human resources in the long term?
Winners in 2020 will be those companies who work out their strategy now.
Big companies are working to link more closely their global mobility programs with business planning
and management skills. The goal is to accelerate the response to the dynamics of economic growth
engines and demographic phenomena such as ageing of population and the emergence on the market
of a new generation of employees. HR management specialists have always been responsible for
addressing issues of the regulatory processes of staff mobility, compensation and taxes, as well as
development of global mobility policy in organization. As talent management is becoming increasingly
strategic important, the area of responsibility of HR expands.
Talent management has become a headache for CEOs of companies - not more than one third of them
can say with certainty that their staff is able to provide an implementation of the ambitions of the
future business growth (PwC 15th Annual CEO Survey). For sustainability business should be address
employment issue both in the short and long term: to satisfy the current need for certain competencies
in certain markets and to ensure the flow of talent that will be in demand in the future.
Global survey of top managers of companies conducted by PwC in 2012 revealed the following:
o Up to 30% of CEOs can say with certainty that their staff is able to provide implementation of
ambitions of the future business growth;
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o
o
o

78% said that they expect in the near future changes in how the company manages their
talents;
2/3 of the respondents say they plan to pay more attention to talent management and provide
the organization with future leaders.
2/3 note that most likely their human resources capacity of the organization in the future will
rely primarily on domestic resources and promotion of talented employees.

In their efforts to provide a response to the challenges of our time managers more often integrate HR
management, talent management and planning staff succession, and work with global mobility
programs. The high rate of staff turnover in many regions prioritizes the issue of talent retention. In
Asia retaining staff of high qualification calls in Asia is an issue of particular concern because the
dynamics of employment and dismissal of staff there nearly twice that in the West. The level of outflow
of highly productive employees is also much higher than in the West.
Mobility plays an increasingly important role in attracting, retaining and engaging talents. Today the
primary objective of HR professionals is to persuade organization to go beyond perceiving international
mobility solely through the prism of quantitative costs, and to look at long-term prospects of
investments in staff mobility. There is a strong opinion that the best future leaders of modern
organizations should fully reflect the global context in which their company operates. International
experience is an integral part of their development. Despite broad technological possibilities for
international communication and interaction overcoming any distance, they will never be able to
replace in full experience gained directly in a new location, in another country and culture.
In Asian region the importance of international mobility in making future leaders experience is
recognized by both governments and business. The government of Singapore, for example, contributes
to gaining international experience by local professionals and young and promising employees in the
hope that this will create a new generation able to enhance the country's reputation as an international
financial and business center in next decade.
Changes in the structure of the labor force would inevitably have consequences for recruitment
strategies. The emergence of new approaches to mobility is clear indication that organizations
understand that one format cannot fit all. Preferences of specific employees will be the primary factor
in determining the company's strategy for international mobility.
The best strategy for mobility will be flexible, adaptive and continually developing to meet the specific
needs of different generations and groups of workers, as well as business in general. A large share of
labor force today is working parents. International mobility programs now engage more and more
women: over the past 10 years their participation of international mobility has increased from 10% to
20%.
Representatives of millennials which will form the majority of workforce in 2020 have a number of
particular characteristics that employers cannot ignore. During their career they plan to change
employers in search of satisfaction and rapid career growth. Their focus is more in the interest in the
work and opportunities, rather than in compensation. This feature is especially noticeable in Asia
where frequent change of employers is becoming usual. The rate of dismissals in Asia currently stands
at 15%, compared with 6 per cent in Latin America. This may further worsen in the future. 38%
millennials note that are actively looking for new opportunities, and another 43% said that although
they are not in active search but they are open to offers.
The opportunity to travel, acquire new skills and experience is a strong incentive for millennials.
Representatives of this generation seek to work abroad, mainly in the United States, Britain and
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Australia. More than half said they would be willing to work in a less developed country, only 11%
would agree to work in India and 2% in China or Iran.
Millennials gain more weight in the eyes of employers who orient their strategies of mobility on this
growing segment of labor force. Some of big international organizations offer international experience
for their recruits who came to work directly after universities or colleges.
Adapting to preferences and needs of different generations and groups of employees, organizations
are most likely to make significant changes in their mobility programs in terms of their duration,
compensation and total costs. Programs flexibility allows employees to feel control and regard it as
investment in their development. Flexibility of employer increases the chance of achieving high level
of satisfaction of employees and maximizing the investment made in mobility program.
Criteria for selection of managers and other categories of employees
Selection of managers for foreign markets is a major personnel decision of international company.
What criteria can be used to evaluate an employee for a foreign assignment. Seven basic criteria are
used:
1. Technical and managerial skills. Skills assessment is based on previous achievements. It is
assumed that effective application of technical, administrative and managerial skills of
manager will enable to succeed in working abroad.
2. Motives and aspirations. It is important to understand the reasons why manager is interested
in appointment in overseas office. It is preferred that the candidate expresses more interest
to host country and less - to financial matter.
3. Social skills. Ability to interact with people also refers to important attributes of manager’s
activity. It is important to understand people, know the rules of communication, form a system
of collaboration, both professionally and socially.
4. Diplomatic skills. Manager's ability to interact in host country with business associations,
government officials and political leaders.
5. Maturity and stability. Manager must manifest itself as a mature man, able to respond to
various situations rationally and find acceptable solutions.
6. Family. The ability of manager’s family to adapt to a new country.
7. Other factors (sex, age). Significance varies with country of destination.
Staff incentive forms
1. The basic compensation is regarded as basic for any country and working conditions. Salary
(salary or pay rate) is, as a rule, 40-70% of the total remuneration of an employee of an
international firm.
2. The second level is formed by the allowances, supplements, additional payments, bonuses,
commissions and fees (for sales workers), totaled up to 60% of total payments.
3. Shares in profit and options are a special tool to stimulate used by not all international
companies and mainly for managers.
4. Compensation is a specific set of tools to stimulate workers (especially in overseas trips). This
is the main thing that distinguishes remuneration system in “home environment” from
international one. Company compensates employee his real and suggested costs associated
with relocation (transportation, accommodation, meals), as well as provides social allowances
and benefits (on education for children and so on).
5. Intangible incentives represent the classical forms of motivation of employees without the use
of material compensation (gratitude, reward, promotion, advanced career).
6. Mixed incentives combines tangible and intangible forms. There are used a variety of
techniques encouraging employees (gifts, retirement and insurance programs) aimed at
strengthening employee loyalty to the company.
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In general, compensation practice affects competitive advantages of international companies, both in
local and global context. Wage rate depends on, including:
o funds invested in the business;
o supply and demand for certain professions in this region;
o cost of living;
o country's legislation;
o specifics of the employer-employee relationships, trade unions.
In most cases, international companies use one of the following incentive approaches:
1. “Home” scale of compensation plus allowances, difference for each branch. This system
creates a reliable basis for calculating the amount of payment in host country of headquarters.
2. Scale of compensation linked with nationality of employee. The system is used mainly for
managers from developing countries. International companies should apply carefully this
approach because it creates tensions in employees.
3. The global scale of compensation. This system provides equal remuneration for equal work
irrespective of nationality. Implementation of this approach is complicated but as practice of
international firms shows, it provides the best results.
For the majority of workers going abroad the cost of living increases. Life abroad is usually more
expensive due to the fact that people's habits change slowly, and it is difficult to navigate in new
environment. Depending on the employee's period of staying abroad, deduction for the value of goods
and services could decrease.
International companies calculate cost-of-living indexation by using one of the following options:
o increasing compensation if the cost pf living abroad is more;
o not reducing compensation if the cost of living abroad is less;
o eliminating wage differentiation when manager returns home office.
To work in remote regions international companies provide special benefits to employees including
tangible, intangible and mixed incentives. For expatriates there are two popular options of the
remuneration policy, which can be described as “at home” and “as a guest”. If “at home” politics is
used, the size and structure of remuneration for expatriates corresponds to similar indicators in native
country. After establishing base pay rate there are considered additional allowances because of
difference in cost of living. This approach is usual for short-term assignments.
When payment system “as a guest” is used, expatriate remuneration is bound to the structure and
level of payment in host country. Cost-of-living, costs of learning and housing also are counted, but
play a minor role in total remuneration.
Let’s note the regional specifics. In some Central Africa there is developing a three-tier compensation
structure. Previously, this practice was used in some parts of Asia, primarily in China, and focused on
three groups of employees:
o Local workers: local population, permanent workers with permanent wages and social package
in accordance with local practices on market.
o Employees “local plus”: relatively new group of workers returning to their home country, welleducated and with experience in the West. This group may claim bonuses and other benefits
such as housing subsidies and educational benefits for their children.
o “Global workers: these workers received the appointment in another country or region and
receive full compensation of costs of accommodation, travels and other benefits associated
with relocation, including those relating to taxation.
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Competitive global markets environment conditions the need to increase the pace of business
development. To ensure rapid movement companies need to involve people who are ready to travel,
but the requirements of tax and immigration and social welfare often retard progress. Global mobility
strategy must respond quickly to changes and match the dynamics of political conditions. By 2020
governments and regulators will have to come to understanding of economic benefits of mobility for
stimulating economic growth. This will smooth the way for closer cooperation between government
and business and will remove some barriers to mobility worldwide.
People in emerging economies traditionally appreciated the opportunity to gain education and
professional experience in the West. However, things change and by 2020 it is likely that multinationals
in China, India and other developing countries will comply with and even overtake Western
corporations in terms of remuneration and promotion of employees.
This means that skilled workers from developing economies will return home to apply their new
acquired skills on lucrative domestic markets. Local employees with international experience are often
much more attractive for domestic employers than the foreign workforce in the same market.
Workers returning home who received international experience may claim higher salary than their
local counterparts without such experience. A new compensation structure is being developed. HR
professionals should be prepared to manage career and remuneration system for those workers who
have chosen career through East-West-East way.
It gives the impression that accelerating pace of global mobility occurs against governments’ will in
many regions, but not because of it. However, countries simplifying the movement of workforce, gain
the greatest economic competitiveness. Countries where ageing worsens the need to import
personnel have already taken steps to reduce immigration barriers. According to experts, more
countries will simplify conditions for entering professionals in future.
Economic turmoil of the past few years together with political instability and unrest in many parts of
the world display make immigration issues the main part of the political agenda. Many countries are
toughening rules of entry trying to restrict immigration because of low level of employment and
concerning over national security.
In the business world where companies must relocate people quickly and often according to their goals
and tasks, politization of immigration is a problem. The ability to anticipate changes in immigration
policy becomes an essential skill. In long-term prospect, clear picture of economic benefits of global
staff mobility would intensify cooperation between business and state to remove some of the barriers.
Global mobility is increasingly changing its traditional forms and not only limited to servicing business
trips and relocations. This becomes an important strategic tool that requires proactive rather than a
reactive approach.
Functions of contemporary mobility management
Functions of contemporary mobility management include:
o managing compliance risks;
o ensuring the most comfortable employee relocation that allows him to work effectively at a
new place;
o understanding cost structure;
o maximizing the ratio of price and quality, reporting getting return on investment on mobility
programs;
o striving for sustainability, mobility of talents;
o rapid distribution of human resources in accordance with required skills and competencies;
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o
o

information on personnel necessary for decision-making and implementation of business
strategy;
working out effective communications and procedures for realizing staff mobility strategy.

One of the centers of attraction for multinational corporations is Africa. First investors were attracted
by natural resources, now by the fastest growing infrastructure and consumer market. The
telecommunications industry, financial services, retail and pharmaceuticals are on the rise.
Traditionally the main business partners of Africa were United States and Europe but in recent years,
investors from emerging markets, notably India and China, have entered the market sometimes
making more fast success than their Western counterparts. Companies from emerging economies can
use their experience to work in a complex and ambiguous Africa. Significant growth in Africa deepens
he shortage of managers and skilled workers existing in this region. At the same time the region has
rich human capital potential - 40% of the population is under the age of 15, so there is an urgent need
to improve the quality of accessible education and training.

Strategies for Global Staff Mobility
Mobility strategy must be comprehensive, flexible, adaptive and continually developing to meet
specific business needs, to cope with growing demands of personnel involvement, while controlling
various needs and expectations of different generations of workers.
As organizations bring their global mobility programs to closer cooperation with managing talents and
general business strategy, there will inevitably appear new regulations for staff mobility. Mobility will
cover a wide range of forms: short-term and long-term; project-based and, if necessary, based on
necessity of an employee. Also virtual mobility will play an important role in the development of future
leaders and retention of valuable staff.
Companies must be flexible and smart enough to respond promptly and effectively to rapid
transformations of environment, so their priority is a matter of removing borders in the international
movement of human capital. In this context, getting over borders is the development of talent in those
regions where there is work, moving talents to those locations where there is a demand, or relocation
of jobs closer to the sources of human capital and other measures to ensure business sustainability in
the face of constantly changing conditions of international migration law.
Cultural and linguistic differences can be a significant obstacle in the way to new markets. The task of
employers is attracting and developing workers who are able to adapt to unfamiliar environment at a
new workplace. Over time, the borderline between international destinations and business travel is
blurred This raises the question of whether it is reasonable to separate business travel management
from monitoring global mobility. In some organizations business travels are managed by business unit
without the involvement of HR that presents a growing compliance risk.
Mobility of human capital is becoming important strategic tool. Pressure on HR in relation to necessity
of supporting mobility will increase in future, and that means development of proactive approach and
methods of operating their technical data. Using forecast analysis in the area of HR management is still
in its infancy but increasing number of companies now refers to this concept. On the basis of available
data more sophisticated analysis will identify trends and risks. Forecast analysis has been widely used
by other functional units, such as sales and marketing divisions. According to the studies 95% of
organizations are turning to HR analytics randomly or don’t do that at all. But such a patternless
approach must change.
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As companies in many regions fight for necessary staff business leaders are focused on specific groups
of labor force, personalization of strategies to attract and retain. Young professionals, skilled workers,
female - so all categories of the workforce are regarded as valuable sources of talent. A single mobility
program cannot be a universal solution for all. Mobility strategy should be as flexible as possible
bearing in mind the individual interests of workers and business, as well as in any other talent
management issues. For example, the crisis in pension market in many countries shows that the baby
boom generation will seek to work after reaching retirement age, and their motivation in accepting
assignments involving relocation will be based on financial and time aspects. Millennials, on the
contrary, are more inclined to short-term and project-based relocations. Workers with families, or
those who take care of their parents, may refuse relocation, but be involved in virtual mobility.
As talent management is firmly rooted in business strategy, there is growing need and desire to
measure return on investment in international mobility programs. The cost of global staff mobility
remains a key issue, as well as the level of staff retention among professionals returning from overseas.
Of course, there is pressure on the part of stakeholders interested in the positive financial return of
investment and efficiency of strategies to staff mobility. But in longer term, the need for development
of future talents, as well as to provide international experience is difficult to measure. If employers
rely on maximizing their investment in global staff mobility they need to work out clear expectations
and criteria for the quality of these programs. Regular feedback, support and mentoring will not only
contribute to distributing international experience gained as a result of relocation, but also decreases
the chance of leave of professionals involved in mobility.
It is evident that organizations need to adapt their mobility programs for specific groups of workers.
More personalized approach to mobility develops. Organizations focus on forms of mobility to be more
convenient to specific employees, consistent with their expectations and contributed to the acquisition
of the most favorable experience.
Experts expect to see the growth of B2b collaboration in 2020 and beyond, and think how to provide
the infrastructure that enables workers to maintain an acceptable level of life and long-term financial
security. Some organizations already are building partnerships with the education sector to provide
human capital with required skills.
Personal, individual approach to mobility would stimulate the emergence of innovations relating to
comfortable movements, the provision of services, providing secure communications outside the
office and 24/7 support. Millennials make such a request. The borders between work from office or
remotely from some place of the world more and turning blurred.
The business world is in the midst of fundamental change. The ability of organizations to manage
effectively the global mobility of talents will be the main catalyst for business success. We enter a
period when the best and brightest talents start to stick to their own career path using possibilities
available to them. The most sustainable source of talent now is East rather than West. Technology
changes the principle of working fundamentally.
Economic changes and demographic shifts have had influence on the supply and demand on talent
market. Emergence of new generation of workers is associated with an entirely new set of challenges.
Talent management will be a key strategic tool that will impose greater responsibility for HR. How do
these trend a specific organization? There are a number of issues organization should think about
today:
o Is talent management strategy integrated into the broader framework of the entire business
strategy?
o Is the staff mobility card made? Mobility card allows you to track the strategic need for new
skills required by business over time.
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o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Whether there is enough reliable information to determine where may be required changes
concerning human capital, and what investment will be needed?
Are there strong links between functional departments within the organization, responsible
for staff mobility, succession planning, talent development within the company and global
resourcing?
Is there common understanding of the main priorities of key stakeholders and global mobility
service of the company?
Is the view on the key features of different generations that make up the human capital of
organization?
Whether is the system of rewards and incentives appropriate to meet the needs of different
generations in the organization defined?
Are the mobility policies and processes of organization proactive?
Whether is retention strategy worked out for those workers the company invested?
Is HR department able to cope with the challenges of the time?
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Abstract
In the first part of the paper, we discuss two important dimensions of global demographic transition –
1) projected change in the relative size of major workforce aged between 25 and 64 and 2) changing
pattern in the percentage of senior population of age 65 and above – for low developed versus more
developed countries and across different regions - North America, Asia, and Sub-Saharan Countries.
In the second part of the paper, we discuss the historical evidence on the relationship between the
demographic workforce structure and US stock market performance. More specifically, we investigate
the impact of the change in major workforce aged between 40 and 64 on the performance of the US
S&P 500 Stocks (using the demographic data from the US Census Bureau and the Real S&P 500 index
from Robert Shiller’s website at Yale University). Using the estimation results, we then show the
predicted performance of US stock markets for the coming decades, based on the demographic
projection by the US Census Bureau. Finally, we discuss some effective investment strategies faced
with the expected situation during the coming decades.
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Process
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to identify the main findings and propositions in the existing research
literature related to the main elements of business models as well as application of business model
frameworks. The existing research of this area is somewhat incoherent and scattered, and there is a
clear need for mapping the theoretical domain. This paper is based on an extensive literature review
in the area of business model research. As a result, it contributes by offering an overview on the
existing knowledge of the main elements of business models. Also, it identifies areas of business model
research which require more knowledge. Moreover, it offers several contemporary opportunities for
further research.
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1. Introduction
Studies of business models are a relatively new research field (Zott & Amit, 2008). The interest in
researching business models started to grow in the last half of 1990s. Amit and Zott (2001) anchor the
theoretical foundations of business model research in the Porterian value chain framework,
Schumpeter’s theory of innovation, and the resource-based view of the firm, in addition to transaction
cost economics. Osterwalder and others (2005) identify the roots of academic discussions on business
model concept to be mainly in transaction cost economics. Indeed, the literature includes a large
number of studies dealing with business models (Betz, 2002; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002;
Magretta, 2002; Hedman & Kalling, 2003; Osterwalder, 2004; Osterwalder, Pigneur & Tucci, 2005;
Shafer, Smith & Linder, 2005; Tikkanen et al. 2005; Voelpel et al., 2005; Giesen et al., 2007; Zott &
Amit, 2007, 2008; Johnson, Christensen & Kagermann, 2008; Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Nenonen &
Storbacka, 2010; Maglio & Spohrer, 2013; Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014). In the early stage of
business model research, the focus was particularly in e-business models (Timmers, 1998; Donath,
1999; Mahadevan, 2000; Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Alt & Zimmerman, 2001; Amit & Zott, 2001; DubossonTorbay & Osterwalder, 2001; Gordijin & Akkermans, 2001). In order to advance the future research of
business models, this paper aims at identifying the existing main findings and propositions in the
literature related to the main elements of business models as well as application of business model
frameworks. The paper is based on a literature review. It has the following structure. First, reviews
different definitions of business models. Then, it identifies various characteristics of business models.
Next, it focuses on a process of applying a business model framework. Finally, it discusses the dynamics
of business models.

2. Definitions of Business Models
According to Seddon and others (2004: 429), “A business model outlines the essential details of a firm’s
value proposition for its various stakeholders and the activity system the firm uses to create and deliver
value to its customers”. Most importantly, the business model concept has an enormous practical
power (Magretta, 2002), and it offers managers a coherent way to consider their options in uncertain,
fast-moving and unpredictable environments (McGrath, 2010). To be useful, a framework of business
model must be reasonably simple, logical, measurable, comprehensive, and operationally meaningful
(2005). A company’s business model can be seen as an essential locus of innovation, and has the
potential to disrupt existing industry structures (Amit & Zolt, 2001). They can also be used as an
analytical tool for the description of business activities of a company. The essence of a business model
is in defining the manner by which the firm delivers value to customers, attracts customers to pay for
the value and converts those payments to profit (Teece, 2010). Osterwalder and others (2005) define
the business model as “a conceptual tool containing a set of objects, concepts and their relationships
with the objective to express the business logic of a specific firm”.
The business model concept is designed to visualize reality in a structured, simplified and
understandable way and it help organization to understand important issues and relationships, and
how organization operates with sustainable revenue streams and what and how organization offers
value for the stakeholders and customers. Role is to capture, visualize, understand and communicate
the business logic (Osterwalder, 2004).
The business model concept (BM) refers to the components to produce propositions generating value
for consumers and organization. Business model concept describe different areas how organization’s
activities are producing value propositions to customers. There are two approaches to the concept,
which can be complementary to each other. In the first approach BM illustrates how organization
functions and generates revenue, this approach is static approach. Second one is transformational
approach where BM is a tool to address change and create innovation. Business Models can be
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described with three core components, which are resources and competences, organizational
structure and propositions for value delivery (Demil & Lecocq, 2010).
Business model is a way to rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value. The
business model canvas consists of nine building blocks, which are customer segments, value
propositions, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key
partnerships and cost structure. All of them are presented on one canvas so that in the left side are
blocks associated to logics and efficiency and at the right side there are blocks associated to emotions
and value. At the central of all of this, which combines both sides, is value proposition (Osterwalder &
Pigneur, 2010).
The term “business model” can be used at two levels, and they both are equally important (Demil &
Lecocq, 2010; see also Osterwalder et al., 2005; Magretta, 2002; Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010).
Firstly, it can be used at abstract and conceptual level. In this case, it refers to generic representations
that can be applied in multiple sectors. In other words, a business model refers to a general model.
Secondly, the term business model can be used at an individual company level. In this case it refers to
the way how the particular company operates and what is the composition of the elements of its
earning logic.

3. Elements of Business Models
This section identifies elements of business models that have been found and proposed in the
literature. They are presented in the Table 1.
According to Magretta (2002), a good business model includes two important dimensions: the story
and the numbers. A good business model includes a story that explains how the company works.
Consequently, creating a business model is much like writing a new story. Often these stories are
variations of old ones. Often these stories include descriptions of customer problems and needs, what
the company doing to them and how delivering solutions to customers. Numbers describe the
economic side of the business, incomes, costs and profits. Then, the model describes how the entire
system works.
Hedman and Kalling (2003), proposed a general business model that includes customers, competitors,
offering, activities and organization, resources, and supply of factor and production inputs. Morris and
others (2005) put forward six decision areas of a business model: how will the firm create value?, for
whom will the firm create value?, what is the firm’s internal competence?, how does the firm position
itself competitively in the marketplace?, how will the firm make money?, and what are the
entrepreneur’s time, scope, and size ambitions?
According to Chesbrough (2007), a business mode has the following functions. It articulates the value
proposition and explains the value created for customers by the offering. It identifies the market
segments and puts forward to whom the offering is useful and for what purpose. It defines the
structure of the value chain required by the firm to create and distribute the offering, and determine
the complementary assets needed to support the firm’s position in this chain. Moreover, it specifies
the revenue generation mechanism for the firm, and estimate the cost structure and profit potential
of producing the offering, given the value proposition and value chain structure chosen. It shows the
position of the company in the value network and identifies potential complementors and
competitors. It also formulates the competitive strategy.
Johnson and others (2008) framework for a business model includes four main components and they
are customer value proposition, profit formula, key resources, and key processes. Customer value
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proposition covers target customer and offering. Profit formula includes revenue model, cost
structure, margin model, and resource velocity. Key resources consist of people, technology and
products, equipment, information, channels, partnerships and alliances, as well as brand. Key
processes include identification of processes, rules and metrics, as well as norms.
Nenonen and Storbacka (2010) developed a business model framework with two dimensions. One
consists of market, offering, operations and management. The other includes design principles,
resources, and capabilities. In this framework, the constituents of the business model are market and
customer definition, customers and brand, market and customer management, offering design and
earning logic, technology, offering management and R&D, operations design, infrastructure and
suppliers and partners, sourcing and production and delivery, management system, human and
financial resources, and management and leadership. Demil and Lecocq (2010) saw that a business
model has three core components, and they are resources and competences, organizational structure,
and propositions for value delivery.
Mutaz and Avison (2010) analyzed the business model concept and saw that the construct has four
main dimensions: the four value dimensions, modelling principles, business model reach, and business
model functions. The four value dimensions of business models include value proposition, value
architecture, value network, and value finance. The modeling principles may have conceptual, multilevel, dynamic, granular, or coherent nature. The business model reach refers to an intermediate layer
which is an interface between business strategy and business processes. The business model functions
cover alignment instruments, intercending framework, and knowledge capital. Demil and Lecocq
(2010) introduced RCOV framework for a business model. This model consists of three main
components, and they are resources and competences (RC) to value or combine, the organization (O)
of the business within a value network or within the firm boundaries, and the value propositions (V)
through the supply of products and services. In their framework, the business model’s ongoing
dynamics come from the interactions between and within the core model components. Interactions
between components follow the choices to develop a new value proposition, to create new
combinations of resources or to make changes in the organizational system, and the impacts they have
on the other components and their subsidiary elements.
Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2010) Business Model Canvas is business model innovation technique that
is intended to help organizations to understand, design and implement new business models or
enhance old business models. The framework includes the following building blocks. (a) Customer
segments. This refers to different groups of people or organizations the company aims to reach and
serve. (b) Value propositions. Describes the bundle of products and services the create value for a
specific customer segment. (c) Channels. This building block describes how the company
communicates with and reaches its customer segments. (d) Customer relationships. Defines the types
of relationships the company establishes with the specific customer segments. (e) Revenue streams.
This building block represents the cash the company generates from each segment. These revenue
streams may result from one-time payments, recurring ongoing payments, or post-purchase customer
support. Asset sales, usage fees, subscription fees, lending/renting/leasing, licensing, brokerage fees,
and advertising are examples of sources of revenues. (f) Key resources. These are the mode important
assets required to make the business model work. (g) Key activities. This building block describes the
most important things the company must do the make the business model work, such as production,
problem solving, and platform and networking activities. (h) Key partnerships. This is the network of
suppliers and partners that make the business model work. (i) Cost structure. Describes all cost
incurred to operate the business model. The business model may be either value or cost driven. The
value driven model focuses on maximizing value and quality, while the cost driven model focuses on
minimizing costs wherever possible (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010).
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According to Maglio and Spohrer (2013), business model innovation can be understood as valueproposition design, which is best understood from the perspectives of multiple stakeholders that (a)
exploit and disrupt culturally determined, shared value principles, and (b) explore and disrupt potential
benefits and risks associated with access to resources. Kindström and Kowalkowski’s (2014) business
model elements include offering, revenue model, development process, sales process, delivery
process, customer relationships, value network, and culture.
Ojasalo and Ojasalo (2018a) developed a business model framework which adopts service logic in
business model thinking and increases knowledge on how to keep the customer needs in the center of
business model development. It considers both the provider’s and the customer’s viewpoints in each
element of a business model.
Table 1: Elements of business models
Author
Amit & Zolt (2001)
Magretta (2002)

Hedman & Kalling
(2003)
Osterwalder et al.
(2005)
Seddon et al. (2004)

Morris et al. (2005)

Johnson et al. (2008)

Demil & Lecocq
(2010)
Nenonen &
Storbacka (2010)
Osterwalder &
Pigneur, (2010)
Teece (2010)
Maglio & Spohrer
(2013)
Kindström &
Kowalkowski (2014)
Lüftenegger, (2014)
Ojasalo & Ojasalo
(2018a)

Elements of a business model
It has a locus of innovation with the potential to disrupt existing industry structures.
Has two dimensions: the story and the numbers. Stories include descriptions of
customer problems and needs, what the company is doing to them and how
delivering solutions to customers. Numbers describe the economic side of the
business, incomes, costs and profits.
Includes customers, competitors, offering, activities and organization, resources,
and supply of factor and production inputs
Is a conceptual tool containing a set of objects, concepts and their relationships with
the objective to express the business logic of a specific firm
Outlines the essential details of a firm’s value proposition for its various
stakeholders and the activity system the firm uses to create and deliver value to its
customers
Includes six decision areas: how will the firm create value?, for whom will the firm
create value?, what is the firm’s internal competence?, how does the firm position
itself competitively in the marketplace?, how will the firm make money?, and what
are the entrepreneur’s time, scope, and size ambitions?
Includes four main components: customer value proposition (target customer and
offering), profit formula (revenue model, cost structure, margin model, and
resource velocity), key resources (people, technology and products, equipment,
information, channels, partnerships and alliances, and brand), and key processes
(identification of processes, rules and metrics, and norms).
Includes three core components, which are resources and competences,
organizational structure and propositions for value delivery
Has two dimensions. One consists of market, offering, operations and management.
The other includes design principles, resources, and capabilities.
Is a way to rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value
Defines the manner by which the firm delivers value to customers, attracts
customers to pay for the value and converts those payments to profit
Is a value-proposition understood from the perspectives of multiple stakeholders
that exploit and disrupt culturally determined, shared value principles, as well as
explore and disrupt potential benefits and risks associated with access to resources
Includes offering, revenue model, development process, sales process, delivery
process, customer relationships, value network, and culture
Includes solution, focal organization, customer, core partners, enriching partners,
co-creation activities, networked value proposition, benefits and costs
Adopts service logic in business model thinking and increases knowledge on how to
keep the customer needs in the centre of business model development.
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4. Process of Applying Business Model Frameworks
This section identifies findings and propositions in the research literature dealing with the process of
applying business model frameworks. They are presented in Table 2.
The business model development may be based on an ex ante specification or inductive specification
(Demil & Lecocq, 2010). The ex-ante approach is to larger extent based on a prior given framework
that defines the main elements of the business model and their relationships. In the inductive
approach, on the other hand, in its simples form, a business model consists of a set of managerial
choices and the consequences of those choices (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010). Frameworks of
ex-ante approach are easier to get started with because they offer a structured and clear guidance for
the effort of business model development. On the other hand, they may restrict the development and
creativity unnecessarily. According to Siggelkow (2002), the advantage of an ex ante specification of
core elements is that changes in these elements can be measured consistently across firms. On the
other hand, the disadvantage of this approach is that it assumes that the same elements are equally
central in all firms. In line with this, Morris et al. (2005) note that, in seeking generalizability, the extant
perspectives tend to oversimplify a firm’s model, and the challenge is to produce a framework that is
applicable to firms in general but which serves the needs of the individual company. Demil and
Lecocq’s (2010) framework for business model development is an example of an attempt to combine
ex-ante and inductive approaches in an ongoing cycle.
The research has also paid attention to the question: where should the business model development
start from and which order different building blocks of the model should be defined and worked out.
Osterwalder and Pignuer (2010: 244) say that ideas for the model can come from anywhere, and each
of the business model building blocks can be the starting point: “Every organization starts from a
different point and has its own objectives when it begins addressing an issue as fundamental as its
business model.” They distinguished four epicenters for the model development, and conclude that
the development may be resource-, offer-, customer- or finance-driven (Osterwalder & Pignuer, 2010:
139). While they do not suggest any order in which the building blocks of a business model should be
developed, they say that the process has the following general phases: mobilize, understand, design,
implement, and manage (Osterwalder & Pignuer, 2010: 244-249).
According to Bouwman and others (2008; reference in Nair et al., 2013: 969), the service definition in
terms of the customer value proposition is the starting point for any business model. Similarly, Johson
and others (2008: 54) suggest that the business model development should start from creating a
customer value proposition: “It is not possible to invent or reinvent a business model without first
identifying a clear customer value proposition.” According to Kindström and Kowalkowski (2014: 106),
the initial step in business model innovation is to determine the current situation and identify the
target position, which presents the “big picture” and supports a discussion of what the business model
should look like, once the target position is reached. The process of developing the business model is
typically iterative (Demil & Lecocq, 2010; Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014).
Ojasalo and Ojasalo (2018a) introduced a process of applying their Service Logic Business Model
Canvas. The process includes three main phases: (1) a light application version of the Service Logic
Business Model Canvas; (2) applying service design methods; and (3) the full application version of the
Service Logic Business Model Canvas for targeted customer profiles. In the light application version,
the canvas is used quickly for tentative idea development and testing. The light version is later modified
into full version during the based on deep customer understanding gained with service design methods
in the second phase. The process of using the business model framework is often, but not always, lean
process, based on iterative improving and testing with authentic customers (Ojasalo & Ojasalo, 2018b).
This all results in the final and the full application version of the business model.
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Some studies have addressed dynamics of a business model, in other words questions dealing with a
business model’s robustness, sustainability, renewing, and evolvement. Morris and others (2005) say
that sustainability requires that the component of the business model demonstrate consistency, like
in the case of Southwest Airlines that sustained the company’s growth for 30 years. They (Morris at
al., 2005) define consistency in terms of both internal and external “fit,” where the former is concerned
with a coherent configuration of key activities within the firm and the latter addresses the
appropriateness of the configuration given external environmental conditions. Nair and others (2013)
examined service orientation and core competences in business model innovation. The concept of
service orientation addresses adaptability and flexibility, thus promoting all the necessary mechanisms
for innovation. Seemingly similar business models differ in performance due to their service
orientation and identification of the core competence serves as both the primary requirement for
business model innovation and a measuring indicator of service orientation. A firm’s success depends
on the flexibility and agility to shift business models’ focus in response to factors such as changing
markets, new technologies, or competition (Nair et al., 2013.).
The literature also deals with how the different components affect each other in a business model.
According to Kindström and Kowalkowski (2014), it is important to understand the potential
dependencies among elements, a change in one likely affects the others. If the building blocks of the
model include several sub-elements, as they usually do, then a change in one sub-element is likely to
cause a change in another. In his study, Osterwalder (2004) shows such effects both between and
within the elements of a business model. Similarly, Linder and Cantrell (2000, reference in Nair et al.
2013) say that the components of a business model reinforce each other. According to (Demil &
Lecocq, 2010), the dynamics of the business model is also caused by the changes that occur within its
core components. The changes within the resource/competency set may change other elements of
the same component; some value proposition may create productive opportunities for further value
propositions, and modifications in the internal organization or the web of external links may directly
impact other parts of the organizational system. They (Demil & Lecoq, 2010) conclude that business
model evolution has to be thought of as sequences that encompass intertwined determined and
emergent changes affecting core components or their elements. Thus, a business model is
permanently in a state of transitory disequilibrium, some part of which can be fixed by managerial
decisions, and some not so easily restored in the short term.
Table 2: The process of applying business model frameworks
Author
Demil & Lecocq,
(2010)
Osterwalder &
Pignuer (2010)
Ojasalo & Ojasalo
(2018a)

Process of applying business model frameworks
May be based on an ex ante specification or inductive specification.
Includes the following general phases: mobilize, understand, design, implement,
and manage.
Includes the following phases: a light application version, applying service design
methods, and the full application version

5. Research Implications and Conclusions
The purpose of this paper was to identify the main findings and propositions in the existing research
literature related to the main elements of business models as well as application of business model
frameworks. The following main implication result from the present literature analysis:
o The research has mostly focused on the elements of business models
o The process of developing business models has attracted little attention
o The knowledge of dynamics of business models is scarce
The following suggestions for further research emerge from the current literature analysis.
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o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o

More research is needed of the different contexts in which business model frameworks are
applied. In particular, more knowledge is required of effectiveness of different application
methods in different contexts.
Comparative research between linear and iterative business model development is needed.
The ideas of lean innovation may help this effort.
More research is needed of the stakeholder involvement in the business model development.
Service design approach has potential to offer effective approaches for this.
The production orientation vs. customer orientation requires more research in the context of
business model development. While many companies claim to be service and customer
oriented their operation is still be very production oriented. The insights of service-dominant
logic as well as offering development can be useful for such research.
More knowledge is needed of the differences of business models and their development
process between startups and corporation.
All areas of economy are facing the digital revolution. More research is required on the new
opportunities of digital tools in the business model development.
Due to opportunities of big data and increased computing power artificial intelligence AI is
becoming increasingly important in various industries. The opportunities of artificial
intelligence in business model development deserve more research.
Evolution of business models should be examined more, even though the purpose usually is to
achieve “a sustainable competitive advantage” with the business model. The capability of
rapidly reshaping the business for new opportunities and market conditions is increasingly
important. The theories of dynamic capabilities may offer insight for such research.
More research is required of business models in PPP (private-public partnership). In many
countries, publicly produced services are being privatized, thus the challenges and
opportunities of PPP-based business models deserve more attention.
Business models addressing complex business problems or “wicked problems” of public sector
need more research. The globalization development and network society call for deeper
knowledge of business models in complex multiactor networks.
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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to conduct a study on the selected aspects of resources dependence
theory, which create a perspective for corporate governance. This problem has been considered in the
context of connections among joint stock companies through the members of their supervisory boards.
The literature of the subject addresses this issue with the term „interlocking directorates”. In general,
meaning this term describes a situation, where a given person occupies a position in the management
and control bodies of at least two different companies. The undertaking of this subject was determined
by the premise resulting from the essence of resources dependence theory, which assumes that an
effective method of dealing with uncertainty and giving basis for building competitive advantage is the
acquisition and development of unique resources and skills in the enterprise. Given the fact that one
of the most important resources of the enterprise are competence and management skills, it becomes
crucial to form management and control bodies in a way that allows e.g. the use of various fields
knowledge or the possibility to build good relations with stakeholders. It can be noticed here, that
corporations build interconnections i.a. to increase access to this type of resources and the major role
of personal connections should be the conduct of activities aimed at the most effective use of available
resources. Empirical study on the phenomenon of interlocking directorates was carried out in two
ways. First, the universality of the occurrence of interlocking directorates in logistics industry
companies was examined, and second, a pilot survey was conducted for the members of management
boards and supervisory boards on their opinions on supervisory board members combining
engagement in statutory bodies of different companies. The study addressed the enterprise
perspective only, thus did not allow for aspects of individual benefits for members of combined
management boards and supervisory boards, as well as did not examine the perspective of the increase
in business environment integrity.
Keywords
Interlocking directorates, resources dependence theory, corporate governance
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Abstract
The article covers important issues related to working capital which has a key role for managers in the
daily management of the company. The insight into the types of financing strategies for the business,
i.e., aggressive, matching and conservative strategy have been done from the theoretical and practical
point of view. When examining the strategies of working capital management, it is important to
identify, in addition to the disadvantages and advantages of each of them, the nature of the assets and
capital structure and the relationship between fixed and variable asset components.
This paper contributes to increasing knowledge of the financial strategies used by companies listed on
stock exchanges in the IT sector. The motivation for conducting this study is a look at networking capital
from the strategy perspective. So far, WCM publications have mainly related to the study of the
relationship between working capital management and profitability. The main objective of this study
is to carry out an analysis of the type of strategy of working capital management by IT companies listed
on selected European stock exchanges. The research was based on the data made available in Equity
TR providing financial analysis platforms. Companies listed on the main markets of European countries,
where at least five companies from IT sector have been quoted were selected for the study. The full
research sample included 219 companies in 2017. The first part of the study describes the basic
statistics of selected variables. Subsequently, the variables to the type of the strategy of working
capital management were assigned, and then the use of these strategies by the companies was
analyzed. Finally, the hypothesis H1: whether there is a significant relationship between the value of
the enterprise and the strategy of WCM resolved by them was verified.
Keywords
Working capital, aggressive strategy, matching strategy, conservative strategy, IT sector
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Abstract
The past few years’ business marketing literature has mostly examined business relationships on a
value basis (Ulaga & Eggert, 2006; Gummesson & Mele, 2010; Yan et al., 2017), as the foundation for
long-term survival, success, and customer value creation. In addition to the strategic importance of
relationships with customers, cooperation with suppliers is also a priority. Relationships have shifted
from aggressive, competitive, superficial relationships with many suppliers to long-term partnerships
with fewer suppliers. The importance of supplier relationships and their involvement in company
processes is justified by the fact that the competitive advantage and its individual elements (product
quality, major costs, reliability, process flexibility, customer service) can have the same effect as
customer co-operations. Most research and studies reveal that the tangible, formal involvement of
suppliers does not guarantee the actual improvement of innovation performance and competitive
advantage. In our research we prove that the buyer's contribution to the success of the innovation
market depends on the supplier's compliance, innovation depends on their value. Based on our model
- confirmed by empirical research - in addition to resource-based capabilities, the increase in the
weight of network competence-based innovation value is becoming more decisive, which, when they
meet the customer's innovation needs, create a unique supplier competitiveness contribution. The
study analyzes the content and impact of supplier innovation value through research done by
Hungarian machine manufacturing companies.
Keywords
Co-creation, innovation, supplier-buyer relationship, supplier innovation value
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1. Introduction
The international competitiveness of countries and companies depends on their knowledge-based
economic performance. So it is no coincidence that innovation and innovation performance are at the
center again. Companies need to reflect on their relationship with innovation and innovation partners.
The development of the economic and industrial environment of recent years has justified the
examination of the relevance and existence of relationship marketing, cooperation and networks. The
observations revealed that the decisions of the procurement process are complex, the decisions can
be categorized, the value of the relationship capital is increasingly important (Hakansson, 1995). After
the turn of the millennium marketing has strengthened the coexistence of the principles of integration,
co-operation and social responsibility, and led to a holistic concept (Kotler, 2008, 2012). These changes
have had an impact on the development of business marketing theory, since the emphasis is shifting
from transaction marketing to relationship-based marketing.
In globalizing, growing competitive intensity markets, only creative market solutions, knowledge
intensive products, and efficient business organizations can ensure success. (Cooper & Edgett, 2009)
Open innovation theory combines and reinforces these two findings. The concept of open innovation
suggests that innovation can often lead to results in cooperation with others. The concept of value cocreation includes innovation, collaboration and marketing.

2. Literature Review
Relationship marketing becomes one of the dominant approaches to business marketing (Möller,
2013). This fact suggests that based on the theoretical integrating of different schools, the innovation
constraint of the knowledge-based economy requires innovation-driven, cooperative marketing
models and the realization of them (Piskóti, 2016). The business practice has drawn attention to the
need to develop a deeper understanding of business relationships for the sake of development. Deeper
understanding and mapping of dyadic business relationships, placing them in a network context especially those where cooperation and value creation take place - has been at the center.
From an academic point of view, one of the foundations of differentiation is the formulation of the
value, making it tangible. The key role of the buyer's value has been based on the business marketing
literature of recent years (Anderson & Narus, 1998, 2004) both from the point of view of both the
importance of the value of the buyer and the importance of the value of the relationship with the
buyer (Walter et al., 2003).
This is true for supplier-customer relationships as well. As a result of increasing pressures on both sides,
the supplier classification has become the base of supplier selection. At first, the product and price was
the most important feature that suppliers tried to stand out in the market. However, these attributes
were becoming less and less important (Rangan & Bowman, 1992), so suppliers were looking for new
opportunities for prominent customer interaction (Vandenbosch & Dawar, 2002). Literature (Ulaga &
Eggert, 2006) focuses on distinguishing buyer-supplier relationships and value-based differentiations
for the supplier's valuation.
In order to increase the efficiency of innovation processes, companies are increasingly relying on their
suppliers' competences and resources (Narasiman & Narayanan, 2013). The supplier is able to provide
and transfer knowledge that is value for the customer and satisfies his needs (Kim et al., 2014). More
literature also considers the supplier's development, that is, the creation and operation of innovation
programs with the supplier (Kocabasogin & Suregh, 2006; Jennings, 2015). However, the company's
contact resources are limited, so it is important to determine which suppliers are the ones who are
best placed to provide innovation value (Shiele, 2006).
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According to the resource-based approach, the differentiation of companies is based on the unique
resource base of the company, which cannot be imitated by competitors (Barney, 1991). In fact, the
innovation value of suppliers is based on their own internal resources (Sjoerdsma & van Weele, 2015).
The resource-based approach says that the buyer is looking for suppliers looking for innovation
partners who are similar, technologically advanced and can build strong relationships with them.
However, companies have other resources outside the organization, in the form of partnerships and
associations (Lavie, 2006; Zollo et al., 2002). Integration and cooperation with external partners can
benefit companies in the innovation process. (Gemünden et al., 1996) The company is embedded in
the network of potential partners and its innovation process, so innovation has to be understood from
a network perspective (Gemünden et al., 1992). By examining corporate competencies, innovation, in
addition to technological competence, also promotes network competence (Gemünden, 2003; Piskóti,
2016). So it is important to look at the impact of co-operation with different stakeholders, the value
co-creation on innovation and innovation types.
According to a network-based approach, innovation value can be generated by the supplier's
innovation value network, which is based on supplier's stakeholders and innovation partners.
According to the theory, the supplier network is an innovation resource for the buyer. It is important
to emphasize that the network-based innovation value approach builds on or goes beyond the
resource-based approach. In addition to corporate capabilities and diadic relationships, it also
examines the embedding of the buyer company and the supplier company into the networks.
According to some approaches, investigations should be placed on the level of the "dual-ego network"
and focus on how the value network of the acquiring company crosses the supplier's value network
(Yan et al., 2017).

3. Research Goals and Methodology
The assessment of the value of common values, the value of relationships with the supplier is the basis
for more research. Most research basically examines the impact of relationships on the outcome of
innovation by conducting deep interviews and case studies (Bowonder et al., 2010; Nambisan & Baron,
2009). At first, the model of the value of relationships was based on reflective measurement models
(Lapierre, 2000). Subsequent research has increasingly used the formative measurement model (Ulaga
& Eggert, 2006; Schiele et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2017), so we used this model as well.
Based on international and domestic literature, the research examines the impact of the supplier's
technological and networking properties on the tightness of innovation co-operations. The main
objective of the research is to determine an innovation supplier value that helps the buyer to identify
the most appropriate suppliers and key suppliers, focusing on the differentiation effect of resourcebased and network-based innovation value.
Innovation activities and networking are being studied by several theories and approaches. The most
common investigative aspect is the territorial and sectorial distinction. During the study, one sector
was focused, avoiding that the results are influenced by the effects of different sectorial features.
In order to reach the research goals, we conducted a questionnaire. During the sampling, from the
economic branches to the machine industry, and more precisely to the part production, the choice was
made. In addition to this, the industry plays an important role in the Hungarian economy and is
traditionally characterized by networking. The assembly and supplier companies have a close
relationship with this industry globally. For many components, external partners are exposed to
development, deployment, and open innovation processes in the industry. The main population is
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composed of large and medium-sized enterprises with a TEÁOR number of 28-30. The number of
companies contacted was 516. There were 58 responses to the questionnaire, which indicates a
11.24% response rate. Each of the responding companies has been doing some innovation activity over
the past five years. Data collection took place between February and April 2018.

4. Results
The survey carried out a different picture of the enterprise practice of the innovation companies. New
product and service improvements (78%) dominate in enterprise innovation activities followed by
manufacturing and process innovations (64%). These results are not surprising as they reflect the
practice and research results of recent years and these types of innovation characterize the industry.
There are relatively few organizational innovations, slightly more than one third (36%) of companies
doing business over the past five years. In companies, where the organization does not support or does
not support effectively innovation activity goes through transformations and developments. These
changes are becoming more and more common in companies, giving way to innovation co-operation
and open innovation. Particular attention should also be paid to the fact that marketing and market
innovations are least typical (16%); seldom are consciously involved in innovation practices.
The primary objective of innovation activities, which of course comes from previous data, is to improve
the quality of products and services, followed by the reduction of costs. Another important area of the
goals is manufacturing innovations, nominally modernizing manufacturing technology, achieving
greater flexibility in production, and expanding production or service capacities. It is obvious that the
growing economy following the recessionary economic situation has changed the attitude of
enterprises to increase production capacity. The reach of the market, the access to new markets and
the growing market share in existing markets are of tertiary importance. An equally important aim is
to improve the efficiency of organizational operation, which is also the result of previous data.
Improving the effectiveness of marketing activities - due to neglect of marketing innovations - is less
decisive and important. Health and safety is not a matter of primary development goals. Resource
management and risk reduction have come to the end of the priority order. Finding new features or
changing profiles is small.
In their innovation co-operation, companies work together with several partners simultaneously. The
most important thing is that co-operations with suppliers and customers are realized. This result is not
surprising as the above-mentioned research and literature attributes the greatest importance to these
innovation partners. What is different from the results so far is that the innovation cooperation with
suppliers is more intense than the common value creation with the buyer. This intensity difference is
not significant, but suggests that effective supplier relationships in practice, as in the literature, are
becoming more and more significant. It should not be ignored that the test shows the results of a
particular industry, so this is also a business market. The result is also strengthened by companies'
innovation priority goals. Innovation cooperation with other partners is rarely or not at all
characterized by the practice of Hungarian companies.
Investigating the impact of innovation co-operations is an important aspect, as most research points
out the benefits of relationships, but not risks and disadvantages. The study examines the most
important sources of danger in Hungarian companies. Generally speaking, businesses are not
characterized by the disadvantages of co-operation, or the risk of them is far from being overcome.
Keeping from dependency alone, fear is a bit more pronounced. This concept appears in most of the
co-operation, but perhaps in the supplier-customer relationship the most frequently mentioned is the
literature.
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In the next step, we looked at what kind of innovation co-operation with the supplier was. In addition
to broadcasting, the most frequent exchange of information with the supplier was the most typical
(81%). Common thinking, ideas generation (24%) and attendance at exhibitions (17%) appear small.
Joint R & D activities (10%) and joint work with professional associations (10%) are least typical. The
design of the consignment kit (3%) was negligible.
Figure 1: Which of the following partners work together in their innovation processes and
developments? (1-not typical, 5-especially typical)
3,741
3,638

With suppliers of equipment, materials, components, software,…
With customers and buyers
With other businesses within your group of companies
Universities and higher education institutions
With professional organizations (associations, associations)
Other consultants, service providers, companies (eg…
With economic development organizations (chamber,…
Central public organizations, authorities, offices
With regional development organizations and local governments
Innovation-Assisting Organizations (Innovation Agency,…
With other companies within the sector (with potential…
With direct competitors

0

2,776
2,466
2,379
2,345
2,224
2,172
2,138
1,879
1,862
1,724
1

2

3

4

5

n = 58
Source: own editing

Quantitative research was preceded by a case study analysis. The case study focuses on a machine tool
manufacturing company whose customers have been asked to analyze their supplier on different
aspects. During the research, similarities were found in the practice of firms, but each company had
different connections, relationships and expectations with the machine tool supplier. The tightness of
innovation cooperation depends on the customer's expectations, willingness to cooperate, and
depend on the supplier's technology and relationship capabilities, so this is always different. Likewise,
as in business relationships, each supplier's innovation value will be different in each relationship and
will characterize a particular relationship. Companies have the importance weights of each factor
influencing value creation.
In the selection of the supplier, in terms of becoming key supplier, the companies are united in their
opinion. The primary aspect is the supplier's own resources and technological capabilities. The
question of the right product quality was particularly important here and keeping this product quality
at a constant level. Due to the constant innovation and competition constraints, suppliers are also
expected to innovate and innovate, so the innovation ability of the supplier and its R & D spending and
activities are utmost important. The question of specialization has proved to be of particular
importance in the market of machine tool manufacturers, that is, the supplier does not work with
standard solutions, it has unique features and capabilities, which distinguishes it in the otherwise
multi-player market. Companies have added that this property is of great importance in other
suppliers' markets. For innovation co-operations, it is important to have a smoother workflow, so
buyer companies would like to take it - in case of a major problem - if the supplier was always present
and would advise and provide information.
Secondly, the question is the supplier's connectivity and network resources, which are made greater
importance year by year. The supplier's willingness to cooperate is becoming more and more
prominent. This means in the practice of the companies that the supplier is involved in several and
continuous co-operations, but the relationship he carries with them is a priority, not only relying on
his own resources but also on the resources of his suppliers. Collaboration is enhanced by several years
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of joint work, improvements, and the development of trust and loyalty on both sides. At the same
time, an existing problem and threat is the issue of dependency on both sides, which companies are
trying to solve by trying to work with another supplier for most products. In this case, we cannot leave
personal relationships and decisions as all organizational choices are behind personal interests and
preferences - in our case, personal, often friendly relationship have between the development
engineers and the machine tool manufacturer.
Figure 2: Supplier innovation value
Buyer innovation
demand

Supplier
innovation value
Supplier
resource-based
innovation value

Supplier networkbased innovation
value

Potential
supplier
innovation value

Source: own editing

The supplier's innovation value is defined in the literature as follows: the supplier's possible
contribution to the customer's innovation by sharing and making available resources (Barney, 1991).
In our case, as shown in Figure 2, this value of innovation becomes a real, realized value since the
potential supplier value, which contains the supplier's own resources and supplier network
capabilities, meets the customer's innovation demand, creating the actual supplier innovation value.
The tightness of the innovation co-operation with the supplier is determined by the supplier's
technology and relationship properties.
Such technological characteristics are innovation ability (Quinn, 2000; Inemek & Matthyssens, 2010;
Kibbeling, 2010), corporate factors (Petroni & Panciroll, 2002; Ethiraj et al., 2005; Salomo et al., 2007)
+ F expenditures (Ulaga & Eggert, 2006) and the ability of the supplier to specialize (Warti & Liker,
1999; Podhasoff et al., 2003). From the point of view of connection characteristics, the customer status
is of the utmost importance, that is, the customer's value for the supplier (Ganesan, 1994), the
development of the buyer's company (Kocabasogin & Suregh, 2006) the question of interdependence
(Felde, 2004; Corsten & Felde, 2005), personal relationships, interactions, and co-operative attitudes
(Croom, 2001). In the course of the study, the scales used by these international literatures were
interpreted.
The factors included in the study were formulated on the basis of the literature summary and the
results of the case study, which factors are summarized in Table 1.
Confirmatory factor analysis was used to assess the reliability and validity of the scales. The reliability
of the latent variables was measured using the Cronbach α, which should exceed 0.6 in the case of
explorative factor analysis (Hair et al., 2009). As can be seen in Table 1, the factor of supplier
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specialization - which did not meet the criterion - was excluded from the analysis. Convergence
verification is based on standardized factor weights (> 0.5), average variance extracted (AVE)> 0.5, and
composite reliability (CR)> 0.7) (Hair et al., 2009).
Table 1: Reliability and validity of the scales
Examined factors
Resource-based
(α=0,908; CR=0,902; AVE=0,292)

Relationship-based
(α=0,939; CR=0,942; AVE=0,355)

Costs (α=0,854; CR=0,033;
AVE=0,026)
Supplier contribution in innovation
process
(α=0,930; CR=0,930; AVE=0,689)

Examined factors
Innovation Capability
Corporate factors
R+D
Specialization
Product Features
Consulting
Know how
Collaborative Attitude
Buyer status
Supplier's development program and motivations
Dependence of buyer from supplier
Personal interactions
Time to market
Delivery
Innovation relationship costs
Supplier contribution in innovation process

Cronbach-alfa
0,919
0,729
0,872
0,554
0,879
0,926
0,913
0,723
0,925
0,847
0,837
0,966
0,887
0,895
0,852
0,912

Source: own editing

The supplier's innovation value is unique, and each supplier has different value for the buyer's
business, as well as a supplier with different value for different buyers. The supplier's innovation value
is basically based on resource-based innovation value and network-based innovation value. However,
in order for this innovation value to become a real value for the buyer, it is necessary to meet buyer
innovation needs and supplier innovation offer.
In the course of the investigation, we were looking for the factors that are most important in the
selection of the supplier, which are most influenced by the supplier's innovation value. We assume
that the supplier's innovation value depends on the technological capabilities of the supplier's own
resources, from which it is possible to formulate a resource-based innovation value. It depends on the
supplier's ability to connect, from which a network innovation value can be formulated, which not only
includes the customizing and transferring of own resources to the buyer, but the transfer of other
network resources to the buyer. Thirdly, the supplier's innovation value depends on how close the
innovation cooperation is, how the supplier can contribute to the customer's innovation processes,
the needs of the buyer's company, the expectations of the customer, and the requirements of the
supplier. Finally, we considered it important to examine the impact of costs on innovation processes.
The results show that there is a significant relationship between the supplier's innovation value and
the strength of resource-based capabilities, network-based capabilities, and innovation co-operation.
There is no significant relationship between the supplier's innovation value and the relationship costs.
One of the reasons for this is that in knowledge-based, knowledge-creating relationships the cost
factor is not mainly relevant.
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Figure 3: Supplier innovation value - tightness of relations

Source: own editing

The following main findings can be formulated during the research:
1. Similarly to business relationships, each supplier's innovation value is unique and will
characterize a particular relationship. Companies have the importance weights of each factor
influencing value creation.
2. The primary aspect is the nature of the supplier's own resources and the technological
capabilities. Secondly, the question is the supplier's connectivity and network resources, which
have greater importance year by year.
3. The supplier participates in several and continuous co-operations, but the relationship he
carries with them is a priority, relying not only on his own resources, but also on the resources
of his suppliers.
4. Depending on what factors are of greater importance, and the customer's innovation needs
and the supplier's competences, we can distinguish between the value of innovation that is
driven by customer demand and the supplier's idea-based innovation value that has a core
innovation value or some additional innovation value.
5. In terms of innovation processes, knowledge-based relationships are not a decisive factor in
terms of cost, lack of explanatory power.
6. Meeting customer innovation needs and meeting the supplier's capabilities (technology,
network) will create a supplier value for innovation that has a strong impact on the success of
the innovation process.
7. The innovation value of the supplier depends on the customer's innovation needs, the
supplier's resource-based innovation value, and the supplier's network-based innovation
value. Improving and influencing these pending factors is the common interest and
responsibility of the partners, only improving one or the other factor alone is not a lasting
success. Based on these, different suppliers' innovation values can be classified into larger
groups.
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6. Conclusions
Research in network co-operation increasingly focuses on customer-supplier relationships. Most
studies report positive impacts on the involvement of the supplier in the customer innovation process.
The innovation capabilities of the ordering companies are increasingly dependent on their suppliers'
capabilities and resources (Narasimhan, 2013). Therefore, it is very important to choose the right
supplier. The selection process, and subsequent decisions, collaborations can be facilitated by an
evaluation system that introduces suppliers' innovation value to suppliers and relationships. To do this,
it is necessary to know the technology and network properties of the supplier company and how these
capabilities can be used in the realization of co-operations and the utilization of each other's resources,
how it helps them to create value for money, advance innovation and thereby gain competitive
advantage.
Significant relationships can be identified between the supplier's innovation value and the strength of
resource-based capabilities, network-based capabilities, and innovation cooperation. However, there
is no significant relationship between the supplier's innovation value and the innovational relationship
costs.
Defining the supplier's innovation value is beneficial both to the supplier and to the buyer as it helps
to find the most effective partners for innovation cooperation, thus increasing the efficiency of
cooperation and the market success of innovation. Secondly, it helps to select and evaluate the
supplier, to complement the supplier's evaluation methods with the innovation value factor and to
prepare the value-based differentials of the supplier, rethinking the ranking factors used in SRM
systems.
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Abstract
A turnaround on marketing communications began since digital tools arise as an essential tool. To have
efficient connections with markets, comprehension of how consumers use social media. The focus is
closed groups on social media. One of those is “Diamond Agenda” – a group on Facebook - where
people exchange information, orientation and hints about anything. This group has the 40.095
members, 23.950 are active with 33.745 posts, comments and reactions make a total 412.283 for six
months of 2017, and one characteristic is the quick pace of answers. The objective is to comprehend
why people answer posts.
The methodology consists of one qualitative and one quantitative study. In-depth interview was
conducted with members selected based on Grytics analytics. Content analysis reveals nine factors:
pleasure, altruism, self-efficacy, learning, empathy, engagement, reputation, reciprocity and economy.
This phase and literature review base the survey.
The quantitative survey tested these findings using 383 complete questionnaires. Logistic regression
revealed strong informational characteristics and pro-social behaviour. The final model present
reciprocity (p-value=0,002) and economy(p-value=0,002), and is significant following HormerLemeshow test (p-value=0,408). One circle of solidarity helping others based on rational factors of
retribution and maximising the utility of choice. It is not a connection catalyst or reputation builder.
There is a reciprocity obligation towards the community as a whole but not for individuals when
answering one question.
Keywords
Social media, closed groups, consumer behaviour, answers
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Abstract
The paper discusses the issue of sustainable development of corporate reputation, more specifically
discusses the issue of traditional and innovative approaches of reputation management of selected
entities- best Adriatic Coast Hotels, operating on the selected market in the time of hyper-competition.
The main aim of paper itself is to present the available ways and methods of measuring the marketing
phenomenon of reputation, especially online reputation, as the modern challenge for responsible and
sustainable development of image or better said perceived image of subjects, as their very fragile
intangible assets.
A thorough standardized multifactor analysis of reputation in the virtual world of the Internet was
conducted on a specific sample of entities - best Adriatic Coast Hotels selected by British experts for
The Daily Telegraph Journal. Taking into account all the relevant factors, all online ratings are
normalized and then compared against the offline ratings provided by main players on the selected
market. Using a careful statistical testing, relationships between factors are then examined in order to
identify and describe basic facts affecting offline and online reputation of selected entities in the hypercompetitive market environment of the Internet.
The results of analysis are thus providing a comprehensive view on the issue of the sustainable
development of corporate reputation. Despite the fact that literature offers a wide range of
approaches to measure reputation, the presented methodology offers a relatively simple and fairly
accurate form for active reputation management, thus providing an effective tool for increasing the
competitiveness for wide range of subjects trying to seek strategic alliances and maximize their market
advantages against their competitors.
Keywords
Sustainable development, reputation
competitiveness, reputator, tourism

management,
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1. Introduction
The problem of building and subsequent maintenance of a good reputation is hundreds of years old.
In the eighteenth century, Benjamin Franklin, a wise man, nowadays mostly known only as the face of
the one-hundred-dollar bill, or an inventor of the lightning rod, described the process of building of a
positive reputation as an extremely fragile system. He used to say that it takes many good deeds to
build a good reputation, but only one bad one and the good reputation is immediately lost. Today, his
words are more up to date than ever before (Pollák, 2015). As already mentioned, the problem of
building a positive reputation in the traditional “brick and mortar” world has been known for centuries,
we know how to build a good image, or more precisely how to help in building of a good image. Even
if we are a target of various half-truths and slander, we are aware that if that are only spoken words,
their durability over time is quickly fleeting. However, written text is different from spoken words, its
life durability over time is much longer. In our paper, we bring the overview of what happens if we
must suddenly face the problem of building and maintaining a good reputation in both, traditional and
the virtual world. Sustainable development of corporate reputation has never been that complex.
From the point of view of our prime motivation for assembling of this study, we would like to state,
that we have been studying reputation issues for more than half a decade, as part of a grand
assignment in which we examine various aspects of marketing, we have decided to explore this specific
area through the presented empirical study. The area of tourism marketing has a number of specifics,
among other things the high sensitivity of customer perception. Therefore, the field of tourism seems
more than adequate for a thorough examination. The market location was chosen because in the
Adriatic coast, there is a relatively small but highly turbulent and competitive market, it was possible
to test all significant entities in the form of a whole set of most prestigious Hotels selected by
prestigious British journal, subsequently identifying significant findings and connections valid also for
other entities operating on a specific market. We believe that regardless of market location, the
findings can be applied to any developed market globally.

2. Research Problem
2.1. Reputation as a concept
Reputation is a concept commonly used in marketing management and it generally means an overall
presence on the market. From the point of view of the Internet, we can compare it to leaving
footprints. All activities are inter-connected and complement one another (Janouch, 2011). Each
institution has a reputation or online reputation, whether they want it, or not; the reputation does
exist (Marsden, 2013). If entrepreneurs are running their own businesses (or managing institutions),
they should not leave their reputation to chance. It is their ultimate responsibility. Company’s
reputation is considered to be a very valuable asset. As George Washington once said: “With a
reputation you can do anything, without one, nothing” (Haywood, 2002). However, if we consider
corporate reputation, its definition is a bit complicated (Griffin, 2008, Balmer & Greyser, 2003),
characterize corporate reputation as such which is created over time, based on what the organization
did and how it behaved. Company’s or corporate reputation only reflects relative standing of the
company, both internally with its employees and externally with other stakeholders, in both its
competitive and institutional environments. Helm defines corporate reputation as a global, stable over
time, evaluative judgement about a company that is shared by multiple constituencies (Helm, 2011).
It is a pure reaction of customers, investors, employees and other stakeholders. It is a collective
judgement of individual impressions (Gottschalk, 2011).
2.2. Reputation as a concept
The Internet has changed the way we are thinking about reputation. What was once private is now
public. What was once happening on the local level is now discussed on the global level. What was
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once ephemeral is now permanent. What was once trusted is now unreliable (Delina & Drab, 2010).
These changes happen because the Internet has modified our interaction with reputation (Pollák,
Nastišin & Kakalejčík, 2015). Understanding the unique relationship between technology and online
culture is a key to understand how to manage online reputation (Loayza, 2013). Those who apply offline techniques on their Internet reputation or use off-line assumptions to solve online problems are
doomed to failure. Instead, the user must be capable to understand the cultural and technical
differences between the Internet and off-line world to effectively protect and improve his online
reputation (Delina, 2014). Walter (2013) argues that reputation is a cornerstone of one’s life and
business. This means that reputation is very fragile, and one mistake can sometimes cause irreparable
damage. This is especially true in the digital world ruled by radical transparency and high standards of
customers (Soviar, 2011). Entities must be able to learn to communicate on social networks, follow the
“chatter” on social media and effectively respond to such impulses without harming their reputation
in line with expectations of their customers. Chernatony and others (Siano et al., 2011) argues that
when the Internet allows consumers to share information about businesses and brands, entities have
the opportunity to control information published about them. Negative comments on the Internet can
quickly and severely damage image and reputation of the brand.
2.3. Online reputation management
The concept of online reputation management in our country is relatively unknown, only few domestic
authors focused their researched to this issue. Despite the fact that activities involved in building and
protecting brand’s image and reputation should be the core interest of any entity. Online reputation
management (ORM in short) can be defined as a set of tools and measures implemented for the
purpose of active management of virtual reputation of the entity in the course of time. The Internet is
an independent world with its own rules (Saruc, Dorčák & Pollák, 2013). Information spreads very
rapidly and if the entity does not pay attention to communication with their clients or underestimates
complaints, it may have serious problems. Reputation management in the Internet environment is
often referred to as Search Engine Reputation Management (SERM), and includes several major
activities (Sasko, 2015):
o Online monitoring of Internet users.
o Communication with the public and clients.
o Evaluation of results.
o Crisis reputation management.
The increasing number of Internet users and the related increase in users of social networks, blogs and
websites where the content is generated by the users themselves now justifies the growing importance
of Internet monitoring. Entities can for this purpose use a variety of tools that continuously index new
pages on the Internet and compare them with the monitored phrases such as product name, company,
competitors or any other keyword.
2.4. Selected methods for measuring online reputation
Systems based on summing up and averaging – Speaking about reputation systems, Resnick, and
Zeckauser (202) in their study stated that the simplest solution how to measure a subject reputation
is to sum up all the relevant positive and negative reviews. The total result related to the specific user
is the difference between all positive and negative reviews. This principle is used mainly on eBay, one
of the largest online markets and community with mil-lions registered users. After each transaction
the buyer and the seller can give each other positive, negative, or neutral rating, which in turn adds
plus or minus points (1, –1, and 0) to their reputation. Users can also leave comments. When people
leave negative rating, they usually leave a comment that explains it. Although the eBay reputation
mechanism is very simple, empirical results show it supports transactions between sellers and buyers.
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It is mainly due to the fact that sellers with better reputation are more likely to sell more. Also, this
mechanism can prevent people to artificially boost their reputation with each other.
Recommendation systems – Recommendation systems are similar to systems based on summing up
and averaging. Both systems collect user ratings from different communities. Nevertheless, there are
also significant differences. These systems assume that different people have different taste and
therefore their rating differs from other users because it is granted according to one’s subjective taste.
The main objective of recommendation systems, described by Tavakolifard (2012) in his study, is to
reduce information over-load and retain customers by selecting a subset of the universal set of
products based on user preferences. In the most basic form its biggest problems are ratings for
products which have not been previously identified and rated by other users. After we can estimate
ratings for yet unrated items, we can recommend items with the highest estimated rating. New ratings
of yet unrated items can be estimated using various techniques such as machine learning methods,
approximation theory and various heuristics.
Sentiment analysis – Sentiment analysis or Opinion Mining may be de-fined as an automatic
quantification of the subjective content expressed in the text form to determine the position of a
commentator or scorer in respect of a given subject. It is one of the oldest and frequently used
methods for measuring reputation. In general, it can be said that sentiment analysis aims to determine
the attitude of the speaker/writer towards the particular topic or the overall conceptual polarity of the
document. The attitude may cover author’s judgment or assessment of a particular person, emotional
state or the intended emotional communication, this is the emotional effect that the author wishes to
impose over the recipient (Liu, 2012). It can be used in wide range of are-as like services, film industry,
consumer goods, measurement of the impact of online ratings and reviews, social media monitoring,
reviews of products, services or brands, development forecast of stock prices based on online re-views,
ratings, identification of cyberbullying, etc. Its priority tasks include identification of subjectivity,
orientation, power of the sentiment carrier, classification of emotions, sarcasm detection or various
comparisons (Bednár, 2014). The sequence of the measurement process begins by defining the entities
in the monitored segment and its competitors in the industry. The analysis of the sentiment always
takes into account first 10 results from the search engine. To limit the distortion of the results from
the search engine caused by personalize search activity, influence of cookies and other factors the
process uses “proxy server” which can be, for example, by the online anonymizer or web anonymous
proxy (Rohal & Sasko, 2011). A search phrase should always be a well-known and well-established
name of the research subject. One of the main factors in the process is the sentiment of the results
displayed after typing key words to the search engine. Sentiment can be loosely defined as the nature
of the result found after entering keywords. The results may show positive, neutral, and negative
feedback. These sentiments, in other words polarity direction of the text, as well as the position at
which the result is displayed will give an idea about the research subject, thus ultimately determining
its online reputation (Pollák et al., 2016). The process records the evaluation of the first 10 results in
Google search. After summing up the sentiment points we reach the final amount. That amount is then
a starting factor in assessing the success or failure of companies in the particular segment. Positive
response or sentiment results in the increase of the score. The higher the position of this sentiment in
the search result, the more points are awarded. Similarly, but with the opposite effect it/is works in
identifying the negative sentiment. Points are deducted, the higher the position of the display, the
bigger the deduction of points, and this significantly deteriorates reputation.
Multifactor sentiment analysis – Comprehensive analysis requires a comprehensive approach, using
the sentiment analysis it is possible to calculate the partial score presenting the power of online
reputation of entities based on the nature of the first 10 Google search results. Google and its search
results, however, are just one of the many ways through which potential customers can access relevant
information. According Sasko (2015) and Pollák and others (2016) multi-factor sentiment analysis is
designed to accurately measure the overall online reputation of entities.
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3. Materials and Methods
The primary aim of our research presented in the given study is in the form of empirical study point
out to available possibilities of quantification and subsequent measurement of reputation, but
especially reputation in online environment. The issue of managing online reputation as a new
phenomenon in the form of fragile intangible assets is gradually gaining on importance and it is
becoming one of the essential prerequisites for responsible and sustainable reputation management.
Selected methods of quantification and subsequent measurement of reputation were presented, for
the purposes of this study, we approach to the presentation of the issue using advanced multifactor
analysis of online reputation of selected subjects from the field of truism. The subjects primarily
operate at a stable and geographically limited market and this creates ideal conditions for presenting
selected methodology. Considering competitive character created by the market itself, all selected
subjects approach actively to the management of its reputation in a mortar as well as virtual world.
Describing key connections and determinants influencing the reputation of these subjects will certainly
help better understanding this, from our point of view, extremely important issue. Describing the
current state of knowledge, and last but not least, our long-standing research effort, has accumulate
the knowledge necessary for the actual implementation of the empirical research in question. Using
the multi-factor analysis of the reputation in the online Internet environment, we tested specific
subjects, namely 15 best Adriatic Coast Hotels selected by experts of The Daily Telegraph (2018).
Within the testing, we considered the entire spectrum of perceiving their reputation since we
compared the whole specter of relevant virtual factors and connections measured by us against
significant and relevant ranking of the mortar world provided by British experts for The Daily
Telegraph. From the point of view of the subjects, these subjects as a lighthouse of perceived quality
guarantee the relevance for identified connections, and findings and recommendations drawn from
them directed to the other players operating in the analyzed market. As already mentioned, within our
research, we used the methodology of multi-factor analysis of online reputation, namely its modified
version we would like to present as a priority possibility to measure the entire power of online
reputation of a subject in the Internet environment. The TOR (Pollák et al., 2016) methodology,
presented by us, brings the entire spectrum of possible applications from the point of view of the scope
of activity of selected subjects as well as more accurate forms of measurements and subsequent
comparison of the findings across the analyzed subjects than the usually used methodology presented
by Sasko (2015). It also brings quantification of the overall power of online reputation of a subject
expressed in percentage compared to its possible maximum value. From the point of view of the
number of variables, the TOR methodology presented by us is n-factor which only increases its
versatility and usability.
The measurement itself takes place in three steps, in first step, it is necessary to analyze the sentiment
of the first ten keyword search results, namely own or established name of the particular subject
through Google search. To increase the validity of retrieved data, the sentiment of the first ten search
results of own name of specific subject is parallelly tested by its own name in Google tab “News”. The
number of parameters is not limited; however, analysis normally does not work with more than three
parameters. Partial scores are subsequently calculated, the sum of points is the starting point for
subsequent quantification. For one parameter, the subject can get a maximum of 155 points, one such
point is then 0.645% in percentage terms. With three parameters, a maximum score of 210 points can
be obtained, giving one point a value of 0.322%.
In the second step, we identify the determinants of online reputation, for the purposes of our study,
we will call them reputators. As a reputator, we can identify any determinant which has the ability to
influence the perceived online reputation of a subject, at the same time, it can be quantified, and it is
possible to express its value in percentages. Typically, this can be important web pages of a catalogue
type providing different ratings, subjects’ profiles on social nets or portals that can significantly
influence the perception of the reputation of a selected subject. For this case, we used the evaluations
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of whole specter of relevant reputators. Ratings in the forms of stars were subsequently converted
into percentages.
In the third step, we can proceed to the actual calculation of the overall power of online reputation of
a specific TOR subject which then serves as a starting point for complex comparison of overall power
of reputation across all analyzed subjects. The standard equation for TOR calculation, presented in our
previous studies (Pollák et al., 2016; Dorčák, Markovič & Pollák, 2017; Pollák et al., 2017), predicts the
occurrence of the factor and its weight, the primary reputator is here the overall score of the analysis
of sentiment (step one), for the purposes of interpretation marked as ASA, the equation then allows
the possibility to take into account n of additional reputators. But for the subsequent calculation, it is
necessary to determine the weight for each factor and the weight is determined by the subject and
the market it operates in.
We shall start from the basic relationship we have drawn (1):

(1)
TORRi RASA WASA Wi -

Total online reputation in %
Reputator (% score based on a given i-th determinant of online reputation)
Reputator ASA (% score based on the advanced sentiment analysis)
ASA reputator weight
ith reputator weight

If the weight of individual reputation determinants is not known in advance, the simplified formula for
calculating the overall online reputation is as follows (2):

(2)
TORRiRASAn-

Total online reputation v %
Reputation determinant (% score according to the particular i- reputation determinant)
ASA reputation determinant (%score according to the advanced sentiment analysis)
Number of determinants

In this case, the value of the overall online reputation is an arithmetic average of individual indicators
(partial score according to individual determinants). Relationships between factors were examined in
order to identify and describe facts affecting online reputation of those entities in the hyper
competitive market environment of the Internet.

4. Results and Discussion
All examined subjects are actively involved in their reputation management both in traditional and
virtual environments. For the purposes of our study, we will predominantly refer to the virtual Internet
environment.
4.1. Overview table of partial score
Using Advanced Sentiment Analysis (ASA), we calculated the power of subjects’ online reputation
determined by the nature of the top ten search results via Google. However, search engines are just
one of the ways by which users get what they want.
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Based on previous research in the given issue (Pollák et al., 2016; Dorčák, Markovič & Pollák, 2017;
Pollák et al., 2017), we identified other determinants of reputation, that is in other words reputators
for the field of tourism, in particular:
o Facebook (reviews on the scale 1-5)
o Google (reviews on the scale 1-5)
o Trip Advisor (reviews on the scale 1-5)
o Booking (score 0-10, converted to percentage)
Three of four reputators has a 5-point system of quantification of the perceived online reputation,
namely the evaluations in the form of stars. These were converted into percentages. Booking use its
own system, where providing score from 0 to 10, this score was converted to percentage. Before we
present our own interpretations, we consider necessary to present partial evaluations of the subjects
as well as all relevant indicators in one summary table. Table 1 presents both individual ranking of the
mortar world and a partial score obtained by quantification of individual reputators and last but not
least it shows the overall level of online reputation represented by the TOR indicator
Tablet 1: Overall (Total) online reputation
Google
Trip
Booking
rating Advisor rating
(%)
(%)
(%)

Number
Reference
TOR
of pages
expert
score
indexed
rating
(%)
by Google
(%)

Subject/ Result

ASA
score
(%)

FB
rating
(%)

Villa Dubrovnik

73.42

94.00

96.00

100.00

95.00

11 500 00

91.68

90.00

Hotel Navis Opatija

92.09

96.00

92.00

90.00

91.00

36 100

92.22

90.00

Hotel Monte Mulini Rovninj

73.74

92.00

96.00

100.00

95.00

160 000

91.35

90.00

Aman Sveti Stefan

93.38

96.00

88.00

90.00

-

202 000

91.85

Regent Porto Montenegro

88.55

98.00

94.00

100.00

95.00

540 00

95.11

90.00
90.00

Borgo Egnazia Fasano

93.38

98.00

94.00

90.00

94.00

137 000

93.88

90.00

Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik

92.09

92.00

94.00

90.00

93.00

416 000

92.22

80.00

Sun Gardens Dubrovnik

65.37

94.00

94.00

90.00

89.00

972 000

86.47

80.00

Little Green Bay Hvar

56.99

100.00

96.00

80.00

92.00

496 000

85.00

Hotel Liburna Korcula

65.69

94.00

88.00

80.00

90.00

252 000

83.54

80.00
80.00

Radisson Blu Resort Split

75.35

88.00

90.00

80.00

85.00

635 00

83,67

Hotel Splendid Budva

85.97

96.00

94.00

90.00

90.00

204 000

91.19

80.00
80.00

Don Ferrante Monopoli

88.87

94.00

94.00

90.00

92.00

97 500

91.77

80.00

Belmond Hotel Cipriani Venice

96.60

96.00

94.00

90.00

92.00

617 000

93.92

Kempinski Palace Portorož

83.40

94.00

94.00

90.00

92.00

617 000

90.68

80.00
80.00

Source: our own processing

Firstly, we focused on analyzing the virtual reputation of the subjects using an Advanced Sentiment
Analysis ASA. With regard to each subject, we analyzed the first 10 results of the Google search.
Searching by specifying the first parameter, the subject’s own name, we recorded the subjects’ own
sites predominantly at the first positions in searching. This came out as not a surprising fact since the
situation is almost the same for all sectors of business. It was expected that the following nine search
results will be of a neutral character, however, this was not confirmed in any cases. Neutral search
results are mostly various sub-pages of the homepage or various formal references found on pages
related to the subject. Although they do not damage the reputation of the subject, they definitely do
not add to its value with respect to the virtual "attractiveness". Positive search results related to the
searched subject are from the point of view of Internet users more interesting, especially if the users
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have no direct experience with any of those. The perception of the subject is thus established on very
subjective – virtual experience. In this case, the positive sentiment regarding the studied subject was
generally associated with the presence of the subject on Wikipedia or its profile on Facebook or other
social media showing up in the first ten search results. The reviews of the studied subject appearing in
the first ten search results after typing in the name of the studied subject were also considered as
positive sentiment. Then we repeated the measurements using only one parameter, the full name of
the subject. This time, we focused on the results found in the tab "News". Based on the results, we can
state that the subjects are almost perfect in mastering media communication. Except for few cases,
the subject has recorded positive sentiments almost on all position in their search results. Especially
Hotel Excelsior Dubrovnik recorded (as one of four hotels from sample) positive sentiment in all
positions in google tab News. This phenomenon was connected with another phenomenon, namely
Game of Thrones, referring to place when all mail stars were accommodated. We need to mention,
then newer before we recorded full positive sentiment score in any field of our research. Superstar
Hotel was followed with trinity of top hotels, namely Hotel Navis in Opatija, Aman Sveti Stefan and
Borgo Egnazia Fasano. Those Hotels gained their unbelievable score by their exclusive location or
services (or both). Firs from “normal” subjects were Hotel Splendid in Budva with approx. 92% of
possible positive sentiment score in google tab News, especially because of reference on James Bond
Movie called Casino Royal. The analysis showed relatively close relations between offline and online
factors, based on previous researches, we consider this finding very interesting.
In the second step, we analyzed reputation of the analyzed subjects calculating their reputation using
the following: reviews on Facebook, Google, Trop Advisor and Booking. We appreciate the fact that all
of the analyzed subjects got such positive reviews. This shows that they have penetrated into the
market. Since these are the best Hotels in their field, this is not surprising at all.
In the third step of the analysis, we calculated the overall reputation. The clear winner in both brick
and virtual world is the Regent Porto Montenegro, the rating of which exceeded 95% of the total value
of positive online reputation. The Borgo Egnazia Fasano was followed by the Belmond Hotel Cipriani
Venice. Then we have the Hotel Liburna Korcula Radisson Blu Resort Split with approx. 83 % rating.
Interestingly enough, that being in competition fight with the best, providing great work is not enough,
you need to be just perfect.
4.2. Interesting outcomes of the analysis
The following figures and Tables point out some interesting outcomes of the analysis.
Chart 1: Offline vs. Online ratings
Hotel Excelsior…
100,00
Kempinski Palace…
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik
95,00
Belmond Hotel…
Villa Dubrovnik
90,00
Borgo Egnazia Fasano
Don Ferrante Monopoli

85,00
80,00
75,00
70,00

Little Green Bay Hvar
Hotel Liburna Korcula

Regent Porto…
Hotel Splendid Budva
Aman Sveti Stefan

Radisson Blu Resort…
Hotel Navis Opatija
Hotel Monte Mulini…

Source: our own processing
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In comparison with the results of the The Daily Telegraph, the score of the analyzed subjects with
regard to their online reputation was almost same. It points to fact, that both worlds are connected.
As we can see in Table 2, regarding the correlation between Telegraph rating and the level of overall
virtual reputation, at the chosen significance level of 5%, the p-value is sharply lower than 0.05. We
have therefore cannot refuse existence of statistically significant correlation between brick and virtual
ratings.
Table 2: Offline vs. Online ratings
Variables
TOR & Telegraph

Valid N
15

Kendall Tau
0.440

Z
2.288

P-level
0.022

Source: our own processing

With regard to organic search results (first 10) on Google in the tab "All" and "News" and Telegraph
rating we can conclude the following.
Chart 2: ASA vs. Telegraph rating
Hotel Excelsior
Dubrovnik
Kempinski Palace100,00
Sun Gardens
Portorož
Dubrovnik
80,00
Belmond Hotel Cipriani
Villa Dubrovnik
Venice
60,00
Borgo Egnazia Fasano

40,00

Little Green Bay Hvar

20,00
Don Ferrante
Monopoli

0,00

Hotel Liburna Korcula
ASA score (%)

Regent Porto
Montenegro

Radisson Blu Resort
Split

Hotel Splendid Budva
Aman Sveti Stefan

Hotel Navis Opatija
Hotel Monte Mulini
Rovninj

Telegraph
expert rating
(%)

Source: our own processing

As we can see in the Chart No. 2, values measured by offline approach and values measured by
analyzing Google search results (ASA) exhibit a high degree of similarity.
As a final step, we analyzed the connection between the scores of broad sentiment analysis TOR and
the total number of Google index pages of the subject, we can see the results in Table 3.
Table 3: Reputation by TOR vs. Number of Google indexed pages

Variables
TOR & No. of Google index

Valid N
15

Kendall Tau
0.2488

Z
1.292

P-level
0.196

Source: our own processing

We can conclude that at the chosen significance level of 5 %, the p-value was > 0.05. We did not
confirm a statistically significant correlation between variables. Once again, this only confirms the
already known facts about the importance of quality over quantity.
For the purpose of better interpretation of the findings, we tested the dependencies between variables
is shown in Chart 3, values obtained by selected reputators and values measured by analysing Goole
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search results (ASA) exhibit a high degree of similarity. In only one subject we recorded deviation,
namely Aman Sveti Stefan, who did not have an profile on Booking, logically, no profile mean no
booking rating. We can see the graphic interpretation of the tested variables in Chart 3.
Chart 3: Chart of dependencies
120,00
100,00
80,00
60,00
40,00
20,00
0,00

ASA score (%)

FB rating (%)

Google rating (%)

Trip Advisor (%)

Booking (%)

Source: our own processing

At the end, there were an important question to ask, is there any connection between offline and
online ratings? Based on findings presented in Chart No. 1 and Table No. 2, we can state, Yes. There is
connection, strong connection between ratings indicate necessity of combine online and offline
approaches to obtain sustainable development of reputation of tested subjects. Based on the findings
we have established a model of Sustainable development of Corporate Reputation for subjects from
tourism industry, this model looks as follows.
Scheme 1: Model for Sustainable development

Source: our own processing

5. Conclusion
Based on the findings, we can conclude, sustainable development of reputation management
combines offline and online techniques, as the both worlds are connected. Even though different
environments require specific approaches, recorded different dynamics and required specific tools,
network between them is so strong. There is almost impossible to be a star only in one world. However,
by its nature, online reputation is more fragile. What can responsible managers do to enforce it?
Combining activity with planning appear to be an effective approach. Active management of
reputation is from our point of view the only responsible and sustainable approach to complex
reputation management. Involving virtual social networks into communication portfolio of companies
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can significantly contribute to the increase of interactivity and authenticity within communication
provider – consumer. Not speaking about invaluable source of relevant data in the form of feedback
in the real time. Especially in crisis marketing communication, the integration of modern
communication channels is seen as key to master the so called first wave. Complex approach to
platforms requires complex understanding of their particularities, character, and capacity from the
point of view of messages. The understanding of these particularities is necessary for effective usage
of these platforms. The key to the understanding lies in the identification of significant factors, their
quantification and standardization. Especially this view is presented in our study, by showing the basic
characteristics, their quantification and integration into a complex system for its easier application into
practice or science.
From the point of view of the sustainable reputation management of the examined subjects, the Hotels
from the top places of the ranking have undoubtedly a notable advantage from the point of view of
online reputation for general public from the ranks of the Internet users. If a user is searching for
relevant information and at the same time does not have his/her own experience with a particular
subject, in the absence of positive reputators, his/her perceptions of the particular subject can be
significantly deformed despite the enormous endeavor and physical demonstration of the perfection
of the subject in the traditional world. By eliminating negative publicity while maximizing positive
media outputs in opinion-forming Internet media, and the displacement of neutral or negative search
results to irrelevant positions presented by the second to n-th side of Google search results. Responsible
and sustainable is the multiplatform approach to the reputation management. Strategic alliances of
major players will help to more effective optimization of search engines, improving the availability of
preferred results on relevant positions in searching. However, Google is not the only platform that
needs to be considered. Integration of the main platforms presented by virtual social networks and
media will ensure active feedback, as well as active content control. This largely eliminates the
possibility of spreading half-truths and incomplete or untrue information. Finally, it is important to pay
attention to the construction of consumer tribes, without any developed and motivated user base, it
is not possible to predict any significant results for any of the activities described.
What can we state at the end? The comprehensive analysis provided comprehensive results, however,
it is necessary to point out the limitations of our research, particularly data availability at the time the
research was conducted. We would like to state that the resulting comparisons and formulated
interpretations provide a realistic, up to date and comprehensive view of the market subject from
Tourism industry. The offline world represented by traditional players largely affects the reputation of
selected entities, especially among professionals. Given the specificities of the time (and the number
of other research and analyses), we would like to state that the general public, generations X and Y, is
affected by those traditional players in terms of reputation shaping to a limited extent. The center of
their information world is the Internet. Another trend of the times, the move away from mainstream
information sources to alternative media and community portals makes it harder to control one’s
reputation. Search results on Google in the form of links to fan pages, community forums, catalog
portals or local media can reveal even the smallest imperfections in marketing communication. In
combination with Facebook and Google ratings in the form of stars, or traditional virtual reviews by
Booking ore Tri Advisor a single person can destroy reputation of a company. The strength of that
person’s "marketing" message is enforced through authenticity that this message carries and making
it look legit. Our research synthesizes all mentioned viewpoints and offers a clear comparison of
reputations of the analyzed subjects across both worlds (online and offline). The results (processed
graphically) bring interesting findings worthy of greater consideration. From the point of view of future
research, authors will aim their effort to improving presented methodology by the completion of TOR
in its complex formula, with described and measured weights of individual reputators for more
accurate use in academic research and practice.
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The presented methodology also represents a comprehensive tool for analyzing a virtual reputation of
a wide range of subjects trying to seek strategic alliances and maximize their market advantages
against their competitors.
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Abstract
In the big data era, concerns about the privacy of Internet users and its protection have grown
dramatically (Karat et al., 2005; Mantelero, 2016). Powered by the emerging technologies such as
smartphones, laptops, data mining software, data processing technologies, companies store data
about individuals at an unprecedented pace. Still, individuals have little knowledge about the data that
companies gather and store about them (Gordon, 2017). Internet businesses depends profoundly on
Internet users’ disclosure of personal data to ensure more targeted offerings that better match users
preferences. However, Internet users have limited control over the management and usage of their
data. Internet users are used to disclosing their personal data to have free access to services (Acquisti,
2004). Such disclosure might, however, entail the risk of personal information leakage and privacy
erosion. This erosion is pertained to substantial risk and threats of having private information tracked,
shared and widely accessible to marketers and third party organizations and firms including for
instance, tracking information about individual’s location, identity theft, capturing timely accurate
location data (Acquisti et al., 2013; Debatin et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2016; Petrescu & Krishen, 2018).
This raises users’ privacy concerns over their personal data flows. Personal data misuse is becoming
one of the most important issue in our society since such misuse can cause substantial financial or
social damage (Mothersbaugh et al., 2012). According to Westin (1967), online privacy concern is
defined as individual’s ability to control the access to and use of their personal information. Many
individual factors affect online privacy concerns such as gender, age, wealth, skills (Taddicken, 2014;
O’Neil, 2001; Fogel & Nehmad, 2009; Yao et al., 2007; Lancelot-Miltgen et al., 2014).
In response to the rise in privacy concerns is the call to have a deeper understanding of how much
Internet users know and use some measures/ actions to ensure more control over their personal data
flows online and protect their information privacy.
While a substantial body of research has been developed to investigate driving factors of Internet
users’ online self-disclosure (Andrade et al., 2002; Zimmer et al., 2010, Kransnova et al., 2012; Jai &
King, 2016, Reed et al., 2016), it is only since at the beginning of this decade that privacy literacy has
emerged as a research area that warrants further exploration (Trepte et al., 2015; 2012; Kezer et al.,
2016; Masur et al., 2017).
This paper primary purpose is to investigate the role of online privacy literacy as a determinant of
Internet users privacy concern in relation to access to private information without permission,
monitoring/surveillance of their online activities using cookies and other tools without their consent,
and the confidentiality of users against unauthorized access/disclosing/sharing of their private data.
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Online privacy literacy refers to knowledge and skills pertaining to privacy enhancing tools. Those skills
and knowledge are divided into two broad categories; declarative knowledge and procedural
knowledge (Masur et al., 2017; Kezer et al., 2016; Weinberger et al., 2017). While the former refers to
the awareness of different practices of websites and service providers, knowledge about technical
aspects of online privacy and data protection, knowledge about laws/legal aspects of online data
protection, the latter is concerned with individuals’ actions/measures taken to alleviate and protect
their privacy.
Further, prior research works on online privacy literacy have either focused exclusively technical and
social online privacy literacy (Weinberger et al., 2017) or have centered their analysis on social
networking websites (Lit, 2013; Kezer et al., 2016). Our study, instead, examines the link between
online privacy concerns and online privacy literacy in a more generic context related to both social and
commercial activities.
As aforementioned, in most of online privacy literature, at least until quite recently, research work
focus was on the study of knowledge of technical aspects of online privacy and data protection (Shetlon
et al., 2015; Weinberger et al., 2017), which leaves obviously no room for online privacy literacy
pertaining to laws and legal aspects of online data protection. Our study contributes to this research
stream by incorporating this dimension in Internet users’ online privacy literacy. Additionally, in other
parts of the literature, E-privacy literacy focused solely on declarative knowledge in terms of online
privacy rather than procedural knowledge (Kezer et al., 2017). Therefore, the analysis of respective
impact of both declarative and procedural knowledge on privacy concerns is warranted. In summary,
we intend to demonstrate that extant studies are limited, and show how a multidimensional construct
in Masur and others (2017) of online privacy literacy provides a richer foundation for understanding
the different dimensions that form the online privacy literacy.
A careful analysis of the extant literature reveals that the research predominantly suggests that privacy
concerns are not necessarily translated into less likelihood of self-disclosure or in user’s engagement
in protective privacy actions and measures (Acquisti & Grosslaks, 2005; Arnold et al., 2015; Weinberger
et al.; 2017). One plausible explanation is the lack of knowledge and skills pertaining to online privacy
literacy (Kezer et al., 2016, Masur et al., 2017; Weinberger et al.; 2017). Our study extends on previous
studies and contributes to this stream of research by investigating the role of online privacy literacy on
privacy attitudes and concerns.
To investigate the link between online privacy literacy and online privacy concerns, our paper uses a
quantitative survey-based empirical approach using a European dataset collected by means of an
online survey administrated to a sample of 26526 Internet users from the European countries (Flash
Eurobarometer, 2016). The dataset contains information from a survey designed and fielded in 2016.
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Abstract
This accounting case study explores the issues faced by Kraton Polymers, LLC, Inc. (NYSE: KRA), as it
automates its accounts payable processing using a single company-wide enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system. Kraton has net annual revenue of $1.96 billion and is the inventor and leading global
producer of styrenic block copolymers used in an array of applications, to include consumer and
personal care items, adhesives and coatings, electronics, medical supplies, automotive components,
and paving and roofing materials. The company offers its products to a diverse group of more than 800
customers in over 60 countries worldwide and collaborates with customers on custom solutions to
meet specific needs. The company has recently purchased several subsidiaries, each having its system
of processing accounts payable and desires a single ERP system to provide uniform accounts payable
processing. This case study explores various alternatives, including internal control and auditing issues.
The approaches presented may be used as a foundation for Master of Accounting students,
consultants, and other companies in automating and managing various worldwide subsidiaries,
multiple legal entities, and invoice languages.
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Abstract
The main goal of the research paper is to explore the impact of tipping on the motivation on workers’
motivation in the Montenegrin hospitality and gaming industry, and to develop a model – on the basis
of the findings – for distributing tips among employees in order to increase their motivation.
The main finding of the research is that employees in the Montenegrin companies are highly motivated
by guests and tipping in relation to the other situations on the workplace. Some factors such as age,
education, work position are in relation with job subordinate, joint decision making at the workplace,
tipping, permanent job, job reputation, promotion opportunities as motivators.
This paper confirms Hipoteses that there is a direct influence of the tips on the motivation of the
employees. Also, our research has proven hypothesis that The employers have to motivate employees
to pay more attention to customers. Also, the employees satisfied with working conditions, are
motivated to provide a better service which creates conditions for more tips and additional income for
the employees.
At the end, this research gives a new understanding of tipping as a variable part of wages, and the
satisfaction on workplace as a factor of emploees motivation which would make companies more
competitive.
Keywords
Tips, motivation, hospitality and gaming industry, Montenegro, research model SPSS
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1. Introduction
The hospitality and gaming industries of today are facing with various challenges. Since guests demand
high quality of service, employee skills must evolve to meet their demands (Raspor, Miglič, Vukovič &
Rodič, 2014). For this reason, the managers as well as experts are trying to devise ways to persuade
employees to enhance the quality of service, improve their work motivation and enhance the worker
output (Raspor & Rozman, 2016.).
Nowdays, the system of remuneration in hospitality and gaming industry is based on guaranteed
salaries and regulated benefits. Due to the hospitality and gaming industry’s work intensity, the
increase of salaries and consequently worker costs is undesirable. Since the sum total of their wages
is not directly related to the quality of their work, employees can gradually become dissatisfied (Raspor
& Rozman, 2016). These characteristics are not present only in Montenegro, but also in most of the
developed Western countries.
Also, in hospitality and gaming industries, besides guaranteed salaries, there are also tips as a system
of rewarding and salary wages. Given that the level of wages in the hospitality and gaming industries
is not a big increase in the tips is desirable and it is directly related to the motivation for better job
performance. In our opinion, an increase in the share of tips in the income of employees is a viable
method which could be implemented through training the employees in techniques for increasing tips.
Also, there are theoretical reasons to belive thet tipping encresases by overall satisfaction of
consumers (Lynn, 2017) so the amount of tips veries.
In the English language the most general expressions for gratuity of guests towards employees in the
catering industry is 'to tip (a waiter)'. At present there is no law that requires that costumer must tip
for services rendered (Wight, 2006: 1); the decision to leave a tip is left to the discretion of the
customer. In most countries, if the customer is satisfied with the service, they will tip, otherwise not
(Raspor, 2002a).
There are countries like the United States where guests are expected to tip. The tip is therefore an
optional part of payment for a service but is nevertheless sometimes expected by the service
employees for services rendered (Wight, 2006). The amount of the tip is usually calculated as a certain
percentage of the service price. Raspor (Raspor, 2002b: 143) defined a tip as a 'gift for a high standard
service'. Therefore, if someone wants to receive a tip, the service has to be of a high standard.
This leads us to the fact that a high standard of service is directly linked to the motivation of employees,
which further means that the high standard of service will be appreciated by the users of the service
with the tip that the employees will receive in response to a high standard of service. The question
that arise is how to motivate the employees for better work?
There are at least 140 different definitions of motivation (Gibson, Ivancevich & Donnelly, 1999: 181),
but the motivation generally has two meanings (DuBrin, 2002: 105). The first meaning is to see it as a
management activity. The second meaning concerns the internal attitude and effort, which leads and
directs individuals towards their objectives, so as to encourage a certain behavior. Kim (1996: 9)
defined motivation as a force that creates a behavior, with which we satisfy a need. A well-motivated
person is someone who has clear goals and who takes full responsibility in reaching their objective
(Armstrong, 2006). In short, it is the readiness to put in a high level of effort, in order to achieve
the objectives of the organization while also satisfying personal needs (Robbins & Coulter,
2009). Motivation refers to the input of energy in order to meet specific needs (Boone & Kurtz,
1992). This energy may only be temporary, and is activated in order to achieve individual goals (Gibson
et al., 1999). From a managerial point of view, motivation means engaging the employees in doing
what is expected of them by their manager.
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Making effective decisions and accepting increasing responsibility are qualities which can only be
expected from people who are trained, skilled and enthusiastic about their work (Johnson, 1999, p.
55). Therefore, motivational systems are also directly related to the training and awareness of
employees. Considering motivation types as identified by Herzberg (1959), motivation can
be divided into internal, which drives people from the inside towards their goal, and external, which
reflects what was done to motivate people (Armstrong, 2003: 217; George & Jones, 1999: 184).
The motivational process consists of the need, from which arises the desire to reach a goal, the
activities to achieve the goal, and the goal itself. This cycle is repeated as long as the need
exists. Arnold (Arnold, Randall & Patterson, 2010: 310) describes the motivational process as a
direction or path taken by an individual (from the need to the goal), the effort they put in and their
persistence (activity).
The most common motivational factors affecting individuals in an organization (Bahtijarević-Šiber,
1999: 558; Lipičnik, 1998: 162) are: the differences between individuals (needs, opinions), job
characteristics (different capacities, identification of tasks, task characteristics, autonomy, and
feedback) and work specifics (reward system, rules). On the basis of motivational factors, various
scales have been developed.
In this research paper the main goal is to find out how employees in the Montenegrin hospitality and
gaming industry are motivated for increasing tips and how the tip contributes to their motivation. We
claim our findings to be representative as the survey sample included employees from the hospitality
and gaming industry from various Montenegrin companies. In accordance with the aim of the research
we formed main hypothesis and three additional:
Main hypothesis MH: There is a direct influence of the tips on the motivation of the employees and
satisfaction of customers
AH 1 The employers have to motivate employees to pay more attention to customers.
AH 2 The employees satisfied with working conditions, are motivated to provide a better service.
AH 3 Better service enhances customer satisfaction and creates conditions for more tips and additional
income for the employee

2. Research Methodology
The survey in form of a structured interview was created with the goal to investigate the impact of
tipping on workers' motivation in hospitality and gambling industry in Montenegro. In order to obtain
the sample it was used Convenience Sampling method (also known as availability or Haphazard or
Accidental Sampling) which is a non-probability/non-random sampling technique and it is realized
upon several criteria such as ease of access, geographical proximity, availability at given time,
willingness to participate or sample is situated, spatially or administratively, near to location where
researching is conducted (Lavrakas, 2008; Robinson, 2014; Etikan, 2016). Respondents were asked to
fill out the questionnaire in presence of the researcher. It was created a sample which consisted of 261
respondents. The questionnaire was distributed in various companies in hospitality and gambling
sector located in Bijelo Polje, Podgorica and Bar in Montenegro. Answers were collected in the period
from February to October 2017.
The questionnaire contained questions regarding the satisfaction on workplace and impact of tipping
on motivation to work. It was used the Five-Point Likert scale (Sullivan and Artino, 2013; Brown, 2010)
from 1 (Totally dissatisfied/I do not agree at all) to 5 (Very satisfied/I totally agree) in order to rank the
level of satisfaction in work surroundings and the level of tipping impact.
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The obligatory part of the questionnaire was also set of socio-demographic questions in order to
determine the profile of respondents. Statistical data analysis was realized by IBM Statistic Package for
Social Science (SPSS) software version 20. For statistical analysis, apart from the mean value, chi-square
test, ANOVA, t-test for the independent sample (Reporting Statistics in Psychology, 2014) and Eta
Square (Cohen, 1988), were used as well.
In next table is presented demographic and socioeconomic sample profile.
Table 1: Demographic and socioeconomic sample profile

Gender

Age

Education

Work description/position

Location/City

Male
Female
Total
till 25
26-30
31-50
more than 51
Total
Primary school
Vocational school
High school (4 yrs)
College
University degree
Specialization, MSc, PhD
Total
Wait staff
Kitchen staff
Reception desk staff
Maide
Gambling tables
Slot mashines
Cashier
Security
Total
Bjelo polje
Podgorica
Bar
Total

n
139
122
261
97
65
79
20
261
13
46
104
45
49
4
261
95
39
35
20
24
10
20
18
261
136
50
75
261

%
53.3
46.7
100.0
37.2
24.9
30.3
7.7
100.0
5.0
17.6
39.8
17.2
18.8
1.5
100.0
36.4
14.9
13.4
7.7
9.2
3.8
7.7
6.9
100.0
52.1
19.2
28.7
100.0

Source: Research results

It could be seen that in the sample there is the little bit larger proportion of males and quite larger
proportion of young respondents (till 30 yrs.) which could point on general remark concerning
employees age in hospitality and gambling sector. The structure of education and work
description/position status of respondents were expected and that sign on good representativeness
of sample concerning those attributes which is not case regarding location (city) with more than half
of total respondents from Bijelo Polje in comparison to Podgorica and Bar. Due to fact that this is the
first survey on that subject, some inconsistency could be expected in sampling regarding the
population which was researched.
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3. Results
3.1. Descriptive statistics
It was found out by the descriptive statistics that a slightly more male respondent (53.3%) had
participated in the study. Observed by region, we can conclude that the survey includes the northern
and southern regions of Montenegro almost equally - Podgorica and Bar make up 47.9% of
respondents, and Bijelo Polje 52.1% Respondents who made statements about the age were divided
into four age groups as follows: respondents till 25 years of age account for 37,2% of the sample,
respondents from 26-30 years of age account for 24,9%, respondents from 31 to 50 years of age
account for 30,3%; while 7,7% of respondents were over 51 years old. Respondents till 31 years of age
were the most numerous in the sample and account 62,1% of the sample.
The highest number of surveyed respondents have a high school diploma (39,9%), equal the number
of respondents with completed vocational school (17.6%), college (17.2%) and university degree
(18.8%), while the percentage of respondents with completed primary school is 5%. Only 1.5%
respondents have completed specialist studies, master's or PhD studies. We can conclude that the
research results mainly refer to the population that represents employees with completed secondary
school and college.
In total, 72.4% of the respondents are employed in the hospitality sector, and 27.6% of the respondents
are employed in the gaming sector. The highest percentage of respondents are waiters (36,4%),
kitchen stuff (14,9%) and reception desk stuff (13,4%).
Respondents were surveyed regarding satisfaction with the situation at work, the results of which were
covered through 17 statements. By analyzing the results obtained from the seventeen statements
regarding the satisfaction with the situation at work, it can be concluded that more than half of the
respondents are satisfied or very satisfied with their work situation, the job request, the amount of
earnings, the relationship with subordinates, the creativity and the interesting work, ie. clients with
whom respondents come in direct contact. Less than 50% of the respondents are satisfied with the
possibility of promotion, the level of tipping, freedom and autonomy in the performance of the job,
the possibility of permanent employment, relations with the direct leader, and information about the
events in the company.
The respondents also answered questions that directly concern the influence of the tips on the
motivation of the employees. We can conclude that emploeers are more motivated to work harder
and better when get a tip. Also, they feel that their activity has produced a result, and therefore, all
this positively reflects on the quality of work. Also, respondents generally agreed that the tipping is a
financial stimulus for work that influences and motivates them.
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Table 2: Workers' satisfaction in relation to various workplace elements

Work situation
Job request (psychic or physical)
Promotion opportunities
Notice about events in the company
Salary and other financial benefits
Relationship with subordinates
Joint decision making at the workplace
Tipping
Permanent job
Training opportunities
Job autonomy
Job reputation
Job creativity
The certainty of work
Leadership
Interesting work
Guest

N
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261

Minimum
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Maximum
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mean
3.44
3.50
3.29
3.44
3.40
3.79
3.23
3.31
3.35
3.31
3.45
3.48
3.47
3.57
3.42
3.64
3.83

Std.
Deviation
1.154
.987
1.186
1.078
1.054
.928
1.151
1.126
1.094
1.186
1.039
1.029
1.076
1.052
1.055
1.012
1.044

Source: Research results

Using the mean value in evaluating the attitude against satisfaction on workplace it could be observed
in general that it is in middle of neutral and satisfied (3.47). There was no answer with value in the
range from 1 to 2.9 which mean there are no unsatisfied workers. The highest value was achieved
concerning the guest (3.83) and the lowest value was achieved regarding joint decision making on the
workplace (3.23), implying that workers are the most satisfied with guests and at least satisfied with
joint decision making at the workplace. The mean value concerning the tipping was 3.31 which is nearly
the neutral than satisfied attitude but in the same time, it was the second-high value after satisfaction
relating to guest which could mean that workers were highly motivated by guests and tipping in
relation to the other situations on the workplace.
Table 3: Impact of tipping on worker's satisfaction

If I get a tip, I try harder and I work better.
If I get a tip, I'm kinder to the guest
If I get a tip, it does not affect my relationship with the guests
When I get tips, I fill satisfaction because my activity brings me
a result
If I get tips, it not influence on me at all
In addition to salary and allowances, I receive and tips, so I am
ready to work more than regular working hours.
Tips belong to financial stimulators for work..
Because my income is made up of tips beside other, I use less
sickness.
Tips motivate me on work.

N
261
261
261
261

Min
1
1
1
1

Max
5
5
5
5

Mean
3.54
3.39
3.39
3.66

Std.
Deviation
1.245
1.228
1.298
1.210

261
261

1
1

5
5

2.95
3.36

1.293
1.292

261
261

1
1

5
5

3.54
3.26

1.194
1.320

261

1

5

3.55

1.269

Source: Research results

In relation to tipping impact, it might be seen that the general mean value was 3.4 which point on
attitude in the middle of neutral (3) and attitude expressed as »mostly agree« (4). There was only one
answer with value in the range from 1 to 2.95 which shows that only for one statement there is
disagreement and that is: »If I get tips, it not influences on me at all«. In the same time, it is the lowest
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mean value (2.95). The highest mean value was achieved with the statement: When I get tips, I fill
satisfaction because my activity brings me a result« (3.66).
3.2. The relation among workers' satisfaction and sociodemographic variables
As another point of view, it was researched the relationship between some sociodemographic
variables and all of the components of workers' satisfaction. Cross-tabulation and chi-square test
(Pearson Chi-Square) were used to find out if the relationship between two variables is significant
(typically, a significance value less than 0.05 is considered “significant”) (Michael, 2001). The
relationship between the gender and all of the components of satisfaction was not found to be
significant which means that males and females equally react on sources of motivation.
Regarding other sociodemographic variables, it was found the significant relationship in following
cases. It was found the significant relationship among age and job request (psychic or physical)
(Pearson Chi-Square Value= 21.858; p=0.039). Concerning education, it was found significant
relationship in regarding to relationship with subordinate (Pearson Chi-Square Value=35.296;
p=0.039); joint decision making at the workplace (Pearson Chi-Square Value=33.276; p=0.031); tipping
(Pearson Chi-Square Value=32.805; p=0.035); permanent job (Pearson Chi-Square Value=35.287;
p=0.019); job reputation (Pearson Chi-Square Value=58.482; p=0.000).
As far as variable of work description/position it was found significant relationship to work situation
(Pearson Chi-Square Value=46.108; p=0.017); promotion opportunities (Pearson Chi-Square
Value=42.222; p=0.041); relationship with subordinates (Pearson Chi-Square Value=42.020; p=0.043);
joint decision making at the workplace (Pearson Chi-Square Value=62.299; p=0.000); tipping (Pearson
Chi-Square Value=42.738; p=0.037); training opportunities (Pearson Chi-Square Value=46.221;
p=0.017); job reputation (Pearson Chi-Square Value=47.092; p=0.013); the certainty of work (Pearson
Chi-Square Value=44.371; p=0.026).
Also, it was found significant relationship among varibale location/city and notice about events in the
company (Pearson Chi-Square Value=18.791; p=0.016); relationship with subordinate (Pearson ChiSquare Value=16.917; p=0.031); permanent job (Pearson Chi-Square Value=30.217; p=0.000); job
autonomy (Pearson Chi-Square Value=25.648; p=0.001).
Upon stated relations it could be noted that some of variables get certain impact on some of the
sources for motivation. Age is important only in relation to job request as motivator. Education is
conected with relationship with subordinate, joint decision making at the workplace, tipping,
permanent job, and job reputarion as motivators. Work description/position was related to the most
of motivators such as work situation, promotion opportuinities, relationship with subordinates, joint
decision making at the workplace, tipping, training opportunities, job reputation and the certainty of
work. Location/city is related to the notice about events in the company, relationship with
subordinates, permanent job and job autonomy.
3.3. Tipping factors in workers's motivation
In order to find out tipping factors in workers's motivation it was observed the impact of
socioeconomic variables to various tipping situations through differences among some subsets of
respodents. Looking at statistical significant differences between various subsets of the respondents
concerning to some demographics and socioeconomic figure it could be noted the following. In order
to be able to determine statistically significant difference we did test: t-test for independent samples
and ANOVA (table 4, 5). If p≤ 0.05 there is a statistically significant difference between the observed
groups. Eta Square will be used to determine the magnitude of the effects between groups.
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If the value of Eta square is 0.01 it is a small difference between the mean values of the groups, when
the value of Eta square is 0.06 this is a moderate difference between the mean values of the groups,
and when the value of Eta square is larger than 0.14, it is big difference between the mean values of
the groups.
The t-test for independent samples was used to determine the statistically significant differences
concerning the gender and various tipping situations, and there was found no significant differences
which mean that workers react on tipping equally as male and female gender. Concerning the other
sociodemographic variables it was used ANOVA, and these results were achieved. Taking in account
age as factor in analysis it was found statistically significant differences in case of statements: »When
I receive a tip, I feel pleasure, because my activity has produced a result« and »Tips motivate me on
work«. which is presented by table 4.
Table 4: Age vs tipping situations
ANOVA

If I get a tip, I try harder and I work
better.
If I get a tip, I'm kinder to the guest.
If I get a tip, it does not affect my
relationship with guests.
When I receive a tip, I feel pleasure,
because my activity has produced a
result.
If I get a tip, it will not affect me at all
In addition to salary and allowances, I
receive and tips, so I am ready to work
more than regular working hours.
Tips belong to financial stimulators for
work.
Because my income is made up of tips
beside other, I use less sickness.
Tips motivate me on work.

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
1,208
401,620
402,828
2,278
389,638
391,916
3,878
434,260
438,138
14,908
365,744
380,651
7,250
427,103
434,352
5,623
428,523
434,146
7,722
363,182
370,904
4,786
447,972
452,759
21,309
397,242
418,552

df
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260
3
257
260

Mean
Square
,403
1,563

F
,258

Sig.
,856

,759
1,516

,501

,682

1,293
1,690

,765

,515

4,969
1,423

3,492

,016

2,417
1,662

1,454

,228

1,874
1,667

1,124

,340

2,574
1,413

1,821

,144

1,595
1,743

,915

,434

7,103
1,546

4,595

,004

Source: Research results

Eta square concerning those statements was determined as 0.039 and 0.051 which means that it is a
small difference between the mean values of the observed groups. Getting more insight about subsets
of data in age variable, it could be seen whcih age groups were different in attitudes concerning
mentioned statements, and this is presented in table
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Table 5: Age segments vs tipping situations
Multiple Comparisons
Tukey HSD

Dependent Variable
Do –25 godina
If I get a
tip, I try
harder and
I work
better.

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

Do –25 godina

If I get a
tip, I'm
kinder to
the guest

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

Do –25 godina
If I get a
tip, it does
not affect
my
relationshi
p with
guests.

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

When I
receive a
tip, I feel
pleasure,
because
my activity
has
produced a
result.

Do –25 godina

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51 godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina

Mean
Differenc
e (I-J)
-,059
,050
,207
,059
,109
,265
-,050
-,109
,156
-,207
-,265
-,156
-,080
,159
-,038
,080
,239
,042
-,159
-,239
-,197
,038
-,042
,197
-,039
,044
-,439
,039
,084
-,400
-,044
-,084
-,484
,439
,400
,484
,025
,501*
,506
-,025
,476
,481
-,501*
-,476
,004
-,506
-,481
-,004
203

Std.
Error
,200
,189
,307
,200
,209
,320
,189
,209
,313
,307
,320
,313
,197
,187
,302
,197
,206
,315
,187
,206
,308
,302
,315
,308
,208
,197
,319
,208
,218
,332
,197
,218
,325
,319
,332
,325
,191
,181
,293
,191
,200
,305
,181
,200
,299
,293
,305
,299

Sig.
,991
,993
,907
,991
,954
,840
,993
,954
,959
,907
,840
,959
,978
,829
,999
,978
,653
,999
,829
,653
,919
,999
,999
,919
,998
,996
,516
,998
,981
,625
,996
,981
,447
,516
,625
,447
,999
,030
,312
,999
,083
,394
,030
,083
1,000
,312
,394
1,000

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
-,58
,46
-,44
,54
-,59
1,00
-,46
,58
-,43
,65
-,56
1,09
-,54
,44
-,65
,43
-,65
,97
-1,00
,59
-1,09
,56
-,97
,65
-,59
,43
-,32
,64
-,82
,74
-,43
,59
-,29
,77
-,77
,86
-,64
,32
-,77
,29
-,99
,60
-,74
,82
-,86
,77
-,60
,99
-,58
,50
-,47
,55
-1,26
,39
-,50
,58
-,48
,65
-1,26
,46
-,55
,47
-,65
,48
-1,32
,36
-,39
1,26
-,46
1,26
-,36
1,32
-,47
,52
,03
,97
-,25
1,26
-,52
,47
-,04
,99
-,31
1,27
-,97
-,03
-,99
,04
-,77
,78
-1,26
,25
-1,27
,31
-,78
,77
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Do –25 godina

If I get a
tip, it will
not affect
me at all

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu
In addition
to salary
and
allowances
, I receive
and tips, so
I am ready
to work
more than
regular
working
hours.

Do –25 godina

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

Do –25 godina

Tips belong
to financial
stimulators
for work.

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

Do –25 godina
Because
my income
is made up
of tips
beside
other, I use
less
sickness.

26–30 godina

31–50 godina

Preko 51godinu

Tips
motivate
me
on
work.

Do –25 godina

26–30 godina
31–50 godina

26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
31–50 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina

,123
,096
-,531
-,123
-,027
-,654
-,096
,027
-,627
,531
,654
,627
-,152
,187
,302
,152
,339
,454
-,187
-,339
,115
-,302
-,454
-,115
-,043
,358
,199
,043
,401
,242
-,358
-,401
-,159
-,199
-,242
,159
-,174
-,302
-,347
,174
-,128
-,173
,302
,128
-,045
,347
,173
,045
,030
,632*
,434
-,030
,602*
,404
-,632*
204

,207
,195
,317
,207
,216
,330
,195
,216
,323
,317
,330
,323
,207
,196
,317
,207
,216
,330
,196
,216
,323
,317
,330
,323
,191
,180
,292
,191
,199
,304
,180
,199
,298
,292
,304
,298
,212
,200
,324
,212
,221
,338
,200
,221
,330
,324
,338
,330
,199
,188
,305
,199
,208
,318
,188

,934
,961
,338
,934
,999
,197
,961
,999
,213
,338
,197
,213
,884
,775
,776
,884
,400
,516
,775
,400
,984
,776
,516
,984
,996
,195
,903
,996
,185
,856
,195
,185
,951
,903
,856
,951
,844
,433
,708
,844
,938
,956
,433
,938
,999
,708
,956
,999
,999
,005
,488
,999
,022
,583
,005

-,41
-,41
-1,35
-,66
-,59
-1,51
-,60
-,53
-1,46
-,29
-,20
-,21
-,69
-,32
-,52
-,38
-,22
-,40
-,69
-,90
-,72
-1,12
-1,31
-,95
-,54
-,11
-,56
-,45
-,11
-,54
-,82
-,92
-,93
-,95
-1,03
-,61
-,72
-,82
-1,19
-,37
-,70
-1,05
-,22
-,44
-,90
-,49
-,70
-,81
-,49
,14
-,36
-,54
,06
-,42
-1,12

,66
,60
,29
,41
,53
,20
,41
,59
,21
1,35
1,51
1,46
,38
,69
1,12
,69
,90
1,31
,32
,22
,95
,52
,40
,72
,45
,82
,95
,54
,92
1,03
,11
,11
,61
,56
,54
,93
,37
,22
,49
,72
,44
,70
,82
,70
,81
1,19
1,05
,90
,54
1,12
1,22
,49
1,14
1,23
-,14
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26–30 godina
Preko 51godinu
Do –25 godina
Preko 51godinu
26–30 godina
31–50 godina
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

-,602*
-,198
-,434
-,404
,198

,208
,311
,305
,318
,311

,022
,920
,488
,583
,920

-1,14
-1,00
-1,22
-1,23
-,61

-,06
,61
,36
,42
1,00

Source: Research results

As could be seen the significant differences were found out among age segments till 25 yrs and 31-50
yrs concerning the statement: »When I receive a tip, I feel pleasure, because my activity has produced
a result« and age segments till 25 yrs, 26-30 yrs and 31-50 yrs concerning the statement: »Tips
motivate me on work«.

4. Discussion
Literatures confirmed that tipping was an important topic and related in service workers’ life. Most of
the previous research findings indicated that tip relies on service (e.g.: Ineson, & Martin, 1999; Whaley,
2011; Hafizi, Zain, Path & Abidin 2017). The act of tipping is a commonly accepted and highly evolved
custom in many countries and remains vital to the livelihood of service professionals, and in cultures
such as the United States (US), most customers understand and conform to the custom of tipping.
(Whaley, Douglas & O`Neill 2014). Also, Azar (2010) concluded that tipping is a multi-billion-dollar
phenomenon and a major source of income for millions of workers. He conducted research in the US
and Israel and concluded that people tip mainly to show gratitude, conform to the social norm, and
because they know that waiters' income depends on tips.
The article reports the results of a survey about tipping motivations and behavior. Adequate
explanations for tipping require a better approach that incorporates both rational motives and
psychological motives, so recognizing potential motives such as the desires to reward good quality
service, to help the service workers, to gain social approval/status, and to conform to internalized
tipping norms (Saunders & Lynn, 2010). The paper research the imact of tipping on workers' motivation
in hospitality and gambling industry in Montenegro. The research shows that emploeers are more
motivated to work harder and better when get a tip. Also, they feel that their activity has produced a
result, and therefore, all this positively reflects on the quality of work. They generally agreed that the
tipping is a financial stimulus for work that influences and motivates them. Saunders and Lynn (2010)
suggest that tipping serves as a quality control lever where consumers assume control over the
determinants of good service, it means that poor service generally produces meager tips and results
in little to no income for the server. lending support to the belief that the main justification for tipping
is that it promotes better service. Raspor and Rozman (2016) found out that tipping is not used enough
as a tool to motivate employees. In past research Raspor and others (2014) found a correlation
between methods used to increase the value of tips and better service quality, increased financial and
numerical flexibility, motivation, satisfaction upon receipt of tips and the method used to increase the
value of tips. Lynn and Graves (1996) found that managers may need to assume a larger, more active
role in monitoring and rewarding service employees, they find out that tips provide only a weak
incentive, and in that case managers need to supplement customer tipping with other forms of
evaluation and incentives (work schedules, preparation and clean-up assignments, customer seating
decisions etc.).
Simons (2007) provide overview of the literature about motivation research in hospitality between
1990 and 2001, and conduct that hospitality research on motivation is vital for understanding and
practical for management. We can conclude that workers are highly motivated by guests and tipping
in relation to the other situations on the workplace. Some factors such as age, education, work position
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are in relation with job subordinate, joint decision making at the workplace, tipping, permanent job,
job reputation, promotion oportunities as motivators. Motivation is conceived as one of several factors
that affect employee task performance, but it is accorded a central position in many performance
models (Simons, 2007).
This research provides a good basis for additional research. Managers' opinions can be explored about
what factors managers recognize as important for motivating employees and what kind of motivation
managers practice in the hospitality and gaming sector. It can also be examined whether managers
recognize the right kind of tips and working conditions as an important factor for motivating workers
and improving the quality of service. By comparing the results of a research and research that could
be done with managers in the future, a solution could be found to satisfy more effectively both sides.
It is recommended that the existence of an efficient system of motivation of employees within the
work they perform raises the quality of service provision and consequently consumer satisfaction,
which leads to the return effect, higher income of the company and additional earnings of employees.
Also, recommendation to the management of the company is that the improvement of working
conditions, opportunities for promotion, involvement of employees in the decision-making process
affects indirectly the profit of the company, as satisfied employees work harder and better, which
keeps existing and attracts new clients

5. Conclusion
This paper confirms Hipoteses that there is a direct influence of the tips on the motivation of the
employees. Our research has proven hypothesis that The employers have to motivate employees to
pay more attention to customers. Also, the employees satisfied with working conditions, are motivated
to provide a better service which creates conditions for more tips and additional income for the
employees.
The original value of this contribution is shown in that we are research tipping in relation to motivation
in the hospitality and the gaming industry in Montenegro. We have analyzed factors which have the
impact of tipping on worker' motivation. Also, we have analyzed the satisfaction on workplace as factor
of emploees motivation.
This research gives a new understanding of tipping as a variable part of wages, and the satisfaction on
workplace as a factor of emploees motivation which would make companies more competitive. We
propose that the management take control of tipping and integrates tips into the reward system. Also,
the employees should be made aware of how better service enhances customer satisfaction and
creates conditions for more tips and additional salary.
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Abstract
Objectives: According to the United Nations Report, the world population will reach 9.8 billion in 2050.
In the meantime, the number of food products is increasing, but the quality has fallen and it reflects
on the health. In the developed countries population tries to have a healthy lifestyle, but still there is
a problem in developing countries. The research' purpose is to underline the role of functional food
for well-being and to investigate the differences in the populations' consciousness in different
countries about the importance of the right lifestyle.
Methods: The first step consists of a review of academic articles carried out in different databases. In
addition, an online survey is performed using Google forms. The questionnaire includes information
about customers’ demographical, social, marital status, financial conditions, purchasing behavior and
preferences, willingness to buy the functional foods, main drivers to purchase one or another product.
One separate part includes awareness level about healthy nutrition. These data are collected and
analyzed separately country by country. The statistical data are decrypted for the findings.
Results: Unhealthy lifestyle represents a personal choice often caused by inadequate knowledge about
the healthy eating pattern. In developed countries there is an increasing demand for healthy nutrition
contrary to developing countries. Through the comparative analysis between countries, customers’
preferences are clarified.
Discussions: Different reasons give incentives for taking purchase decision. These reasons may be used
to increase awareness about nutrition intake for health as well as to elaborate the prevention
programs useful to support the well-being of the population.
Keywords
Consumer behavior, functional food, willingness to pay, questionnaire
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Recent US Firms’ Practices of KPI (Key Performance Indicators), Balanced
Scorecard and Pricing Decision
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to document, report and analyze Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
Balanced Scorecard and current pricing practice of US companies. Shim and Sudit (1995) reported and
analyzed the results of a survey of cost management and pricing practices. The 1995 paper generated
considerable interests among practitioners and researchers. Recently, the Ernst & Young and IMA
survey (2003) reported the results of a relatively comprehensive management accounting practices in
the US. It also reaffirmed the great importance that many managers attribute to cost management and
management accounting tools. However, the Ernst & Young and IMA survey (2003) did not report the
pricing practices and adoption of Balanced Scorecard and only briefly addressed performance
evaluation processes. I propose to extend the E&Y and IMA survey by including the pricing practices
and Balanced Scorecard, as well as to elicit much more detailed information about compositions and
mixes of performance evaluation measures used by US companies. The results of the pricing practice
survey will be also compared with prior pricing studies by Shim and Sudit (1995) and Anthony and
Govindarajan (1983) and the changes in pricing practices over time will be analyzed. It will also
document recent trend KPIs and development of the balanced scorecard and will report the rationales
for adopting them.
References
1. Anthony, R. N., & Govindarajan (1983). How Firms Use Cost Data in Pricing Decision. Management
Accounting, 30-37
2. Shim, E., & Sudit, E. (1995). How Manufacturers Price Product. Management Accounting, February.
3. The Ernst & Young and IMA Survey (2003). The State of Management Accounting.
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Abstract
Service quality is an essential concern for public transport companies, which face the challenge of
delivering good value for a low price, in a declining context of use due to the massification of personal
transport systems (Morton, Caulfield & Anable, 2016). The pressure for excellence is expressed by the
growing number of organizations defining standards, barometers and benchmarks, based on customer
assessment, (e.g. EMTA – European Metropolitan Transport Authorities; IBBG – International Bus
Benchmarking Group; European Committee for Standardization [EN 13816]). Our study uses a
combination of scales from IBBG and EMTA surveys, to assess the opinion of 1347 passengers towards
the quality of the bus transport service of a local public company (TUB – Transportes Urbanos de Braga)
of a medium size city of Portugal (Braga). Findings reveal a satisfaction level similar to other relevant
international cities (IBBG, 2016). However, a 'Net Promoter Score' of -7.3 suggests some problems in
the business growth potential and in the customer loyalty. The proposed model explains more than
45% of the variation in the outcome variable 'service quality', and its most important determinants are
availability, comfort, and security. The study offers a contribution to further the knowledge about the
public transport users in a context of changing beliefs and behaviors. It also adds managerial
contributions, as it uncovers critical areas for improvement, and offers comparative benchmarks to
evaluate the quality of the offered service in the context of other relevant companies and cities.
Keywords
Service quality, customer satisfaction, public transport, benchmarking
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Abstract
The unquestionable attention that involves sports in Portugal, in particular, football, has led this
research to explore the consumer-brand relationship in the sports business, in particular focusing on
sports fan-club relationship.
Guided by the theories of brand love by Batra and others (2012), of efangelism by Dwyer and others
(2015) and of fanaticism by Dwyer and others (2016), and faced with the limitation of the existing
constructs in explaining the depth of the relationship, as well as the behaviors that come from its
intensity, the study proposes the willingness to sacrifice, named in this study as FANcrifice, as a
superior level of the connection to the club. A mixed-methods approach was applied with intent to
support the development and validation of the FANcrifice measurement scale. A sample of 1145 sports
fans was surveyed in an attempt to identify sacrifice behaviours and validate a measure with 20 items
and 6 types of such behaviors.
The results show that FANcrifice is, in fact, the best predictor of the fans’ behavior and that there is a
relationship between three antecedents and the propensity for sacrifice. These findings are meaningful
since they introduce an original measuring instrument and reveal a superior stage of connection to the
club, helping clubs to understand better the depth of the sports fan-club relationship.
Keywords
Sports fans, brand love, efangelism, fanaticism, fancrifice
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Abstract
The paper presents the complex evaluation model of corporate sustainability applied at companies in
the glass industry. The glass industry is one of the Creative Industries. In the Czech Republic, this is a
traditional manufacturing industry. In the 1990s, a new ownership structure stabilized, with a large
foreign capital participation of international corporations. According to the IPPC Directive 96/61 / EC,
as amended by Directive 2003/35 / EC and the current legislation of the Czech Republic, a lot of
emissions are monitored in the glass industry. As a result, the concept of sustainability development
based on environmental, social and economic pillars is completed by another pillar, which is
considered as a crucial for these glass industry. The design of model and its indicator structure is built
on literature review and preliminary research applied at Czech companies. Model testing and
confirmation are subject of further research activities.
Keywords
Sustainability, glass industry, creative industry, creativity
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1. Introduction
Over the years, sustainability has proven to be very important and it is the most important
phenomenon of all. Sustainability is one of the most complex composite constructs and very common
topic in the last decades Despite that for some firms is sustainability, environment and socially
responsible means fill a few boxes and response for some questions. After that, some managers think
that this guarantee future prosperity. It is very important to understand ot sustainability, because it
impacts all walks of life.
Glass has many forms and uses. In our lives we meet him daily and is an inseparable part of our lives
for us. Also in modern industry glass is very popular and important. However, the importance of glass
does not end in industry, and it is also widely used by end-users. Glass is classically used in the
production of windows. Further use of glass is also in electronics, laser optics, etc. Main features of the
glass include hardness, transparency and stiffness at room temperature. It is also very resistant to most
chemicals. (Mackerle, 1999).
In the Czech Republic, glass has a very rich history, not only in the field of jewelry. In the 1990s, a new
ownership structure stabilized, with a large foreign capital participation of international corporations.
The Association of the Glass and Ceramic Industry of the Czech Republic is a member of the Association
of Industry and Transport in the Czech Republic and a member of Glass Alliance Europe in the Czech
Republic. This association was established in 1990. The Czech Glass Company is also a member of this
association, which has 43 members (31.12.2016). Assortment of Glass Industry in the Czech Republic
(Askpcr, 2018):
o Flat glass
o Packaging glass
o Glass fibers and products made of them
o Utility glass
o Other glass (special glass)
o Utility porcelain and ceramics
o Technical and medical ceramics
Figure 2: Glass Industry in the Czech Republic

Flat glass
Glass fibers
Packaging glass

Utility glass
Other glass
Jewellery glass

Source: Askpcr, 2018

The article discusses sustainability, various indicators of sustainability measurement and indicators of
creativity. The next article will be about the results of the questionnaire.
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2. The Conceptual Framework
2.1. Sustainability
The principal inspiration of sustainability came from the Brundtland Report of 1987. The term gained
widespread usage after 1987, when the Brundtland Report from the United Nations’World
Commission on Environment and Development defined sustainable development as development that
“meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs“ (Brundtland, 1987). Károly criticizes this definition of sustainability. He said that
this part: „without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs“ is ok. But
he criticizes the idea of „satisfy the needs of the present“. He thinks that technological development
generates newer and newer needs, so it is impossible satisfy all needs in every moment.
According to Károly (2013) sustainability was previously known only by ecologists and environmental
economists. At that time sustainability meant human population and activity should not surpass the
carrying capacity of the biosphere, its renewing, resource, and sink capacities. In these days you can
hear the word sustainability everywhere (Daly, 1997).
Now everyone adds the word "sustainable" to each word and the original meaning has faded away
and been forgotten. It simply means “good,” a synonym for everything that is positive. You can hear
something about „sustainable economic growth“ and it means economics Károly (2013) said that the
meaning of sustainability has flattened over the years and we can say good or neutral or continues to
deal with super-critical notions of sustainable development (AGENDA 21: Earth Summit, 1992;
Springett, 2003). According Ratiu and Anderson (2015) there are a lot of ways to integrate
sustainability in our lives. Many conferences have some sections dedicated to sustainability. Also there
are many publications, books, and articles which deal with various aspects of sustainability. According
to Glavič and Lukman (2007) when somebody speak about sustainability, it means even following
terms such as cleaner production, pollution prevention, pollution control and minimization of resource
usage, eco-design and others. Sustainability of profitability is driven by innovations (Milichovský &
Koudelková, 2014).
There are a lot of system for sustainability, for example he Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is the most
common standard followed to implement and to develop sustainability reporting. The Global
Reporting Initiative’s (GRIs) development of social, economic and environmental indicators for
voluntary reporting (Moneva et al., 2006). GRI was founded in 1997 by the Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) and the United Nations Environmental Programme
(UNEP). The GRI Guidelines were published in 2000. Their purpose is to support companies in creating
sustainability reports that integrate social, environmental and economic impacts of business. The GRI
intends to establish their guidelines as an internationally accepted framework that promotes
comparable sustainability reporting (Isaksson & Steimle, 2009).
There are many international organizations dealing with sustainability, such as EEA. The European
Environment Agency provides sound, independent information on the environment for those involved
in the development, adoption, implementation and evaluation of environmental policy, as well as the
general public. In close collaboration with the European Environmental Information and Observation
Network (Eionet) and its 33 member countries, EEA collects data and produces assessments on a wide
range of environmental topics. EEA indicators are designed to answer key policy questions and support
all phases of environmental policy making, from designing policy frameworks to setting targets, and
from policy monitoring and evaluation to communicating to policy-makers and the public. The
indicators are classified as follows:
o Descriptive indicators (Type A) responding to the question: What’s happening?
o Performance indicators (Type B): Does it matter? Are we reaching targets?
o Efficiency indicators (Type C): Are we improving?
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o

Policy effectiveness indicators (Type D): Are the measures working?

Thematic sets (EEA Indicators, 2017):
o APE (Air pollutant emissions)
o CLIM (Climate state and impact indicators)
o ENER (Energy indicators)
o INDP (Industrial pollution indicators)
o LSI (Land and soil indicators)
o MAR (Marine indicators)
o Outlook indicators
o SEBI (Streamlining European biodiversity indicators)
o SCP (Sustainable consumption and production)
o TOUR (Tourism)
o TERM (Transport and environment reporting mechanism) WAT (Water indicators)
o WREI (Water resource efficiency indicators)
2.2. WST (Waste indicators) - Three pillars of sustainability
Sustainability is based on three pillars. This approach was developer in the Earth Summits of 1992 in
Rio and 2002 in Johannesburg (Moneva et al., 2006). Three pillars of sustainability are based on Triplle
Botton Line TBL is idea of John Elkington to measure sustainability during the mid-1990s by
encompassing a new framework to measure performance. This accounting framework went beyond
the traditional measures of profits, return on investment, and shareholder value to include
environmental and social dimensions. The TBL dimensions are also commonly called the three Ps:
people, planet and profits. We will refer to these as the 3Ps. Economic variables are for example:
o Personal income
o Cost of underemployment
o Establishment churn
o Establishment sizes
o Job growth
o Employment distribution by sector
o Percentage of firms in each sector
o Revenue by sector contributing to gross state product
Environmental measures:
o Sulfur dioxide concentration
o Concentration of nitrogen oxides
o selected priority pollutants
o Excessive nutrients
o Electricity consumption
o Fossil fuel consumption
o Solid waste management
o Hazardous waste management
o Change in land use/land cover
Social measures (Hall & Slaper, 2011):
o Unemployment rate
o Female labor force participation rate
o Median household income
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o
o
o
o
o

Relative poverty
Percentage of population with a post-secondary degree or certificate
Average commute time
Violent crimes per capita
Health-adjusted life expectancy

Three pillars of sustainability consist economic aspects, environmental aspects and sociological aspects
(EEA Indicators, 2017):
o Economic - is the ability of an economy to support a defined level of economic production
indefinitely.
o Envrionmental- is the ability of the environment to support a defined level of environmental
quality and natural resource extraction rates indefinitely.
o Social - is the ability of a social system, such as a country, family, or organization, to
o function at a defined level of social well-being and harmony indefinitely.
Figure 3: Three pillars of sustainability Author’s own source

2.3. Creativity
Creativity is a complex phenomenon with multiple dimensions and there is no simple definition
capturing all of them (Correia & Costa, 2014). There are many insights and views on what creativity is.
Some authors combine creativity and innovation. The following table lists some definitions of
creativity.
Table 6: Selected definitions of creativity
Florida
(2002)
Howkins
(2008)
Özsoy et al.
(2007)
Johnson
(1972)
Haner
(2005)
West (2002)
Plucker,
Berhetto &
Dow (2004)

“Creativity means more than technical innovation, knowledge or information. Its economic
role goes beyond concepts, such as the information age or knowledge economy.”
“Managing creativity involves knowing, first, when to exploit the non-rivalrous nature of
ideas and, second, when to assert intellectual property rights and make one’s ideas-asproducts rivalrous. These two decision points are the crux of the management process.”
“Creativity is a mental process involving the generation of new ideas or concepts or new
associations between existing ones.”
“Creativity can be assessed on several dimensions, such as intellectual leadership, sensitivity
to problems, originality, ingenuity, unusualness, usefulness, and appropriateness”
“Creativity processes and innovation processes are … different, but they display common
characteristics and patterns that allow for joint reflection.”
“Creativity is the development of ideas, while innovation … is the application of ideas.”
“Creativity is the interaction among aptitude, process and environment by which an
individual or group produces a perceptible product that is both novel and useful as defined
within a social context.’’
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The most famous authors involved in the creative industries are Richard Florida or John Howkins. These
authors defy the creative industry as such, which financially leverages intellectual property. According
to Howkins, creative industries deal with the transactions of individual creative products. Subtransactions have two mutually complementary values. The physical value is the physical carrier and
the intangible value forms the intellectual property. The relationship that illustrates the creative
economy can be expressed as the product of creative products and the number of transactions
(Römerová, 2010):
CE = CP * T
(1)
Where:
CE = Creative Economy
CP = value of creative products
T = number of transactions
In the new age, creativity is the key to sustainable development. The classical economy is working with
scarce resources, and when they are exhausted, then growth is declining; on the contrary, creative
industries are based on the 3T principle - technology, talent, tolerance (Florida, 2002). 3T are
expanding an earlier model of economic growth based on employment, technology and companies,
and have unlimited growth potential (Römerová, 2010). The creative industry supports a number of
economic activities that involve the creation or use of knowledge and information. They can also be
referred to as the cultural industries (particularly in Europe (Hesmondhalgh, 2007) or the creative
economy (Howkins 2001).
Indicator of creativity
It serves as the basis of an instrument for measuring the creativity of products, and therefore as a tool
for facilitating effective product innovation management. There are many ways to measure creativity.
Some authors prefer interviews, others have different ratings. According Amabile (1996) the most a
straightforward way of checking whether people can really recognize creativity when they see it is to
ask them. Amabile with her colleagues have developed CAT (Consensual Assessment Technique). This
technique is well known by many researchers for example Kaufman, Plucker and Baer (2008).
Cropley and Cropley (2005) developed a functional model of creativity. It provides a number of broad
properties of products that can be used to describe the level and kind. it is important to correctly
determine the properties of products that we can consider to be important for creativity. These are
indicators of creativity. Taylor’s (1975) Creative Product Inventory, which measured the dimensions:
generation, reformulation, originality, relevancy, hedonics, complexity and condensation. Besemer
and O’Quin’s (1987) Creative Product Semantic Scale defined the creativity of products in terms of
three dimensions: Novelty (the product is original, surprising and germinal), Resolution (the product is
valuable, logical, useful, and understandable), and Elaboration and Synthesis (the product is organic,
elegant, complex, and well-crafted). Sternberg (1999) and Sternberg, Kaufman and Pretz (2002, 2003)
suggested a number of ways in which this can occur: these include conceptual replication (the known
is transferred to a new setting), redefinition (the known is seen in a new way), forward and advanced
forward incrementation (the known is extended in various ways), redirection (the known is extended
in a new direction), reconstruction (new life is breathed into an approach previously abandoned), and
reinitiation (thinking begins at a radically different point from the current one and takes off in a new
direction). Cropley and Cropley (2005,2011) enriched their hierarchical, four-criterion model of
functional creativity with theindicators described above to define a Creative Solution Diagnosis Scale
(CSDS).
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3. Methodology
The economic, social, environmental and creativity indicators are listed below. These indicators can be
used to assess sustainability in the manufacturing industry. Of course, there are many other indicators,
but they are not applicable in the manufacturing industry and therefore are not listed here. In the next
publication, these indicators will already apply to selected companies. The Czech Statistical Office
(www.czso.cz) uses the indicators of all three areas (social, economic and environmental). For example
anothers principles and authors use indicators only from some areas (Commission on Sustainable
Development, Indicators of sustainable development: guidelines and methodologies, 2002,
Kocmanová, Pavláková Dočekalová & Simanavičiené, 2017; Bonson & Bednárová, 2015; EMAS, The
new core indicators of EMAS III). The analysis of indicators in this section includes characteristics of an
indicator.
In the paper, there were presented the different approaches, how to measure economic, social and
environmental aspects in companies in manufacture industry. The aim of this paper is to suggest the
indicators for measurement of sustainability in companies in manufacture industry. In the overview of
the following indicators, these are indicators from Kocmanová et al. (2017) The main reason is
especially the possibility of obtaining indicators from the financial statements. We will focus on the
manufacturing industry and expand the indicators for innovation indicators.
Table 2: The summarization of the presented economic indicators
STUDY

INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION (METRICS)

Kocmanová et.
al. (2017)

Indicators profitability

IEco1 - ROE = EAT / Equity.
IEco2 - ROA = EBIT /Assets.
IEco3 - ROS = EAT/ Revenues.
IEco4 - ROCE = ROCE = EBIT/ Equity + Long-term liabilities.
IEco5 - Current assets / Short-term liabilities.
IEco6 - Assets / Liabilities.
IEco7 - Equity + Long-term sources / Assets.

Liquidity
Debt
Assets coverage by longterm capital
Asset turnover
Productivity
Cash flow based indicators
Approaches to recruit
employees from the region
Financial contributions
from the state
Policies and approaches to
suppliers from the region
CZSO (for Czech
Republic)

Gross Domestic Product
Labor productivity:

Small and medium-sized
enterprises:

IEco8 - Sales / Fixed Assets.
IEco9 - Added value/ Sales of own products and services +
Revenues from sale of goods.
IEco10 - Return on equity of Cash flow: Cash flow / Equity.
IEco11 - Return on assets of Cash flow: Cash flow / Assets.
IEco12 - Number of employees from the region / Average recorded
number of employees in the year (in persons).
IEco13 - Amount of money (e.g. subsidies, investment grants,
grants for research and development, relief from fees, tax
reliefs, financial incentives, awards and rewards) / Added value.
Basic macroeconomic indicator used to monitor the level,
performance and dynamics of the economy.
A qualitative indicator of the economic level and the
competitiveness of the economy. It expresses the efficiency of
human work in the given capital.
Approaches the economic importance of SMEs, which, thanks to
their flexibility, is a very important element of stability in
economic development and employment. According to to Fiala
and Hedija (2015), most studies revealed that smaller firms grow
faster than their larger counterparts.
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Table 3: The summarization of the presented social indicators
STUDY

INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION (METRICS)

Bonson &
Bednárová (2015)

Increase in human
capital

Job stability, accidents and diseases at workplace,
absences, employee turnover, employees training, noncompliance with legal regulation concerning customers
Locally – based suppliers, CSR certified suppliers, payment
period to suppliers
ISoc1 - Total number of women / Total number of employees
in given to period.
ISoc2 - Total number of final convictions for discrimination /
Total number of employees in given to period.
ISoc3 - Total amount of money for gifts / Added value.

Increase in social capital
Kocmanová et al.
(2017)

Equivalent opportunities
Discrimination
Allowances to
municipalities
Community
Customers’ safety and
health protection
The rate of staff turnover
Expenditure on
education and training
Labor productivity from
value added

CZSO (for Czech
Republic)

Employment rate of
older workers:
Women's Employment:
Highest educational
attainment:

ISoc4 - Total amount of money of charitable work in support
of local communities / Added value.
ISoc5 - Total amount of money for non-compliance of
regulations related to customers’ safety and health
protection / Added value.
ISoc6 - Number of terminated employments / Total number
of employees in given to period.
ISoc7 - Education and training expenditures / Added value.
ISoc8 - Wage costs / Added value
ISoc9 - Added value / Wage costs.
ISoc10 - Wage costs / Average number of employees .
It characterizes the employment rate of older people in the
labor market in line with the strategy of creating equal
opportunities and combating all forms of discrimination
Testimonies about the state and development of women's
employment and the level of equal opportunities
It characterizes the educational level of the population,
indicates success in the labor market and improving the
quality of human resources.

Table 4: The summarization of the presented environmental indicators
STUDY

INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION (METRICS)

Bonson &
Bednárová
(2015)

Energy efficiency
Pollution reduction
Water reduction

Energy consumption, water consumption
Polluting emissions
Waste generation, waste processed

EMAS (EMAS,
The new core
indicators of
EMAS III)

Energy efficiency

Total direct energy use (MWh or GJ), Total renewable
energy use (% of total annual energy consumption from
renewable energy sources)
Total annual water consumption (m3)
Total annual generation of waste (tons), total annual
generation of hazardous waste (kg or tons)
Land use (m2 of built-up area)
Total annual emission of greenhouse gases inc. at least
emissions of CO2,CH4 , N2O (tons of CO2 equivalent). Total
annual air emission incl. SO2 (kg or tons)

Water

Biodiversity
Emissions
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Kocmanová et
al. (2017)

CZSO (for
Czech
Republic)

Acquired investments for
environmental protection
Environmental noninvestment expenditures
Total annual emissions
Total annual emission of
greenhouse gases
Total annual energy
consumption
Total consumption of
renewable energy
Annual mass flow of
different used materials (in
addition to the carriers of
energy and water)
Recycled materials use
Proportion of the recycled
input materials
Total annual consumption
of water
Total annual production of
waste
Production of hazardous
waste
Emissions of major
pollutants

Production of corporate
and municipal waste:

IEn1 - Total investments for environmental protection /
Added value.
IEn2 - Non-investment expenditures for the protection of the
Environment /Added value.
IEn3 - Total emissions to air / Added value [t/CZK]
(solid particulate matter, SO2, NOx, NH3, PM without CO)
IEn4 - Total greenhouse gas emissions / Added value. [t/Kč]
(CO2,CH4 , N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6)
IEn5 - Total consumption of renewable energy /Added value.
[GJ/CZK]
IEn6 - Total of renewable energy / Total energy sources.
IEn7 - Total consumption of materials / Added value. [t/CZK]

IEn8 - Percentage content of used recycled materials from
total consumption materials. [%]
IEn9 - Total annual consumption of water
/ Added value. [m³/rok/CZK]
IEn10 - Total annual production of waste / Added value.
[t/CZK]
IEn11 - Total annual production of hazardous waste / Added
value. [t/CZK]
Nitrogen oxides are one of the major pollutants that
contribute to the formation of acid rain and ground-level
ozone; Nitric oxide is one of the greenhouse gases. Sulfur
dioxide is one of the major pollutants, which is particularly
involved in the formation of acid rain.
Waste can be the source of pollution of all components of
the environment and its cost requires economic costs.
Environmental spending on environmental protection:
Environmental spending reflects the level of environmental
and public-private care.

Table 5: The summarization of the presented creative indicators
STUDY

INDICATOR

DESCRIPTION (METRICS)

Besemer (1998)

CPSS (creative
Product Semantic
Scale)

Amabile (1982)

CAT (Consensual
Assessment
Technique)
Moss´s Metrics
Sarkar and
Chakrabarti Metrics

7-point Likert-type scale with 55 adjective pairs. Novelty
(surprising, original), Resolution (logical, useful, valuable,
understandable), Elaboration and synthesis (organic, well
crafted, elegant)
5-point Likert-type scale with open scale. Novelty,
appropriateness, technicality, harmony, artistic quality

Moss (1966)
Sarkar (2008);
Sarkar &
Chakrabarti (2008);
Chakrabarti (2006)
Cropley & Cropley
(2005)

CSDS (Creative
Solution Diagnosis
Scale)

0-3 scale rating by judges. Usefulness, unusualness
Degree of novelty based on SAPPhIRE construct. Novelty
constructs (action, state, physical phenomena, physical, organs,
inputs, parts), usefulness (importance of function, number of
users, length of usage, benefit of product)
Relevance and Effectiveness (correctness, performance,
appropriateness, operability, safety, durability. Novelty:
Problematization (diagnosis, prescription, prognosis), Existing
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Knowledge (replication, combination, incrementation), New
knowledge (redirection, reconstruction, reinitiation,
redefinition, generation). Elegance: external (recognition,
convincingness, pleasingness) Internal (completeness,
gracefulness, harmoniousness, sustainability). Genesis:
foundationality, transferability, germinality, seminality, vision,
pathfinding

4. Results and Discussion
The goal of this paper is to contribute to the ongoing effort of understanding sustainability and
measurement of sustainability. In the paper, there were presented the different approaches, how to
evaluate social, economic environmental and creativity indicators. The new deployment and
performance measurement system for sustainability in companies must reflect social, economic and
environmental factors.
We want to use of indicators by Kocmanova and others (2017) because they are indicators focusing on
companies and can be obtained by means of a questionnaire and data from the financial statements.
Relevant qualitative and quantitative methods should then be chosen to identify, test, select and apply
sustainability indicators. In further research we will use the following economic indicators:
o Indicators profitability
o EVA
o Economic result (profit)
o Cash flow
o Asses turnover
o Dept
o Liquidity
o Value added
o Profit margin
o Market share
o Work productivity
o Average wage
We use these indicators because we can easily calculate and find them in the financial statements.
Social indicators:
o Number of workers
o Number of workers - women
o Fluctuation of workers
o Average age of workers
o Satisfaction of workers
o Working conditions and work safety
o Financial contributions for the county, municipality, community
o Communication with the general public
o Seminars and training for further education
o Expenditure on staff qualification
o Occupational accidents and deaths
Environmental indicators:
o Reduction of emissions
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Reduction of waste production
Increase recycling
Reducing the use of hazardous substances
Reduce material consumption
Replace existing materials with new ones
Reduce water consumption
Energy saving
Greater use of renewable energy sources

Creativity indicators
o Novelty – rarity and unfamiliarity
o Purposefulness – usefulness and unusualness
o Resource-effectiveness
o Operability - the solution is easy to use
o Combination - the solution makes use of new mixture(s) of existing elements
o Incrementation- the solution extends the known in an existing direction
o Redirection - the solution shows how to extend the known in a new direction
o Reinitiation - the solution indicates a radically new approach
o Redefinition - the solution helps the beholder see new and different ways of using the solution)
o Rrecognition - the beholder sees at once that the solution makes sense
o Sustainability - the solution is environmentally friendly
o Transferability - the solution offers ideas for solving apparently unrelated problems
5. Conclusion
Creativity and sustainability are currently very interesting topics. We are currently collecting data from
Czech glass companies on sustainability and creativity. As a further research, there are planned the
following steps:
1. obtain data by questionnaire and from the financial statements.
2. precise definition of each indicator, data collection and validation of the proposed complex
evaluation system in concrete companies. Then we propose a model that includes both
creativity and sustainability indicators.
The contribution is the output of the specific research project " Multi-factor measurement of business
performance in relation to sustainability" Internal Grant Agency of the Brno University of Technology
with registration number FP-J-18-4924.
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Local and Global Celebrities and Brands in the Sports Environment
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Abstract
Much of the sales of sporting goods has been influenced by the endorsement of celebrities and athletes
in the sport, which can impact the consumer's attitude toward advertising, brand and purchase
intention. The objective is to verify the impact of celebrity endorsement on purchase intention
between global and local brands. Specific objectives are: verify celebrity endorsement impact on
purchase intention of global and local brands; identify the effect of celebrity type (Global, local) on
brands considering product involvement; to analyze the effect of celebrity on brands considering
ethnocentrism. A factorial experiment between-subjects was conducted with 244 consumers within
six groups, being two control groups and four experimental ones. All stimuli development follows
literature recommendations. The analysis compared means using t-test (ANOVA). Results reveal that
the prestige of global brand influences more on purchase intentions than the celebrity endorsement.
The impact of being a local or a global celebrity was irrelevant. Consumers prefer global than local
sports brands, but there was no difference between local or global star. Involvement and
ethnocentrism hypothesis was not supported. Perceived “globalness” of the brand will impact
purchase intention, managers should consider financial aspects more than the origin of the sportsman
endorsing the brand.
Keywords
Celebrity endorsement, global and local brands, purchase intention
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Elderly Consumers Need Special Products?
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Abstract
Young people are commonly the targeted market for new products, but ageing process is continuous
and how these consumers will behave as they get old? Our objective is to understand how is the offer
development and demand for old consumers.
The qualitative methodology used in-depth interviews with 14 elderly consumers and 14 product
designers. From the demand side, remembrance of brands is low when choosing one product at the
supermarket; our interviewees seek for known products which they don’t need to look for more
information and complex decisions. Since elderly consumers seldom recognise packaging’s graphic
signs and, sometimes the brand name, they use the product’s “Gestalt”. So, the overall design of the
packaging is central which might put them in a vulnerability situation when they might buy goods by
mistake. As a consequence, changes in their preferred product are not welcome as well as new
products. Legibility was not indicated as relevant, although interviewees recognise they have less visual
accuracy. When elaborating the products, designers decide graphic elements to have easy
communication and reducing noises and interference on this process. Changes in product design are
seen as dangerous due to the loss of recognition. The elderly market doesn’t need products designed
for them because they tend to use the same product, they won’t change just because they are getting
older. Besides, all consumers must have clear communication. Packaging must transmit
intergenerational communication ability as simplicity, easiness.
Keywords
Product design, new products, ageing, consumer behaviour
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Developing an Embroidering of Nora Beads as a Creative Tourism Activity in
Southern Thailand
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Abstract
Nora beads are beautifully arranged in the series and being a high - value intellectual property that can
be cherished as a national heritage. Nora beads can be crafted as jewelry, such as necklaces, belts,
earrings, or other decorative items. It is also worthy of the spirit, love, and sense of life of the southern
Thailand people for many generations. The knowledge to embroider of Nora beads is also the local
wisdom that can create a career and also develop into attractive creative tourism activities that lead
to sustainable economic development in the southern Thailand community. The objective of this
research was to develop an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity in southern
Thailand. Research data were collected through literary review, in - depth interviews, focus group
interview, workshops, field trips and observations. Key informants were community leaders, local
wisdom scholars, including to the members of small and micro community enterprise in southern
Thailand. Content analysis was used for analyzing the data. From this study, we provided the guideline
to develop an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity for the community. We also
designed the learning activities in one day for the tourists which consisted of (1) learn the important
and history of Nora beads embroidering; (2) learn the process and procedure of Nora beads
embroidering; (3) learn about supplies and equipment in Nora beads embroidering; and (4) learn the
operation of Nora beads embroidering.
Keywords
Creative tourism, developing, Nora beads, southern Thailand
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1. Introduction
Development of creative tourism activities is a process that makes tourism activities in the area
successful and effective in accordance with the objectives of the development. Since, the tourists can
have quality tourism experience according to the characteristics or potential of the area including
interactions with people in the area based on creativity. Therefore, the study served as a knowledge
based to be used in the planning of tourist product or service developments and promote sustainable
creative tourism in southern, Thailand in the long run.
2. Literary Review
2.1. Creative tourism
Creative tourism is a new tourism opportunity that emphasizes the engagement between hosts (locals)
and guests (tourists) who are interested in actively participating in and learning from an authentic
experience (authentic - active participation). The form and characteristics of this type of tourism will
open the opportunity for tourists and local hosts to exchange knowledge and develop creative
potentials together, creating lasting memories and deep understanding of the specific culture of the
place. In addition, creative tourism is the answer to meet the changing tastes of present tourists who
not only want to “see” a society and culture that is different from their own but also want to experience
it by “doing”. The “doing” allow travelers to learn and understand the cultural heritage or wisdom of
a place; while at the same time develop their own potential from real practice through various arts
and cultural activities in the destination visited. Travelers will receive new kinds of inspiration to use
in their normal lives after their vacation has ended. In Thailand, creative tourism was initiated with
further studies encouraged by the Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism Administration or
“DASTA” (Public Organization). DASTA plays an important role in formulating policies, and
administrative plans for the sustainable development of tourism in designated areas. The organization
also coordinates with central and local government agencies as well as communities to foster
cooperation in developing tourist destinations in designated areas. The project also includes the
development of a model for creative tourism in Thailand by identifying activities with high potential
and possibility to sustainably develop communities through means of creative tourism. (Wisudthiluck,
2012). However, creative tourism is still in its early stages in southern Thailand and it is also not familiar
by all related parties including operators, organizations, activity hosts. Through, it is just a form of
tourism that uses the potential of tourism as a base and use creativity as a conductor. It is the new
travel paradigm and the new direction of cultural tourism that is sustainable by giving visitors the
opportunity to engage in learning experiences with local people through engagement. In addition,
tourists can also exchange knowledge with local people and emphasizing the engagement between
tourists or visitors. With the community in the tourist area (host), visitors will gain experience through
active participation, which will result in a memorable or deep impression in the tourist area. Creative
Tourism is a tool to understand the value of cultural diversity to strengthening the awareness of
community values as well. At the same time, it promotes the potential of creativity for tourists to bring
their experiences from tourism to their own way of life.
2.2. Nora beads
Nora is a local intellectual popular arts show adjacent to the lagoon in southern Thailand. This art has
a lot of vocal, rhythmic play. The presentation also makes it attractive and become a valuable cultural
legacy. All Nora's costumes are created from the exquisite artistry of the wisdom who are ancestors in
southern Thailand skilled in weaving, carving and other. Early performances, men used to dress as
ordinary people to perform roles. The miscellany is simply decorated enough to mean something like
a mask or a giant face with a turban. The first Nora in southern Thailand is not decorated bead. The
body is made up of the art of drama in the central Thailand. Later in the fifth reign, some of the Nora
have to dress a wing, a breast, a tail and an ankle including to filter the neck made from local glass
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beads. This type of beads was difficult to make because of their small size, they had to be neat and
hard to keep. The color of the Nora costume in the past is a contrasting color, such as red, green, with
white lines. At present, the color tone is soft. However, the bead should be at least 5 colors. They can
also create and develop beads in various forms (such as long key ring, round key ring, necklace with
chandelier and bracelet, etc.) and organize workshop to transfer wisdom to the community or
interested people. (Changsan, 2017). Picture 1 shows the unique style of Nora arts in Southern
Thailand.
Picture 1: The unique style of Nora arts in Southern Thailand

The bead is a small invention. Nora beads are a small handicraft made from various raw materials such
as wood, stone, bone, teeth, teeth, shells, coral, seeds, etc., to the contrary, molding or mold casting
and tweak. It must have holes in the middle for thread or rope for hanging or decorate the human
body. (Changsan, 2006). The pattern of Nora beads is composed of Pikul flower, triangle, candy,
rhombus and the colors of the Thai flag. The bead produced by famous Nora artists must be beautiful
and skilled, knitting must be neat. Picture 2 shows the beautiful dress of Nora made from beads.
Picture 3 shows sample pattern of Nora beads.
Picture 2: The beautiful dress of Nora made from beads
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Picture 3: Sample pattern of Nora beads

2.3. Related research
Changsan (2006) studied Nora beads: means for promoting self-sufficiency economics. The results
show that Nora beads are a small handicraft made from organic substances. They are scraped, molded
or casted in various shapes and strung together. They have been used to decorate Nora costumes for
more than 100 years. The Nora bead decorations are in 5 pieces: one piece around the breast called
Roap - Ok or Phan - Ok, two pieces on the shoulders and another two pieces around the front and the
back of the neck. Nora beads reflect a way of life that is rich, nature - loving, and self - sufficient. Their
patterns represent aspects of the way of life in Nakhon Si Thammarat through the following: Phikun
flower; the Phim - Phong (a bamboo frame used to mold sticky rice for making Phong, a local sweet);
triangles; round glass beads and Khanom Tad (a rhombus shape). These bead patterns are named
according to their natural characteristics, their representation of familiar objects in daily life and crafts.
There are two design patterns, especially for the shoulders: a sharp end type (triangular) and an endcut type (triangular with a cut at one end). Beads are a profitable and low cost investment. Because
they are made during free time outside of other work and with little or no fossil fuel energy, their
creation fits within the concept of conservation promoted by the King’s “Sufficiency Economy.”
Changsan (2017) studied developing Nora costumes based on local wisdoms in Nakhon Sri Thammarat
province. This research aimed to (1) study the history of Nora costumes and their components and (2)
re-design the costumes and their components to meet the present local requirements and better suit
the current performing circumstances. The key informants were academics, experts, professional
artists in the districts of Thung Song, Huasai, and Muang in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province and
students from the Performing Arts Program, Nakhon Si Thammarat Rajabhat University. The research
instruments were structured in-depth interviews, participant observation, Nora experts’ critiques and
questionnaires. The data revealed that since the early Rattanakosin era to the reign of King Rama V,
three types of Nora costumes were found namely, Khruangton, Song Bua and Khruang Lukpat Ha Chin
or Khruang Tem. The components of the costumes in each types were similar in which it comprised of
Soet, Phan Khrong, two pieces of Khlum Lai, Pit Kho-front and back-Thapsuang, Pik or Hanghongม
Sangwan, Pikanok-aen, Panneng, Hoi Na, Hoi Khang, Sanapphlao, Pha Yao, Kamlai Ton Khaen, Kamlai
Plai Khaen, Kamlai Khomue, and Lep. The study also revealed that the new costumes were re-created
based on the Khruangton by adding Inthanu on both sides of the shoulders; the style of costume from
Thai Classical Drama and using various types of colorful beads. This newly created costume is
anticipated to be the forth types of Nora costume. The results from the questionnaire which examined
the audiences’ satisfaction about patterns, components, color, appropriateness, and worth
conservation of the costume design showed that all factors were ranked at highest level (Mean= 4.5).
The results of this study could be used not solely as a guideline to conserve and publicize traditional
local wisdoms but also to encourage local artists to earn income from making costumes that suit the
present Nora performances and as souvenirs.
Cheenmuang (2010) studied the development of local learning unit on the embroidering of Nora
beads, art learning substance group, for students of primary grade 6 at the educational institutions in
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the Khirirat Network, Kongra district, Phatthalung province. The objective of the study was to develop
a local learning unit with three steps of syllabus development as follows: (1) study of basic data for
development of local learning unit; (2) construction of the local learning unit; (3) implementation of
the local learning unit and evaluation of the implementation. The local learning unit was administered
to 25 students of primary grade 6 of Kongra Kindergarton School, Kongra district, Phatthalung
province, for 20 hours. The research instruments consisted of the following: (1) a questionnaire on
basic data in the development of the local learning unit; (2) a local learning unit entitled The
Embroidering of Nora Beads; (3) a form to measure the ability to carry out the embroidering of Nora
beads; (4) a post – learning test; (5) a questionnaire on the satisfaction of students and students’
guardians with learning by the local learning unit. The data analysis made use of percentage, mean,
and standard deviation. The findings of the study were as follows: (1) Regarding basic data, it was
found that the administrations, the teachers, the students, and the students’ guardians, as well as the
local wisdom wanted instruction on the embroidering of Nora beads at school for 11 – 20 hours per
academic year. This was to take place at a school with teachers and local resource persons doing the
teaching together. The learning was to be evaluated by examination of performance and products. (2)
Regarding the construction of the learning unit, it was found that the components of the learning unit
consisted of principle, aims, and content structure, learning time, sub – learning units, measurement
and evaluation. There were eight plans of learning organization. The content network consisted of the
important and history of Nora beads embroidering, the process and procedure of Nora beads
embroidering, supplies and equipment in Nora beads embroidering, the operation of Nora beads
embroidering, what to learn before sale. As evaluated by experts regarding the components of the
learning unit, they were found to be in correspondence and appropriate. (3) Regarding the
implementation and evaluation of the local learning unit, it was found that the scores of the ability in
the performance of beads embroidering by individual averages were 33.64, with a standard deviation
of 2.17, at 84.20 per cent, a very good level, total averaging by group at 38.20, with a standard
deviation of 2.69, at 95.80 per cent, at a very good level, with difficulty values between 0.40 and 0.63,
discrimination values between 0.47 and 0.60, a reliability value of 0.90. The students’ satisfaction with
the local learning unit averaged 4.58, with a standard deviation of 0.53. As a whole, the
appropriateness was at the highest level, with a reliability value of 0.99. The students’ guardians’
satisfaction with learning by the local learning unit averaged 4.43, with a standard deviation of 0.59,
with appropriateness at a high level as a whole, the reliability value being 0.72.
Wisudthiluck and Sindcharak (2014) studied creative tourism in Thailand: problems and obstacles case
studies of ceramic and cotton quilt making. This research utilizes Richard and Raymond (2000; 2010)
creative tourism concept as a framework for understanding problems and obstacles of creative tourism
practice in Thailand. The results of a survey of perception towards creative tourism by Thai tourists
including problems and obstacles in the potential tourist areas that have been developed to be a model
of creative tourism in Thailand by a government agency, that is, Designated Areas for Sustainable
Tourism Administration (Public Organization) or DASTA. A survey of the policies which have initiated
and driven creative tourism in Thailand was conducted, followed by a quantitative survey which was
carried out by distributing questionnaires to 300 Thai tourists in the target areas (each 150) along with
in-depth interviews. The two target areas were chosen, namely, the ceramic manufacturing areas in
Muang and Si Samrong District, Sukhothai Province and the cotton quilt fabricating sites in Chiang Khan
District, Loei Province, both of which were locations of potential creative tourism activities by using
only two hours for learning and were under development as a destination of creative tourism in
Thailand. The implementation of creative tourism still faced obstacles in two aspects. Most travelers
could only afford short holiday periods and were unable to plan their trips in advance to incorporate
creative tourism activities into their travelling itineraries. In terms of the tourist industry in the areas,
creative tourism was still experiencing problems in management and communication of the concept
of creative tourism to the target tourists.
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3. Objectives
1.To provide the guideline in developing an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity.
2. To design the learning activities about Nora beads for tourists.

4. Research Methodology
Phatthalung province, Thailand was selected as the sample area of study for this qualitative research
since the community can reflect the way of life of southern Thailand and suitable for bringing culture
and wisdom to develop as a creative tourism.
Research data were collected through (1) literary review by using the secondary concern data; (2) in depth interviews with representatives of community leaders, peoples, philosophers, business people,
including those involved in tourism activities in the area to study local culture and wisdom in the area;
(3) focus group interview and workshops by inviting representatives of those involved to analyze and
evaluate tourism, culture and local wisdom in the area which can be developed into appropriate
unique sustainable tourism activities and create the recognition of community in the area; (4) field
trips and observations by visit and survey the area.
Content analysis was used for analyzing the data and planning.
5. Results
5.1. Guideline to develop an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity
To develop an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity, the following components
should be supported: (1) Creative destinations. The community need to be able to manage their
environmental sustainability and facilitating tourists. Creative tourism should develop in various areas
such as information centers, standardized accommodations for creative tourism focused on health or
for the elderly including to utilities and facilities security system, signs, and public transportation. (2)
Creative entrepreneurs. There should be a grouping of entrepreneurs to share ideas on how to create
new tourism innovations, and to network together to coordinate or create creative ideas for all sectors
to standardize the value added tourism. In addition, entrepreneurs should be constantly developing
themselves, such as training for creative tourism and developed foreign languages for tour guides /
operators. In addition, entrepreneurs should help to preserve the environment, maintain and protect
the potential impact on the environment and nature. (3) Creative Locals. Southern Thailand
communities must be able to transfer skill, ability, adapt, adapt or adapt to the present context.
Cultural diversity should be encouraged to build awareness of the benefits of creative tourism to the
community. They should also educate the community about the environment to build sustainability.
In addition, communities should be aware of being a good host, friendly to tourists and proud of their
culture and preserve their identity. (4) Creative communication. Communication is one of the key
factors to carry out the objectives and goals clearly. It is necessary to build a sense of creative tourism
in every direction, whether it is the community, the operators, the government, and the
communication to tourists. It should be prepared to guide the creative tourism in the area to publish
to the target audience. Nowadays, communication is more diverse and more effective, accessible to
almost every target audience and almost every area of the world. Communication technology can help
travelers get their own travel information such as newspaper, television, and new media such as social
media, which is a channel that can reach tourists as well. At the same time, it is a tool to help emphasize
or affirm the value of the cultural and natural heritage of the community including awareness,
responsibility for nature and environment.
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5.2. Learning activities about Nora beads for tourists
We designed that the learning activities for the tourists to embroider of Nora beads in one day
consisted of (1) learn the important and history of Nora beads embroidering; (2) learn the process and
procedure of Nora beads embroidering; (3) learn about supplies and equipment in Nora beads
embroidering; (4) learn the operation of Nora beads embroidering.
Picture 4 shows the process of Nora beads embroidering. Picture 5 - 7 show some of the products of
Nora beads embroidering.
Picture 4: The process of Nora beads embroidering

Picture 5: Nora beads bracelet products

Picture 6: Nora beads earring products
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Picture 7: Nora beads belt products

6. Conclusion
To develop an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity, the following components
should be supported: (1) Creative destinations; (2) Creative entrepreneurs; (3) Creative Locals; (4)
Creative communication.
The learning activities for the tourists to embroider of Nora beads can be done in one day consisted of
(1) learn the important and history of Nora beads embroidering; (2) learn the process and procedure
of Nora beads embroidering; (3) learn about supplies and equipment in Nora beads embroidering; (4)
learn the operation of Nora beads embroidering.

7. Discussions
Developing an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity in southern Thailand can
enhance skills and experience for target tourists including to impress a good experience when tourists
get involved. It also contributes to creativity through participation in such creative activities. This will
cause a feeling of wanting to come back again and consistent with the definition of creative tourism at
Richards & Raymond (2000) that means tourism, which gives people the opportunity to develop their
creative potential by engaging in real-life learning experiences that are tailored to the specific
characteristics of the target area. It also complies with the government policy that creative tourism is
a relationship with history, art, culture, way of life, and identity. Tourists can learn to create an
experience that matches the owner of the culture and have the opportunity to live together with the
owner of the place. It also adds value to history, art, culture, way of life and identity of the place.
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8. Suggestions
There are lot of potential cultural resources in southern Thailand that can be created to be new
creative tourism activities that are unique and tourists can participate in the short time period.
Developing an embroidering of Nora beads as a creative tourism activity in southern Thailand can raise
awareness of local culture and local wisdom in the community and can also promote southern Thailand
tourism as well as exchange of knowledge and experience with the tourists. However, the community
need to create the activities that can serve the needs of each tourists group. In addition, the
community need to have quality personnel to support and have to develop marketing promotion
process creatively.
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Abstract
The aim of the article is to assess the impact of e-commerce, m-commerce, and in-store on product
perception. An experiment was prepared during which the participants got acquainted with the
product novelty (confectionery) (A) directly, (B) via the online store via the desktop computer, (C) the
mobile device store. We collected data on purchase behavior: the propensity to buy, the attractiveness
of the packaging, and price adequacy. The research was carried out on 152 participants. An ANOVA
(main effects and post-hoc analysis) was performed for individual groups broken down by the contact
surface with the product. The study showed significant differences in each area. Direct contact with
the product was influenced by a better perception of the measured aspects, the worst in the case of
desktop. However, it should be noted that when comparing the feelings of consumers who had direct
contact with the product and using a smartphone, no significant differences in the perception of the
product could be found. The study proved that research broken down into stationary and online stores
is insufficient and it should be specified by means of which devices Internet resources are used. The
research results can be used by adjusting online advertising activities to various devices.
Keywords
Multichannel, consumer behavior, purchase behavior, decision process
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to estimate the impact of social media on a level of money collected
by NGOs. The study was carried out in three stages: 1) defining the list of most effective NGOs with
a special status for non-profit organizations – public benefit organizations (PBOs) in collecting of
1% of personal income tax in 2016; 2) netnographic method of collecting data from 2082 Facebook
fanpages and gathering 75202 posts from these social network sites; 3) Analysis of Mann-Whitney
U Test, and linear regression used to test three hypotheses. In the procedure of statistical verifying
the hypotheses, there were three relationships estimated. PBOs that have Facebook fanpage
acquire more money from individual donors than PBOs which do not have any. The number of
posts in social media does not affect the value of funds obtained. The high number of likes affects
the value of PBOs' funds obtained. Activity in social media is important in today's marketing
communication. However, quality and content of posts plays a key role, not the quantity of posts
published. The use of appropriate types of messages (films, photos) affects the increase of
interaction of donors which is reflected in their willingness to transfer money. The adapted
hierarchy response model for NGOs in social media was used to prove the impact of affective
attitude phase on NGOs fundraising. In addition, the findings confirm the important role of twoway communication and the use of appropriate marketing tools to interact with customers.
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Introduction
The increasingly important role of NGOs as they have advanced from mere service-providers to
major players with the funds and potential to influence policy and institutions has received ample
empirical and theoretical attention (Besley & Ghatak, 1999; Doh & Guay, 2006; Eden, 2004; Keim,
2003; Gilles & Yontcheva, 2006; Teegen, Doh & Vachani, 2004). The term NGO came into use way
back in 1945 when the United Nations Organization (UNO) wanted to differentiate between
participation right for inter- governmental specialized agencies and international private
organizations in its charter (Nelson, 2007). NGOs are known to rely on the goodwill and generosity
of donors to cover the costs of their activities through grants and donations (Batti, 2013: 339). Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are non-profit, voluntary citizens´ groups that are organized
on a local, national or international level. They may be of three types: 1) advocacy NGOs, that
promote before governments or in international for the interests of groups who do not have either
voice or access to do so themselves; 2) operational NGOs, that provide goods and services to needy
clients; and 3) “hybrid” NGOs, which perform both of the previous functions (Doh & Teegen, 2003).
Generally, they are organized around specific issues (some of their most visible and most successful
work has been in the areas of human and animal rights, health and environmental protection), and
in their areas of concern they can serve as early warning mechanisms or monitors of official
agreements. NGOs have operated in areas such as social services for decades, often in collaboration
with governments or private partners. The former academic literature refers to those
nongovernmental organizations that “tend to promote the material, social, or political interests of
their own member” (Putnam, 2002: 11), while the latter refers to those NGOs that have exclusively
social (including human rights and environmental) agendas (Teegen et al., 2004: 466). Non-profit
sector concerns the relationship between organization and its stakeholders. Communicating with
donors requires NGOs to use all of the channels available to them and there, they can start to
connect with donors and engage them on the issues that matter (Richmond & McCroskey, 2005).
The purpose of the paper is to estimate the impact of social media on a level of money collected
by NGOs in Poland.

Non-Governmental Organizations in Poland
The third sector in Poland has a long tradition, but it has been developing more intensively since
1989. While certain regulations concerning NGOs had existed prior to that date, it was only after
the collapse of communism that the unhindered development of the third sector organizations was
possible (Borowiecki & Dziura, 2014; Chojnacka & Górecka, 2016). Since 2003 work on a special
status for non-profit organizations – public benefit organizations (PBOs) – have been conducted.
This was related to the introduction of the Act of law of April 24th, 2003 on Public Benefit and
Volunteer Work. This Act includes two important definitions: of the non-governmental
organization and of the public benefit activity. According to the Act, nongovernmental
organizations are corporate and non-corporate entities, which are not part of the public finance
sector and which do not operate for profit, including foundations and associations with the
exception of political parties, trade unions and organizations of employers, professional selfgoverning authorities, and foundations formed by political parties (Act of law, art. 3). They are
granted many benefits, and the main benefit is the right to collect funds originating from 1% of
personal income tax paid. Polish taxpayers have the right to donate part of their income tax liability
to support a public benefit organization of their choice (Piechota, 2015). This benefit is the main
way of supporting public benefit organizations. Non-governmental organizations are allowed to
perform a public benefit activity which is understood as an activity that is focused on the benefit
of society in the field of public tasks. The legislation indicates 37 areas of public activity, for
example, social assistance, charity work, preserving national traditions, ecology, animal protection,
protection of natural heritage, etc. (Act of law, art. 3.1, 4.1). Entities obtaining the public benefit
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status gain also certain benefits (Act of Law) Those benefits facilitate the organization’s activity
which is generally accepted by society since the organization’s activity is focused on the benefit of
society. The most important benefits are the following (Act of law, art. 24, 26, 27; Żak, 2012;
Chojnacka & Górecka, 2016):
o tax exemptions as regards corporate income tax, property tax, tax on civil law transactions,
stamp duty, court fees, as regards public benefit work performed by this organization,
o the right to use property owned by the State Treasury or by local authority units, on
preferential terms,
o free of charge promotion in public media: time in public radio and television to inform the
general public of their activities,
o the right to receive 1% of the personal income tax, which may be used solely for public
benefit work.
The key factor of success for public benefit organizations in Poland is attracting their activities to
donors.

Social Media in Communicating with Donors
Every non-profit leader dreams of having a group of connected, engaged donors who give regularly
and generously, are committed to the cause, and understand the organization’s work (Richmond
& McCroskey, 2005). Nicola and Hulme (2013) observed that maintaining good relationship with
donors is critical for NGO survival and one way to achieve this is through communication. Bob and
Greg (2012: 7) observed that performing nonprofits can attract more funds if they can
communicate their impact and connect with donors. Communication with donors in social media
is a complex process. An adapted hierarchy response model (Duffett & Wakeham, 2016) may be
used to show the engagement of Internet users (Table 1).
Table 1: Adapted hierarchy response model for NGOs in social media
Attitude Phases

Adapted hierarchy
response model
stages

Adapted hierarchy
response model
stages for NGOs

Measurements of
response model for
NGOs in social media

Awareness

Awareness

Number of fans

Knowledge

Knowledge/Interest

Number of hits

Liking

Liking

Number of likes

Preference

Commenting

Number of comments

Intention-toPurchase

Sharing
/Recommending

Number of shares

Purchase

Donating

Value of money

Cognitive

Affective

Conative
(Behavioural)

Source: own elaboration based on Duffett & Wakeham, 2016: 25

The hierarchy response model is usually used to describe the attitude toward advertising, defined
as the inclination to react in a positive or negative way to specific marketing communications (on
Duffett & Wakeham, 2016). Social media marketing communications enables consumers to engage
with online ICT platforms in different ways, but consumers have greater control over whether they
decide to become aware, engage and build affinity with advertised brands. A number of studies
have investigated various aspects of attitudes towards social media marketing communications.
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Barreto (2013) found low levels of attention (cognitive) towards Facebook advertising amid 20 US
students. Logan and others (2013) disclosed that 259 US students believed that Facebook
advertising provided sufficient information (cognitive), but was most effective when it was found
to be entertaining (affective). Hassan and others (2013) concluded that Facebook advertising was
informative (cognitive) and entertaining (affective) amid 310 Pakistani respondents when they had
favorable attitudes towards the value of advertising. Tan and others (2013) found that there was a
favorable connection between social media advertising effectiveness and attitudes, which also
includes intention-to-purchase (behavioral), among 149 Malaysian students. Leung and others
(2013) determined that Facebook and Twitter influenced attitudes towards the hotel industry,
which resulted in intention-to-purchase (behavioral), but cognition had no influence among 408 US
respondents. Haigh and others (2013) reported that Facebook pages had a favorable effect on
attitudes and purchase intention (behavioral) amid 275 US respondents. Hierarchy response model
is widely described in literature with several variations. The hierarchy response model is still
applicable to social network advertising (SNA) in terms of the attitudinal stages, but should allow
consumers to progress through all of the stages from awareness to purchase. Therefore, once
consumers have become aware and interested in the brands as a result of the information provided
by SNA, the social network site (SNS) should then provide extra incentive to connect with them and
lead the consumer through the final stages of the hierarchy to enable a direct purchase (Mabry,
2010).
NGOs’ business model differs from enterprise ones. The revenues for NGOs could be donations,
merchandises/sales, investments or other income streams available for the organization to work
on its value proposition. It implies the change in hierarchy response model dedicated to NGOs
willing to use social media in communication. Awareness is the stage at which customers become
aware about the organization activity and start to understand about the brands that sell the
product and the different models available. The measure of awareness could be number of fans.
Knowledge was replaced by interest taken from AIDA model. In social media roles of provider and
customer could be switched that is why purchase and selling models could be combined. In
knowledge stage supporters would like to know more about the NGO, so raising the interest should
trigger a response. The measurement for knowledge/interest stage could be number of hits for a
post, which is a cognitive attitude because hitting posts helps to understand the function of NGO.
The affective stage of the model contains Liking and Commenting. Liking is the third phase where
supporters tend to develop positive reaction for a post. The measurement for the stage is number
of likes for a post. Commenting is the higher level action of affectiveness. Comment is kind of
assessment with higher effort than liking. The measurement for commenting could be number of
comments. The conative attitude stage for NGOs in social media contains Sharing and Donating,
treated as conversion. Sharing is similar to recommendation, which could stimulate the others to
action (re-sharing or donating). The measurement for sharing could be number of post’s shares.
Donting is the only action that is not available on the metrics for a fanpage. Donating is similar to
the purchase stage in traditional hierarchy response model. The measurement for donating could
be the value of fund raised.

Research Design
A positivist paradigm has been adopted with the aim to objectively evaluate the social world and
predict human behavior (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2004). The purpose of the paper is to estimate the
impact of PBOs’ activities in social media on the amount of 1% of the personal income tax from
donors. In the literature many works are based on cross-sectional survey to establish attitudes
towards social media marketing communications as a measure to predict future consumer
behavior (see: Duffett & Wakeham, 2016). On the other hand, there are papers based on
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netography used to describe statistically the activities on social network sites (Rahman,
Suberamanian & Zanuddin, 2016; Newman, 2016; Correa, Hinsley & Zúńiga, 2010 and others).
The hypotheses expressed the following assumptions:
H1: having Facebook fanpage by public benefit organizations stimulates the level of money
collected from donors within 1% of personal income tax,
H2: the number of PBOs’ posts on a Facebook fanpage stimulates the level of money collected from
donors within 1% of personal income tax,
H3: the number of likes on PBOs’ Facebook fanpages stimulates the level of money collected from
donors within 1% of personal income tax.
First hypothesis will be verified with the use of nonparametric independent 2-group Mann-Whitney
U Test. Second and third hypotheses will be verified with the use of simple regression.

Sampling
The subjects of the research were non-governmental organization with a special status for nonprofit organizations – public benefit organizations (PBOs). On the basis of the complete list of PBOs
in Poland, 2802 out of 8288 were selected. The criteria of selection were the level of received 1%
of personal income tax in 2016 (at least 10,000PLN, which is approximately 2,500 Euro). The next
stage was verification of their activities in Facebook, which is a dominant social media in Poland.

Research Instrument and Data Collection
The nature of transferring money from taxes to PBOs is similar to collecting money, but the
difference is that the taxpayer is only the agent of funds. It can indicate to whom the funds are to
be transferred or to abandon actions. Social media in this context are mainly aimed at popularizing
the issue of a given PBO, its promotion and the form of credibility of the activities carried out. In
the case of the studied population, the total amount collected by PBOs active in the SM amounted
to 573 959 312 PLN and 69 713 556 PLN for the rest. Netnographic research was based on searching
the organizations’ websites and finding references directly to the Facebook page or directly within
the search for Facebook content. In both cases, it was based on the name of an official organization,
address or identification number of each organization. As a result, a database of 1546 public benefit
organizations was prepared along with the appropriate ID number assigned to profiles on
Facebook. From each FB profile, any content published by administrators between 1st January and
31st March 2017 was downloaded. For this purpose, an algorithm in R programming language was
prepared that connected through the API to the Facebook server. For each posted information,
there were obtained: the content of the publication, the type of publication, the time of publication
and the number of reactions divided into the nature of the reaction. A total number of 75202 posts
were downloaded.

Results (Findings)
This skewness value 2.03 implies that the distribution is skewed to the right. For the kurtosis, we
have 8.23 implying that the data is mesokurtic. Outliers have also been identified which are not the
result of a measurement error.
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Figure 1: Number of posts published by PBOs (January - April 2017)

Source: own elaboration

As described above, 2802 the presence of PBOs on Facebook were analyzed. In the case of 1262
PBOs there were no official profile on this social network. It can therefore be assumed that 45%
organizations that managed to collect amounts over PLN 10,000 do not use this marketing
communication. Among the remaining 1546 analyzed cases, there was a large variation in the level
of use of this type of tool (table 1.).
Table 2: Types of posts on Facebook fanpages of 1546 PBOs in Poland (January - April 2017)
type
link

number

min

max

mean

sd

median

18613

0

13039

47.20

285.49

7.41

music

8

1

27

9.25

10.17

5.93

note

32

0

286

20.66

59.45

2.22

offer

4

0

3

1.00

1.41

0.74

photo

47688

0

35624

87.79

578.16

17.79

status

3522

0

3162

14.09

72.29

5.93

video

5335

0

5813

64.83

274.63

14.83

Source: own elaboration

In the analyzed period of 120 days, 213 organizations published only 1 post, and the average
(MEAN) was no more than 1 in the month 326. Average number of publications in the whole
population studied mean reached 49.7 and maximum given posts reached the number of 502.
Posts published on Facebook can be divided with the use of type of content criterion. Posts
published by PBOs are dominated by pictures (63%), and links giving references to external sites
(25%). Social media is two-way communication. That's why interaction is so important. In the case
of Facebook, interaction can be measured based on various factors. Examples of such indicators
are: number of post likes, number of comments, number of shares, which is directly related to the
adapted hierarchy response model for NGOs in social media (figure 1.). In the case of the number
of likes, you can also distinguish here the type of likes, which refer to different emotions: sadness,
contentment, anger, love, joy. In the study, we accepted all reactions as equivalent. In the table 1
above, levels of likes for particular types are presented. It should be noted that different reaction
values have been recorded for different types. High response rates achieve posts with photos, posts
with videos that constitute only 7 percent. all posts. The average level of responses to posts divided
into individual organizations is mean = 30.2. In the case of 20 posts from all 75202, the number of
people who reacted in any way to the message exceeded 10,000, where max = 35624. This shows
a wide variation both from the perspective of message senders and the level of response of
recipients to published content
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The Impact of Social Media Activity on the Money Obtained
The nature of transferring money from taxes to PBOs is similar to collecting money, but the
difference is that the taxpayer is only the agent of funds. It can indicate to whom the funds are to
be transferred or to abandon actions. Social media in this context are mainly aimed at popularizing
the issue of a given PBO, its promotion and the form of credibility of the activities carried out. In
the case of the studied population, the total amount collected by PBOs active in the SM amounted
to 573 959 312 PLN and 69 713 556 PLN for the rest. A comparison of the average accumulated
money for organizations holding and not having an account in the SM was carried out. Perform
nonparametric independent 2-group Mann-Whitney U Test.
Figure 2: The level of received donations divided into PBOs having / not having an account on social
media

Source: own elaboration

In order to check if there were differences between the level of the obtained amount among
entities conducting and not marketing communication in social media, the U Mann-Whitney test
was carried out. Based on the results of the analysis, it was found that there were significant
differences in the sum of amounts transferred by taxpayers Z = -11.912; p <0.005; r = 0.225.
Average income between PBOs operating profiles on FB was higher than the average income of
other PBOs (M = PLN 371254 Vs M = 55241). The differences between these measurements were
small, as stated by the result r = 0.225.
Table 3: Descriptive
N

Mean

SD

SE

money

1546

371.254

3993.778

101.573

reaction

1546

28.833

132.484

3.369

posts

1546

49.702

61.717

1.570

A linear regression (backward approach) was calculated to predict sums of money collected based
on PBOs number of publications in social media during the income tax settlement period and mean
level of audience reaction to the content published in social media by PBOs. Backward entry
procedure is the removal phase of the stepwise procedure. The first model assumed taking into
account all variables. In the second case, the number factor was not taken into account. This
allowed a comparative assessment of how the additional factor will affect the quality of the model.
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Table 3: Coefficients
Model

Unstand.

Stand. Er

1

234.91

130.28

reaction

1.52

0.79

posts

1.86

1.69

321.36

103.81

1.73

0.77

2

(Intercept)

(Intercept)
reaction

Stand.

t

p

1.80

0.07

0.05

1.93

0.05

0.03

1.10

0.27

3.10

2.00e -3

2.26

0.02

0.06

The model is statistically significant, however the analysis of coefficients indicates that the factor
number is not justified beta=1.52, t(1543)=1.2, p=0,27 . The second model, which only takes into
account mean level of audience reaction to the content published in social media by PBOs as a
factor was calculated. Significant results were obtained (F(1, 1544)= 5.105, p=0.024), with R² of
.0033. PBOs’ predicted collected money is equal 321359.7 + 1730.5 (reactions) PLN when reactions
are measured by mean number of reactions on each posts. PBOs’ average collected money
increased 1730.5 PLN for average additional reaction in social media.

Conclusion
The functioning of NGOs is mainly based on donations from donors. The popularity of social media
that has evolved from C2C to B2B communication is also used in other fields. The subject of the
analysis was the impact of marketing communication on received donations. The analysis was
based on three levels of
o H1: having Facebook fanpage by public benefit organizations stimulates the level of money
collected from donors within 1% of personal income tax - confirmed,
o H2: the number of PBOs’ posts on a Facebook fanpage stimulates the level of money
collected from donors within 1% of personal income tax - not confirmed,
o H3: the number of likes on PBOs’ Facebook fanpages stimulates the level of money collected
from donors within 1% of personal income tax - confirmed.
PBOs that have Facebook fanpage acquire more money from individual donors than PBOs which
do not have any. The number of posts in social media does not affect the value of funds obtained.
The high number of likes affects the value of PBOs' funds obtained. Activity in social media is
important in today's marketing communication. However, quality and content of posts plays a key
role, not the quantity of posts published. The use of appropriate types of messages (films, photos)
affects the increase of interaction of donors which is reflected in their willingness to transfer
money. It should be noted that the study analyzed all the activities in social media without
considering whether posts were related to the PGO area. In addition, other factors (such as
promotion in the media, volunteer activity) that could influence the increase in donations were not
taken into account. There is also no information on the number of donors for individual PBOs,
which is due to information limitations of relevant ministries in Poland. This effectively resulted in
identification as a factor influencing between low and medium strength. The study should
therefore be extended to include a more complete resection identification, taking into account all
Attitude Phases activities and adapted hierarchy response model stages for NGOs
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Abstract
According to economic theory, the price effect of currency appreciation can decrease the volume of
exports and increase the volume of imports. However, the intensity of the effect may not be the same
as under the effect of depreciation. Previous studies of the effects of exchange rate changes on
Czechia’s trade balance have assumed symmetric effects on the trade balance or assumed its linear
adjustment. Abandoning the exchange rate commitment of Czech National Bank has led to renewed
interest in the question of how sensitive Czech export and import flows are with respect to exchange
rate movements, especially in case of expected appreciation of Czech koruna against Euro. Therefore,
the aim of this paper is to evaluate the asymmetric effects of the CZK/EUR exchange rate on the most
important segment of Czechia´s foreign trade. The period from 1999 to 2017 was analyzed, and the
data was disaggregated according to trading partner and product category. The asymmetry
cointegration approach, which introduces nonlinearity into the model, reveals a more significant
impact of the exchange rate on commodity trade between Czechia and its most important trading
partners than a more standard model that imposes symmetry. Furthermore, distinguishing between
depreciation and appreciation showed that the effects at the industry level are, in fact, asymmetrical
in most industries when assessing Czechia’s bilateral trade with its most important trading partners.
The effect of appreciation is weaker than the effect of depreciation.
Keywords
Exchange rates, foreign trade, asymmetric effects
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Abstract
Living in the society where the information about the number of citizens whose accounts were blocked
is one of the most important news in the press, represents a sufficient basis for a deep analysis. On the
other hand, recent studies on the financial literacy show that Croatians have relatively low level of
financial literacy and what is more, young people are the most vulnerable group. The principal aim of
the research was to assess whether the financial difficulties arise from the lack of sufficient financial
literacy or are the consequence of irresponsible financial behavior. In other words, the intention was
to recognize the impact of financial literacy on present or future financial behavior. The survey was
conducted among 458 students, 238 of which were students from the Catholic University of Croatia
while 220 students were from the Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Zagreb. Regression
analysis results indicated relationship of personal finance management and financial behavior with
financial information level, respondents' gender and with their risk preferences. Although in public
prevail stereotypical beliefs about higher financial competency of males, the results still indicate that
there exist some gender differences in the segment of financial literacy. Current awareness of the
importance of the financial literacy as well as understanding of the level of risk for the whole society
in case of insufficient education represent already a positive shift. However, capital investments in the
financial education as a part of human capital will become a precondition for the future development
in the environment of knowledge-based society.
Keywords
Financial literacy, financial behavior, personal finance, survey analysis, socio-demographic
characteristics
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1. Introduction
Croatian society is strongly determined by the ubiquitous insolvency of its citizens which, besides
affecting their personal lives, influences overall social situation at macro level. This fact was one of the
key reasons for conducting a research on the topic of financial literacy and financial behavior. It is hard
to precisely define whether financial difficulties arise from the lack of adequate financial literacy or are
the result of irresponsible financial behavior. The fact is that at the end of May 2018 there were more
than 326 thousand of Croatian citizens whose accounts were blocked while their debt amounted to
5.9 bn euro in principal plus about 2.9 bn euro of overdue interest. This was incentive for the
government to take some social measures, but also for the education system to emphasize the
importance of the financial literacy. Since recent studies on financial literacy in Croatia (see Croatian
National Bank, 2016) have shown that Croatians have relatively low level of financial literacy while
young people (< 19 years) are the most vulnerable group, the accent of the research was put on the
financial literacy of Croatian students. The research aim of the paper was to recognize the differences
among students who are already financially educated and students in other fields of study and to
investigate the impact of financial literacy on present or future financial behavior. It should be
emphasized that financial literacy is of the high importance among young people since this population
is exposed to an overwhelming offer of financial products and services which forces them on complex
and long-term financial decisions. While many papers deal with the problem of improving financial
literacy, the focus of this paper is put on the detection of the level of financial literacy between
different student groups and its impact on the consequent financial behavior. The research was
conducted on the convenience sample of students of two universities in Croatia and is based on the
following hypotheses:
H1:
H2:
H3:

Characteristics of respondents in the field of personal finance management are dominantly
influenced by the level of information and their risk preferences.
Financial behavior is significantly influenced by the extent of being financially informed.
Students in the field of economics show much better results in frequency of being informed
about financial topics than non-economics students.

After introductory remarks, second part of the paper consists of the comparable literature review
which in many ways confirms that student population is vulnerable and that their financial illiteracy
carries higher risk for the whole society. The following chapter describes the data and the methodology
approach. Finally, previously mentioned hypotheses are tested by using the results of the research
while at the end of the paper concluding remarks are presented. The results of the paper can be used
for further research with the purpose of improving economic situation and in general of improving
social welfare.

2. Literature Review
Several papers have already indicated that financial literacy is crucial and that the lack of knowledge
and financial skills could result in wrong financial decision making. However, Lusardi and Tufano (2009)
found a link between debt literacy and over indebtedness, more precisely that individuals with lower
financial literacy are more likely to have problems with indebtedness. Apart from the general
clarification of literacy that refers to a person's ability to read and write, there is no standard definition
of financial literacy. Huston (2010) tried to define financial literacy as measuring how well an individual
can understand and use personal finance-related information. Hence, apart from pure financial
knowledge, application of that knowledge is essential.
Research literature in a field of financial literacy among young adults has proved that the most
important channel through which young people acquire financial knowledge are parents (Lusardi,
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Mitchell & Curto, 2010). Another research that was carried out in Germany showed that German
adolescents would like to receive more economic and financial education with the purpose of
enhancing financial literacy early enough (Erner, Goedde-Menke & Oberste, 2016). Cull and Whitton
(2011) conclude that young adults have access to credit at a much earlier age than their parents, for
example in order to finance their university education.
Financial knowledge, as one of the crucial parts of financial literacy, pushes individuals to be integrated
in today's economy. Gavurova, Huculova, Kubak and Cepel (2017) specified examples of monitoring an
optimal everyday consumption, of savings' creation and correct financial planning for pension, of
investing in the stock market etc. Allgood and Walstad (2016) analyzed the effects of perceived and
actual financial literacy on financial behaviors and found that perceived financial literacy is equally
important as actual financial literacy. Their study was conducted on the research of using credit cards.
The paradox in using credit cards is in the fact that credit card issuers actually expect that individuals
are financial illiterate and that their financial behavior is costly which subsequently increases profits of
credit institutions.
According to the statistical data, average number of payment cards per capita in Croatia was 1.98 at
the end of 2017 and positive trend of growth is observed year after year. Furthermore, over eleven
years, the number of national card-based payment transactions increased by 100%, i.e. from the
203.68 million executed in 2006 to the 407.39 million executed in 2017 (Croatian National Bank, 2018).
With this increased trend in card payments and challenges that are present at the market of payment
cards, financial behavior can be considered through the consumers and their habits in using credit
cards. For this reason, one of the questions in conducted survey is related to the frequency of using
credit cards. Regarding use of credit cards, an important role in bank income has an income from fees
and commissions. With the aim of controlling interchange fees for card-based payment transactions,
EU regulation has recently limited the fees for debit or credit cards.
Lusardi and Mitchell (2008) analyzed financial literacy and gender differences and stated that financial
illiteracy is widespread among women and in addition that financial knowledge and planning are
clearly interrelated. Other research was done among German teenagers and found that there is no
statistically significant knowledge difference between males and females, but stereotypical beliefs of
higher competency of males play a role in the formation of the gender gap (Driva, Luhrmann & Winter,
2016). Walczak and Pienkowska-Kamieniecka (2018) confirm that the financial behaviors of different
genders differ significantly, but gender is not the only important variable influencing financial
decisions.

3. Research Methodology
The survey was conducted among 458 students out of which 238 students were from the Catholic
University of Croatia and 220 students from the Faculty of Economics and Business at the University of
Zagreb. The main purpose of conducting a survey on these two groups of students was to divide a
group of students who study economics from students who study other, non-economics programs.
Considering that criteria, Catholic University of Croatia was selected because there are offered five
fields, mainly of social sciences programs: history, psychology, sociology, communication sciences and
nursing.
From the total number of participants, 81.9% are undergraduate students, while 17% of participants
are first year graduate students with the average age of 20.65 years. In the term of gender division
29.3% are males while 67.2% of participants are females. Furthermore, from total number of
participants, 87.8% never attended any kind of financial literacy workshops and 45.2% of them
estimate that they are partially familiar with the concept of financial literacy. Associated with the
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assessment of student financial risk tolerance, about half of the participants (52.8%) estimate that they
have moderate tendency towards changes. Subsequently, 31.8% of the economics students inform
themselves weekly about financial topics while 46.6% of non-economics students inform themselves
rarely or almost never.
A. Methodology and Ethnicity
The data was collected from paper-and-pencil survey among students during June 2017 in faculty
premises and in cooperation with faculty departments. The universities have provided permission to
take the test tools for research purposes and survey was conducted at the beginning of lectures and
took around ten minutes. The survey on the convenience sample was in volunteer form and
participants' anonymity was provided. Before the survey began, participants were given information
about research topic, purpose and institutions involved.
B. Survey structure
The questionnaire consists of 31 questions in closed and scale form. The first set of questions was
related to social and demographic characteristics of participants while second set of questions was
related to the financial risk tolerance. Third set of questions was related to students' attitudes and
behavior scale regarding the financial decision-making. Finally, last set of questions referred to the
component of students' financial literacy. In this survey there was also examined students’ perception
of most interesting, most valuable and most commonly used information resources.
The framework for this research was Financial attitudes and behavior scale which is mainly based on
the well-known OECD Questionnaire (OECD INFE, 2011). It contains two sub-scales, management of
personal finance (items 1 to 5) and financial behavior (item 6 to 9). In the Table 1 there are average
scores for both economics and non-economics students, as well as the totals. According to the results,
economics students show higher average scores in six out of nine items: importance of savings (3.38),
future planning (3.98), active savings (3.03), long-term savings (3.75), investments in the capital market
(3.06) and interest for financial topics (4.08). From the sample of the first sub-scale (management of
personal finance), item future planning has the biggest average score (3.93). Furthermore, the biggest
average score (3.74), from the sample of the second sub-scale (financial behavior), is on item interest
for financial topics.
Table 1: Financial attitudes and behavior scale: Average scores for economics and non-economics
students
Average
(total)

Average
(economics students)

Average
(non-economics
students)

Importance of savings

3.35

3.38

3.32

Future planning

3.93

3.98

3.89

Rational buying

3.78

3.73

3.82

Active savings

2.96

3.03

2.89

Long-term savings

3.68

3.75

3.61

Non-cash payment

2.35

2.24

2.44

Informing about different financial services

2.35

2.32

2.38

Investments in the capital market

2.91

3.06

2.76

Interest for financial topics

3.74

4.08

3.43

Financial attitudes and behavior scale
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C. Statistical test and tools used for the analysis
Further analysis was made using IBM SPSS software package. T-test for independent samples was used
in order to compare means between two target groups. Regression procedure (enter method) was
used to analyze the variables whose values maximize the management of personal finance and
financial behavior among students. Still, the most common use is to understand the relationship
between variables rather than to make a prediction because it shows us how variation in one variable
co-occurs with variation in other variables (Howell, 2010).
In this case, management of personal finance and financial behavior were used as dependent variables,
while others were used as independent variables (gender, source of funding, frequency of informing
about financial topics).

4. Results
For the purpose of testing the hypotheses, sub-scales (management of personal finance and financial
behavior) as individual criteria in regression analysis are used. In first regression analysis is tested which
of key factors dominantly affect management of personal finance. The key factors included in analysis
are: gender, source of funding, frequency of informing about financial topics and perception of risk. The
results can be seen in the Table 2. This model is significant (F = 8.339, p < 0.05). It should be noted that
variables gender (B = -.357, p > 0.05) and source of funding (B = 0.191, p > 0.05) are not statistically
significant in predicting management of personal finance. In contrast, variables frequency of informing
about financial topics (B = -.697, p < 0.05) and perception of risk (B = -.991, p < 0.05) are statistically
significant in explaining management of personal finance. The total variance explained by these
predictors is ΔR2 = 7.3%.
Table 2: Regression analysis
Criterion
Management of
personal finance

Variables
Gender
Source of funding
Frequency of informing about financial topics
Perception of risk

B
-.357
.191
-.697
-.991

t
-.871
.598
-4.244
-3.900

p
.384
.550
.000
.000

In testing second sub-scale, financial behavior, as criteria, the same variables were included. Therefore,
second regression analysis shows similar results (Table 3). This model is also statistically significant (F
= 7.797, p < 0.05). Non-significant predictors in this case are source of funding (B = -.057, p > 0.05) and
perception of risk (B = .182, p > 0.05). Meanwhile, variable frequency of informing about financial topics
is again statistically significant (B = -.396, p < 0.05). In addition, variable gender (B = -.861, p < 0.05) has
proved to be significant when predicting financial behavior. The total variance explained by these
predictors is ΔR2 = 6.9%.
Table 3: Regression analysis
Criterion
Financial
behavior

Variables

B

t

p

Gender

-.861

-2.938

.003

Source of funding

-.057

-.246

.806

Frequency of informing about financial topics

-.396

-3.364

.001

Perception of risk

.182

1.015

.310

According to the results of regression analysis is decided to examine the differences between male and
female respondents, as well as the differences among economics and non-economics students. The t253
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test analysis was used (Table 4). For the purpose of testing the differences in both cases two variables
were used: frequency of informing about financial topics and perception of risk. Both t-tests show
statistically significant difference between two observed groups. The first analysis shows that male
respondents inform themselves more often than female respondents (Mm = 2.40, Mf = 3.14). It should
be noted that average score is in range from 1 to 5, where 1 means greater frequency of informing.
For the variable perception of risk there is significant, but very small difference between two genders
(Mm = 1.64, Mf = 1.45). It means that female respondents perceive risk more as an uncertainty
respectively are more risk conservative.
Table 4: T-test: Differences between male and female respondents
t-test

t

df

p

Frequency of informing
about financial topics

-6.478

440

.000

Perception of risk

2.586

438

.010

Second t-test provides us with information about differences between economics and non-economics
students. In other words, data show that there is statistically significant difference but only in one of
the two observed variables (frequency of informing about financial topics). In that case, economics
students inform themselves more often than non-economics students (Me = 3.18, Mn-e = 2.61). For the
variable perception of risk there is no statistically significant difference (Me = 1.53, Mn-e = 1.50), what
brings to conclusion that there is no difference between economics and non-economics students in
relation of a criterion of uncertainty as a perception of risk.
Table 5: T-test: Differences between economics and non – economics students
t-test

t

df

p

Frequency of informing
about financial topics

5.450

456

.000

Perception of risk

.304

454

.761

5. Discussion and Conclusions
This research was conducted among 458 students from two different universities with the aim to
examine which variables are affecting students' management of personal finance and financial
behavior. Four variables were included: gender, source of funding, frequency of being informed about
financial topics and perception of risk. Regression analysis and t-test were used as statistical tools.
While predicting management of personal finance, the results have shown frequency of being
informed about financial topics and perception of risk as statistically significant predictors. These data
have confirmed first hypothesis of the research. On the other hand, perception of risk wasn't
statistically significant in explaining financial behavior, while gender unexpectedly proved to be a
significant predictor. Another interesting fact was that frequency of informing about financial topics
remained a significant factor. These findings were predicted in second hypothesis and they lead to
emphasizing the importance of financial education. As it was mentioned earlier, financial literacy must
be an important part of education system on all levels, especially due to constant changes in society
and the fact that young people are the most vulnerable group. The next step in analysis was to extend
the findings through examining differences between two main groups in this research: males and
females respectively economics and non-economics students. In order to do that, two separate t-tests
were used and they included two variables: frequency of being informed about financial topics and
perception of risk. The first analysis shows that male respondents inform themselves more often than
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female respondents and that female respondents mostly perceive risk as an uncertainty, or relatively
are more risk conservative. These findings were not expected since, according to previous papers,
where differences between genders in the area of financial literacy are often variable, gender is not
the only important variable influencing financial decisions. The second t-test analysis confirms the third
hypothesis. Respectively, economics students inform themselves more often than non-economics
students, but there is no difference between economics and non-economics students in relation of a
criterion of uncertainty as a perception of risk. Once again, economics students confirmed their
tendency about financial topics.
For further research on this topic, with the aim of widening findings, is recommended to include more
socio-demographic variables and influential factors, such as parental. Moreover, research could be
conducted in other areas, apart from social and human sciences. In observing frequency of being
informed about financial topics, future research should pay attention to type of media used as a source
of information.
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Abstract
In recruiting and trainig sales people, the common paradigm is “the more the better” on all possible
dimensions, be it skills, cognitive intelligence, emotional and social competences,or experience.
Recruiters are watching literally out for the “Jack of all trades” in marketing jobs. However, the person
that is scoring equally high in all dimensions is rarely to be found. Based on Boyatzis’ (2008) model of
competencies of the 21st century, the authors investigate compensatory effects of intelligence (namely
EI and IQ) with other competencies or variables to figure out whether deficiencies of certain
competences are counterbalanced by others.Split-group hierarchical regression is applied, and data is
analyzed from both the seller’s and the buyer’s perspective. The findings reveal compensation effects
of EI with IQ, and job experience in marketing exchanges, as well as gender differences within those
effects. Looking at IQ and EI simultaneously reveals that combinations of higher EI/lower IQ and lower
EI/higher IQ lead to best business negotiation performance.
Keywords
Marketing, sales management, negotiations, emotional intelligence, sales performance, compensatory
effects
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1. Introduction
As all people, also sales and marketing specialists are distinct in their skills, abilities, traits, or
experience. The ‘blend’ of those characteristics makes a person individual and different from others.
Based on this assumption, Boyatzis’ (2008) contingency model of performance comprises different
domains of competencies, and the mix of those differntiates ‘outstanding from average performers’ (p.
7): those are cognitive competencies, such as systems thinking and pattern recognition, but also social
and emotional intelligence competencies, including social awareness and relationship management
competencies, such as empathy and teamwork. Also experience, and other job related characteristics
and skills are included in this model.
The purpose of this paper is to analyse individual as well as compensation effects of several of those
variables, namely EI, IQ, and job experience that influence objective negotiation outcome on both roles
in the seller-buyer constellation. The main focus lies on the compound influence of emotional
intelligence and its interplay with other variables.

2. Emotional Intelligence
There are two main research streams in the field of emotional intelligence. The ability based EI
conceptualization (Mayer et al., 2004) understands EI as a mental ability like IQ, which can be
objectively determined by comparing the measured EI levels of a person with an externally determined
‘maximum value’. Trait EI conceptualizations, in contrast, locate emotional intelligence at lower levels
of personality hierarchies (Petrides, 2011). Trait EI is also named ‘emotional self-efficacy’. Self-efficacy
is related to a person’s belief of having the right skills and abilities (based on past experience) to show
behaviors which are congruent with reaching their targets (Bandura, 1977; Barling & Beattie, 1983).
Trait EI theory states that different EI profiles are more advantageous in certain situations, versus less
in other contextual settings: ‘For example, being reserved and non - supportive is not a mark of
emotional dimness, but is a personality trait that happens to be more adaptive than sociability and
emotional expression in, say, research contexts’ (Petrides, 2011: 660-661). This theory seems
appropriate to discuss negotiation performance and its predictors for various reasons: First, it
abandons the idea of measuring against a predefined ‘maximum’ level of EI, and it accepts the
subjectivity of emotional perception and emotional self-efficacy. Secondly, the theory is applicable
throughout different contextual settings. Thirdly, trait EI has been operationalized and applied in
numerous publications in psychology as well as in social sciences and provides solid psychometric
properties across different translations and adaptations of its measurement instruments (Laborde,
Dosseville & Scelles, 2010; López-Pina et al., 2010; Shipley, Jackson & Segrest, 2010; Telle, Senior &
Butler, 2011).

3. Negotiation and Business Negotiation Performance
When heading into a negotiation, the parties have different interests and objectives concerning the
outcome of the negotiation (Carnevale, Pruitt & Seilheimer, 1981; Thompson, Wang & Gunia, 2010).
The most common negotiation objective is a fusion of different interests (Deutsch, 1949). Negotiation
intentions can vary in their nature as highly competitive, highly cooperative or mixed motives (Lax &
Sebenius, 1986). Many factors have been found to be influential on negotiation outcome or moderating
negotiators’ performance. Only until recently, emotions were not studied in the context of business
negotiations. Contemporary research has started paying more attention to the emotional competences
of negotiators and their contribution to a negotiation outcome. Several studies show that positive
emotions contribute to a better decision making process, facilitating problem solving thinking and
creative ideas (Carnevale & Isen, 1986), win/win settlements (Hollingshead & Carnevale, 1990),
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satisfaction of an opponent (Forgas, 1998), and establishment of relationship (Lawler, Thye & Yoon,
2000).
Negotiation performance within this study is defined as the quantifiable result of a negotiation
(buying/selling) about the price of a product and its accompanying services in a single transaction.
Clearly, this definition covers only one dimension of negotiation performance. Other aspects that are
e.g. more behaviorally oriented, like establishment of sustainable relationships, or compromising on a
bad deal in one transaction to increase the likelihood of succeeding in another negotiation, were not
an element of this study.

4. Direct Effects of EI on Negotiation Performance
As a starting point, and before analyzing compensatory effects of EI and other variables, direct effects
of EI on negotiation performance are hypothesized and tested. There is numerous, however
contradictory research on this matter. Bar-On (2003) found that EI is considered to be a better predictor
of job success than IQ. Goleman (1995) suggested that, for personal success, EI is an entering point.
Both agree that EI plays an important role in a carrier success; it helps to socialize, empathize, and,
finally, negotiate, which is essential for a growing globalized economy. O’Boyle and others (2011) found
in a meta-analysis that EI supports individual performance in work-related activities including
leadership and teamwork projects, while IQ tends to support work activities related to individual
cognitive assignments and academic tests. There have been numerous research studies done
supporting the idea of EI being a contributing factor to the employees’ performance at a workplace.
Kidwell and others (2011) found only a moderate positive relationship between ability EI and
performance as well as interaction effects of EI on the relationship between customer orientation and
manifest influence on performance. Lassk and Shepherd (2013) reported a positive relationship
between trait EI and self-reported performance. Mulki and others (2015) found a positive relationship
of ‘emotion regulation’ as one of the dimensions of EI scale with self-reported job performance.
Henning-Thurau and others (2006) revealed that authentic emotional labor of service staff, rather than
the extent of smiling, influences the customer's emotions and perceptions. Hasford and others (2015)
investigated the persuasive power of emotions on decisions. Lee and Ching Lim (2010) found that
emotional receptivity and the level of emotional intensity displayed by the marketer leads to greater
enjoyment and liking by the customer. Day and Carroll (2004) used an ability measure to test the
relationship of EI and task performance and they reported only a weak relationship between the two
constructs. Drawing on self-efficacy theory and affect theory of social exchange, a direct linear
relationship of EI and negotiation performance shall be tested:
H1: There is a positive direct effect of EI on negotiation performance. With increasing levels of EI,
negotiation performance increases as well.

5. Compensatory Effects
The question, to which extent certain traits, skill, abilities, or competencies are able to compensate for
the lack of others has been discussed in literature in various fields already. Dienesch und Liden (1986:
626) discuss compensatory effects in the relationship of supervisors and their subordinates: „In some
leader-subordinate dyads, the dimensions could act in a compensatory fashion. As one example, low
contribution to a relationship may be offset by a very high degree of loyalty […] the amount and type
of interaction between the dimensions is an important topic for future research.”. Also Champoux
(1992) found compensatory effects in the relationship of work context and the job itself. Later, Cote
und Miners (2006) developed a model, where emotional intelligence compensates for low levels of
cognitive intelligence According to them, decreasing cognitive intelligence leads to EI becoming a
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stronger predictor of performance. In this research, such compensatory effects of EI and IQ, and EI and
job experience, respectively, will be hypothesized and tested.
5.1. compensatory effects of cognitive intelligence (IQ) and EI
Cognitive intelligence (IQ) is defined as a general mental capability that involves the ability to reason,
plan, solve problems, think abstractly, and comprehend complex ideas. It is commonly assumed that
successful people are equipped with a higher cognitive intelligence than the average of the population.
However, IQ is not the sole driver of success or performance. Dual process theories (Cacioppo &
Gardner, 1999; Chaiken, 1980; Evans, 2003) argue that cognitive as well as emotional components
influence decisions. In marketing, Kidwelland others (2011) found that the correlation between EI and
sales performance is positive at higher levels of cognitive ability. Verbeke and others (2008) used two
samples of sales people comparing influences of IQ and social competencies on performance. Their
findings indicate a significant moderating effect of social competencies on the IQ - performance
relationship such as high levels of social competencies lead to a much stronger influence of IQ on
performance and vice versa.
IQ as well as EI have an influence on negotiation performance. The comparison of those two different
aspects of intelligence shows that IQ and EI are not opposite but rather separate competences (Block,
1995). Akers and Porter (2003) even argue that there is zero correlation between the IQ of students
and their success in professional carriers. IQ influence is at maximum 10-25%, while the remainder
depends on other factors, which may be influenced by EI. If IQ and EI interplay in delivering
performance, a lack of the former can be compensated by a stronger effect of the latter construct. In
academic performance research, Petrides and others (2004) revealed such compensatory effects of
students with high trait emotional intelligence and low cognitive abilities. Following this chain of
arguments, we hypothesize:
H2: EI compensates a lack of IQ in negotiation performance in a way that with lower levels of
IQ, EI has a stronger effect on negotiation outcome than with higher levels of IQ.
5.2. Compensatory effects of job experience and EI
Mittelstrass (2005) defines experience as the familiarity of dealing with factual actions without
referring to theoretical knowledge, but based on practical wisdom gained from what one has been
observed, encountered, or undergone. Job experience is the proportion of experience which is
associated with a person’s professional activities (Quiñones, Ford & Teachout, 1995). Weiss’ (1990)
learning theory assumes that learning is based on experience, and knowledge and skills cumulate
through experience.
In the contingency theory of performance (Boyatzis, 2008: 7), experience is one of the core elements
of competency. Becker’s (1962) human capital theory posits that more experienced employees perform
better than inexperienced ones. Experiential learning theory finally emphasizes the central role of
experience learning and assumes a positive relationship of job experience and performance (Kolb,
Boyatzis & Mainemelis, 2011).
Empirically, Fu (2009) found a positive relationship of job experience and sales performance in an
international construction company. Quiñones and others (1995) found a moderate correlation of job
experience and performance. Dwyer and others (2000) found a positive relationship of sales
experience and performance in the insurance field. With respect to experience and EI Cook and others
(2011) found a positive relationship of experience and emotional competences in an empirical
investigation among students, stating that more job experience increases the level of emotional
competences. Bartkus and others (1989) distinguish between inexperienced and experienced sales
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people: ‘It is possible that inexperienced salespeople perform well by working harder while experienced
salespeople perform well by working smarter’ (p. 15). As such, we assume that the more experienced
a sales person is, the more can he/she exploit her emotional intelligence to perform better. As such,
the following hypothesis is proposed:
H3: EI compensates a lack of job experience in negotiation performance in a way that the effect
of EI on negotiation performance is stronger with less experienced than with experienced
negotiators.
5.3. Gender effects
Gender differences in the context of negotiations have been a hot topic over the past years
(Stuhlmacher & Walters, 1999) as a control variable in people related exchange processes, such as in
buying and selling activities. The findings, however, are controversial. It was suggested that men tend
to rely more on logic and behave rationally, while women rely on intuition and emotions. In addition,
men are expected to emphasize objective facts and apply objective reasoning, while women focus
mainly on relationships (Gilligan, 1982). As this might also materialize in negotiation performance, the
effects of emotional intelligence would be affecting negotiation outcomes more for female negotiators:
H4: Gender moderates the effect of EI on negotiation performance in a way that the effect of EI on
negotiation performance is stronger with female than with male negotiators.

6. Research Design and Measures
Ever since Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) formalized game theory, it has been applied in marketing
science, especially in areas of competitive behavior and negotiations. Bargaining games permit control
over the content and environmental aspects of the negotiation. Artefacts are reduced as the basic
conditions can be kept the same. For this study, data was collected from business students. The data
was through an experimental role-play, followed by questionnaires for EI and demographics and
completed by university data sources for IQ. The participants were 154 graduate business students, 93
were female, 61 were male. Mean work experience was 2,5 years. Two games with multiple variables
to negotiate about were designed, one of which was a sales task concerning a business product (a
welding aggregate) and the other one comprised a business service (a sales training). The bargaining
variables included the price of the product/service plus various service components, like shipping,
customization, warranty etc.
Negotiation performance was computed by comparing the negotiated price and additional bargaining
variables with the maximum possible gain, both for buyer and seller in both games. Each student was
engaged two times, one time as a seller, and one time as a buyer, with different partners each time.
Cognitive intelligence was assessed by using the students‘ scores of their study entrance test, which is
measured by the INSBAT Test (Arendasy et al., 2012). This test measures intelligence levels and
intelligence structure according to the Cattell-Horn-Carroll model (CHC-model), and includes six
abilities (fluid intelligence, crystalline intelligence, quantitative reasoning, short-term and long-term
memory and visual processing). The ‘fluid intelligence’ component was selected as the measure for this
study.
Emotional intelligence was assessed by using the trait emotional intelligence questionnaire (TEIQue) in
its short version (30 items), a self-report measure of emotional self-efficacy (Petrides, Pita & Kokkinaki,
2007). The instrument does not require ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers and therefore is applicable in
multiple contextual settings. Trait EI has been operationalized and applied in numerous publications in
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psychology as well as in social sciences and provides solid psychometric properties across different
translations and adaptations of its measurement instruments (Akhtar et al., 2015; Laborde, Dosseville
& Scelles, 2010; Shipley, Jackson & Segrest, 2010; Siegling, Nielsen & Petrides, 2014; Telle, Senior &
Butler, 2011).
Gender as well as job experience in years and month were self-reported by the students after the
experiments.

7. Data Analysis
To test the hypothesized relationships, hierarchical and split-group regression analyses were
performed. As the measurement of the variables was at different scale levels, the variables have been
rescaled to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.
The first hypothesis (H1) predicted a positive direct effect of EI on negotiation performance. A
significant linear effect of EI on negotiation performance was found when controlling for gender, job
experience, and IQ (β = .183; t = 1.986; p = .049). Thus, H1 can be confirmed. If analyzed for negotiation
performance of buyers and sellers separately, this effect is only significant for buyers (β = .236; t =
2.593; p = .011). For sellers, no significant effect was found (β = .056; t =.607; p = .545).
Table 1: Direct Effect of EI on Negotiation Performance
Beta
(Constant)
IQ
.061
EXPERIENCE
-.011
GENDER
.067
EI
.183
a. Dependent Variable: SUM BUY AND SELL

t
.072
.697
-.116
.742
1.986

Sig.
.943
.487
.908
.459
.049

H2 predicted that lower IQ increases the effect of EI on negotiation outcome. Regression was
performed with a IQ high and a IQ low group, split at the IQ median. Results show that, with lower
levels of IQ, EI has a significant effect on negotiation performance (β = .367; t = 3.046; p = .003). For
higher levels of IQ, no significant effect was found (β = .052; t = .414; p = .680). H2 can be confirmed,
accordingly.
Table 2: Compensatory effect of IQ and EI
Model
IQ High (Constant)
EXPERIENCE
GENDER
EI
IQ Low (Constant)
EXPERIENCE
GENDER
EI

Beta
.237
.075
.052
-.289
.087
.367

t
.389
1.858
.616
.414
-.080
-2.319
.723
3.046

Sig.
.699
.068
.540
.680
.936
.024
.472
.003

a. Dependent Variable: SUM BUY AND SELL

To reveal effects of various combinations of EI and IQ on negotiation performance of buyers and sellers,
four possible combinations of high and low EI and high and low IQ, respectively, were subjected to an
univariate ANOVA (F (3,147) = 3.866, p = .011) and a Tukey post-hoc test, accordingly. The analysis
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revealed that, not unexpectedly, the combination of low IQ and low EI (mean = .837) led to worst
negotiation performance. Also the combination of high EI and high IQ (mean = .924) did not provide
the best mean values of performance. Those were achieved by combinations of either high EI and low
IQ (mean = 1.058), or low EI and high IQ (1.161), which was surprising.
Figure 1: Negotiation Performance on Various Combinations of High/Low IQ and EI

Next, to investigate the compensatory effect of job experience on the EI-negotiation performance
relationship (H3), the dataset was split into two groups at the median of job experience. Regression of
EI on negotiation performance was computed for both groups, controlling for gender, and IQ. Results
show that with a low level of job experience, EI significantly predicts negotiation performance (β = .305;
t = 2.498; p = .015), which is in accordance with H3. A separate analysis for buyers and sellers revealed
that this effect is significant for buyers only (β = .342; t = 2.908; p = .005) For sellers, no significant
effects were found (β = .154; t = 1.263; p = .211).
Table 3: Compensatory Effect of Job Experience and EI
Model
Beta
(Constant)
GENDER
.152
IQ
.183
EI
-.036
EXP Low (Constant)
GENDER
.020
IQ
-.029
EI
.305
a. Dependent Variable: SUM BUY AND SELL
EXP
High

t
.499
1.286
1.552
-.306
-.181
.160
-.238
2.498

Sig.
.619
.203
.125
.760
.857
.874
.813
.015

In H4, we assumed that gender has an influence on the effect of EI on negotiation outcome in a way
that the effect of EI on negotiation is stronger with female than with male negotiators. Regression
analysis shows, after controlling for IQ and experience, no significantly different effects for female and
for male negotiators. H4 needs to be rejected.
However, there was an interesting, non-hypothesized effect related to different results of sellers and
buyers. Data showed that for women in the role of buyers EI significantly relates to negotiation
performance (β = .321; t = 2.791; p = .007), whilst for men as sellers IQ is able to better explain
negotiation performance (β = .295; t = 2.204 p = .032).
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Table 4: Gender differences in the Effect of EI on Negotiation Performance
Female

Model
(Constant)
IQ
EXPERIENCE
EI

coefficientsa

negotiators:

Beta
-.085
-.113
.321

t
-.600
-.765
-.983
2.791

Sig.
.550
.447
.329
.007

t
-.941
2.204
.979
1.226

Sig.
.351
.032
.332
.225

a. Dependent Variable: SUM BUY

Male negotiators: coefficientsa
Model
(Constant)
IQ
EXPERIENCE
EI

Beta
.295
.140
.170

a. Dependent Variable: SUM SELL

According to our data, there seem to be different types of “intelligences” used by women and men and
by sellers and buyers in explaining the variance of sales performance.

8. Discussion
In this study, direct effects of trait emotional intelligence on negotiation performance as well as
compensatory effects of IQ, gender, and job experience were investigated. The research revealed that
there is a moderate relationship between EI and negotiation outcome. Higher levels of emotional
intelligence lead to better negotiation results. This is in line with research conducted e.g. by Kidwell
and others (2011) in a marketing exchange setting. Lower levels of IQ increase the effect of EI on
negotiation performance. Best negotiation results occur at combinations of either high EI/low IQ or
low EI/high IQ. There is a compensation effect of deficiencies of the former with an increase of the
latter variable, and vice versa.
Job experience seems to compensate for EI in explaining negotiation performance. Less experienced
people can better make use of their emotional competencies to reach their achieved goals. With
respect to the role of gender in the relationship between EI and negotiation outcome, for male
negotiators IQ is dominant in explaining the variance of negotiation performance, whereas it is EI for
female negotiators.
With respect to the influence of EI and IQ, there are differences in effects between the roles of buyers
and sellers. Direct as well as indirect effects of EI on negotiation performance are more influential with
the role of the buyer, not with the one of the seller. With respect to gender, an interesting finding was
that for women as buyers EI is a strong driver of performance, whilst it is IQ for men in the seller’s role.

9. Conclusions and Implications
The findings shed light on the relationship between EI, IQ and negotiation performance as well as on
compensatory effects with several variables in marketing exchange relationships. We conclude that
business negotiation performance is influenced by EI, but several interaction effects do play a role, and
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that there are differences in those effects for buyers and sellers. Especially the buyer’s role is largely
affected by the level of emotional intelligence. Deficiencies in e.g. IQ, or experience, might be
compensated by higher levels of EI.
Boyatzis’ (2008) model of competencies states that performance arises, if several individual
competencies (including social, emotional and cognitive competencies) are in line with the
organizational environment as well as the job demands. Complementing this model, the current
research provides evidence that those individual competencies might counterbalance each other. This
is in line with arguments provided by Dienesch und Liden (1986), Champoux (1992), or Cote und Miners
(2006), for whom compensatory effects of traits, abilities, or competencies help to explain
performance. For marketing practitioners, the findings may help to better grasp and higher value the
impact of EI and IQ for negotiators on buying and selling functions and to critically reflect recruitment
and training policies, respectively. HR managers and sales managers should put more emphasis on the
constructs of EI and IQ in their selection procedures, selecting and training of sales staff. Additionally,
effects of experience, gender, and IQ, and the interaction of all those do play a role in selecting the
right person for the right job.
However, relying on single-parameter measures, like IQ tests or EI tests only, without understanding
the interaction of those among each other and with other variables might lead to short-sighted, and
sometimes unjustified evaluations of staff members.

10. Limitation and Avenues for Future Research
This study has of course several limitations. First, the research environment was more a lab setting than
a field study. However, we tried to provide games that are as realistic as possible and the students
involved tried hard to reach their desired goals. Future research might replicate the study in an even
more realistic setting, and might invite sales people to participate. Secondly, the sample size was, with
respect to analyzing subgroups, relatively small, and needs caution in interpretation. Larger sample
sizes in future research would be helpful. Thirdly, negotiation performance might not be limited to
monetary results only. Our approach to select three different data sources (test data, self-report
questionnaires, and objective negotiation results) helps to secure the findings also beyond suspected
common method variance issues that are a limitation when using personality related variables. Future
research, however, could enrich the set of dependent variables by e.g. behavioral outcomes,
relationship oriented outcomes, or strategic outcomes. Finally, it would be of upmost interest to
investigate into dyads of negotiators, e.g. how lower EI of a buyer interacts with higher EI of a seller, or
vice versa, with respect to negotiation performance.
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Abstract
The amount of detail contained in the disclosures of information is the subject of numerous empirical
studies reported in the literature. The previous studies have not, however, presented a methodology
that allows for comprehensive analysis of the specificity of information disclosure of estimated values.
When designing this empirical examination, it was decided that the author shall present his own Index
of Disclosure of Estimated Values (IDEV). The main purpose of the conducted research is the
examination of the specificity of information disclosed by companies listed on the stock exchange
market in Warsaw on the estimated valuation and determination of the factors influencing the level
of specificity of the disclosures made by companies.
Developing the structure of the index of disclosure, studies carried out by the following authors were
used: (Tower, Hancock & Taplin, 1998; Street, Gray & Bryant, 1999; Adams & Kuasirikun, 2000; Newson
& Deegan, 2002; Holland & Boon Foo, 2003; Abd-Elsalam & Weetman, 2003; Palmer, 2008; Karim &
Ahmed, 2005; Rajhi, 2014). On the basis of the theoretical considerations and the results of the
previous studies published, the main hypothesis of this development was formed, according to which:
“The level of specificity of the disclosure of information on the estimated values in financial statements
of listed companies depends on factors which are specific to the entities and on changes of the
applicable regulations on financial reporting.”
The research was conducted using source material in the form of financial statements of 78 listed
companies from the years 2010-2015. The six-year period study provided a total of 468 observations.
The research has shown that companies reveal information about on their estimated values with
different levels of detail, which was characterized by a constant growth in the examined period. The
hypotheses formed for the needs of the study have been verified. The adopted model of linear
regression has confirmed that factors such as the category of the auditor examining the financial
statement, the number of areas of estimation in the opinion of the company’s management board,
the application of the new IFRS and the size of the company impact the level of specificity of the
disclosed information on the estimates in a statistically significant way, which confirms the main
research hypothesis.
Keywords
Accounting, valuations, accounting estimates, disclosure index, financial statements
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Educational Entrepreneurship as Key to Managerial Change - A Case Study of
the First Cohort of a Social Education College Program
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Abstract
All around the world, education systems, formal and informal seem to lag behind the for-profit sector
in adopting entrepreneurship and organizational (as well as individual) initiatives aimed at promoting,
improving and pushing forward a system that is in dire need of development. Attempts of
implementing initiatives through external interventions have often failed or yielded partial results. As
organizational theory suggests, changes are often best implemented by internal, organic change
agents or champions thus leading to organizational culture change. A new program geared toward
training educators as change agents in educational organizations was used as a case study. The new
program prepares teachers within their chosen disciplines with a second major comprising of
theoretical and practice-oriented training in entrepreneurship and change implementation in
organizations. The program was aimed at initiating change at the personal level within the learners,
promote change in their learning environments and then at the schools for which their worked up to
changes in the communities they serve.
The following case study is based on the outcomes of 6 different projects lead by the programs’
students as an example of how change agents implement entrepreneurship and change from within
the system following the model of change developed for this program (and based on numerous change
theories):
Community involvement and activity

Impact on the community

Training in entrepreneurship and innovation:
1. Theory and empirical evidence.
2. Practicum: projects.

Change in schools
(Workplaces)

Disciplinary training – in chosen field of teaching.

Personal change

Analysis of the data from project reports, and capstone projects (only the first cohort, n=19 in 6
different projects) support the model. A comparison with a matched sample from a regular disciplinary
program shows significant differences in initiative, prosocial and change oriented behaviors
throughout the program. Implications as well as potential direction for future research will be
presented.
Keywords
Entrepreneurship, management, initiate, education, college
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